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Aims and Scope of the Thesis 

 In recent years, the development and study of the nanomaterials have 

focused the attention of the scientists to use them as building blocks looking for 

novel properties inside technological and biological applications. The small size of 

the materials leads to unique properties that allow the construction of small 

devices ranging from nanometers to a few micrometers. Within this field one of 

the most important issue is the control of the size and shape of these structures in 

order to use them. In this sense, two of the challenges are the knowledge and 

understanding of the structures’ formation to tune the architecture of the 

nanomaterial system looking for the modulation of the properties. 

 In some applications, as the construction of optoelectronic devices such as 

sensors, LEDs or photovoltaic cells, nanomaterials are deposited onto solids. In 

these cases it becomes necessary to develop the proper methodology to achieve a 

good coverage, avoid nanomaterials 3D agglomeration and allow the variation of 

the density of nanomaterials, spacing and even arrangement. An effective and 

convenient method to pattern a surface on an nm-µm scale without the use of 

lithographic processes, is the self-assembly approach. It is a low-cost, large-area 

scalable and solution-processing technique that does not require sophisticated 

equipments. In the self-assembly the behaviour of the nanomaterial at the 

interface, in which it is placed, plays a decisive role. Thus, to obtain a good quality 

or optimize the assembly formation, it is important to understand the mechanism 

or forces involved in the self-assembly process. Therefore, the study of the 

behaviour of nanomaterials at the interfaces, by means of the equilibrium and 

dynamic properties, is the starting point to achieve the assembly modulation. In 

this sense, the overall objective of this thesis is to study the self-assembly process 

of three different nanomaterials at the air-water interface and onto solids. The 

systems proposed were polymers, CdSe quantum dots (QDs) and chemically 

derived graphene. The common aspect between them is the use of the Langmuir 
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and Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) techniques to evaluate the effect of the equilibrium 

and dynamic properties on their self-assembly process. These techniques render 

the self-assembly process of different nanomaterials at the air-water interface 

under well controlled and reproducible conditions. The LB technique was chosen 

because it has proved to be a versatile and interesting method to obtain thin films 

that allows a control of the surface concentration, which can be readily modified 

by compressing or expanding the film using barriers. Moreover, some dewetting 

processes have been observed in the preparation of the LB films that could be 

used to pattern at the nanoscale.[1-3]  

 From this picture, the thesis has been organized in three different part 

according to the nanomaterials studied. 

 The first part is focused on polymer thin films. Research on thin polymer 

films has revealed that various physical properties, such as unexpected 

instabilities, chain conformations, dewetting processes or glass-transition 

temperature variations, exhibit characteristics strongly deviating from their bulk 

behaviour, with major implications for most technological applications based on 

such nanoscopic films.[4] Despite the extensive research work a clear 

understanding of thin polymer film properties has not yet been reached. 

Therefore, in order to prepare good quality films for the construction of devices it 

is necessary previously to understand the equilibrium and dynamic properties of 

the monolayers precursors of the LB films. In this setting, we decided to study  

styrene-maleic anhydride copolymers’ films because these polymers have shown 

potential application in optical waveguides, electron beam resists and 

photodiodes.[5, 6] The polymers selected were the block copolymer poly (styrene-

co-maleic anhydride) partial 2-buthoxy ethyl ester cumene terminated, PS-MA-

BEE, and poly (styrene-co-maleic anhydride) cumene terminated, PS-b-MA. 

Consequently, they could be used as a pattern for the fabrication of layered 

molecular electronic devices. Moreover, the interfacial rheology is interesting due 
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to the polymer films are exposed to external disturbances. Thus, the stability 

properties of the films are important in applications such as coating or adhesion 

processes. In this sense, the aim was to study the effect of the addition of 

electrolytes in the aqueous subphase and temperature on the equilibrium and 

dynamic properties of Langmuir monolayers of the two polymers selected. 

Moreover, Langmuir-Blodgett films prepared from polymer monolayers onto 

different substrates have been characterized by different techniques to analyze the 

influence of different factors such as subphase composition, temperature and 

polymer nature on the film formation.    

 The second system studied was hydrophobic CdSe QDs films. These 

nanoparticles present attractive optical applications in the fabrication of solar cells 

or LEDs due to their band-gap tunability. QDs show size-dependent 

optoelectronic properties that allow modulating the match with the solar 

spectrum in photovoltaic devices or improving the emission efficiency producing 

white (or coloured) light in LEDs. The most important  optical advantages are a 

broad and continuous absorbance spectrum (from the UV to the far-IR), a narrow 

emission spectrum whose maximum position depends on the QD size, ligand-

affected physico-chemical properties and high light stability. However, 

optoelectronic device applications based on QDs may either involve a very large 

number of dots in an ensemble with controllable architecture to avoid the 

deterioration of film quantum efficiency. Therefore, the thickness and uniformity 

of the assembled QD films are crucial factors in the emission properties of the 

films.[7-11] Some theoretical arguments suggest that the interactions between 

particles and a self assembled material can produce ordered structures.[12] Thus, 

diblock copolymers are known to self-assemble spontaneously into structures in 

the order of tens of nanometers in length, and these structures can be transferred 

onto substrates by LB or dip-coating methods.[13] Some research revealed that the 

organization of nanoparticles is governed by molecular interactions between the 

diblock copolymers and nanoparticles that constitute the mixed monolayers at the 
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air-water interface.[14, 15] Despite some successful results, more research must be 

carried out to develop nanometric structures that may provide new properties 

associated with the reduction of the materials size.[16] Thus, the objective in this 

part was to use the copolymers ability of self-assembly at the air-water interface to 

modulate the QDs organization forming hybrid systems by the LB technique. The 

objective of this work is focused on the self-assembly process of CdSe QDs onto 

solids assisted by the polymer PS-MA-BEE. Different approaches using the LB 

methodology as the deposition technique and the polymer PS-MA-BEE to assist 

the self-assembly of the QDs on the solid were explored. On the one hand, 

polymer LB film is employed to modify the surface properties of the substrate 

and on the other hand, the polymer assist the QD Langmuir monolayer 

formation. Furthermore, in the last one, to understand the film patterning the 

equilibrium and dynamic properties of the mixed Langmuir monolayers of QDs 

and polymer were studied. In this way, the influence of the  polymer 

concentration and nature of the nanoparticle ligand on the morphology of the 

films was also analyzed. The role of the QDs ligand was studied by exchanging 

the synthesis organic ligand of the QDs, trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO), by the 

polymer PS-MA-BEE.  

 To ensure a good processability and reliability of the mixed QD/polymer 

films to device construction and functioning, the study of their dynamic 

properties is important.[17] Moreover, in general the monolayers prepared by 

compression lead to metastable states. A way to avoid these states and promote 

the formation of more ordered and homogeneous films is the application of 

successive compression-expansion cycles.[18] Moreover, the air-water interface 

(Langmuir trough) has been also proposed as a good platform to carry out the 

study of the dynamics of thin films. In this field, there is little work with 

nanoparticle monolayers due to the time-consuming and complexity of the 

experimental data performing and interpretation. The available studies are mainly 

focused on the study of nanoparticles.[18-20] Moreover, to the best of our 
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knowledge for mixed systems only studies performed with surfactants and 

nanoparticles exists.[21] For nanoparticle/polymer systems only theoretical studies 

are available with regard to the reorganization and dynamics of these systems.[22-24] 

In this sense, the aim is to study the influence of shearing on the QD/PS-MA-

BEE film morphology and the dynamic processes involved in the reorganization 

of these monolayers after shearing. 

 Moreover, as the optical properties of the QDs are relevant for their 

application the photophysical properties of the QD/polymer LB films onto solid 

substrates were analyzed by means of Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy 

(FLIM). Thus, the aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of the QDs 

arrangement in the films and the ligand role on their photoluminescence 

properties. The FLIM technique was selected because it presents a high sensitivity 

to surface and environmental changes.[25] 

In the third part the system studied was chemically derived graphene. 

Graphene has received enormous attention due to its extraordinary mechanical 

and electrical properties.[26] These remarkable properties make graphene and its 

derivatives promising candidates for fabrication of electronic devices and as 

reinforcing fillers in composites with applications in medicine [27]. The success of 

graphene in technological applications is related to the availability of production 

methods for the synthesis of large amounts of material at low cost. Several 

physical methods such as epitaxial growth, micromechanical exfoliation and 

chemical vapour deposition with a high-cost, have been proposed leading to the 

best material properties, but nowadays the expectation is focused on chemical-

solution processing approaches that provides low-cost material. This method is 

based on the exfoliation of graphite by chemical oxidation and the subsequent 

reduction process to restore the graphite Csp2 structure. Besides, it is necessary to 

deposit the material obtained on solids. Therefore, several efforts are being made 

in the development of chemical and deposition processes to achieve good quality 
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sheets (high reduction degree and low structural defects) and controllable 

adhesion onto solid substrates. However, chemical oxidation disrupts the 

electronic structure of graphene by introducing O-containing groups in the 

network, which cannot be completely removed by chemical reduction. Besides, 

the tendency of the reduced graphite oxide (RGO) to agglomerate makes further 

processing quite difficult. In order to avoid this, the functionalization of graphite 

oxide with different stabilizers such as ionic surfactants has been proposed.[28] 

Moreover, as the most remarkable properties are associated with few-layer 

graphene (≤ 5 layers), a control in the film thickness is also important. In this 

picture, we propose a colloidal-chemistry route where the chemical reduction is 

assisted by a zwitterionic surfactant, N-dodecyl- N,N-dimethyl-3-ammonio-1-

propanesulfonate (DDPS), in order to improve the reduction degree and defect 

repair achieved by the reducer agents and, furthermore, to functionalized the 

RGO obtained. This approach is based on the better adsorption that these 

surfactants present on graphite surfaces than on ionic ones. Furthermore, the 

functionalization can allow the attachment of metal cations or polymers to 

construct nanocomposites with potential applications. [29, 30] Moreover, the 

surfactant can also modulate the self-assembly of the sheets at the air-water 

interface, which has been proposed as a good platform to study the graphene 

derivatives due to they present a high specific surface area. Thus, the aims in this 

work are to develop and check the new synthetic route and the analysis of the 

quality of the produced material. By means of different techniques, such as X-Ray 

photoelectron or Raman spectroscopies, and conductivity measurements the 

effect of the surfactant on the reduction degree and defect repair was evaluated 

for two different reduction agents: hydrazine and vitamin C. Moreover, as the 

transference of the material onto solids in a controllable way is also important for 

the material characterization and application, in this work the LB technique has 

been proposed to deposit the graphitic material onto the substrate. Thus, the 

influence of the material properties on the sheets’ assembly deposited onto silicon 

by the LB method was also studied. 
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I. State of the Art 

 In this chapter some of the most relevant concepts in the different 

research areas involved in the nanostructured materials are summarized: from the 

nanomaterials to the self-assembly process focusing on the role of the Langmuir-

Blodgett technique. 

 Nanomaterials are a broad and assorted kind of materials, which have 

structured components with at least one dimension less than 100 nm. 

Nanostructures constitute a bridge between molecules and infinite bulk systems 

and include organic molecules, polymers, clusters, nanoparticles (quantum dots), 

carbon-based nanostructures (carbon allotropes, nanotubes, graphene sheets) or 

biomacromolecules (proteins, DNA, RNA). The nanostructures can organize into 

arrays, assemblies (surface and thin films) or superlattices of the individual 

nanostructures.[31] 

 The physical and chemical properties of nanostructures are distinctly 

different from those of either a single atom (molecule) or of the bulk matter with 

the same chemical composition. These differences between nanomaterials and 

their molecular and bulk counterparts are related to the spatial structures and 

shapes, phase changes, electronic structure and chemical reactivity of large, finite 

systems and their assemblies. Therefore, it is possible to process materials which 

can be tuned via size control to achieve specific functionality, i.e. the size-

dependent properties. In this sense, a suitable control of the properties and 

response of nanostructures can lead to new devices and technologies, with 

especially potential applications in optoelectronic and magnetic devices. 

 Nowadays, there are two approaches for the building up of 

nanostructures: the top-down and the bottom-up methods. In the top-down 

methods, the features are written directly onto a substrate, for example, by 

electron beams, and then by applying appropriate etching and deposition 
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processes (lithography, patterning), the nanoscopic features are engraved. In the 

bottom-up approach, nano-components are made from precursors employing 

either chemical or physical deposition processes that are integrated into building 

blocks within the final material structure. In this approach, the self-assembly and 

the self-organization methods are used in structuring nanomaterials. The 

organization during self-assembly processes is driven mainly by competing 

molecular interactions between the components, while in the self-organization 

methods the collective interaction between the system components is driven by an 

external force, which drive the system far from equilibrium resulting in the self-

organization of its constituents.[32] 

 Self-assembled systems are interesting from both the fundamental point of 

view [33] and the technological applications [34, 35]. Several approaches using self-

assembly for nanofabrication are already under investigation. They range from 

molecular manipulation through the use of self-assembled monolayers and 

supramolecular chemistry, to much larger systems made by the controlled self-

assembly of colloids or directly hierarchical architectures. The self-assembly could 

be an efficient method for manufacturing nanoscale devices and systems, but it is 

still necessary a lot of work in order to a functional device is built in a commercial 

way.  

 Self-assembly is considered as a powerful tool in modern molecular 

science. The ability of carefully designed building blocks to spontaneously 

assemble into complex nanostructures without human intervention underpins 

developments in a wide range of technologies ranging from materials science 

through to molecular biology.[36, 37] Thus, the self-assembly is defined as a process 

in which components, either separately or linked, spontaneously form 

aggregates.[38, 39] The interactions involved are usually non-covalent and connect 

the molecular building blocks in a reversible, manipulable and specific way. 

Furthermore, the key is to generate nanoscale complexity from the new behaviour 
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that offers the assembled structures [40] by understanding that structural control via 

self-assembly is dependent on the design at the molecular level since a 

combination of environmental and molecular factors dictate kinetic and 

thermodynamic aspects of self-assembly [41]. This approach is theoretical and 

technologically interesting [39] in several fields: Chemistry, Physics, Biology, 

Materials Science, Nanoscience and Manufacturing. However, much effort has 

been directed to understand the mechanisms or the role of the interactions or 

forces involved in the self-assembly processes. 

 The interactions are generally weak and non-covalent in the self-assembled 

systems. However, not only the interaction between the compounds define the 

final state of the systems, but also the interactions can often be influenced or 

selected by physical processes and geometrical constraints, such as gravitational 

effects, Marangoni convection, spinodal decomposition and entropic interactions, 

or by external forces such as external electromagnetic fields, which can modify the 

outcome of a self-assembly process, and sometimes provide flexibility to the 

process.[42-45] Some of them belong to the self-organization process, that occurs as 

natural responses of complex systems to strong external stimulations.[32] However, 

in the self-assembly process the components either equilibrate between aggregated 

and non-aggregated states, or adjust their positions relative to one another once in 

the aggregate. 

 The self-assembly of nanomaterials is normally carried out in solution or 

at a smooth interface, such as solid-liquid, liquid-liquid and vapour-liquid 

boundaries, since these media allow the required motion of the components.[46] At 

the interfaces, reduction in the interfacial energy causes the spontaneous 

assembly.[37] Likewise, the interaction of the components with their environment 

can strongly influence the result of the process. Moreover, sometimes templates 

or surface-modified substrates are used to reduce defects and control structures.[32] 

Directed self-assembly can provide not only the ability to tune the interaction 
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between individual assembling components but also the ability to position the 

final assembly at a desired location. 

 Within the different media, the air-water interface can be considered as a 

platform for the self-assembly, which can illustrate important physical, chemical 

and biological phenomena and provide simple robust routes for the fabrication of 

two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) functional nanostructures.[47-[48] 

Besides, this interface can provide a medium to exploit the adsorption properties 

of the monolayer in order to incorporate molecules from the subphase [49] or 

allows spontaneous growth of thin films from the subphase by precursors 

reaction [50]. 

 In this sense, nanostructuring macromolecules and nanomaterials at the 

air-water interface through Langmuir monolayers, following by transfer onto solid 

substrates forming Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) films that have been effectively used 

to investigate surface chemical and physical properties and achieve well-controlled 

surface morphologies.[3] 

 The LB technique was introduced in the 1990s as a powerful method for 

the assembly and orientation control of molecular monolayers for applications 

such as organic electronics and non-linear optics, in the so called molecular 

electronics.[51] The LB approach offers several advantages in the preparation of 

thin films comparing with other techniques such as spin coating or layer-by-layer. 

Within the advantages stand out, the relative simplicity of preparing films; the 

possibility to deposit single layers, thus, allowing a high degree of control over 

layer thickness and phase state; to make multiple and alternating layer films 

deposition; to enable structures with varying layer composition and/or 

orientation; and to allow to modulate the interparticle distance. [1, 52] Besides, the 

subphase present in the LB environment provides enormous opportunity to add 

value and functionality to the deposited films.[2, 51] Furthermore, the method can 

extend its employment in the field of sensors and nanotechnology based on the 
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use of both amphiphilic and non-amphiphilic nanoscale materials at the air-water 

interface.[3] However, it is necessary an understanding of the LB process and the 

ability to control it in order to lead to an increase in the reproducibility and 

optimization of the whole process.[2] 

 Within the self-assembly of nanomaterials at the air-water interface, the 

thesis is focused on the study of three different systems: polymers, nanoparticles 

and chemical graphene derivatives. 

 
I.1. Self-assembly of Polymers at the Air-Water Interface 

 Within polymers, amphiphilic block copolymers are an interesting and 

important class of molecules for device fabrication [53] that have been shown to 

self-assemble into well-defined nanoscale and mesoscale structures in both two [54-

57] and three dimensions [58]. The 2D self-assembly of amphiphilic block 

copolymers at the air-water interface is a proven route to understand interfacial 

structures and properties such as wettability, chemical functionality and structural 

stability in amphiphilic polymer systems.[3] The lateral dimensions of the 

aggregates obtained at the air-water interface can be orders of magnitude larger 

than the polymer chain dimensions, suggesting that a large number of blocks can 

overlap to form the surface features with block junctions localized underneath the 

aggregates.[14, 55, 56]  

 The formation of various 2D polymer surface features in Langmuir 

monolayers is the result of spontaneous block copolymer aggregation balance at 

the air-water interface, which arises from an interplay of attractive interactions 

between the hydrophilic block and the water surface and repulsive interactions 

between hydrophobic block and water and between the different blocks as the 

spreading solvent evaporates; kinetic factors such as chain entanglements and the 

ultimate “freezing” of the glassy polymer can also influence the final 

morphologies.[3, 56]  
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 Various block copolymer has been extensively studied, mainly the self-

assembly at the air-water interface of block copolymers based on a hydrophobic 

polystyrene-based (PS) block. The hydrophilic block can be poly(ethylene oxide) 

(PEO) [54-57], polylactide (PLA) [59]; poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) [60]; polyvinyl 

pyridine (PVP)[61]; or poly N-isopropyl acrylamide (NIPAM) [62]. Thus, the surface-

active nature of hydrophilic block promotes its spontaneous adsorption at the air-

water interface, although above a critical two-dimensional (2D) overlap density, 

the solubility of this block causes it to become easily detached from the interface 

and dissolved in the aqueous subphase. In order to combat this effect, the 

hydrophobic block is required together the hydrophilic blocks to the surface 

above the critical surface density.[41] 

 In addition, monolayers of polymeric surface features obtained by self-

assembly at the air-water interface can be easily transferred by the Langmuir-

Blodgett (LB) method to various solid substrates for potential applications. The 

surface features obtained from LB films depend on factors such as the nature 

(amphiphility, solubility, molecular weight, block ratio) of the blocks, surface 

pressure, pH, temperature and concentration of the spreading solution.[63] For 

example, the ionization of repeating units in block copolymers by changing the 

pH or adding electrolytes in subphase, produces changes in the interfacial 

behaviour an morphologies of Langmuir monolayers, precursors of the LB films. 

I.2. Self-assembly of Nanoparticles at the Air-Water Interface 

 Self-assembly of nanoparticles is becoming a leading methodology in 

fabrication of functional materials with unique optical, electronic, chemical, and 

biological properties.[51, 64] In nanoparticle self-assembled structures, each 

individual nanoparticle is the fundamental building-block that serves for 

constructing the ordered structure. The understanding of the size- and shape-

dependent properties of individual nanoparticles, and the collective properties of 

assemblies is interesting for their applications.[7] 
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 Focusing on the semiconductor nanoparticles, the most important factor 

on their self-assembly is the organic ligands that are attached to its inorganic core 

surface. Various organic ligands are used, such as phosphine oxides, phosphanes, 

alkyl thiols, amines and carboxylic acids, and they drive the self-assembly of the 

nanoparticles at the air-water interface. The controlled assembly of 

semiconducting NPs into two-dimensional (2D) structures is a critical step toward 

their use as functional elements in new materials because collective properties and 

function are governed by nanoparticle organization on a combination of length 

scales.[8, 65, 66] The air-water interface, and concretely the Langmuir monolayers, 

provide a system that allows the manipulation of the nanoparticles and their 

transfer to LB films.[67-69] 

 Moreover, the self-assembly of nanoparticles at the air-water interface can 

be controlled by adding free excess of surfactant or amphiphilic block copolymer 

molecules. The interfacial self-assembly of the mixed components leads to 

different aggregates from which obtained from either pure components. Thus, it 

is proposed as a technique that prevents the 3D aggregate formation and could 

help to drive the 2D self-assembly process of the nanoparticles.[67, 70] The 

formation of these new features is directed by the balance of interactions between 

the molecules added and the nanoparticles’ ligands. [3, 14] This synergistic self-

assembly strategy results in highly stable hybrid surface features.[3] Moreover, the 

better understanding of the interactions’ role is a key to build these systems.  

 In addition, in the case of block copolymers, self-assembly strategies offer 

additional possibilities for tuning the mechanical, optical, electronic, magnetic and 

catalytic properties of new nanostructured composites.[14, 71] In this case, the 

different nature of the hydrophobic interaction between blocks of the copolymer 

and the nanoparticle ligands directs the self-assembly of each component.[3, 14] 
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I.3. Self-assembly of Carbon Allotropes at the Air-Water 

Interface 

 From fullerenes to carbon nanotubes, the ability of the air-water interface 

has been demonstrated to build thin films of carbon derivatives. In the case of the 

fullerenes, C60 not only form stable monolayers but also tend to 3D aggregates. 

Therefore, two strategies were proposed: to use functionalized C60, that presents 

amphiphilic character; and to mix C60 with a film-forming agent as surfactants or 

polymers.[72, 73] On the other hand, for the single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) 

the air-water interface is presented as a means that allows tube orientation and 

thickness control.[74]  

  At present, it is the moment of the graphene-sheet derivatives.[75] Oxide 

and partially reduced oxide few-layer thick graphene are viewed as unconventional 

soft-materials, concretely, as 2D membrane-like colloids. Moreover, from a 

scientific and technological point of view it is important to know how these thin 

sheets assemble and how they behave when interacting which each other.[76] In this 

type of colloid there are two kind of interactions: face-to-face (π-stacking) and 

edge-to-edge. The last one controls the 2D self-assembly due to the electrostatic 

repulsion promoted by the residual oxidation groups at the edges, mainly 

carboxylic acid groups. Therefore, the air-water interface is suggested as an ideal 

platform to investigate these interactions.[76] 
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II. A General Overview 

 In this chapter some of the most important properties of the Langmuir 

monolayers and Langmuir-Blodgett films formed by surfactants, polymers or 

other soft materials are summarized. Langmuir monolayers are defined as films 

formed by spreading of surface active molecules, such as surfactant, polymer or 

other materials, on the clean aqueous interface without exchange of material 

between the monolayer and the subphase. 

II.1. Langmuir Monolayers 

Langmuir monolayers are known since the Babylonians, 18th century B.C., 

who used them as form of divination based on pouring oil on water (or water on 

oil) and observing the subsequent spreading. A thousand years later, this practice 

was adopted by the Greeks.[77] However, the first recognized technical application 

of the monolayers was in the ancient art of Japanese marbling, known as 

suminagashi. This art has its origin in China over 2000 years ago, although the 

Japanese began to practise it in the 12th century, converting a divinatory purpose 

in an art. The technique consists of the application, on an aqueous surface, of an 

ink-drop and so on other drop that disperses the other. They are blown across to 

form delicate swirls, after which the image (network) was picked up by laying a 

sheet of paper or silk on the ink-covered water surface.[78, 79       

The first scientific investigation was made by Benjamin Franklin, in 1774, 

who observed that when a small amount of oil is deposited on a water pond, the 

oil spreads on the all surface.[80] However, was Lord Rayleigh, in the 19th century, 

the first to carry out measurements of surface tension in olive oil monolayers 

spread on water, and on from the area-density measurements, he estimated the 

thickness of the oil film to be 16 Å.[81] During the following year, Agnes Pockels 

made a systematic compression studies of oil monolayers on an aqueous subphase 

by compressing layers with "barriers", in a "primitive" Langmuir trough, thus 
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observing that the surface tension fell rapidly when the monolayer was 

compressed below a certain "area".[82] Later, Lord Rayleigh explained this 

phenomenon by supposing that the oil molecules form a monomolecular film, 

and that at this area the oil molecules were closely packed.[83] In 1917, Irving 

Langmuir began to study interfaces of chemically pure substances and put 

forward evidence for the monomolecular nature of the film as well as the 

orientation of the molecules at the air-water interface.[84] A few years later, 

Katharine Blodgett, working joined to Langmuir, showed that these monolayers 

could be transferred onto solid substrates[85], and also carried out the sequential 

transfer of monolayers onto the solid substrate to form multilayer films [86], which 

are now referred to as Langmuir-Blodgett films. 

Langmuir monolayers are formed from insoluble or a little soluble 

amphiphilic molecules, as surfactants or polymers, by material deposition on the 

interface, in which, there is not material exchange between the interface and the 

liquid that supports the monolayer (subphase), that is usually water. Because of it, 

it is possible to establish a relation between the surface concentration, Γ, and the 

occupied area, A, according to the following expression: 

	
1
Γ

II. 1  

Thus, from the expression, a reduction of the available area produces an 

increase in the surface concentration. Therefore, by compression experiences 

(area reduction), the material density deposited on the monolayer can be increased 

finding a great variety of aggregation bi-dimensional states similar to the states 

that exist in three-dimensions (3D).   

In a monolayer the surface pressure, π, is related to the 3D pressure, P. 

The surface pressure is a pressure distributed over the film thickness of the spread 

material in the monolayer, Δℓ, that is usually around several nanometres. 
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⁄
Δℓ	

	 2⁄ II. 2  

      

The surface pressure, , is defined as the difference between the surface 

tension of the pure liquid subphase, γ0, and the surface tension when the surface is 

covered by a monolayer of adsorbed material, γ : . 

The basic technique used in the study of the insoluble monolayers is the 

Langmuir trough, that allows the measurement of the surface pressure as a 

function of the available area at constant temperature. In this way, the Langmuir 

isotherms can be obtained by compression, and in which the different states or 

even surface aggregates have been reported.[1, 87] 

In the case of materials of low molecular weight, the isotherm π-A can 

present different quasi-bidimensional states when the available area decreases. 

Some regions of phase coexistence can be observed in the Langmuir isotherms. 

However, not all the isotherms present these regions. The position and the width 

of them depend on the material and temperature.[87] Not all the phase transitions 

are presented in all the isotherms. Figure II.1. shows an ideal isotherm in which 

are represented the majority of the possible surface states and some coexistence 

regions. 
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Figure II.1. Langmuir isotherm of an insoluble surfactant, where are showed de different states of 

aggregation (phase transition) that it is possible to find in a monolayer. 

 

At large areas the monolayer behaves similarly to a two-dimensional (2D) 

gas (G), where the molecules are far apart and are believed to weakly interact with 

each other and the surface pressure remains unchanged. This region obeys to state 

equations similar to 3D gases. When the area of the monolayer is reduced by film 

compression, the molecules become closer and start to interact appearing the two-

dimensional liquid state regions: liquid-expanded (LE) and liquid-condensed (LC) 

phases. When the temperature is below the critical temperature, a phase co-

existence region appears. This first-order phase transition is due to attractive 

interactions between molecules. Not all the molecules that form 2D monolayers 

present the two liquid states. However, in the cases that it occurs, the expanded 

phase appears at low surface pressures and great areas.    

Under further compression, film molecules are closely packed and 

assumed to be vertically oriented, i.e., the solid region (S). The structure of these 

phases depends on the molecule structure. On further compression monolayer 
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collapse occurs, and multilayers and non-homogeneous three-dimensional (3D) 

structures are formed.[88] 

The morphology of the isotherm, π-A, is influenced by many factors 

including the experimental conditions and the chemical structure of the molecule. 

Only the molecules that posses at least 12 carbon atoms can form an insoluble 

Langmuir monolayer. The increasing of the number of carbon atoms leads to the 

appearance of a great variety of liquid [89] and solid [90] phases. The polarity of the 

molecule's head group also modifies its interaction with the aqueous subphase, 

influencing the arrangements and the shape of the isotherm.[91]  

The main properties that produce great changes in the structure of the 

monolayers are: pH, the presence of ions in the aqueous subphase and the 

temperature. The subphase pH mainly affects when the monolayer corresponds to 

molecules with ionizable head groups, such as -COOH or -NH2.
[87] In some cases, 

when the head groups are completely ionized, the molecules at the interface are 

dissolved in water subphase and the monolayer becomes instable. The effect of 

the monolayer solubilisation in the subphase is the shift toward lower molecular 

areas in comparison to the isotherm recorded for uncharged molecules, i.e, 

obtaining more expanded isotherms. Therefore, in these cases it is necessary to 

work at the subphase pH in which the ionisable groups are in its non-ionized 

form.[92]  

The addition of electrolytes in the subphase plays a critical role in the 

stability of the monolayers. This effect is more accentuated in the case of 

multivalent ions. The complexation of metal ions with the acid group of 

amphiphiles generally causes isotherms more condensed.[93] Divalent metal ions 

interact with the acid group (-COOH) in different ways, depending on their 

electronegativity: the ions with high electronegativity interact covalently while 

those with lower electronegativity interact electrostatically. The origin of the 

interaction affects the alkyl chains packing.[94] 
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On the other hand, phase transitions are strongly influenced by the 

subphase temperature, thus, when the temperature increases the co-existence 

phase regions are shifted to higher pressures and they can disappear at sufficiently 

high temperatures.[95] 

One of the most important factor that affects the morphology of the 

compression isotherm is the stability of the monolayer. To check the stability of 

the monolayer, the surface pressure is registered during a period of time at 

constant area after a barrier-compression.[96] In some cases, the monolayer does 

not reach the equilibrium during the compression process, because it requires 

some time after to reach the equilibrium state. In these cases after the 

compression with the barriers stops the surface pressure evolves to the 

equilibrium value, and when this value is reached, it remains constant. An 

alternative method to check the monolayer stability is to prepare the monolayer by 

addition, deposition method. Using this methodology the surface  the density of 

adsorbed molecules is modified by successive addition of the surfactant spreading 

solution. After waiting time to solvent evaporation, the surface tension is 

measured until it reaches a constant value. By comparing the surface pressure 

values reached by two methods  one may be able to infer on the stability of the 

monolayer. Poor monolayer stability can be associated with slow material 

dissolution into the subphase. However, aggregation or dynamic processes can be 

responsible for differences between the surface pressure values obtained by both 

methodologies.  

Another way of checking monolayer stability is by performing hysteresis 

experiments, where the monolayer is compressed to a fixed surface pressure or 

area and subsequently expanded to the original state. Even for stable monolayers, 

some hysteresis is normally observed, which is attributed either to differences 

between the organization and disorganization processes or to the formation of 

irreversible domains during compression process. For poorly stable monolayers, 
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by applying consecutive compression-expansion cycles, usually a continuous shift 

is observed in consecutive isotherms towards lower mean molecular areas.[97] 

When aggregates are formed the domain size often depends on the initial surface 

pressure of the monolayer.[98] 

 To gain insight into the states of the monolayers, the values of the 

equilibrium elasticity modulus, which is the reciprocal of compressibility (CS), are 

widely used: 

	 II. 3  

 

A useful method for classification of the monolayer phase is to examine the values 

of equilibrium elasticity modulus, such dependencies are also of help in detecting 

the phase transition, which appears as a characteristic minimum in the 

compression modulus vs. surface pressure plots.[99] 

 

II.2. Mixed Langmuir Monolayers 

 Mixed monolayers formed by co-spreading two different compounds have 

important application in the formation of functional LB films. Thus, mixed 

monolayers are an option adopted in many cases to improve monolayer stability 
[100, 101] and the film properties [102]. Mixed monolayers have also been useful for 

constructing LB films with interlocking structures[103] and improving the 

orientational order of molecules in films [104]. One of the most important aspect to 

use accurately mixed monolayers is to study both the miscibility and the 

interactions between the components. The methodology widely used to study the 

interactions between components is to analyse the composition dependence of 

the mean area per molecule (A12) expressed as [99]: 

II. 4  
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Where A1, A2 are the molecular areas of single component at the same surface 

pressure and X1, X2 are the mole fractions of components 1 and 2 in mixed films. 

 The way mean molecular areas depend on the composition of the mixture can be 

used to infer possible interactions in the mixed monolayer. Thus, if two 

components are ideally miscible or immiscible, A12 linearly depends on the 

monolayer composition.[105-107] Deviations of this behaviour indicate attractive or 

repulsive interactions between components.[108] In order to analyse the nature of 

interactions between the components, the excess area of mixing (Aexc) defined as: 

II. 5  

is usually employed. Accordingly, positive Aexc values, positive deviation from the 

ideal mixing, indicate repulsive interaction between components. While negative 

values are signature of attractive interactions between them.[99, 109] However, it is 

often difficult to obtain homogeneous and ordered mixed LB films, because  

phase separation of the components is often observed. The mixed monolayers 

and transferred multilayers generally give heterogeneous structures with small 

domains of each component.[87] 

II.3. Langmuir-Blodgett Films 

 As it has been mentioned above, Katherine Blodgett joined to Irving 

Langmuir, was the first person able to transfer fatty acid monolayers from the air-

water interface onto solid substrates, forming as-called Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) 

films.[85] The objective was to transfer, assemble and manipulate simple films, 

previously prepared at the air-water interface. Since then, the possibilities that 

offer this technique have increased due to the necessity of organized systems 

construction by controlling the assembly of monolayers looking for the 

development of molecular machines.[110] Nowadays, the LB technique is an useful 

tool to build self-assembled systems with applications in several areas of the 

Nanotechnology and in the development of new electronic and optoelectronic 

devices.[1, 111] 
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 The LB method consists in placing a solid substrate on a support 

perpendicularly to the air-water interface covered by the monolayer that will be 

transferred by immersion or emersion of the solid. During the transfer process 

the surface pressure is kept constant by barrier compression in order to 

compensate the loss of molecules transferred onto the solid. 

 One variant of this methodology is the horizontal deposition technique, 

named as Langmuir-Schaefer (LS) technique.[112] In this method, the solid 

substrate, placed parallel to the air-water interface, is made to contact with the 

surface of the monolayer. In other words, the deposition is done by dipping the 

substrate horizontally through a floating monolayer from the gas phase (air) 

toward the liquid phase (monolayer). In this way, the monolayer is transferred 

with the hydrophobic part on the solid and the polar head in contact with the air. 

Another possibility is the Kossi-Leblanc technique, where the substrate is placed 

inclined with regard to the air-water interface, usually with an angle of 40º, and 

then is submerged on the subphase. The transfer occurs by dipping up the 

support as in the LB deposition.[113]   

 The understanding of the physicochemical phenomena (mechanisms) that 

control the LB transfer are still understudy.[114, 115] The molecular interactions 

involved in the air-water interface can be different than the interactions at the air-

solid interface. When the monolayer is transferred from the air-water interface 

onto the solid the interface changes, and therefore, in the majority of the cases the 

monolayer structure is not kept.  Because of it, the construction of high quality 

LB films requires a high degree of skill joined to a careful control of all the 

experimental parameters, such as: stability and homogeneity of the monolayer; 

subphase properties (composition, pH, presence of electrolytes and temperature); 

substrate nature (structure and hydrophilic or hydrophobic character); solid speed 

of immersion/emersion; angle of the substrate with the interface; surface pressure 

during the deposition process; and number of transferred monolayers.[111] 
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The effect of the substrate nature in the transfer process is reflected in the distinct 

types of arrangement of the molecules in the deposited layer: X, Y and Z (Figure 

II.2). For example, when a hydrophilic substrate is used, firstly, the substrate is 

submerged before the formation of the monolayer. In this way, the monolayer is 

transferred by emerging the solid from the subphase. This type of deposition is 

called Y-type, and the arrangement of the film is centre-symmetric, with a 

configuration head-to-head and tail-to-tail in successive transfers. In the case of 

X-type structure, the substrate is immerged during the transfer (down direction); 

and for Z-type the substrate is only emerged (up direction). In both cases, the 

films are centre-asymmetric.[111] 

 

 

 
Figure II.2. Langmuir-Schaefer (LS) deposition scheme (top). Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) deposition 

on a solid surface and type of arrangement for multilayers obtained after repeated deposition 

(bottom). 
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 In the LB films, the molecular arrangement is not as perfect as in the 

theoretical schemes. As it has been well established in a number of experiments, 

the properties of transferred LB films may differ from those of the corresponding 

Langmuir films, even for simple model amphiphilic molecules. This is not 

unexpected, since the factors governing the equilibrium packing arrangement of 

the molecules in Langmuir and LB films are presumably different. The molecules 

can reorganize during or immediately after transfer to a more stable arrangement 

on a solid support. A typical example is the observation of transition from a X-

type to a Y-type LB film during monolayer transfer, usually explained in terms of 

an over-turning  mechanism (detach-turnover-reattach) when the film is inside the 

subphase water.[116] Moreover, several forces act during the dewetting  promoting 

the drying-mediated self-assemblies.[69]  

 A comparison between Langmuir and Langmuir-Blodgett films is still 

possible, nevertheless, particularly if one accounts for the change of interface and 

possibility of molecular over-turning due to processes such as dewetting [44, 45] that 

occurs at the air-solid interface. However, there are some parameters such as level 

of mixing between components in a mixed monolayer and the composition of the 

monolayer and the degree of ionization of head groups, which can conveniently 

be assumed as unchanged during the transfer process if there is no specific 

interaction between the monolayer material and the substrate.[79] 

 After the construction of the LB films it is important to study the 

architecture and organization of the molecules in order to establish the theoretical 

molecular models in films: molecular orientation or interactions. For this purpose, 

complementary techniques such as atomic force microscopy, transmission and 

scanning electronic microscopy, ellipsometry and UV-vis, IR or Raman 

spectroscopy, give information about the density of the adsorbed molecules, 

structure, morphology and composition of the film [117], respectively. 
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II.4. Polymer Langmuir Monolayers 

The study of insoluble monolayers constituted by polymers is important in 

the basic material science and in several technological applications such as 

adhesion, colloids stabilization and coatings. Polymers spread at the air-water 

interface can be viewed as pseudo-two-dimensional systems of fundamental 

interest for studying the effects of one-dimensional confinement on the structure 

and dynamics of polymer molecules. On the other hand, polymer thin films are 

relevant in the development of electronic devices or different kind of sensors 

whose characteristics depend on the surface properties. It is necessary to 

emphasize that despite the amount of studies in this matter, several questions in 

the polymer systems spread at interfaces are not yet well understood.[118] 

As in the case of polymers in solution, in the structure of adsorbed 

polymers influence not only the concentration but also their interaction with the 

subphase. For polymers in solution it is possible to establish several concentration 

regimes, Figure II.3. Dilute solutions, where the polymer concentration is low 

enough that the chains do not interact. If the polymer concentration increases and 

the overlap concentration, c*, is reached the polymer chains began to interact 

forming a network where solvent molecules are present, i.e., in semi-dilute 

solutions. Thus, according with the interactions polymer-solvent, it is possible to 

differentiate three behaviours: good-solvent, θ-solvent and poor-solvent. For 

good-solvent conditions the polymer chains do not interpenetrate and are mixed 

with the solvent. There is a repulsive potential between the chains due to the 

volume excluded effect. At poor-solvent conditions there is a repulsive interaction 

polymer-solvent, so the polymer conformation is closed in order to expulse the 

solvent molecules. In the θ-solvent conditions, there are not interactions polymer-

solvent and the polymer chains are in a non-perturbed situation. 
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 In these systems the scaling-laws are applied [119] to predict the polymer-

interface behaviour. The overlap concentration, c*, is a parameter that allows us to 

determine the polymeric chain radius of gyration (Rg, or Flory's radius) and the 

solvent quality by: 

∗~ II. 6  

Where, N is the number of monomers in the chain, and d, the spatial 

dimensionality (in two-dimension d = 2). Besides, the radius of gyration [120, 121] is 

related to the number of monomers in the chain by the following expression: 

~ II. 7  

Where ν, is the Flory's scaling exponent, that is a measurement of the polymer-

solvent interactions and whose value depends on the dimensionality, d: 

3
2

II. 8  

 

Finally, when the polymer concentration reaches the double-overlap 

concentration, i.e, in concentrated solutions, the chains are very closed and 

consequently, there is low solvent content between the chains, lead to a semi-

crystalline, glassy or melt state.   
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Figure II.3. Proposed structures for the different concentration regimes in polymer solutions. 

 

The equilibrium properties of solutions in the semi-diluted regime can be 

expressed with the scaling laws proposed by de Gennes and are based on the 

existence of a correlation length, ξ, that corresponds to the mean value of the 

distance between two intercrossing points.[119] According to this model, the length 

varies with the polymer concentration with a power-law and is independent of the 

number of monomers in the chain, N, by: 

∗ II. 9  

 

In the equation m represents the scaling exponent. This equation can be 

reorganized by including the overlap concentration according to the Flory's law 

(Equation II.6), given: 

⁄ II. 10  

 

Finally, as the number of intercrossing points between the different chains 

is proportional to the osmotic pressure, Π, and inversely proportional to the 

c > c* c >> c*

c < c* c ~ c*
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intercrossing distance, ξ, the scaling law can be expressed for the osmotic pressure 

as below: 

Π
~ ~ ⁄ II. 11  

 

In order to establish the different states of the polymer molecules at the 

monolayer, it is usual to apply the polymer in solution concentration regimes by 

analogy with 3D polymer solution. Accordingly, it is possible to differentiate three 

regimes in the polymer isotherms. The diluted regime where the surface pressure 

slowly increases with the surface concentration. The semi-diluted region, that 

begins at the overlap concentration (Γ*), in which the pressure increases quickly, 

and the concentrated region. This region corresponds to the monolayer collapse 

leading to 3D structures. 

Spread polymer films do not show the variety isotherm behaviour as that 

for compounds of low relative molecular weight. Depending on the isotherm 

morphology, generally, two types are observed: liquid expanded and condensed 

films.[88] In the expanded monolayers the increasing of surface pressure with the 

concentration is less than in the condensed monolayers, Figure II.4. The surface 

pressure isotherms for polymers are usually represented in terms of the surface 

concentration (Γ), because the relative molecular weight of polymers is generally 

not an unique value. 
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Figure II.4. Schematic surface pressure isotherms of the two major types encountered in spread 

polymer films. 

 

As it was mentioned, the surface property widely used to characterize the 

polymer monolayers state at the interface, is the equilibrium elasticity, ε0, obtained 

from the surface pressure isotherm [122]: 

Γ
Γ

II. 12  

 

The equilibrium elasticity is related to the response of the monolayer to a 

deformation and gives information about its conformational state. Thus, values 

below 20 mN m-1 correspond to high disorder conformations that lead to high 

flexibility states, while values above this value correspond to very rigid 

conformations as in the case of condensed polymer random-coils.[88] In this sense, 

the different states of the monolayer are characterized by the equilibrium elasticity 

values as follows: liquid expanded states show values between 12.5 and 50 mN m-

1; liquid condensed films varying between 100 and 250 mN m-1; and solid 

condensed states present values from 1000 to 2000 mN m-1. [123, 124] 
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Generally, the equilibrium properties of adsorbed polymers in the semi-

dilute regime were interpreted by the scaling laws adapted to two-dimensional 

systems.[125] However, it is not clear the validity of Flory scaling exponent in 2D, 

because the theory of polymer solutions is based upon the existence of 

entanglements between polymer chains and the existence of entanglements in 

polymer quasi-2D systems is still a matter of controversy.[126-128] 

The models for polymer in solution were later adapted to two-dimensional 

systems, d=2. In this case the polymer concentration represents the polymer 

surface concentration, Γ. Accordingly, the scaling law for polymeric monolayers 

can be expressed as follows [129]: 

Γ ~Γ II. 13  

 

And for the surface pressure, π: 

~Γ II. 14  

 

The rheological properties of monolayers play an important role to predict 

the behaviour of thin layers in technological processes, such as the transference of 

polymer monolayers onto solid substrates, or natural processes, as the rheological 

behaviour of lung surfactant responsible for facilitating breathing. Even thought 

the rheological properties of monolayers have received great attention, the 

physical mechanism  involved in the dynamics of polymer chains at interfaces is 

still a challenge.[130, 131] 

The monolayers are subjected to external perturbations that originate 

different kinds of movement or reorganization processes, therefore it is necessary 

to know the dynamic properties. In order to study these phenomena, the 

interfacial rheology is used. The basic methodology consists in producing a 

deformation and studying the system response, i.e., the monolayer response. 
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From the relation between the amplitudes of the response and deformation is 

used to obtain information about the processes involved in the deformation. In 

the case of Langmuir monolayers, one resorts to mechanical deformations in the 

Langmuir trough. The mechanical deformation can be carried out by two ways: 

sudden step-compression/expansion or sinusoidal oscillatory experiments. These 

experiments are in the frequency range of 1mHz-1 Hz. This low frequency  causes 

slow collective movements in the monolayer, accordingly,  the information 

obtained is related to these movements.[130] 

The results available for polymer monolayers show that they present a 

complex dynamics and the results can be interpreted from the models for 

polymers in solution in the semi-dilute regime.[125, 132, 133]    

II.5. Langmuir Monolayers of Nanoparticles 

 In recent years, nanoparticles have received much attention due to their 

great potential to be used in biological and technological applications. This 

possibility is related to their size dependent optical, electric and/or magnetic 

properties.  

 The studies on nanoparticle materials at the air-water interface are relied 

on traditional amphiphilic molecules. The nanoparticles (NPs) have a polar core 

with a hydrophilic or hydrophobic surface. Consequently, the hydrophobic NPs 

serve as the surface-active molecules to build a Langmuir monolayer, while the 

hydrophilic ones can be dispersed in the aqueous subphase and incorporated to 

the monolayer by attractive interactions with amphiphilic molecules adsorbed on 

the air-water interface. Thus, the hydrophobic NPs form themselves the 

Langmuir monolayer while the hydrophilic ones need additives. An alternative 

method to obtain hydrophobic NPs from the hydrophilic ones is by capping alkyl 

chains on the particle surfaces, either by via chemical grafting [134-136] or by physical 

adsorption[137-139].  
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 Focus the attention on hydrophobic NPs, the surface pressure-area 

isotherms of their monolayers present a characteristic behaviour. Thus, they 

display a first transition plateau at negligible surface pressure. In this region, the 

NPs are probably clustered as small islands floating on the subphase. A steep rise 

in surface pressure follows as the islands begin to touch. The islands merge to 

form a monolayer which can withstand surface pressures up to 65 mN m-1 before 

collapsing.[140] Moreover, on hydrophobic NPs, ligand-ligand interactions play a 

decisive role in the monolayers assembly and dynamics behaviour. For example, 

shorter ligands lead to a more densely packed monolayers. In this sense, other 

important factors that influence the NPs monolayer properties are: particle size[140, 

141], material composition, nature of surface stabilizing molecules, and surrounding 

environment [67]. In fact, the monolayer behaviour and quality have been reported 

to be strongly dependent on the degree of surface hydrophobic character, as well 

as the capping method used. Therefore, when such particles are spread at the air-

water interface, the weak particle-water interaction results in the formation of void 

defects or 3D aggregates in the monolayer.[139, 142, 143] A possible solution is to 

modulate the hydrophobic character by using mixed systems. 

 Besides, the π-A isotherms other measurements that are carried out in 

these systems at the air-water interface to gain insight about the changes in the 

film during compression, are the surface potential and the rheological properties. 

Concerning to surface potential measurements, they allow to obtain information 

about film morphology. At larger areas, the NPs are randomly distributed at the 

air–water interface and as result, the total surface potential contribution is zero. 

The film can be compressed with minimum particle–particle interactions. When 

the monolayer is further compressed, the hydrophobic part of the NPs began to 

stretch out of the water and the change of the dipole moment resulted in a rapid 

increase of surface potential corresponding to the lifting point of the surface 

pressure. The monolayer is in a state similar to a liquid condensed phase where 

the NPs started to interact among them. From this point, a slight increase of the 
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surface potential was observed although the change of surface pressure was still 

significant. This may be due to the reorientation of the NPs in order to maximize 

the exposure of hydrophobic ligand moiety to the air. The maximum of the 

surface potential corresponds to the solid phase region of the isotherm. At this 

solid phase region of the isotherm, the surface potential curve changed its 

slope.[139] 

 Moreover, mixed systems have been proposed with NPs, concretely, two 

approach have been developed in mixed monolayers with NPs. One methodology 

widely used is based on the mixture of different kind or size NPs to form 

complex architectures [69] called superlattices. Multicomponent NPs superlattices 

are proposed to create multifunctional materials by combining independently 

tailored functional components.[9] Another option is the addition of a surfactant 
[67, 144-149] or polymer [14, 15, 148, 150] excess or even co-mixtures [151] in order to control 

the NPs assemblage and can be also used to develop hybrid materials [9]. The 

thermodynamic treatment of these mixed monolayers is similar to amphiphilic 

molecules mixtures. The study of the mixed monolayers is based on the average 

area and collapse pressure values behaviour. Thus, a non-linear area trend suggests 

that the self-assembly of the two components is synergistic in nature, thus, the 

presence of one component influences the surface conformation of the other.[150] 

As in the case of amphiphilic mixed monolayers, the collapse pressure variation 

with composition is other parameter to highlight the two-component miscibility. 

Thus, if the NPs collapse pressure is maintained almost constant, the two 

components of the mixed monolayer are immiscible and there is minimum 

interdigitation among the NPs ligand and the co-spread molecules. However, a 

change in the collapse surface pressure can be a result of miscibility and 

interdigitation of the two components at the interface.[145] 

 The field of the dynamic properties of NPs monolayers at the air-water 

interface is largely unexplored although is very remarkable for their 
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applications.[152] In spite of their relevance, there is little detailed work in the 

literature [19-21] and mainly focused on NP films without co-additives due to only 

the understanding of the dynamical NPs behaviour requires a very complex study.  

 The first observation in the dynamic properties of NPs monolayers is the 

hysteresis that their isotherms presents [70, 143, 145], indicating that the films are rigid 

and interparticle interactions at the air-water interface are attractive [140, 143, 153]. The 

hysteresis behaviour is also explained in terms of a low re-spreading ability of NPs 

or a slow expansion rate of the NPs.[145] The overcompression cycles annealing the 

NP monolayer structures so that the monolayer defects disappear. This is due to 

the increase of the long and short-range order induced by the ligands converging 

towards a homogeneous interdigitation fraction and compensating for NP core 

size inhomogeneities.[18] Accordingly, there is a lot of interest to study the dynamic 

properties in the case of NPs layer at the air-water interface, because is a good 

methodology to self-assembly NPs in an ordered and homogeneous way. 

However, one of the difficulties encountered with measurements on particle 

monolayers is that they are solid-like, non-zero shear modulus, and the standard 

data analysis is no longer valid. To illustrate this picture, in the rheological studies, 

relaxation measurements and continuous or oscillatory deformations are carried 

out by means of barrier movements in a Langmuir trough. In these experiments, 

one observation is the surface pressure anisotropy effect. The effect consists in 

measuring the different increase with compression of the surface pressure in the 

perpendicular and parallel compression (push) direction for NP monolayers. This 

anisotropy occurs when the water surface is fully covered by particles and 

becomes more prominent with the increase of surface concentration. This effect 

reflects the non-homogeneous distribution of particles at the interface, so that the 

particle distance decrease in the parallel direction is much more prominent than 

that in the perpendicular direction, leading to the non-homogeneous states of 

particles distribution (Figure II.5).      
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Figure II.5. Dynamic mechanism of the nanoparticle monolayer. The scheme shows the 

evolution of the surface pressure tensor. At the initial state (equilibrium) the surface pressure is a 

symmetrical tensor. Under barrier unidirectional compression, particles are more condensed in 

this push-direction and the surface pressure becomes unsymmetrical. After relaxation, the 

particles rearrange reaching a new equilibrium state, then the surface pressure becomes 

symmetrical again. (Adapted from Zang, 2010 [154]). 

 

 On the other hand, the NPs films present a complex relaxation of surface 

pressure that involves three timescales which are related to the damping of surface 

fluctuation, rearrangement of particle rafts and particle motion inside each raft. 

Therefore, the particle layer posses a long relaxation time and a fast compression 

brings the particle layer to a non-equilibrium state. While under oscillation, 

additional energy is provided to the layer. This accelerates the decay dynamics 

remarkably and the suppression of surface pressure decay. With the increase of 

oscillation time, surface pressure response amplitude decays exponentially and 

eventually reaches the equilibrium value. Upon long term barrier oscillation, the 

particle aggregates organize parallel to the barrier and respond collectively to 

compression.[20, 154] 

 Finally, recent dynamic studies have been carried out with NP/surfactant 

mixed monolayers to evaluate the effect of NPs on the surfactant monolayer 

properties. These investigations have important implications on technological 

applications or biological studies such as modeling respiratory cycles in the 

presence of particle pollutants with lung surfactants.[21, 155] The results point out 
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that the presence of NPs induces significant changes in both the phase behaviour 

and the dynamic response of surfactant monolayers due to the reduction of the 

available area to the surfactant molecules at the interface and to the disruption of 

the interfacial structure of the monolayer caused by the incorporation of the NPs. 

Significant differences in the interfacial properties of these mixed systems have 

been evidenced depending on the NP surface nature and concentration.[21, 155]  

II.6. Langmuir Monolayers of Graphene Derivatives 

 From the graphene work performed by K. Novoselov and A. Geim in 

2004, the graphene and its derivatives have extraordinary re-emerged and become 

very important from a fundamental and applied point. Their excellent mechanical 

and electrical properties favour their use in technologic and biological applications 

such as the construction of solar cells, batteries and biosensors.[156] However, the 

challenge is the graphene large scale production. In this way, the chemical routes 

are one of the most promising approaches due to are cheap, processable and 

scalable methods, although the graphene material obtained presents slightly 

inferior properties than pristine graphene.[157] These approaches are based on the 

oxidation of carbon materials obtaining graphene oxide and its subsequent 

reduction to reduced graphene oxide. By continuing with this way, different liquid 

phase exfoliation methods have been developed to produce dispersions of 

graphene or graphene oxide sheets.[158] However, the next challenge to implement 

the graphene is how to transfer the sheets formed from the dispersion onto a 

substrate in a controlled manner at variable coverage on an arbitrary surface.[159] 

Moreover, for practical application or simply for fundamental research purposes, 

a good adhesion and an uniform and reproducible deposition of graphene to the 

substrate is of great importance. Thus, recently Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) [75, 160] and 

Langmuir-Schaefer (LS) deposition[159, 161] have shown promising results in 

preparing graphene layers with high degree of control and under ambient 
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conditions in contrast to other techniques such as spin-coating [162] or drop 

casting[163]. 

 Therefore, we focus our attention on graphene oxide (GO) and reduced 

GO (RGO) and their deposition onto a solid by using the Langmuir-Blodgett 

technique.  

 The GO sheets contains carboxylic acid, hydroxyl and epoxide groups that 

render this material water-processable but insulating. However, conductivity may 

be partially restored through reduction by chemical [164, 165], thermal [163, 166], 

photothermal [167, 168], and photochemical [169] treatments, producing chemically 

modified graphene sheets, i.e., RGO. Although the resulting graphene product is 

more defective (residual oxygen functionality or broken into smaller flakes) and 

therefore less conductive than pristine graphene, but due to the ease of 

synthesizing GO or RGO, its solution processability and its functionalization it is 

a very attractive precursor to fabricate graphene-based materials and devices.[156-158] 

In order to use, these materials are usually processed as films. The properties of 

the resulting film depend not only on the quality of the individual sheets but also 

on how they are assembled. This generates thin film microstructures that 

ultimately determine the film properties. For that reason, the interparticle control 

that provide the air-water interface and the LB technique is promising. Thus, the 

LB films can be used as a model system to investigate such microstructure–

property relationships of solution-processed graphene-based thin films and to the 

films construction. 
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Scheme II.1. Chemical structures of the different graphene materials: graphene oxide (GO), 

reduced graphene oxide (RGO) and pure graphene. The structures were calculated by molecular 

mechanics, MM2, with the Chem 3D Ultra 9.0. software. 

 
  GO sheets can be considered amphiphilic with an edge-to-center 

distribution of hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains. The edges of GO are 

hydrophilic due to the ionizable -COOH groups, while its basal plane contains 

many poly-aromatic islands of unoxidized graphene nanodomains that provides 

hydrophobic character. Thus, GO can adhere to interfaces and lower interfacial 

energy, acting as a surfactant. Due to its surface activity, it is possible to employ 

molecular assembly methods as the Langmuir-Blodgett technique to create 

monolayers in order to process the GO with a precise control over film thickness. 

 To spread GO at the air-water interface it is necessary to use a solvent. 

Though typical spreading solvents are volatile and water-immiscible (e.g., 

chloroform, toluene), these solvents do not disperse GO well.[170] Since GO is 

amphiphilic, it can be spread from alcohols that are even miscible with water, such 

as methanol.[76] When methanol droplets are gently dropped on water surface, it 

can first spread rapidly on the surface before mixing with water. In this way, the 

GO surfactant sheets can be effectively trapped at the air–water interface. The 

density of sheets can then be continuously tuned by moving the barriers and the 

packing is controlled by the surface pressure. At zero surface pressure, the film 

consists of dilute, well-isolated flat sheets. As compression continues, a gradual 

increase in surface pressure begins to occur and the sheets start to close pack. If 

GO RGO
Graphene
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the compression continues, the soft sheets are forced to fold and wrinkle at their 

edges. This behaviour at the collapse region is different than the 3D aggregation 

observed for surfactants or polymers. A technique used to observe the GO 

assembly at the air-water interface is the Brewster angle microscopy (BAM). The 

GO sheets are visible due to their large lateral dimension and optical contrast. 

However, BAM imaging of a freshly prepared GO dispersion revealed little 

material on the surface. This can be attributed to the different GO sheets 

solubility on water. In this way, the large sheets are less hydrophilic and can float 

on the water surface while small, more oxidized are more hydrophilic sheets and 

therefore, sink into the subphase. Therefore, as the GO dispersion is usually 

polydisperse, the water surface itself, without any features, can be used as a size-

separation method for GO sheets.[171] A way to minimize the GO sheets sinking is 

to bubble a gas in the subphase. Thus, the process can be controlled by bubbling 

air or nitrogen where the surface active sheets adhere to rising gas bubbles and 

become trapped upon reaching the water surface.[160] When these monolayers are 

transferred onto a solid, the LB assembly produces flat GO thin films with 

uniform and continuously tunable coverage, thus avoiding the uncontrollable 

wrinkles, overlaps, and voids in films fabricated by other techniques such as dip-

coating, spin coating, drop casting, etc.[156, 158] 

 In opposite of GO, the RGO has a more hydrophobic character due to 

after the reduction step some oxygen groups are reduced. Accordingly, the RGO 

sheets can be firstly dispersed and then spread at the air-water interface using 

organic solvents such as 1,2-dichloroethane [75] or dimethylformamide [161] and can 

float more easily. With respect to the RGO sheets, their packing behaviour 

response to barrier compression and LB deposition process are similar to the GO.  
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III. Experimental Section 

In this chapter are detailed the characteristics of the materials and reagents 

together with the methodology, experimental conditions and the instrumentation 

(equipments and techniques) that have been used to carry out this work. 

III.1. Materials and Reagents 

The polymer mainly used is the block copolymer poly (styrene-co-maleic 

anhydride) partial 2 buthoxy ethyl ester cumene terminated, PS-MA-BEE, and 

was supplied by Sigma Aldrich®. Its structure is shown in the Figure III.1. 

 
Figure III.1. Polymer structure PS-MA-BEE (a); Polymer structure PS-MA-BEE calculated by 

molecular mechanics, MM2, with the Chem 3D Ultra 9.0. software (b). 

 

 According to the data provided by the manufacturer, the polymer 

molecular weight is Mn=2.5 kDa, and an ester:acid ratio of 1:1. The polymer was 

used as received without further purification, but it was necessary to dry under 

vacuum and conserved in a dessicator with calcium chloride (CaCl2) closed by 

vacuum. 

 This polymer was chosen following a researching line of work with maleic 

anhydride derivative polymers. Another polymer, previously studied by López-

Díaz and collaborators[172] were used. This polymer was the poly (styrene-co-

maleic anhydride) cumene-terminated, PS-b-MA, and was supplied by Sigma 

Aldrich®. The manufacturer data indicate that the PS-b-MA has a molecular 
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weight, Mr: 1.9 kDa, and a styrene weight composition of 75%. Its structure is 

shown in the Figure III.2. 

 
Figure III.2. Structure of PS-b-MA (a). Polymer structure calculated by molecular mechanics, 
MM2, with the Chem 3D Ultra 9.0. software (b). 

 
The water used as subphase in the monolayers, or in the different 

procedures, was ultra purified by using a combination of RiOs and Milli-Q 

systems from Millipore® and has a resistivity less than 18.2 µΩ cm-1. 

In the case of the ionic subphases, the compound used is hexahydrate 

magnesium nitrate (Mg(NO3)2 6 H2O) (99%) supplied by Sigma Aldrich®. 

 The quantum dots (QDs) and graphene oxide derivates used in this work 

were synthesized in our laboratory. The characteristics of the reactives that were 

necessary in each case are detailed below. 

Materials to TOPO-capped CdSe QDs synthesis. Trioctylphosphine (TOP, 

technical grade, 90%), cadmium oxide powder (CdO, 99.99%), selenium powder 

(Se, 99.99%), oleic acid (technical grade, 90%) and 1-octadecene were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich®. 

Apart from these materials, in the QDs study, the trioctylphosphine oxide (99%, 

Mm = 386.63 g mol-1) was also used and supplied by Sigma-Aldrich®, Figure III.3.  
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Figure III.3. Molecular Structure of trioctylphosphine oxide molecule, TOPO, and the optimum 

conformation calculated within the MM2 approximation.  

 

Materials to graphene oxide derivatives. The batch material (carbon source) 

was natural graphite flakes, 99.02 fixed C, from Qingdao super graphite Co., LTD 

(Chine). Other materials were: NaNO3 (99%), H2SO4 (98%w), KMnO4 (>99%), 

H2O2 (30%w), hydrazine hydrate (80%w) and Vitamin C (ascorbic acid, puriss.) 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich® and used as received without further 

purification. 

The zwitterionic surfactant, dodecyl dimethyl ammoniopropane sulfonate 

(DDPS, cmc 25.3·10-4 M, Mm = 335.55 g mol-1), Figure III.4, was purified by 

recrystallization in isopropanol until obtain constancy in the surface tension value 

of a surfactant solution of concentration close to the cmc, critical micelle 

concentration, as previously reported.[173, 174] 
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Figure III.4. Zwitterionic surfactant structure DDPS (a); Surfactant structure DDPS calculated by 

molecular mechanics, MM2, with the Chem 3D Ultra 9.0. software (b). 

 

For the Langmuir-Blodgett deposition, several substrates were used. The 

substrates were generally chosen taking into account the requirements of the 

experimental techniques. These substrates are: muscovite, mono and 

polycrystalline silicon wafers, quartz discs and copper grids. 

Muscovite (mica) quality V-1 was supplied by EMS (USA). The mica 

surface was freshly cleaved before use. 

Silicon monocrystalline wafers, Si(100), supplied by Siltronix (France), are 

single side polished and were used without pretreatment. 

 Silicon polycrystalline wafer were supplied by Graphene Industries (U.K.). 

These As-doped wafers has a dry thermal 280-310 nm silicon oxide (SiO2) layer, a 

resistivity of 0.001-0.050 Ω cm-1, a single side polished and gold-alignment laser 

marks (spacing 200 µm). This substrate was used in the study of graphene 

derivatives. Thus, we use a silicon wafer with thickness of around 300 nm of SiO2 

in order to enhance the optical contrast of the graphene flakes under white-light 

illumination for Raman measurements.[175] The cleaning procedure [176] for these 

wafers was by mild sonication with acetone (PAI quality, Panreac®) (30 s), 

methanol (PAI quality, Panreac®) (30 s) and MilliQ water (30 s) and finally dried in 

an oven at 90ºC. 
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Quartz discs (diameter 1 inch; thickness 1/8 inch, polished) were cleaned 

by the RCA procedure.[176] Firstly, the discs were cleaned with acetone (PAI 

quality, Panreac®), ethanol (PAI quality, Panreac®) and MilliQ water. In a glass 

beaker MilliQ water and ammonia (25% vol, Sigma Aldrich®) (5:1 v/v) are mixed 

up to 60 mL and heated until 70ºC, and then 10 mL of hydrogen peroxide (30%w, 

Panreac®) are added. Then discs are submerged and maintained during 15 min at 

70ºC. After, the discs are rinsed with abundant MilliQ water and dried. These 

substrates were supplied by TedPella (USA). 

Formvar®-carbon coated copper grids were supplied by the Servicio de 

Microscopía Electrónica (Universidad de Salamanca). The carbon copper grids 

were from TedPella (USA). 

 

III.2. Langmuir Monolayers: Preparation Procedure 

 Chloroform was used to prepare the spreading solutions of the different 

materials (polymer, nanoparticles and graphene derivatives) in order to form the 

Langmuir monolayers on the subphase. The solvent is PAI quality, filtered and 

supplied by Sigma Aldrich®. The selection of this solvent is due to present good 

spreading characteristics on the air-water interface [87] and also is a good solvent 

for the different materials. 

Cleaning procedure for the different components of the Langmuir trough 

is the following. The trough is washed with water and abundantly rinsed with 

lukewarm MilliQ water. Next, it is cleaned with acetone (PAI quality, Panreac®) in 

order to eliminate the rest of water; chloroform (PAI quality, Panreac®) and again 

with acetone to eliminate the rest of chloroform. Finally, the acetone, which 

remains, is swept out with abundantly MilliQ water. Also, a Derquim® (Panreac) 

cleaning is used once a month. 
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Pt-Wilhelmy plate is burned with methanol to eliminate the remains of 

material adsorbed. Once a week, it is cleaned by using a 1 M solution of 

hydrochloric acid (HCl, Panreac®). 

In order to guarantee the correct cleaning of the subphase, the surface 

tension is measured at several areas, thus, if it differs of the value for the subphase 

at the working temperature, the barriers are compressed (closed) and the interface 

is sucked up with a glass Pasteur pipette connected to a water pump (Oakton WP-

15-1 model) until to achieve the right surface tension. When the surface of 

subphase was compressed, it is checked that the surface pressure did not exceed 

0.3 mN m-1 during the compression, also ensuring the cleaning. 

Deposition of materials on the interface is carried out by the addition of 

small volumes (10-50 µL) of the prepared solution using a Hamilton microsyringe 

(precision ± 1µL), on different zones of the interface. After the addition, the wait 

time to ensure the solvent evaporation and the right formation of the monolayer 

is 20-30 min. 

The experimental conditions for the Langmuir films preparation of the 

different materials are detailed below. 

 For the polymer films the concentrations of the spreading solution in 

chloroform were ca. 0.06 mg mL-1 for PS-MA-BEE and 0.70 mg mL-1 for PS-b-

MA and were prepared by weight using an analytical balance precise to ± 0.01 mg. 

The polymer monolayer was transferred to solid substrates by compression at a 

barriers speed of 5 mm min-1, with the substrate into the trough by vertically 

dipping it up at 5 mm min-1.  

In the case of QDs and QD/polymer mixed films the concentrations 

range for the components in the spreading solutions prepared in chloroform were 

from 2·10-7 to 1·10-6 M and 0.060 to 0.0002 mg mL-1 for QDs and PS-MA-BEE, 

respectively, depending on the mixture mole ratio. Monolayers were transferred to 
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solid substrates by compression at a barriers speed of 5 mm min-1, with the 

substrate into the trough by vertically dipping it up at 5 mm min-1, except for the 

copper grids. In the case of copper grids for TEM measurements, the rate of 

dipping up was reduced to 2 mm min-1. The subphase temperature was 

maintained in all the experiments at 23.0 ± 0.1ºC (296K). 

Finally, the GO Langmuir films were prepared by spreading a dispersion 

(~0.5 mg mL-1) in MeOH:H2O (5:1 v/v, sonication 30 min) on the air-water 

interface. The GO sheets were transferred onto silicon by symmetric barrier 

compression (50 mm min-1) with the substrate into the trough by vertically 

dipping it up at 2 mm min-1 by LB method. On the other hand, the RGO sheets 

were deposited onto the water subphase using a dispersion (~0.1 mg mL-1) in 

chloroform. The RGO sheets were transferred from the air-water interface onto 

silicon by symmetric barrier compression (50 mm min-1) with the substrate into 

the trough by vertically dipping it up at 5 mm min-1. The water subphase 

temperature was maintained in all the experiments at 20.0 ± 0.1ºC (293K). 

III.3. Experimental Techniques 

 In this section are briefly described the equipments and techniques 

employed in the research together with the work conditions used to carry out the 

measurements. 

III.3.1. Langmuir Trough 

The equipment, which was used to prepare the surface pressure isotherms 

and the rheological study of the insoluble monolayers, is a teflon trough (KSV 

Instruments LTD Mini model, Finland) controlled by computer. A photograph of 

it is showed in the Figure III.5. The main components of the equipment are: the 

trough, the movable barriers and the electrobalance. 
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Figure III.5. Photograph of the Mini model trough (KSV Instrument LTD). 

 

The trough, built in teflon, with dimensions of 32.4 x 7.5 cm, has an area 

of 243 cm2 and contains the subphase, water or an aqueous solution of different 

electrolytes. As teflon is a hydrophobic material the subphase adopts the form of 

the trough edges and with the water forms a contact angle next to π/2 avoiding the 

wetting phenomena. The subphase temperature is maintained with through 

jackets at the bottom of the trough by flowing thermostated water from a 

thermostat/cryostat Lauda Ecoline RE-106. The temperature near the surface was 

controlled/measured with a calibrated sensor from KSV Instrument LTD. 

Movable barriers are built with a hydrophilic material called Delrin® 

(polyoxymethylene), thus they form a concave curvature with the subphase 

avoiding the material loose of the monolayer under the barriers. In order to 

ensure that the area changes are produced in the perpendicular plane to the liquid 

surface, the barriers are placed on stainless steel pieces and connected to an 

electromechanic device that automatically controls their movement, allowing to 

programme different kinds of experiments. The speed range for the barriers 

movement goes from 1 to 120.5 mm min-1. 
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Equilibrium Measurements 

The surface pressure was measured with a Pt-Wilhelmy plate connected to 

an electrobalance. The plate is placed at the air-water interface, thus, the surface 

pressure is directly determined without correction of the obtained values. The 

porous Pt-plate forms a nulling contact angle with the subphase, so the surface 

wetting was right. As the plate is hung from an electrobalance, when the plate 

makes contact with the interface, an increasing of weight, ΔW, is produced, that is 

related to the surface tension following the expression: 

Δ
	

III. 1  

 

Where, p, is the perimeter of the plate (10x19.62 mm), and θ, the contact angle 

between the subphase and the plate that comes from: 

1 III. 2  

 

In this expression a and h represent the capilar length and the height of the top 

part of the meniscus formed over the liquid surface level, respectively. 

The electrobalance is able to measure surface pressures of 0.01 mN m-1, 

but the data precision in the experimental conditions is not more than 0.1 mN m-

1, due to the influence of external factors as the temperature and mechanical 

stability. In order to minimize the mechanical vibrations, the trough is placed on 

an anti-vibration table. 

The equipment allows to characterize the Langmuir monolayer measuring 

different physical properties as surface pressure and potential while the available 

area is being modified with a movable barriers mechanical system by symmetric 

compression or expansion.   
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Dynamic Measurements 

In the dynamic studies of insoluble monolayers, the system in equilibrium 

is disturbed. An option to perturb the monolayer are the relaxation experiments, 

that consist of apply a distortion (deformation) to the system and analyze the 

response of this with the study of the relaxation of the tensions that act on the 

system by recording the temporal variation of the surface pressure. Depending on 

the type of deformation applied, there are two kinds of experiments: sudden-step 

method and dynamic oscillation method (sinusoidal deformation).   

The sudden-step experiments, i.e., step-compression or step-expansion 

are quickly carried out by moving the barriers (120.5 mm min-1) in order to 

modify the available area in the monolayer controlled with the software. The time 

necessary to make the compression was slightly less than 2 s. The system response 

is measured by recording the surface pressure with the time. When the trough 

area is modified then the surface concentration is also modified, i.e., during the 

compression the system losses the equilibrium and an increase in the surface 

pressure is produced. When the compression stops, the relaxation of tensions in 

the monolayer begins decreasing the surface pressure until a constant value is 

reached, that corresponds to the pressure value of the new equilibrium. A scheme 

of the process, for a step-compression, is showed in Figure III.6.  
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Figure III.6. Representative scheme of a step-compression experiment. 

 

In small and independent molecules, i.e., without interaction with the 

environment molecules, the response of the surface pressure can be interpreted as 

a Debye exponential relaxation [133]: 

	 III. 3  

 

In this equation τ and σ0 represent the relaxation time and the relaxation 

amplitude, respectively.  

From the values of the area increment (strain), -ΔA/A0, and the relaxation 

amplitude, σ0, are determined the dynamic elasticity, ε, and the dilatational 

viscosity,  , [177] by using the following expressions: 

Δ ⁄
													 III. 4  

Δ ⁄
	 III. 5  
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The dynamic elasticity represents the instantaneous elastic response of the 

monolayer, while the dilatational viscosity represents the friction losses that are 

produced. 

The dynamic oscillation experiments consist of the sinusoidal 

deformation as a time function of the available area in the monolayer. In order to 

carry out oscillatory barrier movements are programmed maintaining the 

frequency constant. Thus, by the analysis of the surface pressure response with 

different changes of area (strain), it is possible to determine the strain range in 

which the system response is linear. 

The variation function of the area with the time is expressed by the 

following equation: 

2
1 III. 6  

 

Where, U(t) = ΔA/A0. The parameters U0, ω and φu, are respectively the 

deformation amplitude (strain), the angular velocity and the phase lag angle with 

regard to the equilibrium position of the wave. Figure III.7. shows the 

experimental results for a PS-MA-BEE monolayer deposited on an aqueous 

subphase. 
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Figure III.7. Graph of a PS-MA-BEE monolayer response due to a sinusoidal area change, U(t) 

at 296 K. 

 

The strain promotes the modification of the surface concentration and as 

result, a change in the surface pressure that depends on the time according to the 

expression: 

2
1 III. 7  

 

Where  π0, is the equilibrium surface pressure, σ0, the amplitude of the stress 

(system response) and φσ, the phase lag angle with regard to the equilibrium 

position of the surface pressure wave. 

In this work, several measurements were carried out by the step-

compression method. However, to use this technique, it is necessary to work in 

the linear regime, i.e., the range where the amplitude of the stress is proportional 

to the strain, according to Hooke's Law. To check the strain range, oscillatory 

barrier measurements were carried out in the monolayers.  
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III.3.2. Surface Potential: Kelvin Probe 

Surface potential is a magnitude that gives information not only about the 

structure of the double dielectric layer of the adsorbed molecules at the interface, 

but also about the orientation of the molecules at the interface. When an adsorbed 

monolayer exists at a fluid interface, a sensible increase of the existent Volta 

potential between this surface and a metal electrode placed on a certain distance is 

produced. In a Langmuir monolayer the surface potential measures as the 

presence of the monolayer affects the potential of the clean subphase, thus the 

surface potential is termed as the difference in potential between a monolayer-

covered subphase and a clean subphase.[79] 

Δ III. 8  

 

This magnitude is measured with the ionizing probe technique or the 

vibrating capacitor technique. The first method, actually in disuse, implies the use 

of a fix electrode of polonium or another emitter of particles α, that cause the 

ionization of the air gap between the fluid surface and the electrode, making it 

sufficiently conductor to determine the impedance between this electrode and one 

of reference introduced in the subphase. A method more precise, and that not use 

radioactive material, is the method used in this work. It is the noncontact 

vibrating electrode (plate) capacitor or Kelvin probe method. It consists of a 

metal electrode (plate) located at approximately 2 mm above the aqueous surface 

and other as reference submerged in the subphase. If the plate is made to vibrate, 

the distance between the plate and the interface changes, and therefore, the 

capacity of the formed condenser changes, appearing an alternating current over 

to the applied potential. This current is proportional to the surface potential. The 

equipment cancels this current by applying an external bias till the potential 

difference between the plates is zero. The Kelvin probe used in this work is the 

SPOT2 model from KSV Instrument LTD and allows us to obtain values of 
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surface potential with a precision of  20 mV. The surface potential of 

monolayers was determined relative to the surface potential of the supporting 

electrolyte and of water if no salt was added to the subphase. Each reported value 

is an average over five measurements and the standard deviation of these 

measurements was considered the experimental error. In Figure III.8. a 

photograph of the equipment is showed. 

 
Figure III.8. Photograph of the Kelvin probe SPOT 2 model (KSV Instrument LTD) placed on 

the Langmuir trough. 

 

Theoretical models have been developed in the course of the years to 

interpret the surface potential measurements and to relate quantitatively the 

measured potentials to the group dipole moment of the film-forming molecules. 

Such models are based on the Helmholtz model [178], in which the interface 

structure is considered as a parallel plate condenser, with plates spaced a distance, 

d, equal to the interface thickness, and charged with opposite signs and a surface 

density of charge, σ. Therefore, comprising a sheet of uniformly distributed 

dipoles, leading to an increase of surface potential described by: 

Δ
4	 	 	
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Where  and 0, are the electric permittivity of the monolayer and the permittivity 

of free space, respectively; d, represents the monolayer thickness; and µn, is the 

normal component of the dipole moment per adsorbed molecule. 

Improvements of the Helmholtz equation have been made in order to 

take into account the dipole moment contributions from distinct molecular 

groups. Davies and Rideal [179] proposed the decomposition of the dipolar 

moment, µn, in three components: µ1, is the contribution from reorientation of 

water molecules from the subphase due to the presence of the monolayer; µ2, is 

the contribution from head groups; and µ3, arises from the hydrophobic moiety. 

Since it is impossible to measure µ1 independently, it is customary to combine 

with µ2 as the former anyway depends on the type of the head group. This was the 

approach adopted by Vogel and Möbius [180], in which the monolayer is modelled 

as a two-layer capacitor. Thus the effective dipole moments are divided into two 

contributions, from the air-film interface, µα, and film-water interface, µβ, and the 

surface potential can thus be expressed as follows: 

Δ
	

III. 10  

 

When the film is compressed, the surface potential changes due to alteration of 

either the head or the tail group orientation. 

 Demchak and Fort [181], introduced the concept of effective relative 

permittivities for different regions which allows to take into account the induced 

polarization due to neighbouring molecules, in this way, proposed the three-layer 

capacitor, in which the monolayer surface potential is expressed as: 

Δ
1
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The contribution µ1/ε1 is due to reorientation of water molecules, while 

µ2/ε2 and µ3/ε3 correspond to hydrophilic and hydrophobic group regions, 

respectively. 

In the Figure III.9. is showed a scheme of the three explained models. 

 
 

Figure III.9. Models to explain the non-ionic monolayer surface potential. 

 

The surface potential has a value close to zero in gaseous monolayers very 

expanded. The apparition of a value of surface potential different to zero, at high 

areas per molecule of the isotherm, is attributed to impurities in the subphase.[182] 

When the density of adsorbed molecules increasing, even at surface pressure 

values close to zero, the potential begins to increase. The area at which the 

potential begins to significantly increase is denoted as critical area and is  usually 

located around two times the area at the beginning of the surface pressure 

increase. The existence of the critical area has been related to the formation of 

structures by hydrogen-bonding between the water molecules and polar groups of 
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the molecules that forms the monolayer. The observation of the intermolecular 

interaction is consistent with the results obtained by Brewster angle microscopy 

(BAM) or fluorescence.  

In ionic monolayers is formed a double-layer electric below the interface 

that contributes to the surface potential in a quantity, Ψ0, that is included in the 

Helmholtz equation to calculate the monolayer potential. The value of Ψ0 can be 

obtained solving the Gouy-Chapman model for the electric double-layer.[183] 

Δ
	 	

Ψ . 12  

 

III.3.3. Brewster Angle Microscopy (BAM) 

Brewster Angle Microscopy was independently introduced by two 

groups[184, 185] to the characterization of the molecular monolayers at the air-water 

interface, due to probe information about the two-dimensional organization of 

adsorbed material, including size and shape of co-existence phase domains and 

also the heterogeneity that appears in Langmuir films. The main advantage of this 

technique is that it does not contact with the monolayer, therefore it does not 

modify the formed structures, not contaminate, as it can occur in the case of the 

epifluorescence microscopy.[186] 

This technique is based on the behaviour that the polarized light presents 

when is reflected on a dielectric thin surface. When this occurs, the incident light 

beam on the surface is transformed in a partial polarized light beam. It means that 

the reflected electric vector vibrates in the parallel plane to the material surface. 

The intensity of the reflected light depends on the incident angle. For a polarized 

light beam parallel to the incident plane exists an angle in which there is not 

reflection. This angle is called Brewster angle, and for the case of the air-water 

interface has a value of 53.1º.[79] 
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Sir David Brewster discovered, at the beginning of S.XIX, that exist 

incident angles in which the reflected light is totally polarized in the parallel 

direction to the surface plane. It is the Brewster angle, characteristic of the 

material that forms the surface and of the propagation medium and is related to 

the refractive index of the two phases that origin the interface following the 

equation: 

º
III. 13  

Where θi and θr represent the incident and refracted angle, respectively, n1 the 

refractive index of the medium where the light is propagated; and n2 the refractive 

index of the medium where the light is reflected. A scheme of the Brewster angle 

principle is showed in the Figure III.10. 

 
Figure III.10. Scheme of the reflection and refraction phenomena of the light in dielectric media, 

where θ is the Brewster angle. 

 

When a light beam impinges in a surface of a transparent medium that has 

a refractive index greater that the air, for example water, forming an angle equal to 

the Brewster angle, the polarization degree of the reflected beam is 100% with an 

orientation of the electric vectors perpendicular to the plane of incidence and 

parallel to the surface that reflect them. In this way, the operation principle of the 

Brewster angle microscope is based on the change in the refractive index, 
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therefore, in the change in the Brewster angle originated when a material is 

deposited at the air-water interface in order to form the monolayer and that 

produces the reflection of the light. A scheme of this phenomenon is showed in 

Figure III.11. 

 

 
Figure III.11. Scheme of the reflection phenomenon due to the presence of a monolayer at the 

air-water interface, where the incident angle θB is the Brewster angle. 

 

The Brewster angle microscopy used in this work is from KSV Instrument 

LTD (Finland), Optrel BAM 3000 model. In general, a microscopy of these 

characteristics has the following components: Goniometer, Light source and 

Analysis module. A photograph of BAM is shown in Figure III.12. 

Goniometer  

Goniometer (1) is composed by two movable pieces that allow modifying 

the height with regard to the interface and the angle that forms these pieces. In 

each piece there are placed the light source and the analysis module. 

Light Source 

Light source is a He-Ne laser (2) that emits light in a wavelength of 632.8 

nm with a power of 10 mW. It is joined to a polarizer (3) that polarizes the light 

emitted by the laser. 
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Figure III.12. Brewster Angle Microscopy Optrel BAM 3000 (KSV Instrument LTD). 

 

Analysis Module 

Analysis module consists of objective, polarizer and camera. The optical 

objective (4), with a capacity of 5 magnifications (5X), is from Mitutoyo (USA). 

Joined to this, there is a polarizer (5), which fit the direction of polarization that 

comes from the surface. Finally, the light arrives to a digital high resolution 

monochromatic camera (6) from EHD (Kam Pro-02 model) that has a resolution 

of 768 X 494 pixels. 

This technique allows us to study of the interface morphology due to 

taking into account that as the light in the Brewster angle is polarized in the 

direction of the surface, i.e., the air-water interface, if a polarizer is perpendicularly 

placed on the reflected beam, the image collected by the camera will be null, 

because no light arrives. However, when a material is deposited to form an 

insoluble monolayer, the refractive index changes and therefore the Brewster 
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angle changes, arriving light to the camera and allowing to see an image. If the 

monolayer has phases with different refractive index, the images show bright and 

dark domains (areas) depending on the difference of the phase angle with regard 

to the Brewster angle of the interface.   

BAM images are digitalized and filtered in order to reduce diffraction 

fringes caused by the coherent nature of the laser beam and finally processed to 

improve quality. In this way, the images provided by BAM are zones of different 

tonality that are related to either different phases of the monolayer.[79] 

III.3.4. Langmuir-Blodgett Trough 

 The equipment for the deposition of LB films was a teflon trough 

(KSV2000 Standard model, Finland) controlled by computer (Figure III.13). This 

trough is similar to the Langmuir trough before explained. In this case the trough 

has an area of 780 cm2 (dimensions 52 x 15 cm). 

 
Figure III.13. Langmuir-Blodgett Standard trough (KSV Instruments). The inset shows the 

dipping arm which holds the substrates for the LB deposition.   

 

 The transfer of the Langmuir monolayers from the air-water interface to 

solid substrates is carried out by using a dipper (dipping arm which holds the 

substrate) connected to the trough and the computer interface. The dipper is 
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controlled by computer and moves perpendicular to the interface. For the 

transfer is important the control and optimization of several parameters 

depending on the type of monolayer and substrate: the transfer ratio, the 

compression rate of the monolayer and the dipping speed (immersion or 

emersion) during the deposition. Other factors that affects to the process are: 

surface pressure, type of molecules that forms the monolayer and composition, 

temperature and pH of the subphase. The LB film deposition was carried out by 

dipping up, i.e., firstly the substrate is submerged, then the monolayer is formed 

and finally, the monolayer is transferred by move up the substrate. In general, for 

dipping starting from below the air-liquid interface, the substrate is hydrophilic, 

and for dipping starting above the air-liquid interface the substrate is 

hydrophobic. Multilayers can be achieved by successive dipping through 

alternating monolayers.[86, 187] During the transfer, surface pressure is maintained 

constant by symmetric compression of the barriers. The used substrates were 

quartz, muscovite (mica), silicon and copper grids (for TEM). 

III.3.5. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

 The AFM technique was used to characterize the morphology and 

thickness of the different studied Langmuir-Blodgett films deposited onto several 

substrates. The measurements was carried out under laboratory conditions at 

constant repulsive force mode by using an AFM (Nanotec Cervantes-Dulcinea, 

Spain) with a rectangular microfabricated silicon nitride (Si3N4) cantilever 

(Olympus OMCL-RC800PSA)  with a length of 100 µm, with a silicon pyramidal 

tip and a spring constant of 0.73 mN m-1. The scanning frequencies rate were 

usually in the range 0.5-1.2 Hz per line. The equipment is located in an 

antivibration table, and in several times, it was necessary to minimize the 

environment acoustic and electronic noise. The acquisition and analysis were 

carried out with the WSxM 5.0 software free supplied by Nanotec.[188] The 
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measurements were done in the Ultrashort Ultraintense Pulsed Lasers Centre 

(CLPU) of the Universidad de Salamanca.   

 Although the resolution depends on the type of sample, generally, the 

technique has a resolution around 0.01 nm for heights (z) and a lateral resolution 

(x, y) of 0.7-5nm for soft materials. The running of this technique is based on the 

interaction/repulsion forces between the tip, which scans the surface of the 

sample keeping up to a distance, and the material of the sample that is studied. 

The tip is anchored to a cantilever, because of it, according to the interactions 

between the tip and the surface of the sample, the distance between both is 

modified. This distance is optically controlled by the system, during the scan of 

the sample, by a laser beam focus on the back of the cantilever for monitoring its 

shift (deflection), Figure III.14. The reflected beam is collected by a photodiode 

that multiplies the cantilever shift (deflection), improving the sensibility of the 

equipment, and through a feedback circuit controls the distance tip-sample that 

the software converts into the topographic map of the surface sample. During the 

scan of the sample surface, the movement (3D position) of the tip is controlled by 

a scanner built onto a piezoelectric system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure III.14. Schematic picture of the main components of the AFM. 
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The main interaction force between the tip and the sample is the Van der Waals 

force, which depends on their distance (Figure III.15). In the contact regime, the 

probe (tip-cantilever) is held less than a few angstroms from the sample surface, 

and the interatomic force between the probe and the sample is repulsive. In the 

non-contact regime, the probe is held on the order of tens to hundreds of 

angstroms from the sample surface, and the interatomic force between the 

cantilever and sample is attractive (largely a result of the long-range Van der Waals 

interactions).  

 

 
Figure III.15. Potential energy (V(z)) vs distance (z) diagram between a probe and a sample. 

 

The usual operation modes for this equipment are:  

 Contact Mode. In this case, the tip slightly contacts with the surface of the 

sample. It is possible to work by two ways, fixing the distance between 

tip-surface or establishing the force applied by the tip onto the sample, 

due to the deflection of the cantilever is proportional to the force acting 

on the tip, according to a Hooke's Law, where k is the spring constant of 

the cantilever. By this mode, it is possible to manipulate or damage the 

sample and contaminate the tip.   
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 Non Contact Mode. In this mode, the probe (tip-cantilever) operates in 

the attractive force region with tip-sample distances of 10-100 Å, 

minimizing the tip-sample interaction. The use of this mode allows 

scanning without influencing the shape of the analyzed sample. 

 Tapping Mode (intermittent contact mode). It is the main used mode in 

our samples, due to allow to obtain high resolution and reproducible 

images of the sample surface, avoiding problems as the friction or 

adhesion of the tip, but the scanning rate is lower than the contact mode. 

In this mode, the cantilever is oscillating close to its resonance frequency 

by using a piezoelectric crystal controlled by an electronic feedback loop. 

This loop ensures that the interaction tip-sample remains constant during 

scanning.  Forces that act between the sample and the tip do not cause a 

change in the oscillation amplitude, but also change the resonant 

frequency and phase of the cantilever. The selection of the optimum 

oscillating frequency and the force on the sample are assisted by the 

software, maintaining the force in the low possible level in order to avoid 

the damage of the surface during the vertical intermittent contacts that 

occur.[189]  

AFM image artefacts 

 Taking into account that the AFM images are always a convolution of the 

probe geometry and the shape of the features being imaged, some image artefacts 

can be often observed, Figure III.16.[190] For example, features can be appear too 

large or small, however, the height of the feature measured by the line profile is 

correct. Moreover, the images are also affected by the distance between features. 

If the features are close enough it is not possible to discern between them and 

results in a larger measured feature size and a smaller feature density. In these 

situations, the electronic microscopic measurements are recommended to obtain 

information about the real lateral dimensions and density of domains while AFM 

must be used to determine its roughness.[191] 
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Figure III.16. Schematic diagram of the AFM tip scanning on different situations: (a) tip over a 

sphere: the side of the probe will cause a broadening of the features in the image; (b) tip over a 

hole: due to the width of the probe, it does not reach the bottom of the hole; (c) tip over a 

sharper feature: due to the extreme probe sample angle, the line profile will show an artefact at 

the left edge of the feature; and (d) two dots closely spaced features: due to the probe size, it will 

not touch the substrate region between the features. 

 

 To minimize some effects on the AFM images, each sample was recorded 

several times at the same and different locations on the substrate, and in several 

cases a statistical analysis of feature dimensions was carried out. Furthermore, 

electron microscopic measurements were also carried out when it was possible. 

III.3.6. Electronic Microscopy 

 The fundamental basis of this technique is supported on the wave-particle 

duality of the electrons, i.e., the electrons in movement present a wave associated 

to a wavelength several magnitude orders less than the visible light, therefore, 

allows to achieve smaller resolution limits; and on the other hand, as they are 

particles with electric charge, they can be deflected by electrostatic or magnetic 

lens. The electrons are accelerated, up to achieve the desired rate, by the 

application of an adequate electrostatic potential difference. The trajectory, that 

cover the electrons, is modified in the presence of electric and magnetic fields 

Scanning direction a b

c d
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conveniently placed in order to achieve that the divergent electron beam from the 

objective can focus on a point forming an enlarged image of the sample. In this 

way, the electrostatic lens are used in the illumination system of the microscopy to 

extract and accelerate the electrons; and the magnetic lens to control the current 

density of the beam, its displacement and projection. 

When the electron beam comes into contact with a sample, a series of 

interactions, which are responsible for the observed images contrast, are produced 

and give rise to different secondary radiations that can be used to obtain 

complementary information. This allows to combine observation and analysis 

giving rise to different types of microscopes. If the sample is thin enough, a great 

part of the incident electrons will achieve to pass through it, without changes in 

their trajectory and energy, producing the transmitted beam, Figure III.17. Part of 

the incident electrons can be scattered forward or backward, giving rise to the 

scattered beam and the backscattered beam, respectively, with energies that vary 

from the initial to several eV.[192] 

 
Figure III.17. Scheme of the resulting interaction of the electron beam with the sample. 

  

 In the Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), a sample thin enough 

(≤ 200 nm), in order to be transparent for the electrons, is irradiated with a 

parallel electron beam of uniform current density that goes through the sample 

forming an image of the crossed section. In this work, the samples were deposited 

onto Formvar®-carbon coated copper grids by the Langmuir-Blodgett technique. 
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Mainly, it was used to study the size and distribution of the nanoparticles in the 

LB films. The TEM images were acquired with the following equipments: TEM 

(ZEISS EM 902, Germany) at a accelerating voltage of 80kV, that belongs to the 

Servicio de Microscopía of the Universidad de Salamanca; and a TEM JEOL JEM 

4000 EX (100kV) of the Centro de Microscopía Electrónica Luis Brú 

(Universidad Complutense de Madrid). 

 In the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), the electrons are focused on 

the surface of a thick sample, opaque to the electrons. The incident electron beam 

scans the surface of the sample, and as a result of the interaction with the sample, 

a secondary electron emission is produced: the surface reflects and/or 

backscatters electrons, that give rise to a signal. This signal is driven to a cathode 

ray tube. The emission intensity depends on the incident angle of the electron 

beam onto the material surface and therefore, on the sample topography. In this 

tube, the signal scans the display synchronized with the electron beam movement 

over the sample, forming an image of the surface.[192] 

 This technique, and concretely, a Field Emission Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (FE-SEM) (NovaTM NanoSEM 230, FEI, USA) has allowed the 

characterization of the oxidized and reduced graphene flakes deposited onto 

polycrystalline silicon, with a 300 nm SiO2 layer, by Langmuir-Blodgett. The 

access to this equipment was possible thanks to the collaboration with the Dpto. 

Electrónica of the University of Barcelona (Spain). FE-SEM images were acquired 

using the high resolution detector in high vacuum (HV) mode, usually applying an 

accelerating voltage of 10 kV. The instrument can be operated in two types of 

image modes: secondary electron image (SEI) and backscattered electron image 

(BEI). 
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III.3.7. Ellipsometry 

 It is a sensitive optical technique for determining properties of surfaces 

and thin films, based on the use of elliptically polarized light generated by the 

interaction between the linearly polarized light and a surface. The shape and 

orientation of the ellipse depend on the angle of incidence, the direction of the 

polarization of the incident light, and the reflection properties of the surface. In 

this way, it is possible to measure the polarization of the reflected light with a 

quarter-wave plate (QWP) followed by an analyzer; the orientations of the 

quarter-wave plate and the analyzer are varied until no light passes though the 

analyzer. From these orientations and the direction of polarization of the incident 

light, it is possible to calculate the relative phase change, Δ, and the relative 

amplitude change, Ψ, introduced by reflection from the surface. 

 An ellipsometer measures the changes in the polarization state of light 

when it is reflected from a sample, thus, when the thickness of the sample varies, 

change the reflection properties of the light. Measuring these changes in the 

reflection properties can allow to deduce the actual change in the film thickness. 

As this technique is based on the reflection, some general basics of this 

phenomenon are indicated. In the reflection, the plane of incidence contains the 

beam light before and after the reflection, and it is perpendicular to the surface. 

As the used radiation is plane-polarized, there are two kinds of polarizations: 

polarization p, when it is polarized in the plane of incidence and s, when the 

polarization is perpendicular to the plane of incidence. 
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Figure III.18. Reflection and transmission of the light in an interface. 

 

For the reflection of radiation in an interface that divides two media, 

Figure III.18, where part of the light is reflected and other part transmitted, it is 

defined the Fresnel's reflection coefficient, r, as the ratio between the amplitude 

of the waves reflected and incidental in the interface. For the two polarization 

states, p or s, of the incident light, the Fresnel's coefficients are defined as: 

 

										 					 III. 14  

 

Where the superscripts represent the polarization state of the waves (p or s), the 

subscripts 1 and 2 the media that divide the interface, and n is the complex index 

of refraction. The reflectance, , is defined as the ratio between the incident and 

reflected intensities, and is related to r by the expression: 

 

| | 											 | | III. 15  

 

In the analyzed samples, there are multiple interfaces (several layers or media), 

because of it, the total reflection is the sum of the reflection in the outer surface, 

with all the components of the reflection in each intermediate interface where the 

light is transmitted, Figure III.19. 
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Figure III.19. Reflection and transmission with multiple interfaces. 

 

For these cases, the Azzam's and Heavens' expressions are used. They deduced 

the relation between the amplitude of the resultant wave with regard to the 

incident wave, i.e., the total reflection coefficients, R.[193, 194] 

 

1
												

1
III. 16  

 

In this expression the subscript ij (i = 1, 2, 3 y j = i+1) is referred to the reflection 

coefficient between the media i and j. β is the phase thickness of the film: 

 

2 . 17  

 

where hop is the film's thickness. When hop → 0, the total reflection coefficient is 

equal to the Fresnel's coefficient. 

 As was previously exposed, between the incident and reflected radiation 

over the sample, there is a difference or change of phase between the parallel and 

perpendicular components, δ. The difference in the phase, between the incident 

beam (1) and the reflected beam (2) defines the first ellipsometric angle, Δ, that 

varies between 0 and 360º. 
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Δ III. 18  

 

Also the amplitude of the light components is modified, and is related to the psi 

angle, Ψ, that can vary between 0 and 90º. 

 

tanΨ
R
R

III. 19  

 

These two angles are experimentally determined in the ellipsometric 

measurements, and are related to the total reflection coefficients, p, following the 

fundamental equation of the ellipsometry.[195] 

 

Ψ III. 20  

 

Equipment and Data Analysis 

The measurements were carried out in the CAI of Spectroscopy of the 

Universidad Complutense de Madrid, with a nulling ellipsometer EP3 model 

(Nanofilm, Germany). Radiation source of the ellipsometer is a Nd-YAG laser 

with a wavelength of 532 nm (green) and maximum power of 50 mW, but in 

the experiments a power of ~2% was used. The ellipsometric measurements 

were carried out by varying the incident angle in the range 50º to 86º and also 

the ellipsometer was used as a Brewster angle microscopy to observe the surface 

of the sample and choose several points for measurement. The laser beam was 

focused on the LB films on silicon substrates positioned on the goniometer 

plate. 
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Figure III.20. A schematic diagram of a nulling ellipsometer with the quarter-wave plate placed 

before the light is reflected from the sample. P: the polarizing prism; QWP: the quarter-wave plate 

compensator; S: the sample under study; A: the analyzer prism; D: the light detector. 

 

The main optical elements of the ellipsometer are: the polarizer (P), the 

analyzer (A), the quarter-wave plate (QWP) and the detector (D), Figure III.20. 

The polarizer and analyzer are used to convert the non polarized light in 

polarized light, and to determinate the polarization state of a beam, respectively. 

The quarter-wave plate allows to elliptically polarize the components of the wave 

that goes out from the polarizer. The ellipticity produced by the plate 

compensates the ellipticity produced by the reflection in the surface, thus the 

light that arrives into the analyzer was linearly polarized. As detector a CCD 

camera is used. 

For the data analysis [194] a specific model of interface (two layers) is 

proposed. It is characterized by the thickness and refractive index of each layer, 

in which the ellipsometric angles, Δ and Ψ, obtained from the experimental 

measurements, are fitted. The precision on these ellipsometric angles is ca. 

0.0006. The computational analysis of the data is carried out with a numerical 

minimization routine such as a Simplex method [196, 197] by fitting the ellipticity 

from the Fresnel's equations following the formalism set out by Drude [198]. The 

iterative program, developed in Excel® by the Solver® tool, solves these equations 
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by minimizing the differences between the values of the ellipsometric 

experimental and calculated angles, extracting the values that better fit for the 

thickness and the refractive index. In the two layer model proposed, the first 

layer corresponds to the substrate material, silicon with a native oxide layer of ~2 

nm, and a refractive index,  n = 4.1264 - 0.2300i; the second layer is the LB film 

deposited onto the substrate. The thickness of the first layer was determined by 

using a clean silicon wafer. 

III.3.8. Micro-Raman Spectroscopy 

 The Raman spectroscopy was used to characterize the graphene oxide and 

graphene reduced oxide flakes deposited by the Langmuir-Blodgett technique 

onto polycrystalline silicon with a silicon oxide (SiO2) layer of 300 nm that allows 

their display by optical microscopy.[175] These measurements were done in the 

Departamento de Física Alessandro Volta of the University of Pavia (Italy). The 

Raman dispersion measurements were carried out at room temperature with a 

micro-Raman spectrometer (Horiba Jobin-Yvon LabRAM HR, U.S.A.) with a 

100x objective (confocal microscopy) and a laser focus of 1µm2, Figure III.21. 

The spectral resolution of the instrument is approximately 2 cm-1, the spatial 

resolution is 0.5 m and the laser excitation wavelength is 632.81 nm. The 

equipment has a notch filter before the CCD detector to cut the laser beam. 

Before the measurements, an accurate calibration was carried out by checking the 

Rayleigh band and Si band at 0 and 520.7 cm-1, respectively.  The sample area was 

scanned with a spatial resolution of approximately 0.5 µm. The acquisition time 

was around a few minutes at each point, while the laser excitation power was kept 

below 1 mW to avoid heating and preserve the samples.[199] 
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Figure III.21. Photograph of the micro-Raman LabRAM HR model (Horiba Jobin Yvon). 

 

 Raman spectroscopy is based on inelastic scattering of monochromatic 

light, like from a laser source. Inelastic scattering means that the frequency of 

photons in monochromatic changes upon interaction with a sample, the photons 

of the laser light are absorbed by the sample and then reemitted. Frequency of the 

reemitted photons is shifted up or down in comparison with original 

monochromatic frequency, which is called the Raman effect. This shift provides 

information about vibrational, rotational and other low frequency transitions in 

molecules. 

 In the case of derivative graphite thin films, the Raman spectrum show 

characteristic peaks or bands highlighting the electronic structure of graphite 

(graphene, if the film is only a honeycomb carbon layer), mainly dominated by the 

sp2 nature of the C-C covalent bonds that form the ring-structure, where the 

excitation resonates with π states. Mainly, the study is centred on the D, G and 

2D bands. The G band, 1580 cm-1, is due to the bond stretching of all pairs of 

sp2 atoms in both rings (C(sp2)-C(sp2)), while the D band, 1350 cm-1, is due to 
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the breathing modes of sp2 atoms in rings. The shift of the G band and the ratio 

between the D and G bands intensity indicate the disorder degree in the sp2 

structure of the sample. In this way, the average G band position moves from 

1581 cm-1 to 1600 cm-1 within an ordered graphite layer, which corresponds to the 

reduction of the in-plane correlation length (La). The D band appears and 

increases in relative intensity following the Tuinstra & Koening relation, ID/IG ∝ 

La
-1, that indicates the degree of defects and disorder in general of the sample is 

proportional to the number of aromatic rings, i.e., the structural quality of the 

sample. In fact, this D band appears in the borders of defect-free graphene. The 

G band full width at half maximum (FWHM) is a measure of disorder too and 

increases continuously as the disorder increases.[200] 

 On the other hand, the existence of a sufficient concentration of defects in 

the aromatic ring network, produces the appearance of a D' band, located at 

1620 cm-1, which can partially merge with the G band. The defects would cause 

the phonon confinement allowing the Raman activation of the band. Between 

these defects could found isolated double bonds C=C that resonant in higher 

frequencies than the G band. Likewise, the presence of functional groups as 

carbonyl, epoxy or hydroxyl groups, come from a residual oxidation, or amides, 

resulting in an increase of the D and G band width.[201] 

 The 2D band, 2700 cm-1, is correlated to the second order (overtone) of 

the D band, and allows to know the number of layers of the sample up to a limit 

of five, above it, it is not possible to discern with the bulk graphite 2D band. For 

example, if the sample is a bilayer graphene, due to the interaction between the 

graphite layers, the π and π* bands splits in four components, with a different gap 

for electrons and holes (phonons), giving rise to four possible optical transitions. 

This is observed in the appearance of a 2D band which deconvolutes in four 

components.[202] 
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III.3.9. UV-vis Spectrophotometry  

 The UV-vis spectrophotometry was used to characterize the nanoparticles 

and to analyze the reduction degree of the reduced graphene oxide dispersions. 

The equipment was a spectrophotometer Shimadzu UV-2401PC and the spectra 

were acquired in the wavelength range from 700 to 200 nm. As it is a usual 

technique, a brief description of the fundamental theory is explained. In this 

technique, the monochromatic light goes through the sample and it is compared, 

the intensity of the transmitted light with the incident light intensity, i.e., the 

radiation absorption or transmission of the sample in the UV-vis region 

(spectrum). 

 The absorption of light by a molecule in this region produces the 

migration of electrons to high energy orbitals. The absorbance is important 

because it is related to the concentration of the specie absorbs light, at a 

wavelength,  in the sample by the Lambert-Beer's Law.[203] In the special case of 

the quantum dots, the quantum confinement plays a key role for the 

determination of the size-dependent properties of nanoparticles. In fact, the 

transmission and emission colours depend on the nanoparticles size and are a 

result of the size-dependent band gaps. Also, the extinction coefficient of the first 

excitonic absorption peak depends on the nanoparticle size. This extinction 

coefficient is independent of ligand nature, solvent refractive index, fluorescence 

quantum yield and the synthesis method, therefore, allows to determinate the 

nanoparticle concentration in a solution from its absorbance. Moreover, the 

absorption spectrum allows us to know the nanoparticles size by empiric 

expressions[204] which relate the nanoparticle diameter and the extinction 

coefficient to the first absorption peak position (wavelength). 
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III.3.10. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

 The FTIR spectroscopy was used, in collaboration with the Departamento 

de Química Inorgánica (Universidad de Salamanca), to characterize solid samples 

prepared as pellets. In order to prepare the pellets, we grind a small quantity of 

sample with KBr, that acts as inert matrix (ratio 1:200). This powder mixture is 

them pressed, 8 ton cm-2, in a mechanical press to form a translucent pellet 

through which the beam of the spectrometer can pass. The equipment is an 

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer 1600 (Perkin-Elmer, USA) 

controlled by a data unit model 3700. The spectrum was acquired in the frequency 

range from 4000 to 400 cm-1. Due to it is a usual technique, a brief description 

about the theorical fundament of the technique is exposed. In this technique, the 

light is passed through the sample. Some of the light is absorbed by the sample 

and some of it is passed through (transmitted). When it is compared the intensity 

of the transmitted light with the incident light, i.e., it is analyzed the absorption or 

transmission (T) of the sample radiation in the infrared region. The resulting 

spectrum represents the molecular absorption and transmission, creating a 

molecular "fingerprint" of the sample (intensity vs frequency). 

 The absorption comes from excitation by bond deformation of tension or 

flexion. The tension excitation involves changes in the vibrational frequency of 

the atoms bonded throughout the axis bond, while the flexion deformation 

involves movements of the atoms outside of the axis bond.  Within the possible 

deformations in a molecule, only are active to the IR that in which the excitation 

exists a change in the bond dipolar moment with respect to the ground state.  

Besides, the infrared region contains significant absorption bands, not only due to 

fundamental modes of tension and flexion, but also overtones, combination 

bands, couplings and Fermi's resonant bands. This technique is used as a 

qualitative analysis tool, because of the wavenumber position of the absorption 

bands is characteristic of each functional group found in a molecule. Moreover, 
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the bands can shift slightly its position due to changes in the molecular 

environment. 

 In the FTIR spectroscopy a key in the equipment is the interferometer, in 

which, an incident beam of light strikes a tilted semitransparent surface 

(beamsplitter) and divides the source radiation into a reflected and transmitted 

wave, generating a retard between the two generated waves. In this way, as the 

sample is placed between the outlet of the interferometer and the detector, the 

obtained spectrum, called interferogram, is the subtraction between the source 

spectrum and the spectrum of the sample, which subsequently is divided by the 

reference interferogram in order to obtain the infrared transmission spectrum. 

The main advantage of this system is that offers a better relation signal/noise for 

a given resolution.[203, 205] 

III.3.11. X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

           The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used to characterize the 

different graphitic materials obtained by oxidation and later reduction of natural 

graphite flakes. Powder samples were prepared by filtration of the different 

dispersions. Measurements were carried out in the Instituto de Catálisis y 

Petroleoquímica (CSIC, Madrid).  Samples were analyzed with a VG Escalab 200 

R spectrometer (Fisons Instruments, USA) equipped with an excitation source of 

MgKα (hν = 1253.6 eV) radiation and a hemispherical electron analyzer, Figure 

III.22. The working conditions for the high resolution spectra acquisition were 20 

eV analyzer pass energy, and the residual pressure in the analysis chamber was 

maintained under 2·10-7 Pa.[206] 

 Based on the photoelectric effect, this technique consists of the excitation 

of a surface with X-Ray photons, which pull out electrons of the atoms of the 

studied sample. The measurement of the binding energy of the extracted electrons 

of the atom inner (core) levels (localized in the superficial region of a few atomic 
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layers) and of the photoemission peak intensity allows to carry out an elemental 

chemical analysis of the surface (identify atoms and their relative concentration) 

and to establish the oxidation and coordination state (chemical shift). Also, it is 

possible to carry out measurements by varying the incident angle, obtaining 

information at different depths from the surface. This technique has a relative 

high detection limit. 

 
Figure III.22. A XPS spectrometer schematic diagram. 

 

The interaction of X-ray photons with the atoms of a surface produce 

the emission of photoelectrons belonging to the inner levels of the atom, thus 

the holes formed are filled with electrons of upper energetic levels producing 

fluorescence X-rays emission and Auger emission processes. The kinetic energy 

(Ek) of the emitted photoelectron is related to the binding energy (EB, difference 

between the energy of the initial and final state, respectively) corresponding to 

the electronic level from which it was emitted, and with the incident photon 

energy (hν) by the equation III.20, where  is the material work-function. 
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III. 20  

 

From the expression is deduced that the measurement of the photoelectron 

kinetic energy allows to determine its binding energy, characteristic of each 

chemical element. This allows to identify elements by the fingerprint procedure. 

Also, due to the binding energy is, in some ways, a measurement of the intensity 

of the interaction between the electron and the nuclear charge, it is possible to 

state that it follows the energy of the electronic levels and that increases with the 

atomic number. 

 The binding energy for an atom is affected by changes in the oxidation 

state, the ligands electronegativity, the type and number of atom bonds in a 

compound, that influence on the charge state of the atom before the ionization 

with a X-ray photon. These factors known as initial state effects, produce a shift 

of the atomic peak in the photoemission spectrum called chemical shift. 

Moreover, the possibility of measurement of chemical shifts is one of the most 

important advantages of this technique. 

 A XPS spectrum is the representation of the number of registered 

electrons by the detector as a function of the kinetic or binding energy of the 

emitted photoelectron. It contains information about the absorption and 

ionization (initial state), the atom response and production of a photoelectron 

(final state) and the transport and leak of the electron (intrinsic and extrinsic 

energy losses). 

 Qualitative analysis by XPS is possible for the Z>2 elements (H and He 

have not inner electronic levels) with a sensibility around 0.5% and an analytical 

minimum depth of one or two atomic layers. In the usual procedure of the XPS 

analysis of a sample firstly it is registered a general spectrum of the sample from 0 

to 1000 eV binding energy for the identification of the elements presented in the 
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excited sample. Then, a study of each element is carried out by acquiring its 

corresponding spectrum in a narrower energy range. 

 This technique also allows doing semiquantitative estimates, with an error 

between 10-20%, of the relative atomic concentration of the samples by applying 

different methods of quantification. The most used method of analysis is the 

atomic sensitivity factors method (ASF). In this way, for a sample that contains 

two different atoms, A and B, the relative atomic concentration is: 

III. 21  

In this expression, S is the sensitivity atomic factor. As reference, S=1, is used the 

factor S for the fluor 1s line and by an empiric way are determined the ratios  

 to the relevant spectral lines (y) of the all elements (x), then the ratio 

 can be calculated from the database.[207] 

III.3.12. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

The glass transition temperature of the polymer in bulk, Tg, was 

determined using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measurements. This 

technique, no available in our laboratory, was carried out in the Departamento de 

Materiales y Producción Aeroespacial de la Escuela Técnica Superior de 

Ingenieros Aeronáuticos de la Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. The equipment 

was a Mettler Stare DSC instrument using 20 K min-1 heating rate. The 

temperature scale was calibrated using 1-octane, indium and tin. The heat 

capacity, Cp, scale was calibrated with sapphire. 

Glass transition temperature was obtained from the inflection point of the 

DSC thermogram curve.[208] In order to determine the position of the inflection 
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point, the thermogram curve is derived. In the Figure III.23. are showed the 

results for the PS-MA-BEE polymer and the value for glass transition 

temperature, Tg = 76ºC (349 K), determined as the maximum in the derivative 

thermogram.   

 

 Figure III.23. Thermogram obtained for the PS-MA-BEE polymer by DSC measurements. 

III.3.13. Four-point Probe Conductivity Measurements 

 For electrical conductivity measurements in thin films, we applied a film 

four-point probe setup [209] with gold electrodes (1 mm x 4.25 mm x 0.1 mm) over 

the samples. For the case of RGO paper-like films, they were fabricated by 

filtration using a PVDF membrane filter (0.2 µm pore size, Filter-lab), and 

washing with MilliQ® water and methanol in order to remove the excess of 

reducer agents and free-surfactant.[209, 210] Three measurements were performed by 

means of a Keithley 4200 SCS Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer for each 

sample to obtain an average value for the electrical conductivity value, Figure 

III.24. These measurements were carried out in collaboration with the Electronic 

Group (Department of Applied Physics, Universidad de Salamanca). 
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 The determination of the conductivity (resistivity) is important in the 

semiconductor material research as a way to test the quality of a sample. The 

resistivity of the semiconductor is often determined using a four-point probe or 

Kelvin technique, in which, two of the probes are used to source current and the 

other two probes are used to measure voltage. Using four probes eliminates 

measurement errors due to the probe resistance, the spreading resistance under 

each probe and the contact resistance between each metal probe and the material 

under study. 

 

 
Figure III.24. Photograph of the manual-monitorized four probe station connected to a Keithley 

4200 SCS Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer (left inset). The inset of the right shows the gold 

electrode connections with the four-point collinear probe over a RGO paper-like thin film. 

 

 Two common Kelvin techniques for determining the resistivity of a 

material are the four-point collinear probe method and the Van der Pauw method. 

In our case, we used the first one. 

 The four-point collinear probe method involves bringing four equally 

spaced probes in contact with a material of unknown resistance, a scheme is 
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shown in Figure III.25. The two outer probes are used for sourcing current 

(source-measure units (SMU): SMU1 and ground unit) and the two inner probes 

(SMU2 and SMU3) are used for measuring the resulting voltage drop across the 

surface of the sample. This four-point probe measurement was set up in the 

Keithley interactive interface application (FourPtProbe®). 

 
Figure III.25. Four-point collinear probe setup for conductivity measurements (left). Screen 

capture of Keithley 4200 SCS interface project (right). 

 

 The conductivity, к, of the sample is calculated as follows taking into 

account the correction factors based on the probe dimensions and separation, d, 

and sample thickness, t, [209]: 

d I
V w t

III. 21  

 

In this equation, I, is the current; V, the voltage difference between the inner 

probes and w, the film width. 
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III.3.14. Dual Focused Ion Beam/Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Workstation 

 In order to assist the conductivity measurements, it was necessary to 

determine the film thickness. A workstation combining Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM) and Focused Ion Beam (FIB) technique sample preparation 

was used to carry out thickness measurements.[211] These measurements were 

carried out in collaboration with Dr. Benito Rodríguez-González (imaging) and 

International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory (INL) in Braga (Portugal) (Dual 

FIB/SEM facility) using a FEI Helios 450 dual-beam FIB/SEM. This equipment 

simultaneously allows to achieve images with the electron beam at ultra-high 

resolution using a Schottky field emitter while at the same time to thin with the 

ion beam using a liquid Gallium ion emitter. 

 In order to measure the film thickness, some cross-sections of the sample 

in different regions of interest were made using the dual-beam FIB/SEM system. 

In our case, to protect the sample surface, a first thin platinum (Pt) layer deposited 

with electrons, followed by a thicker Pt layer deposited with ions were deposited. 

With the Pt the protection layer finished, we started the making of the cross 

section using the standard conditions included in the software 

of the FIB. To get nice images of the cross section, the front surface of 

the sections was polished using the cleaning cross section method with soft 

milling conditions. Finally we get the SEM images of the sections, and did 

the thickness measurements over the images. The film thickness 

was done using the cross section correction to get accurate thickness values. 

Focused Ion Beam System 

 The FIB system consists of an ion beam generated from an ion source and 

focused through a chamber of optics onto a sample in vacuum conditions, Figure 
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III.26. The main components are the ion source, the ion column and the beam 

writing mechanism. 

 The main ion emission sources are gas field ionization sources (GFIS) and 

liquid metal ion sources (LMIS), of general using in FIB/SEM systems, and more 

concretely gallium source. For a LMIS to emit ions, firstly, a cone must be 

developed in an electric field with a small enough tip radius that field evaporation 

can occur when exposed to an electric field. When the cone is formed, the 

production of ions occurs by field evaporation. In this way, the LMIS uses the 

quantum mechanical field emission/ field evaporation mechanism, appearing at 

high electric field strengths for Ga metal ionization. Therefore, the high field 

strength at the emitter tip enables the metal atoms to evaporate and ionize. They 

are extracted through the extraction aperture and can be further accelerated 

through the column. The column focuses ions from the source onto the sample 

operating in a high vacuum environment. It contains the LMIS, the electrostatic 

lenses (optics), a set of blanking plated, beam acceptance aperture, an 

automatically variable aperture, and a deflector. 
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Figure III.26. Dual-beam Focused Ion Beam/Scanning Electron Microscopy System general 

scheme. 

 

 The ion beam writing mechanism is based on ion-matter interaction and 

the main effects can be: electron emission, sputtering, ion induced deposition and 

ion induced etching, which are used for the development of applications such as 

imaging and sample preparation. In the case of cross sectioning, the FIB 

technique has the ability to get down to defects less than 0.5 µm. Moreover, in a 

dual-beam FIB/SEM the sample can be viewed without ever removing the 

sample. The cross sectioning is carried out by applying sputtering. An example is 

shown in Figure III.27. Usually, the strategy is to image an area on the computer 

screen and then a box is drawn by processing software. The program can then 

scan over this area to deliver the specified ion dose. 
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Figure III.27. An example of cross-sectional SEM images of a RGO paper-like film (a). The 

thickness values of this film are also indicated in (b). 

 

 On the other hand, with the dual-beam system it is possible to deposit a 

metal or insulator over smaller particles or defects without damaging the sample 

with the electron beam. For defects less than 0.2 µm the ions used for depositing 

will damage defect during the initial exposure. Once the initial layer has been 

deposited with the electron beam, the remaining amount can be deposited with 

the ion beam.[212]    

III.3.15. Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy 

 Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM) technique was 

employed to investigate the photoluminescence properties of LB films onto 

quartz substrates. These measurements were carried out in collaboration with the 

Molecular Photochemistry Group (Instituto Superior Técnico, Lisbon, Portugal) 

during a stay of several months. FLIM technique allows the study of the 

fluorescence dynamics in different systems by analyzing the decay curves and 

fluorescence images. In the case of the semiconductor materials, knowledge about 

the influence of parameters such as material density, distance and environment on 

fluorescence dynamics is relevant for the development of devices.[25] 

a b
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 The equipment used was a MicroTime200 time-resolved confocal 

fluorescence microscope system from PicoQuant GmbH (Berlin, Germany), 

Figure III.28. Excitation source is a pulsed picosecond diode laser of 480 nm 

excitation wavelength (2.5 MHz repetition rate, triggered by the internal oscillator) 

that is passed  through  a  narrow band  clean-up  filter and reflected with a 

dichroic beam splitter into a standard inverted microscope base. In the IX 71 

Olympus® microscope, a water immersion objective (x60 with N.A. 1.2 ) focus the 

laser beam into the sample and collects the emission from the sample. In order to 

preserve the LB film from water a glass coverslip between the water drop and the 

sample was used. Point and area (80x80 µm2, 400x400 pixels, integration time of 1 

ms per pixel) measurements were carried out by raster scanning the sample with a 

piezo table. 

 

 
Figure III.28. External photograph of the optical unit (MicroTime 200, PicoQuant) joined to the 

Olympus microscope. A zoom of the objective changer (nosepiece) and sample holder is shown.  

 

 To select an area or point in the sample, the microscope is connected to a 

computer-controlled high resolution XY-piezo scanner. Moreover, a CCD camera 
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is also integrated into the beam path and serves as a permanent online diagnostic 

tool for the focus quality by monitoring the backscattered excitation light from a 

glass interface, allowing to position the laser focus on the sample. Fluorescence 

emission was collected  with  the  same  objective,  filtered by a dichroic mirror and 

a long-pass filter to reject any remaining scattered laser light and passed through a 

30 µm pinhole to enable confocal detection. The fluorescence emission was 

detected with avalanche photodiodes by using the method of time-correlated 

single photon counting (TCSPC) with a resolution of 152 ps/channel. 

Additional band pass filters may be placed before the avalanche photodiodes 

for further spectral selection of emission. A scheme of the optical unit is 

shown in Figure III.29. 

 

 
Figure III.29. Layout of the optical unit MicroTime 200 (PicoQuant) indicating the different 

components: the confocal detection setup with a pinhole and up to two detection channels with 

suited beam splitting optics for selection; and electro-mechanical shutters installed in the excitation 

beam path and in front of each detector to ensure safe operation of the system. 

 

 The  data  acquisition  was  done  by  the  TimeHarp 200  TCSPC  PC-

board working in the special Time-Tagged Time-Resolved Mode (TTTR) which 

stores all relevant information for every detected  photon  for further  data  
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analysis,  i.e.,  the  photon  arrival  time  at  the  detector relative  to  the  

corresponding  laser  excitation  pulse,  the  position  of  the  sample  and  the 

number of the detection channel. SymPhoTime® software (version 4.7.) was used 

to control the optical unit, and the digital piezo controller or shutters and to 

perform any measurement. 

Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting Basics 

 In TCSPC[213], single photon events at the detector are timed relative to a 

reference pulse. The method is based on the precise measurement of the time 

difference between  the moment of excitation and the arrival of the first photon at 

the detector (TCSPC time). The sample is excited by a pulsed laser source and as 

excited electrons relax to their ground state the sample begins to 

photoluminescence. At the same time the TCSPC module receives a reference 

signal from a detector in a secondary beam path which starts an internal timer. 

The photoluminescence is collected and filtered down until no more than one 

photon per excitation pulse arrives at the detector. The detector produces a 

voltage pulse in response to the photon, and this photon stops the timer. The 

time between the excitation pulse and the emission pulse is then recorded. This is 

repeated for millions of photons (multiple cycles with periodic excitation) and a 

histogram is created showing the correlation between the number of photons, 

which is proportional to the photoluminescence intensity, and the time after 

excitation. This histogram of photon arrival times with respect to the excitation 

pulse can then be analyzed to extract the fluorescence lifetime and signal 

amplitude, and corresponds to the fluorescence decay curve. 

 

Time-Tagged Time-Resolved Mode (TTTR) 

 This measurement mode is based on adding a second timing information, 

the time tag, to each measured TCSPC time.[214] This time tag is taken from a 

continuous running clock and represents the arrival time of each photon relative 
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to the beginning of the experiment. In this way, one photon event in the TTTR 

data stream consist of three individual pieces of information: the TCSPC time, the 

time tag and the routing information, and all information about the photon 

dynamics is conserved. The measurement scheme of the TTTR is shown in Figure 

III.30. 

 
Figure III.30. Measurement scheme of the Time-Tagged Time Resolved (TTTR). The time 

difference between the moment of excitation and the arrival of the first photon at the detector is 

the TCSPC time (t) and is stored into the TTTR data stream along with the time tag (T) and an 

information from which detector the photon came from (CH). 

 

 Depending on how the individual information in the data stream is 

combined, different analysis procedures are possible, such as intensity time trace 

analysis (MCS) or fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM). The Intensity Time Trace 

analysis (MCS) allows to study the lifetime fluctuations of the sample, count rate 

and on-off histogramming. Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging can be viewed as the 

time-domain multi-colour imaging, that allows to extract information about the 

local environment of the molecules in the sample from their time-resolved 

emission. 
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Fluorescence Decay Fitting Procedure 

 The analysis of the lifetimes was performed using the Symphotime® and 

FluoFit® software (version 4.4) from PicoQuant.[215] The decay curves were 

iteratively fitted to a multi-exponential decay function (Equation III.22) taking 

into account the instrument response. The data must be a convolution of the 

instrument response with the real photoluminescence lifetime. In order to remove 

the instrument response, a reconvolution fit was performed. The background 

count was fixed as a constant parameter in each fit and was assessed from the 

background counts arriving before the rising edge of the instrument response 

function (IRF). The IRF is the response of the instrument to a short pulse, Figure 

III.31, and is measured as the response function (decay curve) of the excitation 

laser pulse. It is recorded by scattering some of the incident laser light from a 

clean point of the sample area (not covered by the sample) into the detector, for 

which the emission filter is removed.  

′ 	
′

′
∞

III. 22  

 

The fit parameters are: τi that is the lifetime of the ith decay component; Ai, the 

amplitude of the ith component, in counts, at time zero; Bkgr.Dec the decay 

background, in counts; Bkgr.IRF the IRF background, in counts; and ShiftIRF, the 

time shift between IRF and decay. The A-factors sum is normalized to unity. 
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Figure III.31. An example of the IRF of the instrument to a short pulse. 

 

 A value for τ is determined by minimising the weighted sum of squares of 

residuals between the fitted function and the experimental data. The quality of any 

fit is judged from the value of the reduced chi-squared function, χ2. A value close 

to unity indicates that a good fit has been achieved.  

2 1 2

1

2 III. 23  

 

Where N is the number of fitted channels (i.e. data points) and p is the number of 

fitted parameters. The difference, N-p, is the degrees of freedom. Decay is an 

array of N intensity values, i.e., the experimentally measured decay curve. The 

Fit(ti) values are calculated using the exponential model and the iterated values of 

model parameters. W(ti) is the weighting factor. 

 The goodness of a decay curve fit can be illustrated by a plot of weighted 

residuals, R(ti), between the experimental and fitted points vs time. It is a useful 

tool because shows where the misfit occurs. 

III. 24  

The residuals' autocorrelation function is a tool for assessing the fit quality. It is a 

measure of correlation between the weighted residuals in distinct channel 
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separated by various correlation times. Small and randomly distributed values of 

the autocorrelation function indicates a good fit due to the random distribution of 

weighted residuals. 

 To sum up, the time-resolved fluorescence decay curves were 

reconvoluted with the instrument signal and fitted to multi-exponential functions 

by a Levenberg–Marquard algorithm for non-linear least-squares error 

minimization. The quality of fittings was judged by the reduced chi-squared value, 

χ2, the weighted residuals and the autocorrelation functions. Moreover, for 

comparative purposes between different samples, it is possible to determinate the 

average lifetime (τAV) by using the following equation [216]: 

∑ 	
∑ 	

III. 25  

 

where ai, is the pre-exponential lifetime and τi is the lifetime obtained in the multi-

exponential fitting of the decay curves. The intensity fraction of each component, 

fi,  which provides information about the relative contribution of the component i, 

is calculated from: 


j

jja 
III. 26  

FLIM images procedure 

 The fast FLIM mode from SymPhoTime® was used for the FLIM images 

treatment, which calculates the lifetime of each pixel from the TCSPC histogram 

as a weight average of the channel components. 

III.3.16. Electron Beam Lithography 

 The Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) technique is used to make devices 

at nanometer scale due to its very short wavelength, which provides higher 
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resolution, and reasonable energy density characteristics. This technique offers 

some advantages as higher resolution and versatile pattern formation over 

photolithograph techniques. In the semiconductor industry, EBL is used for 

projection printing and direct writing. In projection printing, a relatively large-

sized electron-beam pattern is projected in parallel through a mask onto a resist-

coated substrate by using a high-precision lens system; while in direct writing, a 

small spot of the electron beam is written directly onto a resist-coated substrate, 

eliminating the expensive and time-consuming production of masks. Because of it, 

the direct writing EBL has been the most flexible system used to fabricate a 

variety of nanodevices with critical dimensions below 10 nm.[217] 

 Normally, the direct write systems use a finely focused Gaussian round 

beam that moves with the wafer to expose the wafer one pixel at a time (as raster 

scans or vector scans), with either fixed or variable beam geometry. Basically, a 

direct writing system consists of a source of electrons, a focusing optics set, a 

blanker to turn the beam on and off, a deflection system for moving the beam, 

and a stage for holding the substrate. However, as direct writing transfers the 

pattern by exposing one pixel or one image element at a time, this imposes a 

limitation on the exposure speed or the rate of the pattern to be transferred onto 

the wafer depending on the sample and the use of resist coatings (lift-off process). 

Lift-Off Process 

 The Lift-Off process is the most popular process used in direct writing 

EBL. It is an additive process that adds material to the substrate and consists of 

several steps: e-beam resist coating, exposure, and development. Firstly, a positive 

or negative resist coating is deposited onto the sample, then the resist coating is 

exposed by e-beam direct writing using a vector or raster scan, and finally the 

exposed resist (the nanostructure pattern) is developed and removed in a solvent 

appearing the pattern for metal deposition. The metal layer (the nanostructure 

material) can be deposited by an e-gun or an evaporation process onto the 
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substrate. The final step of the lift-off process is accomplished by soaking the 

substrate in a solvent bath (e.g., acetone for PMMA resist) to wash away the 

remaining resist and unwanted material. 

 Frequently, the lift-off process prefers a thick resist layer for forming 

undercut profiles and good adhesion with the substrate for the subsequent 

additive or subtractive processes. These electron beam resists are normally coated 

on the substrate to record the image of the pattern to be transferred. The final 

pattern made by the EBL is a relief structure in the coated resist layer representing 

the pattern being exposed. 

 The e-beam resists are high molecular-weight polymers dissolved in a 

solvent. The use of them is based on the structural polymer changes when is 

exposed to radiation, including electron radiation. Electron beam resists can be 

either positive or negative. After exposure to electrons, the positive resists are 

weakened by the scission of main- and side-chains and the exposed resists become 

more soluble in the developing solution. A solvent developer selectively washes 

away the weakened or lower molecular-weight resist; thus, a positive tone pattern 

is formed in the resist film. On the other hand, the negative resists are 

strengthened during exposure by a radiation-initiated cross-linking reaction and 

become less soluble in the developer. After the resists are developed, the pattern 

is transferred to the substrate through the lift-off process mentioned earlier. 

 In the case of graphene, usually positive resists are used, concretely we 

employed polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). Besides, PMMA is the most 

commonly used positive resist and has a moderate glass transition temperature of 

114 ºC. For its use, the PMMA powder is dissolved in a solvent, such as anisole or 

chlorobenzene, in a desired concentration. The resist liquid is dropped onto the 

substrate and then spun at high speed to form a thin coating by spin coating. This 

step is followed by soft bake processing at temperatures ranging from 130 ºC to 

170 ºC with a hot plate to bake out the casting solvent. The final resist thickness is 
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determined by the PMMA concentration and by the spin speed. For instance, 950 

K PMMA (2% in anisole) resist spun at 3000 rpm would result in a thickness of 

about 200 nm. The dose values of the electron beam used for exposure range 

from 100 to 500 µC cm-2. The typical developers used are 1:3 methyl isobutyl 

ketone: isopropyl alcohol (MIBK:IPA) for the highest contrast and 1:1 

MIBK:IPA for the highest sensitivity.[218] The developed region is then removed 

by rinsing in pure IPA for 30 s. PMMA has extremely high resolution, and its 

ultimate resolution has been demonstrated to be less than 10 nm; its major 

problems are its relatively poor sensitivity, poor dry etch resistance, and moderate 

thermal stability.[217]  

In this way, the step-by-step process carried out with our samples in the 

Nanofabrication clean room at Central de Tecnología del Instituto de Sistemas 

Optoelectrónicos y Microtecnología (CT-ISOM, Universidad Politécnica de 

Madrid, Spain) is briefly detailed below.[219] Firstly the chemically reduced 

graphene samples were deposited onto highly (degenerately) doped silicon wafers 

with a thermally grown SiO2 layer (300 nm thickness) and Au alignment network 

marks (200 µm separation). These alignment marks are a guide for the pattern 

design and to construct the EBL coordinates.  

In order to create the master pattern electrodes, a computer-aided design 

(CAD) file was done for each sample in the EBL equipment using the CABL® 

software. The electrodes were designed with a 300-1000 nm separation in Van der 

Pauw and Hall-bar geometry. The samples were coated with a PMMA 

(PMMA/MA 33% in 1-methoxy-2-propanol, AR-P 617 from ALLRESIST®) 

resist layer by spin coating (4500 rpm during 1 minute to reach 0.5 µm thickness) 

followed by a hot plate drying step (160 ºC during 2 minutes). The EBL direct 

writing was carried out using a Crestec CABL-9500C High Resolution Electron 

Beam Lithography System, Figure III.32, securing previously the samples to the 

sample stage with conductive tape to ground the samples. The beam voltage was 
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kept constant at 50 keV with a current of 1 nA and a dose of 0.20 µs which makes 

a total charge of 200 µC cm-2. The beam current was checked before and after 

lithographic processing using a Faraday cup. Beam diameter was kept constant at 

10 nm, (2 nm beam spot; 10 nm line width). 

  
Figure III.32. Photographs of Nanolithography System for Electron Beam Lithography 

(CRESTEC CABL-9500C) on the left and e-beam evaporator equipment (Varian VT 118), on the 

right, at the Nanofabrication Clean Room in the CT-ISOM (Madrid).  

 The pattern was developed by a MIPK:IPA solution (AR-600-50 from 

ALLRESIST® during 2 min 30 s) following by a stopper bath in propanol (AR-

600-60 from ALLRESIST® during 30 s) leaving visible the "holes" for metal 

deposition (Figure III.33a) in the e-beam evaporator. To remove the developer 

residues, the sample is cleaned with isopropyl alcohol. The deposition process was 

performed by e-beam evaporation of Ti/Au (50/500 Å) electrodes using a Varian 

VT 118 equipment. In the metal deposition, first a titanium layer is deposited to 

allow the gold adhesion followed by a gold layer. After this step, the samples were 

cleaned by soaking with acetone (50-60ºC during 15 minutes) followed by ethanol 

to lift off PMMA and metal residues, Figure III.33b. Then the samples are 

prepared to carry out the electrical measurements. 
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Figure III.33. Optical microscope photographs of the PMMA resist covered sample after develop 

step (a) and Ti/Au contacts in the sample after metal deposition step (b) results in a chemical 

reduced graphene sample. 

  
 This work was carried out by a stay inside the Ministerio de Ciencia e 

Innovación fellowships for the use of singular Scientific-Technological Facilities 

Program at the CT-ISOM with the collaboration of the Drs. D. López-Romero, 

M.C. Sabido Siller and A. Fraile Chamizo. 
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IV. Polymer Monolayers 

 Polymers adsorbed to interfaces play an important role for basic materials 

science as well as for the design and development of technological applications 

such as adhesives, optical or protective coatings, and biosensors.[88, 220] Therefore, 

polymers are applied in large quantities such as thin films or coatings where the 

stability, appearance or durability substantially depends on the surface properties. 

Monolayers of water insoluble polymers, Langmuir monolayers, can be used to 

build ultrathin solid films by means of Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) methodology. 

These extremely thin films with high degree of structural order are used in a wide 

range of technologies such as electronic devices, UV and electron beam resists, or 

biosensors.[1] In addition, polymer films with thickness of nanometers provide 

ideal sample geometry for studying the effects of one dimensional confinement on 

the structure and dynamics of polymer molecules.   

To construct LB films efficiently is necessary to know the equilibrium and 

rheological properties of Langmuir monolayers used for LB preparation. It is well 

established that the rheological properties are linked to the monolayer properties 

and play an important role in the transfer process of polymers from the air-liquid 

interface to solid supports.[221] Studies carries out with synthetic and natural 

polymers adsorbed at the interfaces showed that small changes on temperature[222-

224], on polymer concentration[133, 224-226] or structure[128, 227] lead to significant 

changes on the Langmuir monolayers and consequently, on the LB films 

generated from ordered monolayers deposition from the air-water interface onto 

solid substrates [228].  

On the other hand, the interactions between insoluble monolayers of 

surfactants and multivalent ions dissolved in the subphases have received a great 

interest because they are of major importance in the manufacture of high-quality 

Langmuir-Blodgett films with potential applications in thin film technology.[111] 
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When ions are present in the subphase, the surfactant monolayer usually becomes 

more ordered [229] and transfers more easily to a solid substrate (LB films) [230]. 

Moreover, the presence of some divalent ions in the subphase results in the 

appearance of surface structures [231] interesting from  the fundamental point of 

view [33] and the technological applications [34,35].   

For many applications, nanomaterials must be embedded in a polymer 

matrix. These matrices provide chemical and mechanical stability and prevent the 

aggregation of nanomaterials.[8, 53]. In these cases polymers used as patterns often 

self-assembly at nanometer scale providing well-organized structures which play 

an important role in practical applications. The self-assembly structures have to be 

transferred onto solids to build nanodevices by using different techniques such as 

spin-coating, layer-by-layer assembly or Langmuir-Blodgett methodology. The 

Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique offers the possibility of preparing 

homogeneous thin films with well-defined layered structures and a very precise 

control of the thickness and composition.[1] On the other hand, small changes on 

composition, temperature, addition of salt in the subphases of the Langmuir films 

which serve as precursor of the LB films can improve the properties of the solid-

supported polymer films. Therefore, to construct LB films efficiently the 

characterization of the Langmuir films is required.   

 As was mentioned above, polymer thin films are an ideal system to study 

the changes on the structure and dynamics of polymer molecules from the bulk 

(3D system) to the interface (2D system). Therefore, as Langmuir polymer 

monolayers have a thickness of the order of the gyration radius, they allow to 

study the glass-transition temperature, Tg, decreasing with the dimensionality 

reduction. In fact, some authors [172, 222, 232-234] showed that the Tg of polymer films 

decreases when their thickness is lower than 100 nm. In this way, it is possible to 

analyze the glass-transition by the equilibrium and dynamic properties of polymer 

monolayers. 
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 In this chapter, we report the study of the equilibrium and dynamic 

properties of Langmuir monolayers of two maleic anhydride copolymer derivates, 

PS-MA-BEE and PS-b-MA, and the effect of the electrolyte addition in the water 

subphase on the film properties. We also analyze the effect of Langmuir 

monolayer properties on the structure of polymer LB films. We have chosen this 

type of polymers because some styrene/anhydride polymer derivatives have 

shown potential as electron beam resists.[5] Consequently, they could be used as 

pattern for the fabrication of layered molecular electronic devices. Finally, to study 

the effect of the addition of salts on both, the Langmuir and LB films, we have 

chosen a salt of divalent cation, magnesium nitrate (Mg(NO3)2), because divalent 

cations interact stronger than the monovalent ones with acid groups.[111] Besides 

the magnesium cation is used in the genosome formation at drug delivery, for 

which it is important to know the stability and interaction between the divalent 

cation and polymer.[235] On the other hand, we continue a previous study in our 

group in order to observe the polymer structure influence on the 2D glass-

transition temperature.  

IV.1. PS-MA-BEE Monolayers 

Equilibrium Properties of Polymer Monolayers. Firstly it is also 

necessary to check the stability of the monolayers prepared by addition. With this 

purpose the following test was done: after addition of a given volume of the 

spreading solution, the surface pressure was monitored at least 4 h. In all 

monolayers the surface pressure was found constant within the experimental 

uncertainty, indicating stable monolayers. Figure IV.1 shows the surface pressure 

vs. the surface concentration isotherms for PS-MA-BEE monolayers at 23ºC 

prepared in water and magnesium saline subphases. The isotherms were obtained 

by equilibration after each addition. For the sake of comparison isotherms 

obtained by continuous compression are represented in Figure IV.1 by lines. 
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Figure IV.1. Surface pressure isotherms of PS-MA-BEE monolayers prepared in different 

subphases: (solid circles) water; (open squares) 0.12 M Mg(NO3)2; (triangles) 0.18 M Mg(NO3)2; 

(open circles) 0.24 M  Mg(NO3)2 ; (open triangles) 0.40 M Mg(NO3); (solid squares) 0.50 M 

Mg(NO3). Surface isotherms were obtained by addition (symbols) and by symmetric compression 

(dot and solid lines). 

 

Results in Figure IV.1 show that monolayers in saline solutions are more 

expanded than monolayers in unsalted subphase. This effect increases as the 

electrolyte concentration in the subphase increases until it reaches the value of 0.4 

M. The further addition of Mg(NO3)2 in the aqueous subphases does not modify 

the isotherm. 

Figure IV.1 also shows that the isotherms obtained for addition and for 

continuous compression agree with each other until a given surface pressure. 

Above this pressure the monolayer obtained by compression is far from the 

equilibrium state and two opposite trends are observed as a function of the 

subphase composition. Thus, in water subphase, the surface pressure values for 

monolayers prepared by compression are lower than the values corresponding to 

the monolayers obtained by addition, while for monolayers prepared in saline 
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subphases, the surface pressure obtained by compression is higher than the 

addition one. In the later if the barriers stop, the surface pressure decreases until 

the value corresponding to the equilibrium. These facts can be due to the 

existence of dynamic processes on the polymer monolayer.[172, 236, 237] In order to 

gain some insights into this dynamic process, the step-compression method 

combined with oscillatory barriers experiments were carried out in the Langmuir 

trough. These experiments allow us to obtain information of slow relaxation 

processes in monolayers. 

  Figure IV.2 show the electric surface potential isotherms of PS-MA-BEE 

monolayers in water and in saline subphases.  
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Figure IV.2. Surface potential isotherms at 296 K of PS-MA-BEE monolayers prepared in 

different subphases: (solid circles) water; (open squares) 0.12 M Mg(NO3)2; (solid triangles) 0.24 M  

Mg(NO3)2; (open triangles) 0.40 M  Mg(NO3)2 and (squares) 0.50 M Mg(NO3)2 

 

The surface potential values are always positive and for a given surface 

concentration they increase as the electrolyte concentration in the subphase 

increase. The effect is more marked in the dilute surface concentration regime.  

As can be observed the surface potential curves have similar trend to the 
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surface pressure ones; thus, the surface potential isotherms are shifted to lower 

surface concentration when the electrolyte concentration in the subphase 

increases. The isotherm in 0.24 M Mg(NO3)2 shows a pseudo-plateau while it is 

marked by a kink in the isotherms at lower electrolyte concentration in the 

subphase. The plateau almost disappears when the monolayer is built in saline 

subphases containing electrolyte concentrations above 0.4 M.   

It is also interesting to notice that the surface potential at high surface 

coverage does not increase with the electrolyte concentration for monolayers 

containing high electrolyte concentration and the value remains constant in a 

value of 0.35 V.  This fact indicates that in these monolayers all acid groups are 

dissociated.  

Figure IV.3 presents the equilibrium elasticity modulus, 0, for different 

polymer monolayers. The elasticity modulus is obtained from the pressure 

isotherms. 
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Figure IV.3. Variation of the equilibrium elasticity with polymer surface concentration for 

monolayers prepared in different subphases at 296K: (solid circles) water; (triangles) 0.12M 

Mg(NO3)2; (open circles) 0.24 M Mg(NO3)2; (solid squares) 0.50 M Mg(NO3)2. The arrows point 

polymer concentrations at which the kink in the surface potential isotherms appears. Solid and 

open stars represent the dilational modulus obtained from step-compression experiments for 

subphases containing 0.24 M Mg(NO3)2 and (solid squares) 0.50 M Mg(NO3)2, respectively, see 

text.  

 

Small elasticity values are observed for monolayers in water until the 

surface concentration reaches a value of 0.8 mg m-2. A sudden increase of 

elasticity is observed above this surface concentration until it reaches a value of 50 

mN m-1. Finally, when the surface concentration is further increased a weak 

decrease of the elasticity is observed. This behaviour is characteristic of films 

formed exclusively by polymer molecules at concentrated regime. In these 

concentrated films the conformational degrees of freedom of the polymer coils 

decrease and consequently, the elasticity modulus also decreases.[172, 222] It is also 
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interesting to notice that the equilibrium elasticity modulus values are consistent 

with liquid-expanded surface states [123] in all these monolayers. On the other 

hand, and because the isotherms obtained by compression do not correspond to 

the equilibrium ones (isotherms prepared by addition), the elasticity values 

calculated from the isotherm obtained by compression are far from the 

equilibrium elasticity values, see Figure IV.3.  

Differences between the elasticity modulus of monolayers in saline and in 

the unsalted subphases are the following: on the one hand, the equilibrium 

elasticity values for dilute monolayers (Γ < 1 mg m-2) are higher for monolayers in 

saline subphase than in the subphase without salt. The effect is more marked 

when the salt concentration increases. An on the other hand, the equilibrium 

elasticity curves for monolayers in saline subphases with salt concentrations below 

0.4 M, present a kink or a plateau at the same surface concentration values than in 

the surface potential curves. For comparative purposes the arrows in Figure IV.3 

point to the position of the pseudo-plateau in the surface potential isotherms, 

Figure IV.2.   

  The surface potential and pressure isotherms of PS-MA-BEE clearly 

show that the monolayers become more expanded when the Mg(NO3)2 

concentration in the subphase increases until it reaches a value of 0.4 M. Above 

this concentration the isotherm remains unaffected by the increase of electrolyte 

concentration. This behaviour could be attributed to the formation of a complex 

between the divalent cation Mg2+ and the acid groups of the polymer molecules. 

The isotherm expansion was observed by other authors when metal-surfactant 

complexes are formed at the interface and the surfactant contains bulky head 

groups.[238] This could be the scenario in our system because the hydrophilic part 

of the polymer is too bulky and some molecular rearrangements have to be 

carried out in order to form the complexes between the divalent cation and the 

carboxylic groups of the polymer. Results also show that the isotherm expansion 
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stop when the Mg(NO3)2 concentration in the subphase reaches a value of  0.4 M. 

This fact indicates that at this salt concentration all the polymer molecules are 

bound to the divalent cation.  

The coincidence between the kink and the plateau positions observed in 

the surface potential and the equilibrium elasticity isotherms may be indicative of 

phase transitions that in this system can be originated by different populations of 

free and bound polymer molecules. Accordingly, the plateau disappears when the 

cation-polymer complexes at the interface predominate, [Mg(NO3)2] ≥ 0.4 M.  

Dynamic Properties of Polymer Monolayers. As was previously mentioned, 

the polymer isotherms obtained by continuous addition and compression agree 

with each other when the surface concentration is relatively low. This behaviour 

can be signature of dynamic processes on the monolayer. To study these 

processes we have used the step-compression method.[222]  In this method, the 

monolayer is perturbed by a quick compression, and then the relaxation to the 

new equilibrium condition is followed by surface pressure measurements. 

Previously, we also use oscillatory barrier measurements to check the strain range 

where the amplitude of the stress, σ0, is proportional to the strain, U0, the linear 

regime. Examples of oscillatory experiments are presented in Figure IV.4 and 

performed at a frequency of 0.006 Hz.  For the sake of clarity Figure IV.4 shows 

the results obtained for two different subphases, water and 0.24 M Mg(NO3)2.   
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Figure IV.4. Oscillatory experiment results at 296 K for different monolayers: (a) pure water and 

polymer surface concentration around 0.9 mg m-2; (b) 0.24 M Mg(NO3)2, and polymer surface 

concentration around 0.42 mg m-2. The strain amplitude was 4.3 % (solid circles) and 12 % (open 

circles). The experiments were carried out at the frequency of 0.006 Hz.  

 

As can be seen in Figure IV.4a for monolayers deposited on water 
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subphase, after each compression-expansion cycle, the former initial state is not 

recovered and the pressure decreases after each cycle. The amplitude of the stress 

remains almost constant at low strains while it decreases at high strains. This 

behaviour is not observed in monolayers prepared in saline subphases and can be 

explained by developing of irreversible features in the film as it is strained by 

subsequent compression-expansion cycles. This behaviour has been observed in 

other polymer monolayers [130]; however, this fact could be simply due to the 

desorption process followed by the polymer dissolution in the subphase. To 

disregard this possibility we carried out the following experiment: a polymer 

monolayer prepared by addition was submitted to compression-expansion cycles, 

then the barriers were stopped and the pressure monitored with time (2 h). The 

surface pressure decrease was least of 1%. Similar results were obtained at 

different surface coverage. This observation is compatible with no polymer 

dissolution in the subphase when the monolayer is strained.  

Moreover, we carried out several oscillation barriers experiments changing 

the cycle frequency from 0.003 to 0.04 Hz. For the case of polymer monolayers in 

water subphase the surface pressure decreasing varies with frequency. The initial 

state of the monolayer is not recovered, decreasing the surface pressure in a more 

marked way when the frequency decreases. It could confirm the formation of 

irreversible features in the film mainly at slow timescale. However in the case of 

saline subphases the response amplitude does not show relevant changes with 

frequency. Therefore, we decided to work at a slow suitable frequency for the 

times of the processes involved, 0.006 Hz, which at the same time, is not affected 

by the hydrodynamic limitations of the technique. 

As we are interested in studying the relaxation process of polymer 

monomers adsorbed in the monolayer, we have only studied the dynamic 

processes on the monolayers prepared on saline subphases. Figure IV.5 presents 

the variation of the amplitude of the stress σ0 with the strain, U0 for monolayers in 
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saline subphases.  As can be seen in the figure, deviations of the Hookean linear 

behaviour are observed for the area change above 10% of the total area. 

Consequently, in the step-compression experiments the area change, ΔA, is kept 

below 10% in order to ensure that the system remains in the linear regime. This 

nonlinear behaviour has been found for other polymer monolayers.[128, 223]  
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Figure IV.5. Variation of the amplitude of the stress, σ0, with the strain, U0 for polymer 

monolayers prepared in 0.12 M Mg(NO3)2 subphase (triangles) and in 0.24 M Mg(NO3)2 (circles). 

The dot lines represent the Hookean’s linear behavior. 

 

Stress-relaxation experiments show that in the low-coverage region, before 

the end of the kink or the pseudo-plateau in the isotherms, the stress-relaxation 

curve can be described by a single exponential function, Figure IV.6.  However, 

when the surface coverage is further increased no single-exponential relaxations 

are found, this fact is indicative of additional processes in the monolayer.  In 

monolayers prepared in the most concentrated saline subphases, Mg(NO3)2 ≥ 0.4 

M, the stress-relaxation curves are single-exponential functions for surface 

concentrations below 1 mg m-2. Above this surface concentration no single-
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exponential relaxations were found. 
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Figure IV.6. Stress-relaxation experiments for a polymer monolayer in 0.24M Mg(NO3)2 

subphase with a surface concentration of 0.38 (a) and 0.55 (b) mg m-2 at 296 K. Line is the single 

exponential curve (a) and multi-exponential curve (b).  

 

Figure IV.7 shows the concentration dependence of the relaxation time 
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obtained for different monolayers. For the sake of clarity only some results are 

presented in Figure IV.7. As can be seen in the figure different trends are found. 

For monolayers in saline subphases with salt concentrations below 0.4 M, at low-

coverage, before the kink or the pseudo-plateau, the relaxation time increases with 

the polymer concentration, this behaviour is characteristic of slow collective 

motions of the polymer coils adsorbed at the interface[130, 238]. Conversely, at high-

coverage the relaxation time decreases when the polymer surface concentration 

increases. According to the equilibrium properties, these surface concentrations 

correspond to regions in the isotherm in the phase transitions. Consequently, the 

concentration dependence of the relaxation time is a further indication of a 

possible phase transition between a state in which we have polymer molecules 

bound to the Mg2+ and a state with free polymer molecules.  

On the other hand, when monolayers are prepared in subphases 

containing electrolyte concentrations above 0.4 M, the stress-relaxation 

experiments have led to relaxation curves described by a single exponential in the 

surface concentration range between 0.15 and 1 mg m-2 and the relaxation time 

increases with the surface concentration. As can be seen in Figure IV.7, the 

relaxation time values are quite similar to those obtained for monolayers in 0.24 M 

of Mg(NO3)2 at low surface coverage. 
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Figure IV.7. Variation of the relaxation time with the polymer surface concentration for 

monolayers prepared in the following subphases at 296K: (open circles) 0.12 M Mg(NO3)2; (solid 

circles) 0.24 M  Mg(NO3)2 and (open triangles) 0.50 M Mg(NO3)2. The arrows point polymer 

concentrations at which the kinks in the surface potential and equilibrium elasticity isotherms 

appear. 

 

We have also determined the dilatational modulus, ||, from the 

relaxation curves as 
0

0

U

  . Some of these values are represented in Figure IV.3 

by stars. For the sake of clarity we only represent the values for monolayers in 

subphases with 0.24 M and in 0.5 M of Mg(NO3)2.  Results in Figure IV.3 show 

that in the monolayers prepared in the subphase containing Mg(NO3)2 0.24 M, 

there is an excellent agreement between the dilatational modulus and the 

equilibrium elasticity at low-coverage. However, when the coverage increases the 

dilatational modulus is higher than the equilibrium elasticity, this is indicative of 

viscoelastic behaviour. The crossover between the elastic and viscoelastic 

behaviour appears at the polymer surface concentration where deviations between 

the isotherms obtained by addition and compressions become important. This 

behaviour is observed for all monolayers with electrolyte concentrations below 0.4 
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M; however, when the electrolyte concentration in the subphase increases, 

[Mg(NO3)2] ≥ 0.4 M, the dilatational modulus values are always higher than the 

equilibrium elasticity ones. The differences between dilatational and equilibrium 

elasticity values are quite marked. This fact indicates that the formation of 

complexes between the polymer and the divalent cation increases the viscoelastic 

behaviour of the monolayer.  

As was indicated above the stress-relaxation experiments in the densest 

monolayers have led to relaxation curves described by no single-exponential 

curves in the densest monolayers. This behaviour can signify additional processes 

such as disorder-order transitions [128] or polymer aggregation.  To disregard this 

point we transfer polymer monolayers from the liquid interface to mica and/or Si 

(100) via the Langmuir-Blodgett technique (LB) because several studies showed 

that aggregates produced by self-assembly monolayers can survive when are 

transferred from the Langmuir monolayer to solid supports.[239-241] AFM results 

show that the morphology of the polymer LB films is similar in mica and silicon 

when the subphase is water, Figure IV.8. However, when the subphase contains 

electrolytes both, AFM and optical microscopy show the formation of magnesium 

salt crystals, Figure IV.9. Therefore, we decide to use silicon as substrate for the 

polymer films study.  
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Figure IV.8. AFM images of the LB films on mica (a) and Si (100) (b) for PS-MA-BEE 

monolayers in water subphase at surface pressure 14 mN m-1 by compression. 

 

 

Figure IV.9. Optical microscopy image of the Mg(NO3)2 crystals formed on mica after the LB 

deposition of a polymer film prepared on saline subphase. 

 

For comparative purposes we have also constructed LB films from Langmuir 

monolayers at low surface coverage, below the end of the kink (in the pseudo 

plateau). The AFM images show no domains in these LB films. However, the first 

aggregates were clearly observed at the end of the pseudo-plateau, Figure IV.10. 
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Figure IV.10. AFM image of the LB film on Si (100) for PS-MA-BEE monolayer in Mg(NO3)2 

0.12M at surface pressure 4 mN m-1 (end of pseudo-plateau) by compression. 

 

According to the differences observed in the properties of Langmuir films 

prepared by addition and by compression, we build the LB films by transferring 

Langmuir films prepared by the two different methodologies. Different 

mesoscopic structures are detected as a function of the methodology used. To 

illustrate this fact several AFM images are collected in Figure IV.11.  We have 

checked the reproducibility of the transfer procedure by obtaining each LB film at 

least three times. The results agree with each other except for LB films built by 

transferring the Langmuir film prepared by addition in a water subphase.  
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Figure IV.11. AFM images of the LB films on Si (100) for different PS-MA-BEE monolayers: in 

water subphase at surface pressure 14 mN m-1 and 0.12M Mg(NO3)2 at 10 mN m-1, by subsequent 

additions (a, c) and  by compression (b, d), respectively. Below are the corresponding cross section 

profiles. In addition the green angle pairs correspond to the angles pairs in the Figure 12c.  

 

Images in Figure IV.11 clearly show different structures as a function of 

both, the subphase composition and the methodology employed to prepare the 

Langmuir monolayer which serve to build the LB films. Thus, when the Langmuir 

monolayer was prepared in aqueous subphase by compression, long stripes are 

observed, Figure IV.11b. These aggregates present a high degree of 

reproducibility. In contrast, aggregates with different morphologies are observed 

when the Langmuir monolayer is obtained by addition in water subphase, Figure 
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IV.11a. In this case the morphology of these aggregates also changes when the 

polymer concentration of the spreading solution changes. This behaviour is 

consistent with results obtained in previous work for diblock copolymers with 

immiscible blocks confined to the surface.[242] A theoretical model has been 

proposed to interpret this fact.[237] The model considers that the fast evaporation 

of the spreading solvent and the extremely low solubility of the hydrophobic 

blocks compared with the hydrophilic ones are the main reasons of the 

association in metastable aggregates.  

In the case of stripes, Figure IV.11b, the formation of this type of 2D 

nanostructures has been previously observed and interpreted by spinodal 

dewetting mechanism.[243-245]. A detailed discussion of this mechanism is presented 

in Chapter V.  

Figures IV.11c and d, show images of LB films built from dense Langmuir 

monolayers in saline subphases 0.12M of Mg(NO3)2 prepared by addition and by 

compression methodologies, respectively. Even though the morphology of 

aggregates acceptably agrees with each other, differences in the monodispersity 

degree can be observed. Thus, LB films built by transferring Langmuir films 

prepared by compression are almost monodisperse and the average value of the 

roughness is around 5 nm. In contrast, the LB prepared by addition show higher 

polydispersity degree and the roughness values are between 3 and 5 nm. Finally, it 

is interesting to notice that results in saline subphases obtained by the two 

methodologies are reproducible.  

Although the images in Figure IV.11c and d correspond to LB films built 

with Langmuir films in 0.12 M Mg(NO3)2 subphase; similar images are observed 

for the rest of films prepared in saline subphases. From the AFM results it is 

possible to conclude that aggregates transferred from the concentrated 

monolayers of polymer have different morphology than the ones transferred from 

monolayers containing polymer-cation complexes.   
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Finally, we have also used a laser ellipsometer to obtain the layer thickness 

of the different LB films. In order to obtain the film thickness, different 

approaches have been used to model the interfaces. We have modelled these films 

as three layers: the first one is the Si substrate with a refractive index of 4.1264; 

the second layer is the native oxide layer of a refractive index of 1.4653.[242] The 

thickness of this layer was obtained in an ellipsometry experiment using the clean 

silicon wafer. Finally, the third layer (polymer film/air) thickness and the 

refractive index are obtained from the fitting of the two ellipsometric angles, Ψ, 

and Δ, to Fresnel equation. Results obtained are collected in Table IV.1. From 

data in Table IV.1 it is possible to conclude that the thickness values obtained by 

ellipsometry are in good agreement with the average roughness of films obtained 

by AFM measurements.  

 

Table IV.1. Thickness and roughness values obtained from Ellipsometry and AFM measurements 

of different PS-MA-BEE LB films deposited onto silicon wafers, respectively.  

 

Subphase π /mN m-1 LB Method 
Roughness

  AFM (nm)

Thickness Ellipsometry 

(nm) 

Water 
14 Addition 1.5 – 2.5 2.5 ± 0.7 

14 Compression 8.0 ± 0.6 8.1 ± 2.4 

Mg(NO3)2  

0.12 M 

3.8 Addition 1.0 ± 0.5 1.8 ± 0.5 

10 Addition 3-5 2.9 ± 0.8 

10 Compression 5.0 ± 0.5 4.4 ± 1.3 

 

IV.2. PS-b-MA Monolayers 

 In order to check the functional group by which the PS-MA-BEE forms 

the complex with the Mg2+, we decide to compare this behaviour with another  

maleic anhydride polymer, PS-b-MA, that is also a styrene/maleic anhydride 

derivative. This polymer does not present a block with the carboxylic group, 

which could be responsible for the formation of a complex in the case of PS-MA-
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BEE monolayers between the COO- and Mg2+.[79] Thus, the aim of this brief work 

is to confirm the effect of the polymer structure on the film properties. 

 Equilibrium Properties. Surface pressure vs surface concentration 

isotherms on water and Mg2+ (0.12 M) aqueous subphases were prepared by 

equilibration after each addition and by continuous compression. In this case, the 

behaviour observed is opposite. As it is shown in Figure IV.12a, the isotherm 

shifts to higher surface concentration when ions are added into subphase, i.e., the 

isotherm is more condensed. This behaviour is in agreement with the lack of 

interactions between the functional groups of PS-b-MA and the magnesium 

cation, reinforcing that the effect observed on PS-MA-BEE is due to a Mg2+-acid 

group complexation. 
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Figure IV.12. Surface pressure (a) and equilibrium elasticity (b) isotherms of PS-b-MA 

monolayers prepared in different subphases: (circles) water; and (squares) 0.12M Mg(NO3)2. 

Surface isotherms were obtained by addition (symbols) and by symmetric compression (dot-solid 

lines) at 293K. 
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 On the other hand, LB depositions of the monolayers were made for the 

different subphases to observe the influence of polymer structure and the 

subphase on the aggregates obtained. The Langmuir monolayers were deposited 

at a surface pressure of 10 mN m-1 on water and Mg2+ 0.12M aqueous subphases 

at 20ºC onto silicon wafers. At this surface pressure the monolayer is the state that 

corresponds to the maximum elasticity value, Figure IV.13b, as in the case of PS-

MA-BEE at π=14 mN m-1. AFM images for PS-b-MA show the same type of 

aggregates (Figure IV.13) independently of the type of subphase. In this case, the 

polymer forms enough homogeneous circular aggregates of 3-4 nm height and 

~100 nm radius, Table IV.2, that could be attributed to plane/starfish or nanodot 

surface micelles observed for other authors on polystyrene derivates at the air-

water interface [246-248] and they would be promoted by polystyrene block. In fact, 

the surface micelle formation is based on the aggregation of hydrophobic blocks 

to form an isolated phase of various shapes and it is stabilized by the corona of 

hydrophilic blocks spread on the water surface.[246] Moreover, the observation of 

surface micelles is in agreement with theoretical models proposed for 

morphologies of the structures formed by block copolymers.[249] In this case, the 

ratio between PS and MA blocks (number of monomers in each block, Ni, 

NPS~15 and NMA~5) at low grafting density would lead to spherical interspersed 

micelles. Likewise, as there are not interactions between the functional groups of 

PS-b-MA and magnesium cation, the structure is kept. 
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Figure IV.13. AFM images of a LB films on Si (100) for a PS-b-MA monolayers in water (a) and 

0.12M Mg(NO3)2 aqueous subphase (b) at surface pressure 10 mN m-1 by compression with its 

corresponding cross section profile. 

 

Table IV.2. Average values of the dot-like feature dimensions formed in PS-MA-BEE and PS-b-

MA LB films deposited at a surface pressure of 10 mN m-1 obtained from AFM measurements. 

Polymer Subphase Diameter / nm

PS-b-MA 
Water 121 ± 43

Mg(NO3)2 0.12 M 95 ± 32

PS-MA-BEE Mg(NO3)2 0.12 M 55 ± 10

 

Reported values are averages and error represents the standard deviation determined from at least 

40 surface features. 

 Besides, ellipsometric measurements, collected in Table IV.3, were carried 

out in order to confirm the roughness obtained by AFM profiles by applying the 

same interface model as in the case of PS-MA-BEE. 

Table IV.3. Thickness and roughness values obtained from Ellipsometry and AFM measurements 

of different PS-b-MA LB films deposited at the surface pressure of 10 mN m-1 by symmetric 

compression onto silicon wafers, respectively.  

Subphase Roughness  AFM (nm) Thickness Ellipsometry (nm) 

Water 3.5 ± 0.5 4.3 ± 1.2

Mg(NO3)2 0.12 M 4.0 ± 0.5 5.0 ± 1.4
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 In previous work of the group [172], the soft-glass transition of two maleic 

anhydride derivative polymers, PMAO and PS-b-MA, were observed by surface 

potential measurements and confirmed by rheological measurements, both at the 

air-water interface. From these results, the 2D glass transition temperatures were 

determinated at 27ºC (300K) for PS-b-MA and 22ºC (295K) for PMAO. In order 

to check the effect of the electrolytes presence on the water subphase, we carry 

out  surface potential measurements by temperature variation of PS-b-MA 

monolayers on Mg2+ (0.12 M) subphase. For comparison the measurements were 

carried out at the overlap surface pressure as in the case of water subphase.[172] 

Results in Figure IV.14 show that surface potential increases when decrease the 

temperature due to a restriction of the hydrophobic chains movements promoting 

a higher orientation in the monolayer highlighted with the potential surface 

increasing.[250] This fact indicates that the glass state is highly ordered due to 

intermolecular interactions between the molecules that forms the glass phase.    
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Figure IV.14. Surface potential variation with temperature for monolayers of PS-b-MA on water 

(circles) and Mg(NO3)2 (squares) subphases. The surface potential values are normalized to the 

final one, ΔVF. 

 Accordingly, the surface potential measurements show a change in the 

orientation of the molecules at the temperature of 299.5±0.5K, the 2D glass 
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transition temperature. Besides, this temperature is not significantly modified with 

the addition of salts on the water subphase. The most significant difference is the 

slope of the surface potential in the glass state in the presence of Mg2+. This 

behaviour could be ascribed to a more perpendicular orientation of the dipole 

induced by the ions.[79]  

 In the case of PS-MA-BEE the surface potential measurements did not 

allow to observe the 2D glass transition temperature. This picture could be due to 

different chain flexibility as indicate the bulk glass transition temperature: PS-MA-

BEE (76ºC, 349K) and PS-b-MA (122ºC, 395K) measured by DSC, Figure IV.15. 

The chain mobility is related to the greater flexibility of the different units that 

form the chain, thus a greater flexibility more chain mobility and lower glass 

transition temperature.[251] Accordingly, it is not possible to observe the 2D glass 

state for the PSMABEE at the air-water interface because usually this temperature 

is around 100 degrees below the bulk glass transition temperature.[222] This 2D Tg 

reduction in adsorbed films with respect to bulk polymers can be attributed to the 

decrease of the intermolecular interactions due to the reduction of one 

dimensionality.[252] Therefore, the surface potential values point out to the chain 

orientation as an important factor.  
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Figure IV.15. Thermograms for bulk polymers by DSC measurements: (a) PS-b-MA; and (b) PS-

MA-BEE. 

 

 Dynamic Properties. We carried out oscillatory barrier measurements to 

check changes in the dynamic properties of the polymer monolayer below and 

above the soft-glass transition temperature following a previous investigation in 

our group[172]. The facts observed were: an increase in the elastic modulus, , and 

the dilatational viscosity, , for the PS-b-MA polymer monolayer at the solid-like 

state in agreement with an increasing in the mechanical rigidity.[232, 253] On the 

other hand, an exponential behaviour of the dilatational viscosity with the 

oscillation frequency (~ω-α) in both states: glass and fluid was observed, Figure 

IV.16.[222]  
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Figure IV.16. Elasticity modulus (a) and dilatational viscosity (b) variation with oscillatory 

frequency for PS-b-MA monolayers on water subphase at 293K (squares) and 307K (circles). 

Oscillatory barrier experiments were carried out at 10% strain and at a polymer surface 

concentration of 1 mg m-2. 
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V. Preparation and Properties of QDs Films  
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V. Preparation and Properties of QDs Films 

 Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have attracted much attention in 

recent years owing to their unique chemical and physical properties [7] and their 

applications as building blocks for photovoltaic,[254, 255] optoelectronic[256] or 

magnetic devices,[257] and for selective recognition of ions[258] or biomedical 

applications[259]. Inside the QDs, the hydrophobic nanoparticles present higher 

quantum efficiency than the hydrophilic ones.[260] The current interest in the 

fabrication of nanodevices is focused on the incorporation of QDs in well defined 

layers and their immobilization onto solid substrates to obtain good quality 

devices.[37, 51] In this sense the interfacial self-assembly is a selective method to 

provide well-organized structures with controlled size and shape for the 

fabrication of optoelectronic devices with QDs.  

Moreover, the nanoparticle-polymer blend systems have shown potential 

applications based on the modulation of the hybrid material properties to achieve 

significant enhancements.[8] However, many nanofillers used in nanocomposites 

tend to agglomerate by attractive interactions[153, 261] decreasing the quality of 

nanocomposites. Therefore, the most recent efforts involve the use of polymer or 

surfactant molecules to minimize filler agglomeration. Despite the great interest 

aroused in the last years, more work must be carried out to develop 

multifunctional materials with novel electric, magnetic or optical properties.[63, 262, 

263] 

An important issue concerning the properties of filler deposited on solids is 

to achieve control over the organization and assembly of nanoparticles at 

interfaces. Many techniques have been used to achieve good-quality 

nanocomposites.[264-266] For hydrophobic nanoparticles an effective method to 

produce well-defined QDs monolayers could be the Langmuir-Blodgett technique 

(LB). The LB methodology (LB) has been proposed as a platform that renders the 

self-assembly process of different hydrophobic nanomaterials at the air-water 
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interface under well controlled and reproducible conditions.[1, 2] Therefore, it 

offers the possibility of preparing polymer and nanoparticle reproducible films 

with the control of the interparticle distance necessary to exploit the 

nanocomposites in technological applications. In addition, the dewetting 

processes observed in the preparation of LB films can be employed to achieve 

patterning without a defined template. Despite the above mentioned advantages, 

when the hydrophobic nanoparticles were transferred from the air-water interface 

onto glass, silicon or mica substrates without treatment to become the solid 

surface hydrophobic, low coverage and nanoparticle agglomeration have been 

observed in LB films.[69, 140] To solve this problem some authors have proposed 

two approaches. In the first one, mixed Langmuir films of surfactants[67, 146-149] or 

polymers[14, 15, 148, 267] and hydrophobic nanoparticles are transferred from the air-

water interface onto solid substrates by the LB method. This approach seeks to 

control the assemblage of hydrophobic nanoparticles on water. In the case of 

polymers, if the polymer is an amphiphilic block copolymer, the most hydrophilic 

block can favour the nanoparticles spreading and the adsorption on the solid 

avoiding the 3D aggregation. Moreover, because block copolymers can aggregate 

at the interface[59, 63], the self-assembly of nanoparticles on these copolymers can 

be proposed as a way to organize hybrid materials at nanometre scale[13, 267, 268]. The 

second methodology proposed is the interchange of the stabilizer ligand, TOPO, 

by thiols [269], alkylamines [270], alkylphosphoramines [7] and block copolymers [14, 150, 

271, 272]. Even though some improvements have been achieved with this 

methodology, the appropriate control of the self-assembly process remains still a 

challenge. Despite the successful results reported, more efforts must be carried 

out to develop nanometric structures that may provide new phenomena 

associated with the size reduction of materials.[147] Thus, major advances in the 

field of self-assembly must be made in order to achieve a better understanding of 

the process to make use of the functionality offered by nanomaterials and to 

improve their practical applications. 
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With this objective in mind, we focus our interest on the self-assembly of 

CdSe QDs onto solid substrates assisted by the block copolymer PS-MA-BEE. 

We choose this polymer because it self-assembly at the air-water interface at a 

given polymer surface concentration.[273] Therefore, as polymer assembly modifies 

the surface properties[274-277] it provides us an excellent way to study the role of the 

surface properties of the precursor Langmuir monolayer on the LB film 

architecture and photoluminescence properties. On the other hand, 

styrene/maleic anhydride copolymers have shown potential application in optical 

waveguides, electron beam resists and photodiodes.[5, 6] Therefore, it could be a 

good candidate to prepare hybrid materials for optoelectronic devices 

fabrication.[13, 267, 268] 

To assist the QDs self-assembly, we use the polymer PS-MA-BEE in three 

different ways. In the first strategy, we use the polymer as matrix to assist the 

QDs self-assembly at the air-water interface. Thus, a QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed 

Langmuir monolayer is transferred by the LB method onto the solid. In the 

second one, a LB film constructed by the polymer PS-MA-BEE is used as coating 

for the substrate to deposit the QDs Langmuir films. Here the polymer was used 

in order to control the QDs adsorption on the solid. We use this polymer because 

spreads well onto the substrates used. The presence of the polymer on the solid 

essentially modifies the surface properties of the substrate and could allow tuning 

the QDs film properties. In the third approach, the QD stabilizer, TOPO, is 

exchanged by the polymer to analyze the effect of the ligand on the modulation of 

self-assembly at the air-water interface. This polymer contains a free carboxylic 

acid group that can interact with the Cd2+ localized in the surface of the QD 

core.[8] The assemblies obtained with these QDs are transferred by the LB 

methodology onto the solid wafer.  

Accordingly, this chapter is organized in three parts. In the first one, we 

prepare the LB films by the proposed strategies and study the different film 
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morphologies by means of atomic force microscopy (AFM) and transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM). Previously, we carried out the characterization of the 

Langmuir monolayers which serve as precursors of the LB films by performing 

the surface-pressure isotherms and by obtaining images of the monolayers using 

the Brewster Angle Microscopy (BAM).  

In the second part of the chapter, the dynamic properties of mixed 

Langmuir films of PS-MA-BEE and QDs were studied. This part has a double 

objective. On the one hand, the study of the influence of the shearing on the 

QD/PS-MA-BEE film morphology and on the other hand, to analyze the 

dynamic processes involved in the reorganization of the monolayers after shearing 

due to the knowledge of the dynamic properties of these nanocomposites is 

essential in order to guarantee the processability, reliability and stability of 

QD/polymer devices.[17] In this sense, the effect of the mixture composition is 

also investigated.  

Finally, as the QDs emission can be used to fabricate LEDs, the 

fluorescence properties of the QD films were studied analyzing the effect of the 

self-assemblies morphology on the QD emission properties. This 

photoluminescence characterization was performed by means of Fluorescence 

Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM). 

 V.1. Experimental Section 

 In this section the synthesis, extraction and size characterization of the 

TOPO-capped CdSe QDs used in this work is briefly presented. 

 The hydrophobic QDs were synthesized by the method proposed by Yu 

and Peng.[278] This method uses cadmium oxide and selenium powders as 

precursors. Firstly, a selenium precursor solution was prepared by mixing Se 

(0.030 g), TOP (0.4 mL) and octadecene (5 mL). The solution is stirred and 
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warmed as much as necessary to speed dissolution of the Se, forming a colourless 

solution of trioctylphosphine selenide (TOPSe) valid for five syntheses that was 

stored at room temperature in a sealed container. 

In order to make the QDs synthesis, cadmium oxide (0.013 g), oleic acid 

(0.6 mL) and octadecene (10 mL) were loaded into a flask with a condenser 

assembly under Ar flow and agitation (Figure V.1). The mixture was heated to 

210ºC obtaining a clear and colourless solution and then 1 mL of the solution of 

TOPSe was injected. Nucleation and growth of the CdSe QDs occurred until the 

desired particle size was reached by controlling both the temperature and the 

reaction time. During this stage a change in the colour of the solution was 

observed from yellow to red as it is shown in the small bottles of Figure V.1 inset. 

QDs were collected as powder by size-selective precipitation (centrifugation at 

1000 rpm) with acetone and dried under vacuum.  

 

 
Figure V.1. Photographs of the QDs synthesis equipment set-up. The inset shows several bottles 

with QDs in the order that the growth of the nanocrystals occurs: from yellow (1.8 nm diameter) 

to red (3.4 nm diameter). 

 

According to this synthetic route, the QDs obtained are TOPO-capped. 

However, in order to ensure that we had achieved a TOPO capping, we carried 

Ar

water

TOPSe
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out FTIR measurements with QD powder and TOPO, Figure V.2. The FTIR 

spectrum of nanoparticles presents peaks matching the TOPO spectrum, except 

for the peak at 1144 cm-1 corresponding to the P=O stretch. It was demonstrated 

that this peak is shifted between 20 and 60 cm-1 lower relative to bulk TOPO 

upon complexation with CdSe.[279] Therefore, the peak centred at 1108 cm-1 in the 

FTIR spectrum of QDs can be ascribed to the phosphonate molecules bound to 

the nanoparticles surface. Thus, by comparing the QDs and TOPO FTIR spectra, 

namely the P=O stretch frequency [280], we confirmed the presence of the 

phosphonate ligand on the nanoparticle surface. Furthermore, latter studies 

indicate that in similar syntheses [281] a thorough surface analysis reveals that the 

nanoparticles are capped by octylphosphonate derivative ligands, which remain 

bound to the surface (Cd2+ binding) after precipitation/washing steps.  
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Figure V.2. FTIR spectra of TOPO and TOPO-capped QDs, (QDTOPO), dispersed in KBr. For 

clarity, the %T-scale is shifted and the QDTOPO spectrum amplified. 

 

The diameter of the QDs was determined by the position of the maximum 

of the visible spectrum of the QDs dispersed in chloroform [204], Figure V.3. The 
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value found was (566 ± 1 nm) that corresponds to a nanoparticle diameter of 

(3.41 ± 0.05 nm), the red solution bottle in Figure V.1 inset. The QD size selected 

is the most controllable size in the synthesis used as the nanocrystal growth and 

population is controlled by time. Therefore, by this synthesis the maximum 

diameter, ca. 4 nm, and the greatest QDs population are achieved at longer times. 

The concentration of nanocrystals was calculated from the UV-Vis absorption 

spectrum of the QDs solutions by using the extinction coefficient per mole of 

nanocrystals at the first excitonic absorption peak.[204] UV-Vis absorption spectra 

were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-2401PC spectrometer, Figure V.3. 
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Figure V.3. Normalized absorption spectra of several CdSe QDs solutions in chloroform. The 

diameter of the nanoparticles is also indicated.  

 

V.2. Preparation of QDs Films 

V.2.1. Langmuir and Langmuir-Blodgett Films of QDs and PS-MA-BEE  

 The first strategy employed was to use the polymer as matrix to assist the 

QDs self-assembly. Therefore, we transfer mixed Langmuir monolayers of 
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TOPO-capped CdSe QDs and PS-MA-BEE from the air-water interface onto 

mica. As small changes on the composition of a mixed monolayer modify the 

structure of the film,[172, 174, 250, 282] we study the effect of the polymer concentration 

on the surface properties of the Langmuir films precursors of the LB films. The 

characterization of these mixed monolayers allows us to select monolayers with 

very different surface properties and to transfer them onto mica, in order to 

investigate the role of these properties on both, the morphology of QDs films and 

the self-assembly process. 

The surface properties of the Langmuir monolayers were studied by 

recording the surface pressure-concentration isotherms of the pure components 

and mixtures of QDs and polymer at different composition. According to results 

presented in chapter IV, the LB films obtained by transferring PS-MA-BEE 

Langmuir monolayers prepared by addition consist of metastable states. Thus, we 

prepare the Langmuir monolayers by compression because this method renders 

the most reproducible and stable LB films in the case of the polymer. Figure V.4a 

shows the isotherms of different mixtures and pure components, QDs and PS-

MA-BEE.  

In the case of mixed monolayers it is well established that their surface 

properties depend on the spreading technique.[172, 283, 284] Therefore, we test the 

isotherm properties of monolayers obtained by spreading both components at the 

interface, named as co-spreading, or adding the components separately. In all 

cases the isotherms were very stable. A representative example for mixed 

monolayers of polymer mole fraction XP = 0.50 is presented in Figure V.4b. 

Significant differences between the isotherms can be observed. Thus, from the 

three spreading procedures the densest monolayer is that obtained by co-

spreading. This behaviour was observed in other systems [172, 283] and ascribed to 

the existence of attractive interactions between polymer and QDs molecules in 

the spreading solution [283]. As was demonstrated in our previous work,[172, 284] the 
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co-spreading method proved to be the most reproducible technique and 

consequently, was chosen to build the mixed QD/PS-MA-BEE monolayers.  

 

 
Figure V.4. (a) Surface pressure isotherms of mixed Langmuir monolayers of QDs and PS-MA-

BEE with polymer mole fraction of: 0.07 (1); 0.15 (2); 0.35 (3); 0.55 (4); 0.65 (5); 0.80 (6); 0.93 (7); 

0.96 (8); 0.98 (9); 0.99 (10) and pure PS-MA-BEE. The inset shows the QDs surface pressure 

isotherm. The dotted lines indicate the surface pressures for the LB deposition: 14 and 30 mN m-1. 

(b) Surface pressure isotherms for QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed monolayers at polymer mole fraction 

of 0.50 obtained with separate spreading of QDs and PS-MA-BEE (1) and PS-MA-BEE and QDs 

(2), respectively, and co-spreading (3). (c) Equilibrium surface elasticity vs. surface pressure for 

several mixed Langmuir monolayers of QDs and PS-MA-BEE at different polymer mole fraction: 

QDs (closed triangles); 0.07 (open rhombi); 0.35 (closed rhombi); 0.55 (open triangles); 0.65 

(stars); 0.96 (open circles); and PS-MA-BEE (closed circles). The dashed lines delimit the surface 

pressures where the plateaux in the surface pressure isotherms appear. The isotherms were 

recorded by symmetric barrier compression at 5 mm min-1 and 23ºC. 
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The QDs and PS-MA-BEE isotherms agree with those reported 

previously.[67, 273] In mixed monolayers, at high polymer concentration, XP ≥ 0.95, 

the isotherms present a plateau at the surface pressure value of 30 mN m-1. This 

plateau could be related to phase coexistence and has been previously observed in 

other block-copolymer isotherms.[57, 285, 286] To gain insight into the states of the 

monolayers we have calculated the equilibrium elasticity modulus, 0, from the 

surface pressure isotherms. For the sake of comparison the elasticity values are 

represented against the surface pressure values in Figure V.4c. These results show 

that the monolayer elasticity increases with the surface pressure and reaches a 

maximum at a given surface pressure. The maximum position is shifted to higher 

surface pressures for mixed monolayers. Beyond the maximum, when the surface 

pressure is further increased, the elasticity decreases and for monolayers with 

surface compositions XP ≥ 0.95 the elasticity goes through a minimum at the 

surface pressure value of 30 mN m-1. The region around the elasticity minimum 

corresponds to the plateau in the surface pressure isotherm. For comparative 

purposes dashed lines in Figure V.4c delimit the plateau region.  

Comparison between the elasticity and surface pressure isotherms of the 

polymer PS-MA-BEE with those reported for other Langmuir monolayers of 

block copolymers allowed us to obtain information about the polymer states at 

the interface. Results in the literature demonstrated that at low surface pressures 

the polymer blocks presents an almost flat conformation without tails protruding 

from the subphase, in this regime the elasticity increases with the surface 

concentration until it reaches the maximum value. In this state the monolayer can 

be formed by aggregates with different features.[57, 248, 286] As it is discussed next, 

the polymer PS-MA-BEE aggregates in stripes. At surface pressures beyond the 

elasticity maximum, the polymer hydrophilic blocks protrude into the water 

subphase and the elasticity values decrease until a minimum at which the polymer 

brush conformation predominates. In this region the aggregates coexist with 

brush structures, and it corresponds to the plateau in the surface pressure 
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isotherms. In our system the phase coexistence is between stripes and brushes. 

For surface pressures beyond the elasticity minimum, is generally admitted that 

interactions between the polymer blocks lead to a further increase of the surface 

elasticity.[285, 287]  

For mixed QD/polymer monolayers, the morphology of the elasticity 

curves, Figure V.4c, also depends on the surface composition. From results in 

Figure V.4c, it is possible to notice that the minimum in the elasticity curve 

appears for mixed monolayers with high polymer concentration, XP ≥ 0.95. 

Taking into account that the elasticity minimum also appears in the polymer 

monolayer and it was ascribed to the polymer brush state, the behaviour observed 

in mixtures seems to indicate that the brush regime is only reached in mixed 

monolayers with high polymer concentration. 

To gain insight into the morphology of QD/PS-MA-BEE monolayers, we 

use the Brewster Angle Microscopy (BAM). Several images corresponding to 

monolayers at two surface pressure values, 14 mN m-1 and 30 mN m-1 and 

different surface compositions are collected in Figure V.5. BAM images of 

monolayers at 14 mN m-1 and low polymer concentration, Figures V.5a and b, 

show QD agglomerates. However, when the polymer concentration increases, the 

QD agglomeration decreases, Figures V.5c and d. This behaviour can be 

interpreted if one considers that, in the absence or at low polymer concentration, 

the interactions between water subphase and the QDs stabilizer, TOPO, are too 

weak, and they promote the agglomeration of nanoparticles at the air-water 

interface [143, 153]. However, when the polymer concentration increases, attractive 

interactions between the polymer hydrophobic block and the alkyl chains of 

TOPO favour the QDs spreading on the water surface across the polymer 

hydrophilic blocks avoiding the QDs agglomeration.[67, 243, 244]  
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Figure V.5. BAM images (800x600 μm) at 14 mN m-1 for different QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed 

monolayers with different polymer mole fractions: (a) pure QDs; (b) 0.50; (c) 0.96 and (d) 0.98. 

BAM image of QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed monolayer at 30 mN m-1 and at polymer mole fraction of 

0.96 (e).  

 

Monolayers with high surface coverage (π = 30 mN m-1) are constituted by 

domains so close-packed that BAM images do not allow us to visualize details of 

its morphology. As illustrative example, we present in Figure V.5e the BAM image 

of the mixed monolayer at 30 mN m-1 and XP = 0.96.   

The next step was to transfer the polymer Langmuir monolayers from the 

air-water interface onto mica by using the Langmuir-Blodgett technique. The 

monolayers were transferred at the surface pressure values of 14 and 30 mN m-1. 

We chose these monolayers because correspond to representative states of the 

polymer monolayer. Thus, the monolayer at the surface pressure of 14 mN m-1 is 

far from the brush regime and corresponds to the most elastic surface state, while 

the monolayer at 30 mN m-1 corresponds to the polymer brush regime, minimum 

in the elasticity curve. For the sake of comparison, we have also transferred QDs 

monolayers at the same surface pressure values, 14 and 30 mN m-1, onto mica 

without polymer.   
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The AFM images of QDs films are collected in Figures V.6a and b. As can 

be seen in Figure V.6a the QDs film is mainly constituted by QDs 3D 

agglomerates of different sizes and when the surface concentration of the QDs 

transferred was further increased until a surface pressure value of 30 mN m-1, the 

density of agglomerates increases and even more 3D aggregates are formed. This 

fact can be interpreted if one considers that due to the low affinity of the QDs 

stabilizer TOPO and the solid mica, the nanoparticles do not spread well. This 

favours the QD 3D agglomeration.  

On the other hand, the AFM images of polymer LB films, Figures V.6c 

and d, revealed that the films obtained at different surface densities have different 

morphologies. Thus, the polymer aggregates in stripes with a height profile of ~8-

10 nm when the surface pressure of the Langmuir monolayer transferred on mica 

is 14 mN m-1, Figure V.6c, [273] while films with domains separated by holes were 

observed when the surface coverage increases until 30 mN m-1, Figure V.6d. The 

domain height profile found was ~ 2 nm, which agrees with the polymer 

thickness calculated by means of molecular mechanic MM2 calculations (2.1 nm).  

In polymer LB films the existence of two different features depending on 

the polymer concentration points to two distinct dewetting mechanisms. Thus, 

stripes and other 2D structures were previously observed and interpreted by 

spinodal dewetting mechanism.[243-245] While, domains separated by holes were 

observed in films in which the gravitatory effects are important.[44] In an attempt 

to interpret the different behaviour observed it was necessary to analyze the 

driving forces involved in the surface arrangement. Taking into account that the 

molecular weight of this polymer is too low, one expects that the gravitatory 

effects were neglected; however, it is necessary to compare this effect with that of 

the capillary waves. It is well established that the damping coefficient passes 

though a maximum at low elasticity values [288] and decreases when the elasticity 

modulus increases. Accordingly, in the case of the most elastic monolayer (π = 14 
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mN m-1), the capillary effects could predominate against the gravitatory ones and 

the dewetting mechanism is driven by the capillary waves resulting in films 

constituted by stripes. Conversely, in less elastic monolayer (π = 30 mN m-1), the 

capillary waves are quickly damped and the polymer film breaks in domains 

separated by holes due to gravitatory effects. Consequently, the growth of holes 

dewetting mechanism predominates against the spinodal one in this monolayer 

state.  

 
Figure V.6. AFM images of QDs (a, b) and PS-MA-BEE (c, d) LB films deposited at the surface 

pressures values of (a, c) 14  mN m-1 and  (b, d) 30 mN m-1.  
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 We transferred mixed monolayers of polymer PS-MA-BEE and CdSe 

QDs from the air-water interface onto mica by the LB methodology. In order to 

study the effect of the surface properties of the Langmuir monolayer precursors 

of the LB films on the nanoparticles self-assembly, we have transferred Langmuir 

monolayers at the surface pressure values of 14 mN m-1 and  30 mN m-1. As in the 

case of pure components, we chose these values because correspond to 

representative states of the polymer monolayer: stripes and brush-stripes phase 

coexistence. To study the effect of surface composition on the self-assembly 

process, we transfer monolayers containing different polymer concentration 

expressed as polymer mole fraction, XP, at the two surface pressure values 

selected, 14 and 30 mN m-1.   

Figure V.7 shows the AFM and TEM images of some mixed LB films 

prepared with Langmuir monolayers at the surface pressure value of 14 mN m-1 

and different surface composition. Results presented in this figure indicate that, 

even when the polymer concentration is low, Figures V.7a and b, mixed LB films 

are denser than the LB films prepared by transferring exclusively QDs onto mica, 

Figure V.6a. This can be interpreted by considering that the QDs interact with the 

most hydrophobic block of the polymer, styrene block,[264] remaining adsorbed on 

the polymer and, the hydrophilic blocks of the polymer favour the interaction 

with the solid increasing the efficiency of the transfer process.  
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Figure V.7. TEM (a, c) and AFM (b, d) images of mixed QD/PS-MA-BEE LB films deposited at 

the surface pressure of 14 mN m-1. The film composition expressed as polymer mole fraction is: 

0.35 (a, b); and 0.50 (c, d). 

 

When the polymer concentration increased  the film begins to break, see 

Figures V.7c and d. Moreover, for polymer concentrations  above XP > 0.5 the 

QDs films presents the formation of domains distributed in islands, Figures V.8a 

to c. Figure V.8d presents a high magnification AFM image of these domains, 

showing that the islands are surrounded by polymer molecules. It is important to 

note that the morphologies observed by AFM and TEM agree with each other 

and that the domains height determined from AFM is independent of the polymer 

concentration. The average height profile value of 4 nm is compatible with the 

diameter of the QDs (3.41 ± 0.05 nm).  
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Figure V.8. TEM (a, b) and AFM (c, d) images of mixed QD/PS-MA-BEE LB films deposited at 

the surface pressure of 14 mN m-1. The film composition expressed as polymer mole fraction is: 

0.65 (a); and 0.98 (b, c, d).  

 

Our results also demonstrated that even when the QDs composition was 

too small, the film morphology of QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed films is different to 

that corresponding to the polymer PS-MA-BEE. This fact indicates that small 

concentrations of QDs modify the interactions between the polymer molecules[289-

291] distorting the polymer film architecture.  

To analyze the effect of the polymer concentration on the QD domain 

size, a statistical analysis of domain dimensions was carried out. Results are 

collected in Table V.1 and show that the domain size decreases as the polymer 

mole fraction increases.  
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Table V.1. Average values of the feature dimensions of QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed LB films 

obtained from AFM measurements. 

 Domains (dots) at  = 14 mN m-1 Holes at  = 30 mN m-1 

XP 
X-direction  

/ μm 
Y-direction 

/ μm 
XP 

X-direction 
/ μm 

Y-direction 
 / μm 

0.65 2.22 ± 1.36 2.15 ± 1.29 0.95 0.83 ± 0.19 0.77 ± 0.20 

0.96 1.14 ± 0.39 1.05 ± 0.31 0.96 0.57 ± 0.18 0.47 ± 0.16 

0.99 0.50 ± 0.23 0.54 ± 0.23  

 

Reported values are averages and the error represents the standard deviation determined from at 

least 50 surface features. 

 

We have also transferred QD/PS-MA-BEE Langmuir films at the surface 

pressure 30 mN m-1 from the air-water interface onto mica by LB technique. 

Representative AFM and TEM images of these LB films are collected in Figures 

V.9 and V.10. As was observed in mixed films at 14 mN m-1, the film coverage 

increases with the polymer addition and the 3D agglomeration of nanoparticles is 

avoided even at low polymer concentration, Figures V.9a and b. When the 

polymer concentration increases two different behaviours can be observed 

depending on the surface composition according to the LB films images. In the 

first one, for LB films of polymer composition below XP < 0.95 shown in Figures 

V.9c-f, the films are constituted by large QDs domains of height profile 3 nm. 

The evolution of the domain size with the polymer concentration is similar to that 

observed for films prepared from Langmuir monolayers at the surface pressure of 

14 mN m-1. Thus, when the polymer concentration increases the film evolves to 

small domains and the distance between domains increases.  
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Figure V.9. TEM (a, c, e) and AFM (b, d, f) images of mixed QD/PS-MA-BEE LB films at the 

surface pressure of 30 mN m-1.The film composition expressed as polymer mole fraction is: 0.35 

(a, b); 0.50 (c, d); and 0.65 (e, f).  

 

The second behaviour, Figure V.10, was observed for monolayers with 

high polymer concentration, XP ≥ 0.95. At this polymer concentration range the 

surface pressure isotherms present a plateau and the elasticity values go through a 

minimum. The AFM and TEM images of these films, Figures V.10a-d show well-

organized hexagonal networks. It is interesting to note that the height of rims 

around the holes was 4 nm, which is compatible with the diameter of the CdSe 

QDs dissolved in chloroform (3.4 nm). This fact indicates that the nanoparticles 

are mainly localized in the rims [15] and do not form 3D aggregates. The hole size 
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of the hexagonal domains was measured from the AFM images by taking an 

average of at least 50 holes per sample and the statistical results are presented in 

Table V.1. Results show that the hole size in the network decreases with the 

polymer concentration. This behaviour agrees very well with results in previous 

work corresponding to mixed LB films of the polymer PMAO and QDs.[284] 

Finally, when the polymer concentration is further increased above XP ≥ 0.99, the 

QDs concentration is too low and the film morphology is similar to that 

corresponding to the polymer film, Figure V.10e, with regions of height 4 nm, 

which indicates the presence of QDs.   

 
Figure V.10. AFM (a, b, d, e) and TEM (c) images of mixed QD/PS-MA-BEE LB films at the 

surface pressure of 30 mN m-1.The film composition expressed as polymer mole fraction is: 0.95 

(a, b); 0.96 (c, d); and 0.99 (e). 

 

The hexagonal network structures in this system are similar to those 

observed for mixed QD/PMAO LB films,[284] and both are interpreted in terms of 

nucleation and growth of holes dewetting processes [44]. Focus the attention on the 
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nucleation and growth of holes, this dewetting mechanism is driven by 

gravitational effects, consequently, it is easy to understand that this effect 

predominates in films containing high molecular weight material such as the 

polymer PMAO (40 kDa).[284] However, it is not so evident in the QD/PS-MA-

BEE films because the polymer PS-MA-BEE (2.5 kDa) is too small. To interpret 

this behaviour it is necessary to analyze the balance between the driving forces 

involved in the surface arrangement: gravitational and capillary forces, Figure 

V.11. As was mentioned, it is well established that the damping coefficient passes 

though a maximum at low elasticity values[288, 292] and decreases when the elasticity 

modulus increases. Thus, according to the elasticity curves, Figure V.4c, the 

elasticity goes through a minimum for QD/PS-MA-BEE monolayers at the 

surface pressure value of 30 mN m-1 and for polymer concentrations above 0.95. 

Consequently, in these monolayers the capillary waves are quickly damped and the 

film breaks in domains separated by holes due to gravitational effects. Conversely, 

the capillary waves for monolayers with higher elasticity values (π = 14 mN m-1 or 

π = 30 mN m-1 and XP < 0.95), do not damp so quickly and they drive the 

dewetting mechanism. In these situations, the spinodal dewetting mechanism 

predominates against the growth of holes process leading to circular QDs 

domains.  
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Figure V.11. Schematic representation of the time evolution of ruptured thin films by the two 

dewetting mechanism: (a) Dewetting by nucleation, growth and coalescence of holes; (b) spinodal 

dewetting. (Adapted from Gentili, 2012 [44]) 

 

V.2.2. Langmuir-Blodgett Films of QDs transferred onto a LB Film of 

Polymer  

An alternative approach to fabricate QDs films by using LB technique is 

to use polymers as coating for the substrate to deposit the nanoparticles. The 

methodology consists in transferring QDs from the air-water interface onto the 

LB film constituted by a PS-MA-BEE film. As was shown in the previous 

chapter, this polymer presents a good adhesion onto mica and forms different 

features depending on the surface concentration. Accordingly, the deposition of 

the polymer film onto the substrate modifies the surface properties of the solid 

and therefore, could allow us to modulate the QDs self-assembly. 

In previous section, we have characterized the Langmuir monolayers 

precursors of the LB films by the surface pressure and elasticity isotherms. Thus, 
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we choose the polymer LB film prepared from the Langmuir monolayer at the 

surface pressure of 14 mN m-1, corresponding to the maximum elasticity state, 

because it is composed by wide stripes that could favour the adsorption of the 

QDs. At this state, a good polymer coverage is achieved. On the other hand, the 

QDs elasticity isotherm obtained from the surface pressure isotherm also shows a 

maximum at the surface pressure of 9 mN m-1. Thus, this surface pressure is 

chosen for the QDs LB deposition together with a higher value, 30 mN m-1, in 

order to evaluate the effect of QDs concentration on the film morphology. To 

compare the effect of the polymer layer, Figure V.12 present the AFM and TEM 

images of the QD LB film at 9 mN m-1 and 30 mN m-1 directly deposited onto 

mica. 

 
Figure V.12. AFM (a, b) and TEM (c, d) images of QDs LB films deposited at the surface 

pressures of 9 (a, c) and 30 (b, d) mN m-1. 
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We transfer the QDs onto the polymer LB film at two different surface 

pressure values 9 and 30 mN m-1. Figure V.13 shows the AFM and TEM images 

of these LB films. The images indicate that the film is mainly constituted by QD 

domains with irregular architecture. The density of domains increases when the 

surface pressure of the QDs Langmuir monolayer increases, Figure V.13d. 

However, the increase of the population of domains does not modify the features 

of QDs and island-like QDs aggregates are also observed. It is interesting to note 

that the nanoparticles are randomly adsorbed on the polymer LB film. 

Consequently, the stripes observed in the polymer LB film cannot be used as 

pattern for nanoparticle deposition. Besides, the AFM height profiles in Figure 

V.13 indicate that no 3D aggregates are formed. Thus, by comparing with QD 

films directly deposited onto mica, Figure V.12, the polymer film avoids the QD 

agglomeration.  
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Figure V.13. AFM (a, c) and TEM (b, d) images of QDs LB films deposited onto a PS-MA-BEE 

LB film at the surface pressures of 9 (a, b) and 30 (c, d) mN m-1. The polymer LB film was 

deposited at the surface pressure of 14 mN m-1.  

 

To understand the differences observed between the QDs assembly on 

the mica and on the polymer LB film, it is necessary to analyze the driving forces 

involved in the surface arrangement. In the case of bare mica, the QD 

agglomeration in the films deposited is mainly due to the preferential attractions 

between the nanoparticles [143] in comparison with the QD-mica attractions. This 

occurs in low energy substrates such as mica (0.38 mN m-1). However, when the 

substrate is covered with the polymer, the surface energy is increased minimizing 

the dewetting processes.[293, 294] In this situation, the nanoparticles assembly 

process can be related to the interaction between the neighbouring layers.[295] 

Accordingly, we interpret our results by analyzing the ability of QDs to wet the 
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polymer coating by means of the spreading parameter. The spreading parameter 

has been used previously in LB films to evaluate their stability [296] and to interpret 

the nanostructures formed by nanoparticles on substrates with different natures 
[297]. Moreover, it is established that the ability of a thin film to wet the substrate 

and form smooth films is related to the interfacial energy when there is no specific 

interactions between the layers.[298] Therefore, we analyze the spreading parameter 

indicative of the balance between QD-polymer (adhesive forces) and QD-QD 

(cohesive forces) intermolecular forces. 

The spreading parameter, S, is calculated by: 

/ ⁄ ⁄ ; where γpolymer/air, γQD/polymer 

and γQD/air , represent the surface tensions at the polymer-air, QDs-polymer and 

QDs-air, interfaces respectively.[44] The QDs surface tension value used in these 

calculations was taken from the literature as γQD/air = 33 mN m-1.[13] To determine 

the γpolymer/air , we consider the surface tension value of the hydrophobic moiety 

exposed to the air. In this case, taking into account that it is a Y-type LB 

deposition, the polystyrene (PS) block is oriented to the air, therefore γpolymer/air can 

be approximated as the polystyrene/air surface tension 39.3 mN m-1.[299] On the 

other hand, since the interface for PS-MA-BEE//QDs films is constituted by 

styrene groups of the polymer PS-MA-BEE and the hydrocarbon chains 

corresponding to the QDs stabilizer TOPO, the  γQD/PSMABEE was taken as the 

interfacial tension between polystyrene and polyethylene molecules [300],  8.3 mN 

m-1 [299]. By using these interfacial tension values the spreading parameter S 

estimated for the PS-MA-BEE//QDs system is negative. This means that the 

QDs do not spread well on the PS-MA-BEE LB film.[44] This could be 

consequence of weaker interaction between the nanoparticles stabilizer, TOPO, 

and the polymer PS-MA-BEE deposited on the solid as compared with the QD-

QD interactions. Accordingly, the QD-QD attractive interaction prevails against 

the PS//QD interaction promoting the QDs aggregation forming islands.   
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In order to gain insight into the interactions of the layers, QDs and 

polymer, we analyze the properties of mixed Langmuir monolayers of TOPO, the 

stabilizer molecule of QDs, and PS-MA-BEE. The aim is to study their 

interaction in order to get a better understanding of the QD/PS-MA-BEE 

miscibility at the air-water interface.  

We study the properties of mixed Langmuir monolayers of PS-MA-BEE 

and TOPO, containing different compositions by recording the surface-pressure 

isotherms. Figure V.14a shows these isotherms. The isotherm recorded for 

TOPO is in good agreement with that presented by other authors.[99] In order to 

analyze the nature of interactions between TOPO and PS-MA-BEE we calculate 

the dependence of the excess area, Aexc with the surface composition.  Figure 

V.14b shows the composition dependence of the Aexc with the TOPO mole 

fraction at the interface, XT, for different states. From Figure V.14b it is possible 

to conclude the existence of positive deviations from the ideality for mixtures 

with XT < 0.6. Above this TOPO surface composition, the mixture is close to the 

ideal behaviour showing slight negative deviations for XT = 0.8. Positive 

deviations indicate repulsive interactions between the two components, TOPO 

and PS-MA-BEE, while Aexc values close to zero correspond to ideal mixtures or 

immiscibility of components on the monolayer.[99, 301]  
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Figure V.14. (a) Surface pressure-area isotherms recorded for pure TOPO and PS-MA-BEE 

monolayers and for mixed monolayers of TOPO with PS-MA-BEE by symmetric barrier 

compression at 5 mm min-1 and 23ºC. The TOPO mole fraction values are: 0.20 (1), 0.30 (2), 0.35 

(3), 0.45 (4), 0.60 (5) and 0.80 (6).  (b) Excess molecular area (Aexc) vs composition for mixtures of 

TOPO with PS-MA-BEE at different surface pressures: 5 mN m-1 (solid circles), 10 mN m-1 (open 

squares), 15 mN m-1 (solid triangles) and 20 mN m-1 (open circles). 

 

Our results demonstrate that the origin of the interactions between TOPO 

and PS-MA-BEE molecules depends on the surface composition at the interface. 

Thus, when the polymer predominates, repulsions between the polymer chains 

govern the structure of the monolayer. In contrast, when the TOPO 

concentration increases, a quasi-ideal behaviour between TOPO and PS-MA-BEE 

become stronger and dominate the structure of the monolayer. 
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Although it is not possible to establish a direct comparison, the results 

observed in mixed monolayers of PS-MA-BEE and TOPO point to the existence 

of repulsions between the QD stabilizer, TOPO, and the polymer PS-MA-BEE. 

This fact can be consistent with the spreading parameter value calculated above 

and the formation of QD islands in the bilayer system. 

 

V.2.3. Surface Ligand Exchange: PSMABEE-capped QDs 

 Previous work demonstrated that the nature of the surface cap influences 

the interactions between QDs and consequently, the properties of the 

nanoparticles.[8] Therefore, to study the effect of the capping molecule on the 

QDs self-assembly at the interface and to exploit the self-assembly properties of 

copolymers at the air-water interface for the organization of QDs,[150] we prepare 

QDs capped with the polymer PS-MA-BEE, QDP, hereafter. The surface 

modification is achieved through surface ligand exchange reaction [139]. 

V.2.3.1. Surface Ligand Exchange Process  

It has been reported that it is possible the surface ligand modification of 

QDs by exchange reactions. In the case of TOPO ligand, it could be replaced by 

free carboxylic (-COOH), amine (-NH2) or thiol (-SH) groups under mild 

conditions such as sonication or reflux by interaction of the surface core Cd2+ 

with the oxygen, nitrogen or sulfur, respectively.[8] In our case, we could use the 

polymer PS-MA-BEE because it has a free carboxylic group. Moreover, as the 

polymer has an anhydride block, offers the possibility to open the maleic 

anhydride ring by hydrolysis to form carboxylic acid groups that provides 

functionality to the particles enabling the immobilization of other molecules such 

as proteins on the QDs film surface.[70] 
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To replace the TOPO surface ligand on the QDs by the polymer PS-MA-

BEE we use the method proposed by Xu and collaborators.[139] The method 

consists in exposing the QDs stabilized by TOPO to a large excess of the 

competing capping group. Thus, the TOPO-capped QDs powder was dissolved 

in a PS-MA-BEE (17 mg mL-1) solution by using CHCl3/CH3OH (5:1, v/v) as 

solvent and then were sonicated for 30 min, Figure V.15.  

 
Figure V.15. Scheme of the different stages in the QDs surface ligand exchange process. 

 

To remove the excess of ligands, TOPO and PS-MA-BEE, the solution was 

precipitated with large amount of cold methanol followed by washing with 

methanol and dried in vacuum. A scheme of this process is presented in Figure 

V.16.  

 
Figure V.16. Pictures of the precipitation stage in the QDs surface ligand exchange process: (a) 

Beginning of the PS-MA-BEE capped-QDs precipitation with cold methanol; (b) Precipitation 

after several washing steps with cold methanol; (c) QDs collected after remove the last methanol 

washing by a slight centrifugation step at 1000 rpm. 

In order to achieve a good removing of the free ligand excess, the PS-MA-

BEE excess and the TOPO ligands detached, we follow the washing steps by UV-
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vis technique. We carry out the UV-vis spectrum of aliquots extracted of each 

washing steps and continuous washing steps until the value of the absorbance 

spectrum recorded is smaller enough (< 0.1 at 350 nm). Thus, more washing steps 

do not allow us to remove more ligands and a stable situation is reached. This 

corresponds to five or six washing steps. Finally, the PS-MA-BEE-capped QDs, 

QDP, were dissolved in CHCl3/CH3OH (5:1, v/v) to prepare the spreading 

solution. 

FTIR was used as a probe of the efficiency of the ligand exchange process. 

For the sake of comparison, Figure V.17 shows the FTIR spectra of pure TOPO 

and PS-MA-BEE and PS-MA-BEE-capped nanocrystals, QDP. The FTIR 

spectrum of TOPO presents a peak at 1144 cm-1 corresponding to the P=O 

stretch. It was demonstrated that this peak is shifted to 1114 cm-1 upon 

complexation with CdSe.[279] Therefore, the peak centred at 1124 cm-1 that appears 

on the FTIR spectrum of QDP can be ascribed to the not exchanged TOPO 

molecules upon the ligand exchange, bound to the nanoparticle surface. However, 

the low intensity of this band indicates that a small amount of TOPO remains in 

the QDP capping after the exchange process. 
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Figure V.17. FTIR spectra of TOPO, PS-MA-BEE and PS-MA-BEE-capped QDs (QDP) 

dispersed in KBr. The inset shows the decomposition of the carbonyl band in Gaussian functions 

for pure the polymer PS-MA-BEE and for PS-MA-BEE-capped QDs. For clarity, the %T-scale is 

shifted. 

 

In addition, the appearance of the carbonyl-stretching band in the FTIR 

spectrum of QDP unambiguously supports the presence of a polymer layer on the 

QDs surface. For comparison we have analyzed the carbonyl band of free 

polymer and polymer-capped quantum dots. The band was fitted to a sum of 

three Gaussian functions centred at 1710 cm-1, 1740 cm-1 and 1782 cm-1. The 

bands centred at 1710 cm-1 and 1740 cm-1 are assigned to the carbonyl stretching 

of the carboxylic and ester groups, respectively and the band centred at 1782 cm-1 

is assigned to the poly(maleic anhydride).[302]  As can be seen in the inset of Figure 

V.17 the position and the relative intensity of these bands are similar in both, the 

free polymer and the PS-MA-BEE-capped QDs. All results may indicate that 
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TOPO molecules adsorbed at the QDs surface have been efficiently replaced by 

the polymer PS-MA-BEE.  

The nanoparticle size was calculated from the position of the maximum of 

the first excitonic peak of the UV-Vis absorption spectrum, Figure V.18. The UV-

Vis spectrum of QDP in solution is blue-shifted 35 nm respect to the one 

corresponding to QDs stabilized by TOPO. This fact indicates that the 

replacement of TOPO by PS-MA-BEE decreases the QDs size.  The diameter of 

the QDP nanoparticles found was (2.8 ± 0.3) nm that corresponds to a 

wavelength position of (542 ± 5) nm for the first excitonic absorption peak [204] 

slightly influenced by the presence of methanol in the solution [303]. However this 

size was confirmed by TEM measurements.  
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Figure V.18. Absorption and emission spectra normalized of a PSMABEE-capped CdSe QDs 

solution in CHCl3/CH3OH (5:1, v/v). Photoluminescence (PL) excitation at 405 nm. 

 

V.2.3.2. Langmuir and Langmuir-Blodgett Films of PS-MA-BEE-capped 

QDs   

We use these modified QDP to construct the Langmuir films precursors of 

the LB films. Therefore, we characterize the Langmuir monolayers by recording 
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the surface pressure isotherms of pure QDP and mixtures of QDP with PS-MA-

BEE. Figure V.19a collects the isotherms obtained for different compositions and 

pure QDP as inset. As can be seen in the figure the isotherms become more 

condensed when the polymer concentration increases. The isotherms present a 

plateau when the surface pressure reaches the value of 30 mN m-1. This behaviour 

is similar to that observed for mixed monolayers containing PS-MA-BEE and 

QDs stabilized with TOPO. Likewise, the equilibrium elasticity isotherms are 

independent of the QDP concentration and similar to the polymer one presenting 

a maximum at the surface pressure of 14 mN m-1 and a minimum at 30 mN m-1, 

Figure V.19b. This fact indicates that the elasticity behaviour of these mixtures is 

governed by the polymer. This behaviour was previously explained, in section 

V.2.1, according to the existence of the polymer regimes: stripes and brush 

conformation, respectively. 
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Figure V.19. (a) Surface pressure isotherms of mixed monolayers of PSMABEE-capped CdSe 

QDs with PS-MA-BEE with different polymer molar fraction: (0.50) (line 1), (0.96) (line 2), (0.98) 

(line 3) and (0.99) (line 4). For comparison the isotherm of pure PS-MA-BEE and QDP (inset) are 

represented in the figure. (b) Equilibrium surface elasticity vs. surface pressure for several mixed 

Langmuir monolayers of QDP and PS-MA-BEE at different polymer mole fraction: QDP 

(triangles); 0.96 (diamonds); 0.99 (starts) and PS-MA-BEE (circles). The isotherms were recorded 

at 23 ºC by barrier symmetric compression at a speed of 5 mm min-1. 
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 The BAM images of several mixtures were taken to analyze the effect of 

the polymer concentration on the morphology of the Langmuir films, Figure 

V.20. As was observed for QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed monolayers, when the 

polymer concentration at the air-water interface increases the QDs domains 

become smaller. As in the case of TOPO-capped QDs the agglomeration is 

promoted by the preferential QD-QD attractive interactions through the ligand, 

PS, in contrast to the weak interaction with water subphase,[143, 153] Figure V.20a. 

However, the polymer addition favours the nanoparticles spreading at the air-

water interface by its hydrophilic blocks[67, 70, 147], Figure V.20b-c.  

 

Figure V.20. BAM images (image size 800x600 µm) of pure QDP (a) and mixed monolayers (b, c) 

of the polymer PS-MA-BEE and QDP at the surface pressure of 14 mN m-1. The different 

polymer mole fraction are: (b) 0.96 and (c) 0.99. 

The next step was to transfer the Langmuir monolayers from the air-water 

interface onto mica by LB technique. The surface pressure value of the monolayer 

selected was 14 mN m-1, corresponding to the maximum elasticity states. Thus, 

the results can be compared with those of mixed films of TOPO-capped QDs 

and PS-MA-BEE deposited at 14 mN m-1. Figure V.21 presents AFM and TEM 

images of LB films of pure QDP and mixed QDP/PS-MA-BEE. These images 

show that the QDP LB films are formed by material around holes, Figure V.21a. 

The height profile average value determined by AFM was 3 nm, which is 

consistent with the QDP diameter ca. 2.8 nm. This fact indicates that nanoparticles 

are mainly placed on the rims of holes. 
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Figure V.21. AFM (a, c, d) and TEM (b) images of QDP and mixed QDP/ PS-MA-BEE films 

deposited at the surface pressure of 14 mN m-1. The film composition expressed as polymer mole 

fraction is: QDP (a, b) and 0.50 (c, d). 

 AFM and TEM images of mixed QDP/PS-MA-BEE LB films in Figures 

V.21c-d and 22, show that the network is maintained when the polymer is added. 

However, the network morphology depends on the polymer concentration. Thus, 

when the polymer concentration increases the hole and rim sizes go through a 

maximum at polymer mole fraction 0.5. When the polymer concentration is 

further increased until XP > 0.97, AFM and TEM images show the smallest 

network dimensions. TEM images magnification, Figures. V.22c and d, seem 

indicate that the polymer molecules are preferentially located on rims, while the 

nanoparticles are in different regions of the both rims and holes. To illustrate this 

behaviour the statistical analysis of the network dimension is collected in Table 

V.2. These results allow us to analyze changes on the morphology produced by 

the polymer addition. Thus, when the polymer concentration increases the hole 

size and the rim width decrease. In contrast, the rim height is independent of the 
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polymer concentration with an average value of ca. 3 nm, similar to the QDP 

diameter. Therefore, no 3D aggregation of nanoparticles occurs. 

 

Figure V.22. AFM (a, b) and TEM (c, d) images of mixed QDP/PS-MA-BEE LB films deposited 

at the surface pressure of 14 mN m-1. The film composition expressed as polymer mole fraction is: 

0.98 (a, c) and 0.99 (b, d). 

 As it is well established, the network formation is due to nucleation and 

growth of holes dewetting mechanism.[44] This mechanism was observed in 

QDTOPO/PS-MA-BEE films obtained by transferring mixed Langmuir films in 

which the polymer is in brush state corresponding to low elasticity values. 

Accordingly, the behaviour observed for QDP films could be unexpected. 

However, to interpret this picture, it is necessary to consider the different 

molecular weight values of the two nanoparticles stabilizers, TOPO and PS-MA-

BEE. Thus, the molecular weight of PS-MA-BEE is seven times higher than the 

TOPO one. Therefore, one can expect that the dewetting effect driven by 
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gravitational effects, the growth of holes mechanism, prevailed over capillary 

waves in nanoparticles with higher mass as QDP. 

Table V.2. Average values of the feature dimensions of QDP/PS-MA-BEE mixed LB films 

deposited at a surface pressure of 14 mN m-1 obtained from AFM measurements. 

 Hole size Rim size
XP Diameter / μm 

0.84 ± 0.34 
3.61 ± 2.00 

Width / μm 
0.13 ± 0.13 
1.21 ± 0.75 

QDP 

0.50 
0.98 0.12 ± 0.03 0.15 ± 0.04
0.99 0.11 ± 0.04 0.08 ± 0.02

 
Reported values are averages and error represents the standard deviation determined from at least 

20 surface features. 

 Finally, we have prepared a bilayer with QDP and PS-MA-BEE. The 

methodology used is the same that in the case of nanoparticles stabilized with 

TOPO. Firstly we prepared the polymer LB film transferring the PS-MA-BEE 

monolayer at the surface pressure of 14 mN m-1 on mica. Then, the QDP 

monolayer at the surface pressure of 14 mN m-1, was transferred onto this 

polymer LB film. Figure V.23 presents the TEM and AFM images of this bilayer 

system. As can be seen, the morphology of this film is different to both, the QDP 

LB film, Figure V.21a, and the bilayer system prepared with TOPO-capped QDs, 

Figure V.13a. By comparing with the QDP LB film, it can be concluded that the 

polymer film used as coating avoids the dewetting processes observed in Figure 

V.21a. On the other hand, conversely to the bilayer prepared with TOPO-capped 

QDs, the PS-MA-BEE//QDP system presents a better QDs spreading leading to 

a more homogeneous distribution and smaller domains. This makes sense if we 

take into account that the polymer film used as template exposes the polystyrene 

group and the possible distribution of the polymer capping around the 

nanoparticle metal core. The polymer is bound to the surface of the CdSe crystal 

by the carboxylic group, leaving the polystyrene group exposed. Consequently, the 

affinity to the polymer coating is greater for the QDP than for the QDTOPO. In this 

situation, γpolymer/air ~ γQD/air ~ γPS/air and γQD/polymer ~ 0. Therefore, the spreading 
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coefficient calculated from: / ⁄ ⁄  [44] is 

close to zero, indicating that cohesive and adhesion forces are balanced. This 

renders to a good spreading for these nanoparticles on the polymer film. 

 
Figure V.23. TEM (a) and AFM (b) images of QDP transferred from a Langmuir film at the 

surface pressure of 14 mN m-1 directly onto a LB film of PS-MA-BEE. The PS-MA-BEE film was 

constructed by transferring a polymer monolayer at the surface pressure of 14 mN m-1. 

V.3. Dynamic Properties of QD/PS-MA-BEE Mixed Systems 

In previous sections we have presented results concerning to the 

fabrication of films prepared by transferring mixed Langmuir monolayers of CdSe 

QDs and the polymer PS-MA-BEE onto solids by the Langmuir-Blodgett 

methodology. Results highlighted the role of the composition in both, the 

monolayer state and the dewetting mechanisms produced in the transfer process. 

However, an important issue that must be also taking into account is the 

methodology used to prepare the Langmuir monolayer precursor of the LB film. 

In our experiments, the different states of Langmuir monolayers were obtained by 

continuous compression of the mixture initially deposited at the air-water 

interface. Thus, the surface pressure isotherms obtained relate the surface 

pressure to the area or surface concentration that the molecules occupy at the 

equilibrium. However, in several systems such as inorganic filler-polymer 

monolayers these curves are idealized because, even for infinitely slow 

compression, films often develop space-filling defects such as domain boundaries, 

vacancies, etc.[1, 87, 111, 304] In the case of filler-polymer films, when the filler is in the 
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order of the matrix molecular size, filler-polymer association can take place by 

chains overlapping between the fillers stabilizer and polymer. Similar associations 

were previously observed in polymers or nanoparticles (NPs). This kind of 

association slow down the dynamics in spaces between components rending 

transient metastable states that finally relax towards the minimum energy 

configuration of the domain. [1, 87, 111, 304] A common strategy to achieve the stable 

state is to apply successive compression-expansion cycles and then to stop the 

barriers. After barriers stop, the system relaxes until it reaches a new stable state in 

which the surface pressure value remains constant with time. Using this approach 

more homogeneous and ordered nanoparticle (NP) monolayers can be 

obtained.[18]  

Accordingly, we study the surface dynamic properties in QDs and 

polymer mixed films in order to improve the understanding of the hybrid system 

response to mechanical stress related to the film composition and morphology. It 

has been also proposed the employment of Langmuir monolayers as a platform to 

analyze the dynamic properties of ultrathin films. Recent studies about NPs 

dynamic behaviour have focused the investigations on the elastic and granular 

character of floating pliolite particle rafts,[19] the silica NPs viscoelastic 

properties[154] or as was mentioned, the induced organization of Au NPs with 

shearing [18]. Moreover, mixed Langmuir monolayers were proposed to study the 

modification of pulmonary surfactant interfacial properties due to the presence of 

silica or carbon black NPs.[21, 155] In these studies, the authors demonstrated the 

potential application of this technique to carry out nanocomposite dynamic 

studies, and to best of our knowledge, showed a lack of studies for mixtures of 

QDs and polymers. 

In this section we analyze the effect of compression cycles on the 

properties of mixed monolayers of QDs and the polymer PS-MA-BEE. The next 

step was to transfer the different monolayers onto mica by LB technique to study 

the morphology of the LB films after the compression cycles. On the other hand, 
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the analysis of the relaxation curves obtained after the barriers stop allows us to 

obtain information about the dynamic processes at the interface. 

V.3.1. Effect of Shearing on Film Morphology and Monolayer 

Reorganization  

Previous to apply successive compression-expansion cycles it was 

necessary to select the proper surface concentration. The selection criterion was 

that after compression cycles the monolayers for QDs and mixtures were far from 

the film collapse or far from the brush regime in the case of monolayers with 

polymer concentration above XP > 0.95. Thus, the monolayers are in the same 

state, concretely liquid expanded. Besides, the surface concentration should be in 

the range where collective motions exist without film collapse, allowing the study 

of interconnected films at high strains.[18] Using this criterion the surface 

concentrations selected correspond to surface pressures values of 2.5 and 5 mN 

m-1. We also analyze the effect of the surface composition on the elastic properties 

of mixed monolayers before compression-expansion cycles at the surface 

pressures selected, 2.5 and 5 mN m-1. The corresponding elasticity values of 

polymer monolayers are higher than those of the QDs monolayers as was shown 

in Figure V.4c. Taking into account that the equilibrium elasticity is related to the 

system ability to store elastic energy, the behaviour observed indicates that in the 

polymer monolayer the molecules are more packed and the mobility is more 

limited than in the QDs monolayer. From this fact it is possible to conclude that 

cohesive polymer-polymer interactions are stronger than the QD-QD ones. 

Moreover, the elasticity values of mixed films are between the values 

corresponding to the pure components, QDs and polymer monolayers, indicating 

no synergistic effects in the mechanic properties of mixed monolayers.  

Prior to the oscillatory barriers experiments, the stability of monolayers 

after cycling was checked by recording the surface pressure in successive 

compression-expansion cycles followed by a waiting step. An illustrative example 
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is shown in Figure V.24. Results in this figure correspond to the QDs monolayer 

but a similar trend was observed for the other monolayers. In the experiment 

represented in the figure, the barriers stop after the last expansion step. As can be 

seen, in spite of the decrease of the surface pressure during the cycling period, 

after the waiting step the system relaxes and reaches a constant surface pressure 

value. On the other hand, results presented in Figure V.24 also show that the 

amplitude of response decreases during the cycling period. This behaviour is 

observed for high strains, U0 > 0.15, while for strain values below 0.15 the 

amplitude of the response remains constant. Although, the value depends on the 

mixture composition and the initial surface concentration. As example the strain 

values for three different systems are collected in Table V.3.   
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Figure V.24. Oscillatory experiment results for a QDs monolayer combining successive 

compression-expansion cycles with waiting steps. The experiment was carried out at a surface 

pressure of 2.5 mN m-1, a strain amplitude of 0.35 and a frequency of 0.006 Hz. The inset shows a 

zoom of the waiting stages.  
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Table V.3. Strain values below which the amplitude of the system response remains constant at 

the different mixture compositions and initial surface pressures. 

 Strain (U0)

XP Π = 2.5 mN m-1 Π = 5 mN m-1

QDs 0.16 0.16
0.50 0.25 0.21
0.98 0.18 0.15

 

 

The decrease of the surface pressure, observed during shearing, does not 

occur since a certain number of cycles. Thus, the monolayer reaches a state where 

the surface-pressure does not fall during the successive compression-expansion 

cycles ranging from the cycle 40th to 49th, depending on the strain, monolayer 

composition and surface concentration. In this way, when the strain and surface 

concentration increase the total number of cycles necessary to reach a stable 

situation of the surface-pressure decreases. Therefore, to reach this stable 

situation, we established 50 cycles to perform the oscillatory experiments  

The decrease of the surface pressure observed can be due to association 

processes induced by shearing[18, 130, 305] or to monolayer dissolution in the 

subphase. To settle this issue, several experiments in which 50 compression-

expansions followed by the barrier stop at the last expansion step at different 

strains above 0.15 were carried out. If the cycling process induces monolayer 

dissolution in the subphase, one expects that after the barriers stop the monolayer 

relaxes until it reaches the new equilibrium state. These states must be different 

for the distinct strains responsible for the dissolution process. Consequently, the 

surface pressure after the relaxation must be different for the distinct strains 

applied. Thus, the surface pressure values after the relaxation, referred as πend, for 

monolayers of different composition were plotted against strains. For the sake of 

clarity some results are represented in Figure V.25.  
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Figure V.25. Variation of the surface pressure values reached after a waiting stage for several 

monolayers at different polymer mole fraction: QDs (circles), 0.50 (squares) and 0.98 (stars), with 

the strain applied in the previous oscillatory experiment. The oscillatory experiments (50 cycles) 

were carried out at a frequency of 0.006 Hz and an initial surface pressure of 5 mN m-1.   

 

As can be seen in the figure, the surface pressure value is independent of 

the strain for each monolayer studied. This trend was observed for the rest of 

monolayers. Accordingly, the surface pressure decrease after cycling cannot be 

associated to monolayer dissolution, because even at the highest strain the 

monolayer reaches a similar state to those reached with low strains. This fact can 

be interpreted considering that the monolayer shearing induces aggregation 

between the materials at the air-water interface, and after cycling stop, the 

aggregates reach a new state. The nature of this new state seems to depend on the 

film composition as revealed by the different surface pressure values achieved for 

monolayers of the distinct composition.  

All these experimental results point to complex dynamic processes at the 

interface. Therefore, to gain insight into the dynamics of monolayers, the 
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relaxation curves obtained after compression-expansion cycles were analyzed. To 

select the proper oscillating frequency value several sinusoidal deformation 

experiments at different oscillating frequency, ranging from 0.003 to 0.030 Hz, 

were carried out. The surface pressure decrease expressed as: ∆ , where 

π1 and πs represent the initial surface pressure and the final surface pressure after 

50 cycles, respectively, is plotted against oscillatory frequency at different strains 

in Figure V.26 for two representative compositions. As can be seen, Δπ is almost 

independent of the frequency while increases as the strain increases. The response 

amplitude does not significantly vary with the frequency in the range 0.003-0.012 

Hz. A similar behaviour was observed for the rest of the monolayers studied. 

Therefore, we selected a low frequency value, 0.006 Hz, to carry out the dynamic 

study. 
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Figure V.26. Decrease in the surface pressure with respect to the initial state (value) after 50 

cycles with the oscillation frequency for several monolayers at different polymer mole fraction: 

QDs (circles) and 0.98 (stars) and the strain applied: 0.04 (closed symbols) and 0.15 (open 

symbols).  

 

The dynamic study was carried out by performing two different 

experiments. In the first one, 50 cycles of compression-expansion were applied 
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and the barriers were stopped at the end of the last compression. In the second 

experiment, after 50 cycles the barriers were stopped at the end of the last 

expansion. Then, the surface pressure was recorded with time until it reaches a 

constant value. We establish that the new equilibrium state is reached when the 

surface pressure is constant along the time. Figure V.27 presents representative 

relaxation curves for the different monolayers. The curves do not follow the 

exponential law and can be interpreted as a sum of three exponential functions for 

all systems except for polymer relaxation. In the later, the curves are interpreted 

by a sum of two exponential functions. Lines in the examples shown in Figure 

V.27 are calculated with the sum of three exponentials and the relaxation time 

values obtained in the fit procedure. Results in Figure V.27 represent an 

illustrative example of two experiments stopped at the end of the last 

compression for a QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed monolayer (XP = 0.98), Figure V.27a 

and the last expansion for a QD monolayer, Figure V.27b. For clarity to observe 

the continuous cycles in Figure V. 27, the horizontal axes of the insets are in 

logarithmic scale and begin at 1000 s. Similar trends were observed for the rest of 

experiments. 
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Figure V.27. A multi-exponential fit example of a QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed monolayer (XP = 

0.98) relaxation after 50 cycles at the end of the last compression position at a strain of 0.06 (a). A 

multi-exponential fit example of a QDs relaxation after 50 cycles at the end of the last expansion 

position (strain 0.18) (b). Both, monolayers were prepared at a surface pressure of 5 mN m-1 and 

oscillation experiments were carried out a frequency of 0.006 Hz.  
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The results fitting suggests at least three mechanisms that dominate the 

relaxation process for QDs and QD/polymer monolayers and two relaxation 

mechanisms for the polymer monolayer. The first process corresponds to 

damping of surface fluctuation originated for the inertia of barriers sudden-stop 

and has been observed by other authors in silica nanoparticle films [305]. This time 

is the same for all systems at the different strains, U0, and has a value (time-scale) 

of 20 ± 2 s. The second relaxation time, 2, is represented in Figure V.28 against 

the strain for several systems prepared at different polymer mole fractions, XP, 

and the values ranged from 200 to 400 s. This relaxation process was observed in 

monolayers containing QDs and was not found in polymer monolayers. This 

relaxation time can be related to rafts movements whose time-scale is about 

several hundred seconds.[305, 306] The rafts formation can be promoted by 

compression and could be responsible for the decrease of the surface pressure 

observed after compression. Finally, the slowest process presents relaxation times 

of several thousands of seconds and can be related to particle/polymer 

movements inside the rafts.[305] The same behaviour was observed for relaxation 

curves obtained when the cycling is stopped at the last expansion step, see Figure 

V.28.  
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Figure V.28. Relaxation times values vs. strain obtained from the multi-exponential fit of the 

relaxation curves obtained for QDs and mixed QD/PS-MA-BEE monolayers, prepared at an 

initial surface pressure of 5 mN m-1, after shearing 50 cycles at a frequency of 0.006 Hz stopping 

the barriers at the end of the last compression (closed symbols) and expansion (open symbols) 

stages. The composition of the monolayers expressed as polymer mole fraction is: QDs (a); 0.50 

(b); 0.98 (c) and PS-MA-BEE (d). 

 

It is interesting to notice that the relaxation time values are independent of 

the strain, within experimental uncertainty, while depend on the monolayer 

composition. In order to observe this dependence, we have calculated the average 

relaxation time for each relaxation process, i , as the average of the relaxation 
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times calculated from curves obtained using different strains in each system. The 

calculated values are plotted against the polymer mole fraction, XP, in Figure V.29. 

For comparative purposes the relaxation times values obtained when the cycles 

are stopped at the end of the expansion step are also included in the figure. As 

can be seen in Figure V.29, the relaxation time found when cycles are stopped at 

the end of the last compression and expansion steps agree with each others. This 

fact indicates that the same processes are observed in the two experiments. The 

relaxation time values ascribed to rafts movements, 2, indicate that the raft 

movement becomes slightly slower when the polymer concentration increases. A 

more significant dependence on composition is observed for the relaxation times, 

3, corresponding to movements inside rafts and that can be related to 

impediments due to the polymeric matrix. These motion impediments have been 

proposed by theoretical models in nanoparticle/polymer mixtures, which are 

based on the reduction of polymer mobility close to the nanoparticle surface that 

promotes a local reorganization more structured. This behaviour is more marked 

when the nanoparticle size is similar to the polymer chains since an enormous 

interfacial area is involved.[22, 23, 307, 308] This could be in agreement with the increase 

in the relaxation time observed for mixed films of the highest polymer 

composition, XP=0.98, comparing to polymer monolayer , Figure V.29.  
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Figure V.29. Average relaxation times values vs. monolayer composition expressed as polymer 

mole fraction, XP, obtained from the statistical treatment of the relaxation times obtained for QDs 

and mixed QD/PS-MA-BEE monolayers, prepared at an initial surface pressure of 5 mN m-1, 
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after shearing 50 cycles at a frequency of 0.006 Hz stopping the barriers at the end of the last

compression (closed symbols) and expansion (open symbols) stages.

According to the scenario proposed, a schematic model showing the two

processes involved in the nanoparticles monolayers is presented in Figure V.30.

Figure V.30. The cartoon model represents the movements that dominate the relaxation of the

monolayers that contains nanoparticles.

In an attempt to visualize the rafts movements, BAM images of the

monolayers before and after cycling were taken. Illustrative images corresponding

to the Langmuir monolayer prepared with QDs, and mixtures of QDs with PS-

MA-BEE at polymer mole fraction values of XP = 0.5 and 0.98, are collected in

Figure V.31.
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Figure V.31. BAM images (800x600 μm) at the initial state of the monolayer, π = 2.5 mN m-1, (a, 

b, c) and after shearing 50 cycles at high strains (U0 > 0.20) at the compression (d, e, f) and 

expansion (g, h, i) stages for different QD/PS-MA-BEE monolayers with a polymer mole fraction: 

QDs (a, d, g); 0.50 (b, e, h) and 0.98 (c, f, i). 

BAM images of the pure polymer film show no contrast enough to 

observe the monolayer morphology; consequently, we do not show images of this 

film. The BAM images show that for films prepared with QDs, Figures V.31d and 

g, and mixtures of polymer composition XP = 0.50, Figures V.31e and h, the 

compression induces compact domains and after expansion step the film presents 

cracks that propagate in the perpendicular direction to the applied stress. Mixed 

films of polymer mole fraction 0.98 present domains less compacted and 

consequently, the cracks produced after the expansions are greater than those 

observed for other compositions. 
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To confirm the raft movements, BAM images of monolayers after and 

before compression are presented in Figure V.32. Arrows in the figure point to a 

given raft to better visualize the raft movements. As can be clearly seen, in the 

compression step the monolayers become more compact and some cracks 

disappear. Conversely, the expansion step regenerates some cracks and the 

monolayer becomes more expanded. The BAM images allow us to confirm rafts 

movements during the shearing process. These movements present relaxation 

times in the order of several hundred seconds determined from the relaxation 

curves obtained after the cycling period.   

 

Figure V.32. BAM images (800x600 μm) showing several rafts movements promoted in the 

expansion stage (b, d, f) for different QD/PS-MA-BEE monolayers with a polymer mole fraction: 

QDs (a, b); 0.50 (c, d) and 0.98 (e, f). 
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 We are interested in analyzing the effect of compression cycles on the 

morphology of the LB films by transferring the films after shearing 50 cycles at 

low (U0=0.05) and high (U0=0.25) strain values at the end of the last compression 

step. Figure V.33 shows the AFM images of different films. It is interesting to 

notice that even the LB films containing small concentration of QDs (XP= 0.98), 

Figures V.33e and f, present a film morphology quite different to that of the 

polymer film, Figures V.33g and h. This fact indicates that QDs modify the 

interactions between polymer molecules resulting in films with different 

morphologies as a function of the QDs composition.[308] The AFM images also 

confirm that the LB film becomes more close-packed after shearing. This fact is 

more marked at high strains. For comparison, results in Table V.4 shows a 

statistic study of the domain dimensions for the QD/PS-MA-BEE film at XP = 

0.98 at low (0.05) and high (0.25) strains. 
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Figure V.33. AFM images of QD/PS-MA-BEE LB films deposited after shearing 50 cycles at low 

(0.05) (a, c, e, g) and high strains (0.25) (b, d, f, h) for monolayers prepared at different polymer 

mole fraction, XP: QDs (a, b); 0.50 (c, d); 0.98 (e, f) and PS-MA-BEE (g, h). The initial surface 
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pressure of the monolayers was 2.5 mN m-1, except for PS-MA-BEE monolayers that was 3.5 mN 

m-1. 

 

Table V.4. Mean features dimensions of QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed LB film prepared at XP = 0.98 

based on AFM measurements. 

Strain (U0) X-direction / μm Y-direction / μm

0.05 2.53 ± 0.56 2.17 ± 0.27
0.25 0.45 ± 0.12 0.38 ± 0.13

 

*Reported values are averages and error represents the standard deviation determined from at least 

20 surface features. 

 

The morphology of these films was analyzed by TEM. This technique 

complements the AFM images because QDs can be observed in the TEM images. 

Representative TEM images of films prepared by transferring Langmuir 

monolayers after 50 compression-expansion cycles are collected in Figure V.34. 

TEM images of QDs, Figs. V.34a and b, correspond to aggregates obtained by 

using different strains. The images show that the domain size decreases when the 

strain increases. This behaviour agrees with the information obtained from the 

AFM images of these films. This picture is also consistent with a directional-stress 

order in the film induced by X-deformation. This behaviour was previously 

observed in monolayers containing BaCrO4 nanorods.[309] TEM images for the 

mixed QD/polymer films indicate that, as expected, the QDs domain size also 

decreases when the QDs concentration decreases. Figures V.34c and d show that 

the LB films of Xp = 0.50 presents the closest domains. The images also 

demonstrate that in this film when the strain increases the domains merge in big 

domains, Figure V.34d. When the polymer mole fraction is further increased until 

0.98 the polymer molecules predominate and the QDs domains become smaller 

than the ones observed for film with high QDs concentration, Figure V.34e and f.   
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Figure V.34. TEM images of QD/PS-MA-BEE LB films deposited after shearing 50 cycles at 

low (0.05) (a, c, e) and high (0.25) (b, d, f) strain for monolayers prepared at a polymer mole 

fraction: (a, b) QDs; (c, d) 0.50 and (e, f) 0.98. The initial surface pressure of the monolayers was 

2.5 mN m-1.  

In summary, the results are in excellent agreement with those observed by 

other authors who observed that the inorganic filler monolayers develop 

metastable filler aggregates probably due to chains overlapping of the fillers 

stabilizer.[18, 304] In the current work, we apply successive compression-expansion 

cycles [18] to prepare ordered QDs monolayers. The methodology used allows us 

to obtain information of the different relaxation processes produced after the 

compression-expansion cycles. Thus, two relaxation processes were observed for 
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QDs and mixed QD/polymer films. The fastest one was ascribed to rafts 

movements, while the slowest was related to movements inside rafts. Moreover, 

the time-scales of these processes are related to the film composition. Thus, 

slower relaxations correspond to systems with high polymer mole fraction. 

V.4. Photoluminescence of QDs in Langmuir-Blodgett Films 

 In previous sections we presented different methodologies to construct 

CdSe QDs films: co-spreading and bilayer approaches. Our results showed that 

the morphology of these films depends on the methodology employed to prepare 

them. In this section the aim is to study the effect of the film morphology on the 

photoluminescence properties since the understanding of the optical properties of 

assembled QDs is important for their applications. This is an important issue for 

the construction of optoelectronic devices, such as LEDs, photodetectors, solar 

cells and nanosensors,[9, 310, 311] where highly-ordered structures with homogeneous 

and known photophysical properties[7] are necessary. In this sense, it is important 

to study the influence of the QDs’ density, environment (capping and mixed 

systems), inter-dot distance and excitation energy in the photophysical properties 

of QDs films. Within the different spectroscopic techniques, time-resolved 

photoluminescence has the advantage of being a technique highly sensitive to 

surface and environmental changes, but this information is often concealed by the 

intrinsically complex excited-state dynamics of QDs.[25] Therefore, the 

photoluminescence dynamics of QD/PS-MA-BEE films were measured by 

confocal fluorescence lifetime microscopy by analyzing the decay curves and 

fluorescence images. This technique is not available at the Universidad de 

Salamanca, therefore this part of the work was performed during a short stay in 

the Molecular Photochemistry Group (IST, Lisbon). The results show the 

influence of the different self-assembly strategies with the polymer on the 

fluorescence dynamics of QDs. 
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Some optoelectronic applications take advantage of QDs properties 

incorporating them into a polymeric matrix building nanocomposites. In these 

cases, it is necessary to develop a controlled way to achieve good-quality polymer-

QDs hybrid films.[8, 311] In order to optimize these hybrid systems, several authors 

have focused their attention on the effect of film matrix properties on the energy 

transfer processes [312, 313] or the QDs photoluminescence intermittency (blinking 

statistics)[314, 315]. 

 On the other hand, it is also essential to understand and modulate the 

energy transfer in a QD film. Some reports indicate that in monodispersed QD 

layers there is an energy transfer (ET) not only between neighbour QDs but QDs 

at longer distances also contribute.[316-318] This energy transfer is due to an overlap 

of the first absorption peak with the PL emission of the QDs and is faster in non-

shell QDs capped with relatively short ligand molecules, (because of the r-6 

distance dependence of the energy transfer). Two non-radiative mechanisms for 

energy transfer between QDs have been proposed, the Dexter exchange 

mechanism and the Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET) mechanism. 

However, previous theoretical and experimental studies show that energy transfer 

between nanocrystal QDs can be appropriately described by FRET theory in two 

dimensions proposed to biological membranes.[317] 

 The photoluminescence (PL) decay dynamics of colloidal QD ensembles 

present long lifetimes (tens of nanoseconds at room temperature to microseconds 

at low temperature) and complex behaviour reflected on multi-exponential 

fluorescence decays. Several explanations have been proposed to interpret the 

multi-exponential behaviour [319] in the QD ensemble PL decay dynamics: (i) each 

member of the ensemble has its own unique single-exponential (single-rate) 

lifetime, (ii) the PL decay is an inherently complex process for each individual 

QD, making the decay dynamics multi-exponential for each member of the 

ensemble, or (iii) the PL decay of each member is single exponential at any given 
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moment but it fluctuates in time, so that the time-averaged PL decay of an 

individual QD is multi-exponential. Alternative explanations invoke the role of 

surface defects of the nanocrystal as charge trapping sites that give rise to charge-

trapped states that lie within the band gap. Usually these charged states are non-

emissive or emit in the infrared, which further complicates the emission dynamics. 

Thus, fluctuations in the local electrostatic environment surrounding the QD can 

play an important role. This behaviour was studied in QD clusters by Van Orden 

and co-workers[320] that have shown that QDs clusters exhibit a behaviour not 

observed in isolated QDs. The QDs clusters present an enhanced blinking and a 

biexponential decay characterized by a prominent fast component and a slow 

component characteristic of isolated QDs. Moreover, in solid films, the PL 

complexity is further increased by the possibility of excitation energy transfer 

between QDs, due to the short interparticle distances in close-packed films. 

V.4.1. Experimental Details 

 The samples were prepared by the Langmuir-Blodgett technique 

transferring QDs Langmuir monolayers at different surface pressures. Atomic 

Force Microscopy and Transmission Electron Microscopy were used to analyze 

the morphology of the films deposited onto quartz discs and Formvar®-carbon 

coated copper grids, respectively. This study was necessary because we had to 

change the mica substrate by quartz discs due to mica presents an important 

fluorescence emission that interferes with the QDs photoluminescence. In this 

sense, prior to the PL measurements, we check the quartz substrate cleaning and 

the PS-MA-BEE contributions by FLIM measurements. The visualization in both 

cases of images with only dark counts indicates that the RCA clean method used 

for the quartz substrates is good for FLIM characterization and the polymer 

purity meets the FLIM requirements, not interfering in the measurements at the 

excitation wavelength selected, 482 nm. 
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The photoluminescence properties of QDs are strongly dependent on the 

presence of surface defects due to the large relation surface area-volume. Thus, in 

order to avoid spurious effects from QD handling that could induce different 

surface conditions of QDs,[321-324] we have established a protocol of preparation of 

QDs solutions and films. One single batch of synthesized QDs was used for all 

the experiments. All the QD powder necessary to prepare the spreading solutions 

was extracted in a single purification. The QD concentration in the spreading 

solutions was the same for all samples, ca. 10-6M (0.968 µM). The solutions were 

freshly prepared just before the monolayer deposition. The LB films were dried 

during 12 h and stored under vacuum. To ensure no aging effects, the waiting 

time between LB films preparation and FLIM measurements was the same for all 

samples. 

The steady-state spectroscopy was carried out in a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 

35 UV-vis spectrophotometer and in a Horiba Jobin Yvon IBH FluoroLog-3 

spectrofluorimeter using front-face detection with an angle of 22.5º. The emission 

spectra are the average of at least ten measurements. The light dispersed by the 

films deposited onto quartz substrates was corrected by subtracting the 

corresponding reference sample in the absorption spectra. For fluorescence 

steady-state measurements the corrected spectra were obtained using the 

correction file provided with the instrument. All the spectra were recorded at 

room-temperature. 

 For the photoluminescence studies we employed the Fluorescence 

Lifetime Imaging technique using a MicroTime200 time-resolved confocal 

fluorescence microscope system from PicoQuant GmbH (Berlin, Germany). 

Point and area measurements (80x80 µm2, 400x400 pixels, integration time of 1ms 

per pixel) were carried out by using 482 nm excitation wavelength (2.5 MHz 

repetition rate, 152 ps/channel resolution, objective x60 N.A. 1.2 of water 

immersion) with a band-pass 550-690 nm  filter to select emission. A pinhole of 
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30 μm was used to reject out-of-focus light. The emitted light is detected with a 

single-photon counting avalanche photodiode (Perkin-Elmer) and digitized by 

TimeHarp 200 TD-SPC PC board (PicoQuant GmbH). To preserve LB films 

from water, we used a glass coverslip between the water drop and the sample. The 

measurements in solution were carried out with a quartz cuvette sample holder 

and an objective x40 N.A. 0.65 in air. 

V.4.2. Selection of the Experimental Conditions by Steady-state 

Measurements  

 We carried out a series of preliminary experiments to select adequate work 

conditions. The wavelength laser excitation conditions were selected taking into 

account the steady-state fluorescence results of QDs in chloroform solution and 

on quartz substrates. To avoid the polymer excitation, the wavelength selected 

was 482 nm. At this wavelength only the QDs are excited, not the polymer 

keeping away from further complications in emission behaviour [325]. When mixed 

QD/PS-MA-BEE films are excited at short wavelengths, e.g. 350 nm, it is 

possible to observe the bands associated to each compound, Figure V.35. The 

first band centred at ~425 nm corresponds to the polymer excimer emission [326] 

characteristic of polystyrene copolymers thin films [327]. The second one 

corresponds to the QDs emission. Although the QD concentration varies, the 

individual position of the peaks and the intensity of the polymer peak are kept 

indicating that no energy transfer is expected between the QD and polymer. 
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Figure V.35. PL spectrum of a QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed LB film deposited at 30 mN m-1 and 

prepared with a polymer mole fraction of 0.50. The excitation wavelength was 350 nm. 

  

 For the sake of comparison, the absorption and fluorescence spectra of 

QD in solution and LB deposited onto quartz were recorded in Figure V.36. A 

slight shift in the fluorescence spectra can be observed. This fact could be 

attributed to dipole-dipole interactions between nearest neighbour QDs, i.e., an 

energy transfer.[328]  
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Figure V.36. Absorption and PL spectra for QD in chloroform solution (red line) and a QD LB 

film deposited at 30 mN m-1 (black line).  

 Due to we study mixed films of QDs and PS-MA-BEE, we analyze the 

effect of the presence of the polymer on the QDs fluorescence emission. Figure 

V.37 shows the photoluminescence (PL) spectra of different QD/polymer 
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solutions by varying the polymer mole fraction, XP. Results show a possible 

quenching from the polymer due to aromatic rings could be effective quenchers 

of CdSe QDs emission, i.e., be capable of directly intercepting one of the charge 

carriers disrupting the radiative recombination process,[329] as shown in Figure 

V.37. However, this effect is only observed at high polymer concentrations, above 

XP > 0.80. 
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Figure V.37. Absorption and PL spectra of mixed QD/PS-MA-BEE chloroform solutions at 

different polymer molar ratios: QDs (black); (0.50) (dark gray); (0.96) (gray) and (0.98) (light gray). 

The QDs concentration is the same for all solution as indicate the absorption spectra (inset) and is 

ca. 10-6 M. 

 In summary, the steady-state measurements allow us to determine several 

work conditions: the excitation wavelength, 482 nm, and the polymer mole 

fraction, XP<0.90 in order to avoid the polymer influence on the QDs 

photoluminescence dynamics study. 

V.4.3. Photoluminescence Dynamics of QDs 

 As was previously commented the PL dynamics of QDs are complex and 

can be affected by several experimental conditions. In the dynamic studies of 

QDs, we can observe the effect of the QDs’ density, environment (polymer), 

power excitation energy and exposure time on the fluorescence average lifetime 

values for the different samples obtained from multi-exponential decay fit. The 
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average lifetime values allow us to compare our results with the literature. 

Therefore, a preliminary analysis of these variables on the PL dynamics becomes 

necessary to establish adequate work conditions to a PL dynamic study in deep of 

QDs LB films. 

V.4.3.1. Photoluminescence Dynamics of QDs in Solution 

Since the QD-polymer hybrid films are a complex system, we began to 

study the mixtures in chloroform solution. However, differences between the 

distinct systems are not visible in solution, the fluorescence lifetimes are similar 

and around 35 ± 2 ns, close to the value for individual QDs, see Figure V.38 and 

Table V.5. Besides, the average lifetime values are not dependent on power 

excitation: 35 ± 2 ns (67 W cm-2); 35 ± 2 ns (134 W cm-2) and 35 ± 1 ns (244 W 

cm-2). Thus, as the polymer addition has not a dramatic effect on the average 

lifetimes and the first excitonic peak (absorption spectrum Figure V.37) of QDs, 

the quenching observed in the PL spectra could be attributed to an excited-state 

charge-transfer mechanism.[325, 330] In this type of mechanism a high polymer 

concentration, XP > 0.80, causes a decrease in the PL emission intensity, as in 

Figure V.37, but the lifetimes are not strongly influenced, Table V.5. Furthermore, 

the PL decay curves below this polymer mole fraction agree with the QDs one, 

Figure V.38. The proximity of polymer molecules to QDs allows that the polymer 

acts as hole acceptor to several hole trapping emitting sites of the QDs surface, 

eliminating fluorescence sites.[331, 332] 
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Figure V.38. Normalized PL decay curves for QDs (black line) and QD/PS-MA-BEE (XP = 

0.80) mixture (gray line) in chloroform solution. The inset shows the tendency of PL decay curves 

for QDs when the chloroform solution is diluted from black to dark yellow lines. The solid line in 

green colour shows a representative fitting example of multi-exponential decay analysis. 

 

Table V.5. Results from multi-exponential decay analysis for point measurement over QDs 

chloroform solutions at 67 W cm-2. The reduced chi-square values, χ2, all close to 1, and the 

corresponding weighted residuals indicated a good fit to each data set. 

 

 Chloroform solutions [QDs]~ 0.5 µM
QDs XP=0.50 XP=0.96 XP=0.98 XP=0.99 

τ1 / ns 1.4 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.2 1.5 ±0.2 1.7 ±0.2 1.7 ±0.2 
f1 (%) 2.5 ± 0.3 2.8 ±0.3 3.3 ±0.3 4.8 ±0.5 4.4±0.4 
τ2 / ns 5.5 ±0.6 5.5 ±0.6 5.4 ±0.5 6.4 ±0.6 6.2 ±0.6 
f2 (%) 10 ±1 9.1 ±0.9 13 ±1 16 ±2 15 ±2 
τ3 / ns 19 ±2 18 ±2 19 ±2 21 ±2 21 ±2 
f3 (%) 46 ±5 42 ±4 41 ±4 42 ±4 43 ±4 
τ4 / ns 58 ± 6 56 ±6 61 ±6 70 ±7 73 ±7 
f4 (%) 41 ± 4 46 ± 5 43 ± 4 37 ± 4 38 ± 4 
τAV / ns 33 ± 3 34 ± 3 35 ± 4 36 ± 4 37 ± 4 
Counts/ms 5.4 ± 0.5 4.8 ± 0.5 2.2 ± 0.2 1.7 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.2
 

Results show that the decay curves exhibit a multi-exponential dynamics. 

Previous studies[319, 333] indicated that the fastest decay components reflect the 

emission from radiative relaxation of the excited electrons to the ground state, τr, 

and can be attributed to the initially populated core-state recombination. 

However, the conduction-band electrons can be localized in shallow trap states. 

These electrons in shallow trap states may repopulate the conduction band or 
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thermalize into deeper trap states, contributing to non-radiative relaxation 

pathways. The longest lifetime components in the decay curve are attributed to 

radiative recombination of carriers because they account for more and more of 

the total luminescence when the quantum yield of the QDs is increased.[334] 

Moreover, a distribution in decay times is expected as a result of the variation in 

the non-radiative decay rates for different QDs due to a variation in type and 

number of the quenching centres. A combination of all of these processes, along 

with differences in shape and size between the individual nanocrystals in a 

population, gives rise to multi-exponential emission dynamics. 

If we compare the decay curves and components in solution vs. a LB film 

of QDs, noteworthy differences are visible, see Figure V.39. The initial part of the 

decay appears longer in solution where is less likely that energy transfer occurs 

because of the low concentration (~ 10-6 M) and due to it is a system more fluid 

than the film. On the other hand, the enhanced close-packed and rigid LB films 

allow for the interactions between neighbour QDs as it is reflected in a faster 

initial decay and also a longer decay tail.[316] 
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Figure V.39. Normalized PL decay curves for QDs in chloroform solution at 10-6 M (red line) 

and a QDs LB film at high concentration (π = 30 mN m-1) onto quartz substrate (black line). 
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Moreover, the sharp decay at the initial ns for QD in solution could be ascribed to 

surface defects promoted by a detachment of some ligand molecules when the 

solution is diluted,[335] as shown inset Figure V.38. Besides the dielectric 

environment has an influence on the radiative recombination lifetime, τr.
[7] The τr 

is related to the dielectric constant of the medium, 1, and for spherical QD longer 

by the factor    2
121 23   , where 2 is the semiconductor optical dielectric 

constant.[336] Thus, the factor increases from ~2.6 for chloroform (1 ~2.1; 2 ~6) 

to ~7 for the film (air) (1 ~1; 2 ~6), which is reflected in an increase of the τr 

from 10 ns to 30 ns. 

V.4.3.2. Effect of the Excitation Energy on QDs LB films 

 Focusing the attention on the QD LB films, we check the influence of the 

excitation energy on the average lifetime and the integrated QDs intensity 

(counts). Results in Figure V.40 show a non-linear dependence of the lifetime and 

the integration QDs intensity (counts) with the excitation energy. Moreover, the 

fast component is more prominent as the power excitation increases. These facts 

can be attributed to multi-excitonic emission processes.  
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Figure V.40. (a) Normalized PL decays collected in the same area (80x80 µm2) for a QD LB film 

at high and low power excitation: 31 W cm-2 (black line) and 369 W cm-2 (red line). (b) 

Dependence of the intensity counts with the power excitation. (c) The multi-excitonic probability 

vs. power excitation calculated from (Fisher, 2004 [319]). 

To confirm this assumption we analyze the dependence of average lifetime on 

power excitation. Some illustrative results are collected in Figures V.41 and 42 for 

point and area measurements, respectively. As can be seen in these figures, the 

average lifetime decreases when the excitation energy increases.[337] This fact was 

checked in different systems: QDs, bilayer and co-spreading, Figure V.42, and at 

different QD densities: high and low, Figure V.43. This behaviour is consistent 

with the multi-exciton generation. We have calculated the probability of multi-

excitonic processes at different power excitations values assuming a Poisson 

function for the excitation probability.[338, 339] Results are plotted in Figure V.40c.  
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Figure V.41. Average lifetime and counts dependence with power excitation for a point 

measurement (60 s) over a QD LB film deposited at 30 mN m-1. 
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Figure V.42. Variation of the average lifetime and counts with the power excitation for 

measurements carried out over the same area in each system where the QDs are deposited at 30 

mN m-1: QDs (squares), bilayer (circles) and co-spreading (XP = 0.50) (stars). 
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Figure V.43. Variation of the average lifetime and counts with the power excitation (energy ramp) 

for measurements carried out over the same area in co-spread (XP = 0.65) systems where the QDs 

are deposited at 14 (open symbols) and 30 (closed symbols) mN m-1. 

 In summary, these experiments have allowed us to analyze the effect of 

excitation energy on LB films. The average lifetime value decreases when the 

power laser is increased due to a multi-exciton formation. In order to avoid multi-

excitonic relaxation processes that interfere in the analysis of the QDs PL 

dynamics, we decided to measure at a low power excitation, 108 W cm-2, which at 

the same time allows us to collect a PL decay with sufficient intensity counts to 

minimize experimental uncertainty. In the case of the power energy selected, we 

estimated that the formation of multi-excitonic states is low, ca. 3.1% (Figure 

V.42c). 

V.4.3.3. Effect of the Exposure Time on QDs LB films 

 In order to analyze the effect of the exposure time on the PL decay we 

carried out several experiments by modifying this time. We performed two 

different sets of measurements over points and areas.  The point measurements in 

different samples show that the PL decays vary during the exposure time, 
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resulting in longer lifetimes when increasing the measurement time, Figure V.44. 

After the exposure, if we repeat the measure in the same zone we obtain a lifetime 

value longer than in the beginning, i.e., the laser irradiation induces a process, 

which is more pronounced in close-packed zones. To check this possible 

enhanced PL, we analyzed the number of counts with the time. For comparison 

in Figure V.44 are also presented the variation of the intensity (number of counts) 

with the exposure time. Results demonstrate that the number counts increases as 

the exposure time of the sample increases.[340, 341] This behaviour, referred as 

photoenhancement of luminescence, could be ascribed to several process: (i) 

fluctuations of non-radiative decays [342], (ii) heating effect over the capping 

molecules leading to the enhancement of the non-radiative recombination,[340] and 

(iii) water molecules adsorption on the QD surface that photo-passivates surface 

traps forming selenium-oxygen complexes [303, 331, 343].  
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Figure V.44. Average lifetime and counts evolution with the laser exposure time obtained during 

a point measurement at 108 W cm-2 over a QD LB film deposited at 30 mN m-1. 

 

Furthermore, this process is quasi-reversible. To prove this, we carried out the 

following experiment collecting measurements in several points of the LB samples 

with the sequence: exposure/waiting in darkness/exposure. The exposure was 
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performed at different power excitations and therefore, the exposure time was 

increased when a lower power excitation is used to achieve a similar effect. The 

experimental procedure was the following: first, we take a FLIM image of the 

zone (A) and then record the point measurement (τI, 1st exposure); immediately 

after, we take other FLIM image of the zone (B) and left the sample at darkness 

(shutter closed) during 30 min; just after, we take the third image (C) and make 

other point measurement (τII, 2nd exposure) followed by the last FLIM image 

capture (D). Thus, in these measurements we recorded the images of the zone at 

the beginning and end of every period of laser irradiation and darkness waiting 

period steps (30 min). As an example of the point laser exposure effect on the 

samples, images of two different samples are shown in Figure V.45. After the laser 

exposure the affected zone change in the colour scale (lifetime) from green to red 

indicating an increasing in the lifetime. After waiting 30 min, we checked again the 

zone, and the observed colour highlights a partial recover to the initial state, less 

coloured red zone. The waiting time in darkness was established after several 

proofs of successive 5 min waits and image captures. The effect in the image 

becomes noticeable after 30 min, thus it is enough time to observe the behaviour 

ensuring that the scanner position is kept stable.  
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Figure V.45. FLIM images showing the evolution of the exposed zone to laser irradiation (a, e) 

zone selected; (b, f) after 5 min exposed (first laser irradiation); (c, g) after waiting 30 min; (d, h) 

after 5 min exposed (second laser irradiation). The experimental conditions were: 430 W cm-2 

applied over a selected point. The images correspond to: bilayer (a-d) and co-spreading (XP = 0.50) 

(e-h) prepared at the surface pressure of 30 mN m-1. 

 

The photo-induced process is quasi-reversible. To confirm this qualitative 

observation, we analyze the average lifetime, τj
i at the different stages of the 

experiment, where i, indicates the time range of laser illumination evaluated in the 

decay curve and j the number of exposure. We evaluated the average lifetime 

acquired at regular intervals during each illumination period to have an idea of the 

sample point state at each moment. Our results show that τI
beginning < τI

end 

highlighting the photoenhancement behaviour previously mentioned. Other fact 

observed is that τI
end > τII

beginning > τI
beginning, consistent with a quasi-reversible 

process: the average lifetime for the initial state after waiting (2nd exposure) is 

lower than the corresponding to the final state after the 1st exposure. In summary, 

the average lifetime values and images (Table V.6, Figure V.45), both, agree with 

the idea that the laser illumination induces a quasi-reversible process. After the 

waiting in darkness, the average lifetime is decreased but it does not recover to the 

initial value (sample state). In the case of the images, the colour of the zone 

around the point exposed changes but never gets back to the initial state. This 

a b c d

e f g h
2 µm

2 µm
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indicates that the relaxation process implied is very slow or some irreversible 

changes occurs in the QD surface.[303] The most plausible mechanism could be a 

QD surface photo-passivation that stabilizes the surface trap states and therefore, 

increases the lifetime of these non-radiative trap states.[303, 343]  

Table V.6. Representative average lifetime values of bilayer sample at π = 30 mN m-1 obtained 

from measurements of three different points at distinct power excitation. The waiting time 

between laser exposures was 30 min. The values marked with a gray shadow compare the end state 

after the first exposure with the beginning state after the waiting step.    

Intensity  
/ W cm-2 

Laser  
Exposure τ0-30s /ns τ 270-300s /ns τ 570-600s /ns τ 1170-1200s /ns 

430 
τI 32 ± 3 47 ± 3 - - 

τII 43 ± 3 65 ± 4 - - 

215 
τI 39 ± 3 53 ± 3 56 ± 3 - 

τII 47 ± 3 51 ± 3 58 ± 2 - 

108 
τI 29 ± 2 34 ± 3 42 ± 3 52 ± 3 

τII 43 ± 3 50 ± 2 59 ± 3 63 ± 3 
 
 

 In this way, these experiments have allowed us to observed a partially 

photoactived PL enhancement. Thus, lengthening of the average lifetime is 

produced when the sample is illuminated and shortening when it is kept in the 

darkness due to a quasi-reversible photo-passivation of the particle surface. 

According to these experiments, we decided to change the laser exposure 

procedure and to measure over areas not points. By reducing the exposure time 

on the surface to 1 ms per pixel, we have avoided variations in the average 

lifetimes after several measurements on the same area. This fact was checked in 

the different samples showing an average standard deviation of ~2 ns for at least 

six measurements in each area. Thus, the lifetime value obtained from areas 

(80x80 µm2) is more representative of the sample than from points. Besides for 

each sample a total of 25 areas were measured in order to achieve a representative 

sampling according to the homogeneity of the films.   
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V.4.4. Photoluminescence Dynamics of QD/PS-MA-BEE LB Films 

 For comparative purposes, we studied the influence of the film 

preparation methodology (bilayer and co-spreading) and the QDs density in the 

film by changing the surface pressure selected for the LB deposition. The 

preliminary analysis based on average lifetimes and intensity for high density QD 

systems, namely, QD film, bilayer and a polymer-QD mixed film indicate that the 

concentration and packing of QDs affect to the lifetime, obtaining different 

values for each system: QD film (63 ± 3 ns; 2.1 ± 0.5 counts/ms), bilayer (51 ± 2 

ns; 4.1 ± 1.1 counts/ms) and QD-polymer (XP = 0.50) mixed film (59 ± 4 ns; 2.6 

± 0.3 counts/ms). These differences are also reflected in the decay curves, see 

Figure V.46, mainly in the short components. 
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Figure V.46. FLIM images and normalized PL decay curves for three different QDs systems: QD 

film onto polymer LB film (bilayer system) (a, red line); QD/polymer mixed (XP = 0.50) LB film 

(b, green line) and QDs LB film (c, black line). The QDs films were deposited at a surface pressure 

10 µm10 µm10 µm

a b c
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of 30 mN m-1. Solid lines in grey colour show the fitting results with a multi-exponential decay 

analysis.  

 To confirm that the decay curves obtained from different regions within 

each sample agree with each other, we analyzed several PL decays in distinct areas. 

An illustrative example is shown in Figure V.47, where three different regions of 

the same sample are presented. The respective curves agree with each other. 

Therefore the average lifetime values obtained are representative of each system.  
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Figure V.47. Comparative FLIM images and normalized PL decay curves for the bilayer system 

over three different areas for each side of the lifetime values distribution: low (green line), medium 

(black line) and high (red line) respectively. The histograms show the lifetime and counts 

distribution in this sample. 
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On the other hand, the dark zones observed in the FLIM images corresponding 

to regions not covered were checked, and no emission was observed.  

We also analyze the effect of the surface composition on the emission 

properties. Thus, LB films of QD/PS-MA-BEE were prepared at different 

polymer mole fractions, XP = 0.35, 0.50 and 0.65 at the surface pressure of 30 mN 

m-1. By comparing the decays of the different co-spreading films shown in Figure 

V.48, we observe that the main differences are in the slowest component. This 

behaviour suggests that a different arrangement of QDs is obtained by varying the 

polymer concentration The average lifetime and intensity counts values of each 

system highlight this behaviour: (XP = 0.50) (59 ± 4 ns; 2.6 ± 0.3 counts/ms); (XP 

= 0.65) (48 ± 3 ns; 1.0 ± 0.1 counts/ms) and (XP = 0.35) (44 ± 6 ns; 1.3 ± 0.3 

counts/ms).  
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Figure V.48. Comparative normalized PL decay curves for three different QD-polymer mixed LB 

film at high surface pressure (30 mN m-1) with a polymer mole fraction: (0.35) (black line); (0.50) 

(green line) and (0.65) (blue line). 
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The effect of the surface pressure in the PL decays was also studied. As is 

shown in Figure V.49 at low surface pressure the film PL decays point to a lower 

contribution in the slow components corroborated by the lifetime average values: 

(XP = 0.65) (48 ± 4 ns; 0.8 ± 0.1 counts/ms) and (XP = 0.35) (31 ± 6 ns; 0.9 ± 0.1 

counts/ms).  
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Figure V.49. Comparative normalized PL decay curves for two different QD-polymer LB systems 

at low (gray line) and high (black line) surface pressure (14 and 30 mN m-1) with a molar ratio: (XP 

= 0.35) (a) and (XP = 0.65) (b). 

 

As was mentioned the PL decays were analyzed by a multi-exponential 

function that requires four exponential components to be properly fitted. Results 

are collected in Table V.7.  
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Table V.7. Results from multi-exponential decay analysis for area measurement over LB films at 

108 W cm-2. The reduced chi-square values, χ2, all close to 1, and the weighted residuals indicate a 

good fit to each data set. Data obtained from measurements over at least 25 areas for each sample. 
 High π

QDs Bilayer 
Co-spr

(XP = 0.50) 
Co-spr

(XP = 0.65) 
Co-spr 

(XP = 0.35) 
τ1 / ns 0.12 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.02 0.15 ±0.02 0.14 ±0.02 0.19 ±0.05 
f1 (%) 19 ±4 10 ±1 12 ±1 16 ±2 16 ±5 
τ2 / ns 2.0 ±0.1 2.60 ±0.08 2.15 ±0.07 2.0 ±0.1 2.4 ±0.2 
f2 (%) 17 ±2 16.6 ±0.6 20 ±1 22 ±2 29 ±3 
τ3 / ns 9 ±1 14.2 ±0.5 10.3 ±0.6 9 ±1 11 ±1 
f3 (%) 15 ±2 27 ±1 17.5 ±0.6 20 ±1 21 ±2 
τ4 / ns 123 ±5 102 ±3 118 ±4 114 ±7 116 ±6 
f4 (%) 48 ± 3 46 ± 2 50 ± 2 42 ± 3 35 ± 3 
τAV / ns 63 ± 3 51 ± 2 59 ± 4 48 ± 3 44 ± 6 
Counts/ms 2.1 ± 0.5 4.1 ± 1.1 2.6 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.3 

 

 Low π
Co-spr

(XP = 0.65) 
Co-spr

(XP = 0.35) 
τ1 / ns 0.13 ±0.04 0.16 ±0.07 
f1 (%) 18 ± 3 26 ±4
τ2 / ns 1.9 ±0.2 2.0 ±0.2 
f2 (%) 26 ±3 31 ±3
τ3 / ns 6.9 ±0.8 7.0 ±0.9 
f3 (%) 22 ±2 21 ±2
τ4 / ns 119 ±10 124 ±10 
f4 (%) 34 ± 4 21 ± 3
τAV / ns 48 ± 4 31 ± 6 
Counts/
ms 

0.8 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1 

 

In the time range analyzed, the decays exhibit a pronounced curvature that 

is clearly distinct for films prepared by bilayer and co-spreading deposition, see 

Figure V.46. The results from the multi-exponential analysis of film decays 

indicate that the results obtained for the bilayer film stand out, because the 

averaged short decay times are clearly longer than for co-spreading films, while 

the long decay time is quite similar for all samples prepared by the two deposition 

methods. Later, we will relate the former observation to differences in film 

morphology. 
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On the other hand, the relative brightness (counts) of the PL images also 

reflects the difference between bilayer and co-spreading films. Under the same 

excitation conditions, the bilayer films have a significantly higher intensity of 

emission compared to co-spreading films, i.e. a larger number of counts per 

image. This observation could be simply due to a higher surface concentration of 

QDs in the bilayer films. To disregard this point, the emission intensity is plotted 

against the particle density calculated from surface concentration, in Figure V.50. 

The surface concentration was calculated from the π-Γ isotherms at the surface 

pressure of LB deposition and expressed in number of QDs per area. Results in 

Figure V.50 show that the PL intensity of the co-spreading films is proportional 

to particle density, while the PL intensity of the bilayer film stands out, indicating 

that it is much more emissive than the co-spreading film with the same particle 

density. 
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Figure V.50. Emission intensity from PL images vs. surface concentration of QDs calculated 

from the corresponding π-Γ isotherms for the bilayer (1) and co-spreadings (XP = 0.50) (2); (XP = 

0.65) (3, 5) and (XP = 0.35) (4, 6). Closed and open symbols represent data from films deposited at 

high and low surface pressures, 30 and 14 mN m-1, respectively. 
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V.4.4.1. Interpretation of the QDs Photoluminescence Dynamics 

As was previously mentioned, the PL dynamics of QDs in the ns–µs 

timescale are intrinsically complex due to the role of surface defect and charge 

trapped states in excited-state relaxation.[319, 344-347] In the solid films, the 

complexity is further increased by the possibility of excitation energy transfer 

between QDs, because of the short interparticle distances in the closely-packed 

film regions. Accordingly, several processes are involved in QD photoexcitation 

dynamics that are depicted in a schematic diagram in Figure V.51. In addition to 

radiative recombination process, there are other competing processes from the 

excited state such as the carrier trapping at QD surface defects, ked; charge transfer 

into ligand-based orbitals, kct, and relaxation to the ground state, kdg and kbg. The 

QD surface defect states strongly quench emission from band-edge exciton 

recombination, ked, promoting faster excited-state decay. The surface defects can 

be arisen from native defect such as metal vacancies or dangling ligand bonds[348] 

and can be also related to detachment of ligand molecules as occurs in diluted QD 

solutions[335]. Other non-radiative recombination processes such as hot carrier 

relaxation and multi-excitonic processes can also contribute to ultrafast excited-

state decay. Furthermore, in QD films the complexity is increased by the 

possibility of energy migration and trapping between QDs due to a compact 

particle arrangement in densely covered regions. Besides, the formation of small 

QD clusters, which act as energy traps together with QD surface defects, and the 

compact particle arrangement also promotes luminescence quenching due to 

stabilization of non-emissive charged states by Coulomb interactions between 

clustered QDs [320, 349-351] [349] [320, 350]. The Coulombic stabilization of charged states 

only induces quenching if it favours charge recombination to ground state, kbe, 

relative to excited state. Finally, the delayed luminescence from charge transfer 

and trapping in the surrounding environment of the QD (kct and kbe) occurs and is 

the main contribution from isolated QDs or compact regions without traps, 

which do not suffer emission quenching. This emission explains the exponential 
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behaviour observed in the PL decays from about a hundred ns onward and is

associated to a slow decay rate.

Figure V.51. A simplified schematic diagram of several processed involved in QD photoexcitation

dynamics adapted from (Jones, 2010 [25]).

Prior to the decay analysis, we describe our qualitative interpretation of the

film decays, which is based on this model and the broad literature about PL

dynamics of QDs and their solid films. We attribute the sharp decrease in the

initial nanoseconds to QDs with extensive surface defects that strongly quench

emission from band-edge exciton recombination (‘ked’ in Figure V.51).[334, 335]

Within an ensemble of QDs, the surface conditions vary among the particles, and

more likely there is a statistical distribution of the number of surface defects per

particle. We hypothesize that a small fraction of QDs with extensive surface

defects can act as excitation energy traps in our ensemble of deposited QDs in the

films, as it is further discussed below.

Because the emission from surface defect states is usually observed at

lower energies relatively to core exciton recombination (‘kdg’ in Figure V.51), we

perform PL spectral measurements. Taking into account that the QD emission

from core and trap states are spectrally separable, these experiments allow us to

select the emission wavelength range. The collection of both spectral features in
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the same time-trace makes the PL decay analysis more difficult.[346] In order to 

obtain evidences, we record the PL emission at different wavelength ranges, at the 

blue and red sides of the PL QDs spectrum maximum. The wavelength selection 

is carried out using several band-pass filters placed in front of avalanche 

photodiodes. 

The emission spectra of the QDs dissolved in chloroform and in LB film 

were recorded. As Figure V.52 shows, the QDs PL spectra consist of two 

emission bands: a sharp band-edge at ~580 nm and a broad non-structured band 

at longer wavelength. The band-edge emission is due to core recombination of the 

exciton in the mostly delocalized states in QDs, while the broad band is ascribed 

to the trap-state emission and due to surface defects on the interface between the 

nanoparticle and the surrounding medium.[343, 344, 352] In the case of QDs in 

solution, Figure V.52a shows the core recombination emission band, centred at ~ 

580 nm, and the broad non-structured band centred at wavelengths longer than ~ 

700 nm. It is interesting to note that the intensity corresponding to surface defect 

states band is much lower than the one corresponding to the core recombination 

band. This fact could indicate that no significant interference occurs from the 

surface defects’ emission on the decay curves. In the case of QDs LB films, 

Figure V.52b, the core exciton recombination band is also centred at ~ 580 nm, 

but the main difference occurs in the surface defect emission band centred at ~ 

620 nm, which is more pronounced in the films than in solution. This 

predominance of surface defect emission band in the spectra of QDs films has 

been observed by other authors.[340]  
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Figure V.52. Schematic graph to show the wavelength position of the excitation and emission 

collected with the different band-pass filters: 545±17.5 nm (light blue); 575±15 nm (blue); 645±45 

nm (light magenta) and 695±27.5 nm (magenta) for QD in solution (a) and in LB film (b). The 

absorption (dotted line) and PL (solid line) spectra of QD are also show as reference. 

In order to evaluate the effect of the surface defects emission on the PL 

decay curves, we carried out measurements over areas of the QDs LB films at 108 

W cm-2 with the following band-pass filters available: 545±17.5 nm (F1), 575±15 

nm (F2), 645±45 nm (F3) and 695±27.5 nm (F4) depicted in Figure V.52. The 

filters F1 and F2 select emission from core exciton recombination, whereas filter 

F3 is already overlapping with surface defect emission. 

First, we record the decay curves for the different systems to confirm that 

the behaviour observed in the decay curves is independent of the QDs emission 
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wavelength collected. As can be seen in Figure V.53, the tendency observed in the 

decay curves between the different methodologies of preparation, QDs, bilayer 

and co-spreading, is kept in both sides of the QDs spectrum. 
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Figure V.53. Comparative normalized PL decay curves collected with a band-pass filter of 560-

590 nm (a) and 600-690 nm (b) for three different high QDs density systems: QD film onto 

polymer LB film (bilayer system) (red line); QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed LB film (XP = 0.50) (green 

line) and QDs LB film (black line). 

 Focusing the attention within each system, see Figure V.54, the results 

show that the PL decays practically do not change in the emission range 

monitored with the filters F1, F2 and F3, i.e. 528-690 nm, except for some minor 

changes that may be attributed to sample heterogeneity. Thus, we select a 

transmission filter in the range of 550-690nm to study the samples. This filter 

allows us to collect the core recombination emission without almost interference 

from trap-state emission that could complicate the PL decay interpretation.[346] On 

the other hand, the quenching effect of surface defect states is observed in the 
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initial part of the decay curves, as a fast decay component previously referred. 

This fast quenching process is out of the main scope of this work and, therefore, 

in the data analysis the initial part of the decay curves, t < 10 ns, was neglected 

and the analysis was focused to the longest components also attributed to 

emission from core exciton recombination. 
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Figure V.54. Comparative normalized PL decay curves collected with different band-pass filters 

of 528-563 nm (dark gray line); 560-590 nm (light gray line); 600-690 nm (black line) and 668-723 

nm (gray line) at 108 W cm-2 for a QDs (a, b); bilayer (c, d) and co-spread (XP = 0.50) (e, f) LB 

films where the QDs are deposited at 30 mN m-1. 
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 Finally, when we collect the emission decay in the range of surface defect 

emission [343, 344, 352, 353] with the filter F4 that has a transmission window between 

668-723 nm, slower components appear either in solution, Figure V.55, and LB 

films. This behaviour is characteristic of the surface-defect emission.[352, 353]     
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Figure V.55. Comparative normalized PL decay curves collected with different band-pass filters 

of 600-690 nm (black line) and 668-723 nm (gray line) at 67 W cm-2 for a QDs chloroform 

solution. 

 In summary, the photoluminescence spectral measurements collected in 

different zones of the QD spectrum allowed us to discard significant interference 

from the surface defects emission on the decay curves in the wavelength range 

selected. In this sense, the behaviour observed at long spectral wavelengths 

highlighted the surface-defects emission and allows us to ensure that the 

conditions selected to work are not almost influenced for this emission and collect 

the core-recombination emission. 

Going back to the study of the effect of the films morphology on the 

photoluminescence properties, in an attempt to interpret the differences between 

the emission properties of co-spreading and bilayer films, the TEM images of 
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these films were analyzed. Representative TEM images are shown in Figure V.56. 

The TEM images show regions densely covered along with other regions more 

sparsely covered. Overall, the bilayer film shows a more regular particle 

distribution than co-spreading films. It is also noticeable the presence of small 

densely packed clusters of QDs, which could act as excitation energy traps. This 

idea is supported by previous results that reported the existence of luminescence 

quenching and enhanced blinking occurs in small QD clusters.[320] The 

stabilization of non-emissive charged states by Coulomb interactions between 

clustered QDs seems to be responsible for this behaviour.[320, 349-351].  

 

Figure V.56. Examples of TEM images obtained for bilayer (a) and co-spreading deposition with 

a QD-polymer molar ratio of XP = 0.50 (b) XP = 0.65 (c) and XP = 0.35 (d) at high pressure, π = 

30 mN m-1; and co-spreading with ratios of XP = 0.65 (e) and XP = 0.35 (f) at low pressure, π = 14 
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mN m-1. The area shown in TEM images corresponds approximately to about 1 pixel in the FLIM 

images. 

 The PL dynamics of the films are affected by the surface distribution of 

particles, because in the regions densely covered the interparticle distances are 

only a few nm and dot-dot excitation energy transfer is likely to occur within the 

ensemble of closely packed particles. The migration of excitation energy affects 

the observed decay because of sample heterogeneity and, in particular, due to 

excitation energy traps that are commonly present in solid films. We attribute the 

role of energy traps in our films to QDs with extensive surface defects and to 

small aggregated QDs clusters, as mentioned above. 

 From about a hundred ns onward, the decays show an almost exponential 

behaviour that is attributed to isolated QDs or to closely-packed regions without 

energy traps, which do not suffer emission quenching. The PL of the QDs decays 

very slowly with lifetime components longer than hundred ns, and even reaching 

µs in chloroform solution. The long decay tail observed in the PL of QDs has 

been attributed in the literature to a process of delayed luminescence from charge 

transfer and trapping in the surrounding environment of the quantum dot.[345, 346] 

Furthermore, it has also been associated with the power-law statistics of emission 

intermittency of single-dots observed in the timescale of ms to s.[345, 354, 355] We 

assume that delayed luminescence from charge transfer and trapping in the 

surrounding environment is also responsible for the long decay tail observed in 

the emission of our QDs  (‘kct’ and ‘kbe’ in Figure V.51). 

 Alternatively to the multi-exponential analysis of QDs film decays, we 

have adopted an approximate model to describe the PL dynamics in QD/polymer 

films, in particular, the excitation energy migration and trapping processes in the 

densely covered regions. The model considers two separate contributions from 

sparse and compact regions of immobilized QDs in the films. This picture is 

supported by the TEM images that show regions compactly covered with QDs 
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along with other regions more sparsely covered. Therefore, the decay function 

assumes two terms,  and , that account separately for sparse and 

compact regions of QDs, 

	 1 	 V. 1  

The  term describes the intrinsic photophysics of QDs, which can be very 

complex because core exciton states often interact with surface localized states 

and the surrounding environment. In organically coated QDs, this type of 

interaction can result in charge trapping on surface defect sites, or on ligand-based 

orbitals, with the formation of an ionized core state that is usually non-emissive. 

Therefore, charge transfer and trapping in the surrounding environment have an 

important role in excited-state relaxation of QDs.[345, 346] On the other hand, the 

term  further accounts for interparticle energy migration and trapping 

processes, because it describes the contribution from compact film regions. An 

overview on the models selected for  and , and their respective 

parameters, is explained below. The term  was assumed to be described by 

the Tachiya-Mozumder model.[355, 356] This model considers a mechanism of 

charge trapping by electron tunneling toward an uniform distribution of traps. 

The decay function is calculated by numerical Laplace inversion of, 

1
1 r⁄ ct	

V. 2  

with three adjustable parameters, the radiative recombination rate , the charge 

transfer rate term , and a power-law exponent 1 . A value of 30 ns was 

taken as initial guess for r in the fittings. This value was estimated from the r 

fitted for decays of QDs dissolved in chloroform solution and corrected for the 

dielectric screening in the films. The charge transfer rate term  was varied to 

fit the long time behaviour of the film decays. The initial guess for the power-law 

exponent 1 	~ 2 was also based on our results of luminescence decays of QDs 
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in chloroform. Using 1 	~ 2, or equivalently 	~ 1, then by Laplace inversion 

of Equation V.2, 

exp r 1 ct⁄ V. 3    

 

Here, we notice that Equation V.3 predicts a decay law exponential, in agreement 

with results observed at long times in the decays of Figure V.46. 

 For the  term in Equation V.1 we have adopted results from the 

theoretical method of diagrammatic expansion of the Green's function developed 

by Fayer and co-workers.[357, 358] In the case of a two-dimensional random 

distribution of donors and traps that interact through a dipolar transfer rate, the 

Green's function s ′,  for the probability that excitation is on the initially 

excited site at time  is given by the following self-consistent equation in Laplace 

domain, 

s 2 ⁄ 3 ⁄
D
⁄

D 2 ⁄
T

s ⁄
1⁄ 0 V. 4  

with D, the donor lifetime, D and T, the donor and trap reduced 

concentrations, as described below. From Equation 4 the probability D 	 that 

an excitation is in the donor ensemble at time  is obtained from inverse 

transform of, 

D 0, s 1 2 ⁄ 	 D 3 ⁄
D
⁄ s ⁄

V. 5  

The corresponding decay law is obtained multiplying D  by a decaying 

exponential with the donor lifetime, 

exp D⁄ D V. 6  

 When fitting the decays, we have assumed the approximation in Equation 

3 for the individual QD decay in the timescale of hundreds of ns, which implies 

that the donor lifetime is D~	 r 1 ct . The reduced concentrations D and 

T are defined by, 

D
DD

D        ,        T
DT

T V. 7   
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with DD and DT, the Förster radius for donor-donor and donor-trap energy 

transfer, D and T, the number densities of donors and traps, respectively. 

Although the interparticle distance is comparable with the QD size, it has been 

shown that the dipolar approximation in Förster theory describes reasonably well 

the excitation energy transfer between QDs or even between QD and fluorescent 

molecules.[359, 360] Using the theory, we estimate a Förster radius DD of 4.1 nm for 

donor-donor energy transfer and assume a similar DT value for donor-trap 

energy transfer. However, when fitting the decays no assumption was made about 

DD and DT values by treating D and T as the adjustable parameters. 

 The decays of our QDs films are only approximately described by 

Equation V.1 mainly because of two reasons: i) at very short times (below ten ns), 

the surface defect states contribute predominantly to fast excited-state decay; and 

ii) the model considered for the compact regions, , does not account for 

boundary effects due to finite domain size. In spite of these limitations, the 

approximate description of Equation V.1 allows to rationalize the 

photoluminescence dynamics of the QDs films using only a few adjustable 

parameters that afford physical insight about the systems studied. 

 The parameters obtained from fittings with Equation V.1 to the decays of 

bilayer and co-spreading films are collected in Table V.8. For instance, the bilayer 

film exhibits a decay curvature in the time range up to a hundred ns that is less 

pronounced than those of co-spreading films. Accordingly, the concentration of 

traps T for the bilayer film is about half of that from co-spreading films. 

Moreover, the concentration of donors D is approximately the same for both 

systems and it is close to the value of 3.3 particles within the area of a Förster 

radius. This corresponds to a dense arrangement of QDs in the compact domains 

as observed in TEM images. Indeed, considering the estimated Förster radius of 

4.1 nm and the QD average size of 3.5 nm, then a hexagonal compact 

arrangement would be achieved for a interparticle surface-to-surface distance of 
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about 0.7 nm, which compares well with the length of the TOPO coating 

molecules. The TEM images of the bilayer film show compact regions with an 

approximately geometrical arrangement of particles. To clarify this issue we have 

calculated the radial distribution function (RDF) from the distribution of 

interparticle centre distances in TEM images. This function provides information 

about the short-range order inside the QDs domains. The RDF of the TEM 

images from the bilayer film shows a profile with two peaks positioned at 5.1 ± 

0.7 and 9.8 ± 0.7 nm. These features compare roughly with the peak positions for 

the first two shells of an hexagonal compact arrangement with the particle size 

and separation referred to above.[316] By contrast, the RDF of co-spreading films 

shows a single peak at 6.2 ± 0.7 nm followed by a plateau. The differences in the 

radial distribution function give support to a more regular structure in the bilayer 

film, as previously inferred from a visual inspection of the TEM images, and 

further reinforce the role of film morphology on the photoluminescence 

properties of QD films. 

Table V.8. Parameters fitted with the model proposed (Equation 1) to photoluminescence decays 

of QDs in PS-MA-BEE mixed films for several deposition conditions. 

 

 High π Low π 

 Bilayer 
Co-spr  

(XP = 0.50) 

Co-spr

(XP = 0.65) 

Co-spr

(XP = 0.35) 
 

Co-spr  

(XP = 0.65) 

Co-spr 

(XP = 0.35) 

  (ns) 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.0  30.0 30.0 

 1.99 1.92 1.99 1.97  2.00 2.01 

 1.98 1.92 1.96 1.96  1.92 1.97 

  0.345 0.172 0.195 0.197  0.136 0.074 

D 3.30 3.34 3.34 3.28  3.34 3.29 

T 0.281 0.670 0.536 0.443  0.566 0.640 
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 The decays from both bilayer and co-spreading films are approximately 

exponential at long times with the same slope (Figure V.46). Thus, the model 

parameters  , , and 1  describing the decay of isolated QDs or 

domains without energy traps, , are similar for bilayer and co-spreading films. 

Only the relative contribution to the decay, , is different with the bilayer film 

having a larger contribution of 34.5 % compared to 17.2 % in the QD-polymer 

co-spreading film with XP = 0.50. We relate the larger contribution of  in 

bilayer deposition to a film structure that contains a lower number of small 

aggregated QDs clusters that act as energy traps. The cluster formation has been 

previously studied and was attributed to dewetting processes. The current work 

further supports that nanoparticle clustering acts as energy traps thereby reducing 

the PL emission, as it was proposed elsewhere.[320]  

 To evaluate the effect of the polymer concentration on the luminescence 

properties, the photoluminescence decays of films with different polymer mole 

fraction were analyzed according to the Equation V.1. The QD/polymer 

compositions selected were XP = 0.35, 0.50 and 0.65. The parameter values 

obtained from the decay fits show no significant differences, except for a small 

increase of the  contribution when the polymer mole fraction increases. More 

significant is the emission brightness observed in these films that is related to the 

distinct surface density of QDs as was previously noticed in the Figure V.50. 

 The effect of surface pressure in co-spreading deposition was also 

evaluated. The fitted parameters obtained for decays curves of films prepared by 

co-spreading method and surface pressure of 14 mN m-1 are collected in Table 

V.8. From the parameter values it is possible to conclude that at low pressure the 

film decays have a lower contribution from the long time exponential component 

(Figure V.49), while the rest of fitted parameters are almost independent of the 

polymer mole fraction. The decrease of the emission intensity found in these films 
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is also consistent with the decrease of the QDs surface concentration (Figure 

V.50). 

V.4.4.2. Effect of Capping Exchange on the QDs Photoluminescence 

Dynamics: PSMABEE-capped QDs LB Films 

 The nature of the surfactant capping and passivation process is not yet 

understood and affects the QD efficiency of radiative vs. non-radiative exciton 

decay.[303] Therefore, in an attempt to analyze the capping ligand and the surface 

passivation effect on the photophysical properties of QDs [329, 333] we proposed to 

measure a new kind of system, polymer capped-QDs, QDP hereafter, in solution 

and on LB films. Besides, QDs surface treatments have been shown to lead new 

optical responses.[361] As was previously mentioned, the polymer causes QDs PL 

quenching, however, QDs with hole accepting ligands have been proposed to 

build photoelectric devices looking for an efficient hole transfer and charge 

transport. Furthermore, the hole transfer is desirable to achieve a high power 

conversion in photovoltaic cells but not for applications such as LEDs and 

biosensing.[362] The hole accepting ligands not only enhances the QD PL 

quenching but also their photoelectric properties generated under monochromatic 

illumination.[329, 330]  

 First, the PL steady-state measurements allow us to observe the presence 

of the polymer band and that the emission peak of the QDs is kept and excited at 

482 nm, see Figure V.57. In this sense, the measurement conditions previously 

established for QDTOPO LB film can be also used for this system.   
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Figure V.57. PL spectra of a QDP LB film deposited at 14 mN m-1 at different excitation 

wavelengths: 275 nm (dark gray) and 480 nm (black). 

 For comparative purposes, we also studied the QDP LB film at different 

power excitation analyzing the decay curves obtained over areas by a multi-

exponential fit. The preliminary results:  108 W cm-2 (15 ± 8 ns; 0.41 ± 0.06 

counts/ms) and 369 W cm-2 (11 ± 4 ns; 0.85 ± 0.10 counts/ms), show the same 

effect than for QDTOPO, the average lifetime decreases with the laser intensity as a 

consequence of multi-excitonic processes.[337] However, the most significant effect 

observed is the reduction in the average lifetime and counts from (63 ± 3 ns; 2.1 

± 0.5 counts/ms) for QDTOPO to (15 ± 8 ns; 0.41 ± 0.06 counts/ms) for QDP. 

This behaviour is observed either in solution or onto quartz substrates PL decay 

curves, Figure V.58.  
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Figure V.58. Normalized PL decay curves for different capped-QDs in solution at 10-6 M (a) and 

QDs LB film onto quartz substrate (b). The QDs ligands are: TOPO (red line) and PS-MA-BEE 

(black line). The LB films were transferred at π = 30 (QDTOPO) and 14 (QDP) mN m-1. 

 This highlight that the nanoparticle size, capping and surface defects affect 

to the average lifetime. First, the capping exchange promotes a slight reduction in 

the QD size due to a significant reconstruction of the nanocrystal surface (lattice) 

ascribed to bond distortion. However, at the laboratory conditions, above 250K, 

the exciton lifetime is independent of the particle size and strongly dependent on 

the surfactant stabilizer.[363] Moreover, taking into account that the polymer 

capping is carried out exchanging the TOPO molecules and that this process 

leaves residual TOPO molecules in the capping as shows the QDP IR spectrum, 

Figure V.17, it is expected that the QDP surface presents a high number of 

defects. Besides, the PS-MA-BEE is bound to the Cd2+ atoms of the nanocrystal 

by the C=O group that presents a weaker binding energy than P=O group. The 

QD-PSMABEE binding energy is also reduced due to steric interactions between 

neighbouring polymer molecules that are larger than TOPO molecules.[364] Finally, 
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the styrene group interaction with QDs results in charge transfer quenching 

decreasing the average lifetime and PL intensity (counts/ms).[329]     

 In this sense, the sharper decrease of the QDP decay (τshort = 2.9 ± 0.2 ns) 

vs. QDTOPO one (τshort = 3.4 ± 0.1 ns) in the first nanoseconds reinforces the 

previous idea to ascribe this behaviour with the existence of QDs with surface 

defects that quench emission from band-edge exciton recombination. Where τshort 

is the average lifetime of the first three components of the multi-exponential fit. 

As the QD-polymer binding energy is lower than QD-TOPO, the loss of one 

ligand in solution is favoured leading to the appearance of trap states inside of the 

QDs band.[361] Likewise as at 482 nm the polymer is not excited, the shortening of 

the average lifetime could be also due to a QD-polymer hole transfer.[330] On the 

other hand the long component (τ4) is lengthened from (123 ± 5 ns) for QDTOPO 

to (149 ± 30 ns) for QDP, Table V.9. Taking into account that this slow 

component is attributed to surface charge states and trapping in the surrounding 

environment of the QD, the lengthening is in agreement with a charge-

transfer/hole-transfer process between particle surface and polymer.[330, 332] 

Table V.9. Results from multi-exponential decay analysis for area measurement over LB films at 

108 W cm-2. The reduced chi-square values, χ2, are all close to 1, indicating a good fit to each data 

set. Data obtained from measurements over at least 25 areas for each sample. 

 QDTOPO QDP

τ1 / ns 0.12 ± 0.04 0.22 ± 0.13 
f1 (%) 19 ±4 23 ± 5
τ2 / ns 1.9 ±0.1 2.2 ± 0.3  
f2 (%) 17 ±2 42 ± 6
τ3 / ns 9 ±1  7 ± 1 
f3 (%) 15 ± 2 29 ± 4
τ4 / ns 123 ±5  149 ± 30 
f4 (%) 48 ± 3 6 ± 2
τAV / ns 63 ± 3 15 ± 8 
Counts/ms 2.1 ± 0.5 0.41 ± 0.06
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Finally, when we compare the QDP decay in solution vs. deposited onto 

quartz, Figure V.59, the decrease in the first nanoseconds is slightly less sharp in 

solution due to a polarity medium effect. The solvent used is a mixture of 

chloroform and methanol (5:1), where the polar nature of the methanol 

diminishes the ligand-loss effects by stabilizing the surface charge states. Thus, 

surface traps and ligand-localized states are slightly minimized.[303, 364] 
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Figure V.59. Normalized PL decay curves for QDs in (chloroform : MeOH) solution at 10-6 M 

(pink line) and a QDs LB film at low concentration (π = 14 mN m-1) onto quartz substrate (black 

line). 

 In summary, the polymer capped-QDs allowed us to observe the effect of 

an inefficient surface passivation (defects) and the ligand nature on the QDs 

photoluminescence properties. 

 V.4.5. Imaging Characterization of mixed QD/PS-MA-BEE LB Films 

 The FLIM technique also offers the possibility of the observation of the 

fluorescence material deposited by FLIM images, i.e., it can be used to determine 

the distribution of surface luminescence at submicrometer resolution (~0.2 µm) 

fixed by the diffraction limit of the excitation light. These images show the 
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lifetime and intensity distributions. Thus, a colour-scale is assigned to decay times 

and the brightness to the amplitudes.[365].  

 It is important to note that the films were deposited onto quartz. 

Therefore, apart from the study of the material distribution, the preparation of the 

same films in different substrates: mica (hydrophilic) and quartz (more 

hydrophobic) allows us to compare the structures formed and the dewetting 

mechanism that occurs on the substrate after the LB deposition. 

 The experimental conditions used to take the FLIM images are briefly 

explained below. Areas measurements (80x80 μm2, 150x150 pixels, integration 

time of 1 ms per pixel) were carried out by using 482 nm excitation wavelength 

(5531 W/cm2 power excitation, 40 MHz repetition rate, 38 ps/channel resolution, 

objective x60 N.A. 1.2 with water immersion) with the band-pass 550-690 nm 

emission filter placed in front of avalanche photodiodes. 

V.4.5.1. QDTOPO/PS-MA-BEE Langmuir-Blodgett Films 

 We analyze the polymer structure onto quartz. At the excitation 

wavelength selected the polymer is not excited. Thus, the corresponding FLIM 

image only shows dark counts, see Figure V.60a. However, as can be seen in the 

AFM image of the polymer LB film shown in Figure V.60b. the morphology of 

the film is different that on mica or silicon but the height profile is similar, around 

10 nm vs 8 nm, respectively. On quartz the polymer forms vast areas while on 

mica or silicon forms stripes. This fact could be attributed to the different nature 

of substrates: mica/silicon (hydrophilic) and cleaned quartz (more hydrophobic), 

and therefore, a dewetting effect of polymer blocks.[41] It is necessary to note that 

the surface of the quartz substrate has a greater roughness than mica, due to the 

fact that it is a polished surface. Therefore, there is more error in the AFM height 

profile measurements on this substrate. 
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Figure V.60. FLIM (a) and AFM (b) images of the PS-MA-BEE LB film deposited at a surface 

pressure of 14 mN m-1 onto quartz. 

 As was mentioned, taking into account that the stripes formation occurs in 

both mica and silicon hydrophilic substrates, the different pattern observed for 

the polymer LB film onto the quartz slide can be attributed to the substrate 

surface properties. In fact, dewetting of thin polymer film on a heterogeneous 

substrate shows a much different manner and final structure from that on a 

homogenous substrate.[366, 367, 368] In our case, the quartz slides are polished and 

present a more hydrophobic surface than mica or silicon. Therefore, the physical 

small-scale surface heterogeneities, non-uniform roughness and less wettable 

regions, can act as nuclei lowering the excess free energy per unit area. Thus, this 

heterogeneity can induce the rupture of the film and therefore, promote the 

formation of random holes by heterogeneous nucleation dewetting in the spinodal 

regime.[366, 368] 

 If we turn to the FLIM images, we can observe that the adhesion of QDs 

directly onto quartz (Figure V.61a) is better than on mica. In spite of the different 

spatial resolution of the FLIM and TEM techniques a close-packed morphology is 

observed (Figure V.61b). These different techniques allow us to obtain distinct 

information about the QDs organization in the films at different scales. In the 

case of bilayers formed by the LB deposition of QDs on a polymer LB film, the 

homogeneity indicated by FLIM images (Figures V.61c and e) at long-scale is 

analogous to that of  TEM images at low-scale (Figures V.61d and f), showing a 
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more compact film when the surface pressure increases (Figures V.61e vs f). 

Moreover, comparing the intensity of the FLIM images for QDs (Figure V.61a) 

and bilayer (Figure V.61e) at the same surface pressure of QDs, the bilayer would 

show a similar coverage than QDs directly onto quartz but more emission 

intensity. This picture could indicate that the polymer could improve the QDs 

adhesion. However, the previous detailed study showed that the enhance emission 

in the bilayer system is due to a more regular QDs arrangement with lower 

amount of QD clustering.    

 
Figure V.61. FLIM (a) and TEM (b) images of a QDs LB film deposited at 30 mN m-1. FLIM and 

TEM images of a QDs LB film deposited at 9 mN m-1 (c, d) and 30 mN m-1 (e, f) onto a PS-MA-

BEE LB film.  
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 When we deposit the mixed QD/PS-MA-BEE films, the morphology of 

the aggregates observed changes. The AFM images (Figures V.62e, h and j) show 

the formation of circular-shape aggregates, whose diameter size decreases when 

the polymer mole fraction increases. As in the case of polymer film, the AFM 

image in Figure V.62e shows that at XP = 0.50 the quartz physical heterogeneities 

can promote the continuous breakup of the film into holes.[368] While the circular 

domain formation, observed by AFM for samples above XP > 0.50, is consistent 

with the spinodal dewetting mechanism proposed in the case of mica substrate, 

see Figures V.62h and j. However, the aggregates formed onto quartz present a 

different size, although the AFM roughness (Figures V.62e, h and j) is similar and 

close to 3-4 nm, approximately the QDs diameter. A possible explanation for the 

formation of circular aggregates with smaller size, Table V.10, could be that as the 

quartz is more hydrophobic than mica, cohesive interactions between the film and 

the substrate predominate.[369] 

Table V.10. Average values of the domains (dots) of QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed LB films deposited 

at π = 14 mN m-1 onto mica and quartz substrates obtained from AFM measurements. 

 Mica Quartz

XP size / μm XP size / μm

0.96 1.10 ± 0.35 0.98 0.07 ± 0.05

0.99 0.52 ± 0.23 0.99 0.18 ± 0.17

 

*Reported values are averages and error represents the standard deviation determined from at least 

25 surface features. 

 Moreover, the FLIM intensity (counts) indicates that when the polymer 

concentration increases the intensity decreases, due to the fact that there are less 

quantity of fluorescence material, QDs; and also maybe, the high polymer mole 

fraction could affect the QDs luminescence. In fact, the photoluminescence 

measurements in solution showed a possible quenching from the polymer due to 

aromatic rings, [329] Figure V.37. 
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Figure V.62. FLIM, TEM and AFM images of mixed QD/PS-MA-BEE LB films deposited at a 

surface pressure of 14 mN m-1 for different polymer mole fractions: 0.35 (a, b); 0.5 (c, d, e); 0.98 

(f, g, h); and 0.99 (i, j). The substrate for FLIM and AFM images was polished quartz wafers. 

 When the surface pressure is increased until 30 mN m-1. The FLIM and 

TEM images presented in Figure V.63 show more dense films. It is important to 

note that in contrast with low surface coverage, 14 mN m-1 (Figure V.62), at high 

surface pressure, 30 mN m-1, the FLIM images brightness is similar when polymer 
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mole fraction increases until exceed 0.65, from Figures V.63a, c and e to Figure 

V.63g with XP =0.96. 

 
Figure V.63. FLIM and TEM images of mixed QD/PS-MA-BEE LB films deposited at a surface 

pressure of 30 mN m-1 for different polymer mole fractions: 0.35 (a, b); 0.5 (c, d); 0.65 (e, f); and 

0.96 (g). The substrate for FLIM images was polished quartz wafers. 
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 Finally, in reference to the lifetime scales showed in the FLIM images, 

built in fast FLIM mode, they only indicate that the lifetimes are in the same range 

order. For a detailed study, it is necessary to modify the measurement conditions, 

mainly, laser intensity, repetition rate and channel resolution as was done in the 

PL dynamics analysis. 

 V.4.5.2. QDP/PS-MA-BEE Langmuir-Blodgett Films 

 In the case of LB films built with the PS-MA-BEE-capped QDs, the 

morphologies observed by FLIM are different than in TOPO-capped QDs. On 

the one hand, the pure QDP and mixed QDP/PS-MA-BEE (XP =0.50) LB films 

show a structure of rafts or blocks, see Figures V.64a and c. However, when the 

polymer mole fraction increases in the mixture (Figures V.64d and e) the shape of 

aggregates is better defined. As it was previously observed on mica (Figure V.22), 

domains are formed (Figure V.64d) by nucleation and growth of holes dewetting 

mechanism.[44] These FLIM and TEM images correspond to a mixed film with a 

polymer molar fraction of 0.99.     
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Figure V.64. FLIM and TEM images of pure QDP (a, b) and mixed QDP/PS-MA-BEE LB films 

deposited at a surface pressure of 14 mN m-1. For the mixed systems the polymer mole fractions 

were: 0.5 (c); and 0.99 (d, e). The substrates for FLIM images were polished quartz wafers. 

 It is relevant to note that the intensity (counts) observed in the samples 

with QDP (Figure V.64) is lower than for QDTOPO (Figure V.62). This observation 

could be attributed to a loss in the luminescence properties with the ligand 

exchange [8] due to a possible loss in the surface passivation (creating traps) and 

the effect of polymer aromatic rings as quenchers of CdSe QDs emission [329]. 
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 Finally, the use of another substrate for the LB deposition has allowed us 

to highlight the influence of the physical surface heterogeneities of the substrate 

on the film dewetting mechanism.  
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VI. Chemically converted Graphene 

In recent years, graphene has received enormous interest due to its unique 

properties, such as high thermal conductivity, great Young modulus and high 

intrinsic carrier mobility. More than other materials, graphene exhibits important 

fundamental physical phenomena like the anomalous integer quantum Hall effect 

at room temperature and the fractional one at low temperatures. Due to its 

remarkable properties,[28, 156, 157, 370-372] graphene and its derivatives are promising 

candidates for the fabrication of electronic devices,[373] or reinforced filler in 

composites and in medicine[27]. However, these unique properties are associated 

with monolayer sheets. Therefore, the challenge is to obtain good quality 

monolayers of graphene in large quantities. 

 In this sense, similar to other materials, the success of graphene in 

technological applications is related to the availability of production methods for 

the synthesis of large quantities of material at low cost. The main challenge in the 

production of graphene is the reduction of the aggregation by π-π stacking. 

Currently, there are three main routes to produce high-quality graphene flakes: 

micromechanical exfoliation,[374] chemical vapour deposition (CVD) of 

hydrocarbons on metal substrates,[375] and thermal reduction of silicon carbide[376]. 

Micromechanical exfoliation gives samples with the highest charge carrier 

mobility[377] although the process is time consuming. The other routes require very 

high temperatures and/or ultrahigh vacuum, thus that the production of graphene 

monolayers at sufficient scale and low cost remains a challenge. The alternative at 

these physical methods are the different chemical routes based on the synthesis of 

the material. One of them is the longitudinal "unzipping" of carbon nanotubes 

route by treatment with KMnO4 
[378, 379] that could afford bulk quantities of 

graphene nanoribbons whose width depends on carbon nanotubes diameter and 

its scalability has yet to be demonstrated[158]. Another alternative and exciting 

method is the "total organic synthesis" that proposes the graphene building with 
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benzene-based macromolecules. The major advance in this way is the synthesis of 

nanoribbon-like polyacyclic hydrocarbons (PAHs) up to 12 nm in length.[380] The 

challenges in this approach are focused on the achievement of dispersibility and 

planar morphology for large PAHs and its electronic characterization, thus this 

technique could offer a ground-up synthesis of graphene.[29, 156] 

Other approach proposed by several authors[29, 381-383] is the graphite liquid-

phase exfoliation in organic solvents (e.g. N,N-dimethylformamide, 

tetrahydrofuran, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone, ethylene glycol) or water but although 

the graphene obtained has good quality, its concentration and the percentage of 

graphene monolayer in the solution are too low [384]. This process can be assisted 

by the addition of surfactants[385, 386] or metal ions such as potassium [387] that act as 

intercalation compounds.  

 Finally, the preparation of graphene  based on the chemical oxidation of 

graphite followed by a reduction process, is considered one of the most attractive 

routes to obtain graphene, because it is a low-cost, versatile for processing and 

chemical functionalization and scalable method.[157] However, chemical oxidation 

disrupts the electronic structure of graphene by introducing carbonyl, epoxy and 

hydroxyl groups in the network.[388] The reduction cannot remove the structural 

defects introduced by the oxidation process, and these defects disrupt the band 

structure and degrade the electronic properties of graphene. However, it can be 

used to prepare conductive and mechanical resistant composite materials,[389] 

flexible coatings,[161] gas molecular sensors[390] or even TEM transparent 

supports[391]. 

Furthermore the reduced graphite oxide tends to agglomerate making 

further processing difficult. The reduction with the assistance of different 

stabilizers [28, 392-394] is an alternative route to obtain good quality graphene sheets. 

When the stabilizer is a surfactant such as dodecylbenzene sulphonate,[393]
 the 

surfactant molecule not only plays an important role in controlling the exfoliation 
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of graphite oxide but also functionalizes the graphene sheets. The functionalized 

sheets can be used in several applications such as solar energy storage [29] or Li-ion 

batteries[395]. Moreover, non-covalent functionalization of graphene is an 

alternative approach to modify the material properties allowing a better processing 

and interactions with other compounds without altering the chemical structure of 

graphene.[396]  

On the other hand, the graphene oxide (GO) or its derivatives are 

presented as a promising route with significant economic advantages in the large 

scale production of polymer nanocomposites. The polymer/graphene composites 

are based on the use of graphene derivatives as nanofillers to improve the 

mechanical, electrical, thermal and optic properties.[389, 397] Depending on polymer 

type and reducer agent the GO reduction can be carried out in situ or previously, 

in order to avoid the polymer reduction. Moreover, if the chemically converted 

graphene has functional groups that are reactive with the polymer, interfacial 

interactions between polymer and RGO sheet surface can occur obtaining water-

dispersible graphene.[398] The adhesion between graphene and polymers is also an 

important factor to be considered in designing composite materials. Thus, if thin 

layers of electrically conductive graphene can be deposited on polymer surfaces, 

flexible displays, thin-film transistors and photovoltaic devices will be made 

possible.[389] 

In this chapter, we present the results corresponding to the study of the 

effect of the zwitterionic surfactant dodecyl dimethyl ammonium propane 

sulphonate (DDPS) on the quality of the reduced graphite oxide (RGO). The 

advantage of this approach is that the zwitterionic surfactants exhibit greater 

adsorption onto hydrophobic surfaces such as graphite than the ionic 

surfactants,[399, 400] therefore, we expect that the functionalization of RGO with 

DDPS provides better quality of the RGO sheets than that obtained with ionic 

surfactants. On the other hand, the charged groups of DDPS molecules attached 
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on RGO can bind metal cations[29] and different kind of polymers[282, 401-402] 

producing nanocomposites with potential applications in the construction of 

photovoltaic devices[29] and sensors,[30] respectively. Moreover, the zwitterionic 

surfactants present higher tolerance to extreme pH, strong electrolytes, and 

oxidizing and reducing agents than the ionic ones,[399] therefore they have utility in 

the fabrication of devices subjected to extreme conditions. 

To evaluate the quality of the reduced sheets we use the criteria proposed 

by Luo et al.[403] These criteria consist in analyzing simultaneously the reduction 

degree, the defect repair degree and the electric conductivity of the obtained 

graphitic material by using AFM, X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), UV-

vis absorption spectroscopy, Micro-Raman spectroscopy and electric conductivity 

measurements. We are also interested in exploring the effect of the reducer agent 

on the quality of the reduced graphite oxide flakes and on the functionalization 

process of the RGO. With this objective in mind we have selected two reducer 

agents, hydrazine and Vitamin C. Hydrazine is one of the most widely used 

reducer agents of GO and renders good quality RGO sheets [403] while Vitamin C 

has been proposed as substitute for hydrazine as non-toxic reagent. Previous 

results have demonstrated that Vitamin C is a good reducer agent of GO and 

renders flakes with less structural defects than hydrazine,[404-408] but a simultaneous 

analysis of the reduction and defect repair degrees and electric conductivity has 

not yet been done. Therefore, we analyze the quality of the RGO obtained by 

reduction with Vitamin C using the Luo's criteria [403] not only the sp2 character of 

the RGO. In addition, we have analyzed the effect of the reducer agents on the 

functionalization of the RGO samples by the surfactant DDPS. To the best of 

our knowledge, it is the first time that the effect of the reducer agent on the 

functionalization of RGO sheets has been studied.  

On the other hand, the implementation of graphene obtained by chemical 

reduction of GO into device fabrication processes requires an uniform and 
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reproducible deposition methodology. Several techniques such as drop-casting[162] 

or spin-coating[162, 163] have been used to obtain graphene films onto solid wafers. 

However, these methodologies often result in non-uniform film thickness on 

solid substrates.[156] An effective method to obtain well defined sheets deposited 

onto solid wafer can be the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique. This methodology 

has been successfully used to transfer water-insoluble molecules[3, 111] or 

nanomaterials[304, 409] from the air-water interface onto solids and presents several 

advantages since it allows a great control of the interparticle distance and, 

consequently, of the interparticle interactions. Recently this technique has been 

used for deposition of graphene oxide[76] and multilayered films of graphene 

sheets[75]. Therefore, we use the LB methodology to deposit no collapsed sheets of 

the different RGO samples. The morphology and quality of the LB deposited 

sheets were studied by means of atomic force microscopy (AFM), field emission 

scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) and Micro-Raman spectroscopy. 

VI.1. Oxidation and Reduction Procedures of Graphitic Material

 In order to set the approaches selected, a run-through of the main existent 

methodologies for graphene oxide production and its reduction are presented.  

VI.1.1. Graphite Oxide Production 

 The first approach for the graphite oxide (GO) obtaining was developed 

by B.C. Brodie in 1859. The reaction performed was based on the addition of  

potassium chlorate (KClO3) to a slurry of graphite flakes in fuming nitric acid 

(HNO3).
[410] Nearly 40 years after, L. Staudenmaier improved Brodie's KClO3-

fuming HNO3 preparation by adding the chlorate in multiple aliquots over the 

course of the reaction and also, with the addition of concentrated sulfuric acid, to 

increase the acidity of the mixture, rather than in a single addition as in the 

Brodie's method. This slight change in the procedure resulted in an overall extent 

of oxidation similar to Brodie's multiple oxidation approach, but performed more 

practically in a single reaction vessel.[411] In this procedure, nitric acid reacts 
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strongly with aromatic carbon surfaces resulting in the formation of various 

oxide-containing species including carboxyls, lactones and ketones with the 

liberation of gaseous NO2 and/or N2O4 and ClO2. Likewise, potassium chlorate is 

a strong oxidizing agent and an in situ source of oxygen, which acts as the reactive 

species.[412] 

 Later, in 1958, Hummers and Offeman developed an alternative oxidation 

method by reacting graphite with a mixture of potassium permanganate (KMnO4), 

sodium nitrate (NaNO3) and concentrated sulfuric acid (H2SO4), achieving similar 

levels of oxidation.[413] In this case, although permanganate is an oxidant, the 

active species is, in fact, diamanganese heptoxide formed from the reaction of 

potassium permanganate with sulfuric acid. The bimetallic heptoxide is far more 

reactive than its monometallic tetraoxide counterpart, and is known to detonate 

when heated to temperatures greater than 55 ºC or when placed in contact with 

organic compounds, therefore, the mixture is carried out over an ice-bath.[414-415] 

 Though others have developed slightly modified versions in the last 

decade, these three methods comprise the primary routes for obtaining GO, and 

little about them has changed. Importantly, it has since been demonstrated that 

the products of these reactions show strong variance, depending not only on the 

particular oxidants used, but also on the graphite source and reaction conditions. 

In fact, the slight modifications proposed are based on the change of the reactive 

quantities or ratios, reaction times and the sum of pre-oxidation stages (e.g. a 

graphite treatment with H2SO4/K2S2O8/P2O5)
[416] in order to obtain a carbon 

material more oxidized. Several efforts have been carried out in this line in these 

recent years. One of these modifications is the use of KMnO4 and a 9:1 mixture 

of concentrated H2SO4/H3PO4 avoiding the NaNO3 addition, whose advantages 

are that the protocol for running the reaction does not involve a large exothermal 

step, produces no toxic gas (NO2 and/or N2O4) and yields a higher fraction of 

well-oxidized hydrophilic carbon material.[417] 
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 Generally, the main graphite source used in this reaction is flake graphite 

since it contains numerous defects in its structure that can serve as seed points for 

the oxidation process.[418] 

Synthesis and purification of Graphite Oxide. The GO was prepared by using 

a slight modification of the Hummers’ oxidation method [413] from natural graphite 

flakes. The modification has as objective to achieve GO samples with a greater 

oxidation degree than that obtained by the Hummers' method. In a typical 

procedure, 1 g of graphite, 0.5 g of NaNO3 and 23 mL of H2SO4 (98%w) were 

mixed in an ice-bath. While agitation, 3 g of KMnO4 were slowly added 

controlling that the temperature not exceed of 20ºC. Then, the solution was 

warmed to 35ºC with a water-bath and maintained at that temperature overnight. 

In contrast to Hummers' which spend 30 min in this oxidation process, in our 

procedure, to achieve a more oxidized material (GO), the reactive solution 

(NaNO3/ H2SO4/ KMnO4/graphite) was stirred at 35ºC overnight until form a 

thick paste (Figure VI.1). Next, 46 mL of water was slowly added and the 

temperature of the suspension reached to 98ºC. The temperature and agitation 

were maintained during 30 minutes. After this time, the suspension was diluted 

with warm water (100ºC) to 140 mL and treated with 20 mL of H2O2 (30%w), 

turning the colour of the suspension from dark brown to yellow (Figure VI.1). 

Finally, the suspension was filtered, when was still warm to avoid the precipitation 

of the soluble salt of mellitic acid, and washed with warm water. The filter cake 

was dispersed in water.  

 

Figure VI.1. Photographs of different stages of the graphite oxidation process: (a) Stirring the 

reactive solution (NaNO3/ H2SO4/ KMnO4/graphite) (brown colour); (b) the brownish grey thick 

a b c d 
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paste oxidized after overnight; (c) addition of H2O2 turning the solution to yellow; and (d) the GO 

obtained after the purification step. 

In order to obtain high quality GO we use a centrifugation-based 

purification procedure published elsewhere.[76] Thus, the GO filter cake was 

dispersed in water by mechanical agitation, and centrifugated at 1000 rpm (90g) 

for 3-5 times, allowing to remove the biggest (visible) particles. The supernatant 

was treated with high-speed centrifugation at 5000 rpm (3750g) for 15 min, in 

order to eliminate the small GO particles and the water-soluble products of the 

oxidation process. Finally, the supernatant was centrifuged at 10000 rpm (8163g) 

for 15 min to separate the GO sediment, which was then dried  at 40 ºC over 

phosphorus pentoxide in vacuum.[413]  

The GO samples were characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) and the results are reported in Table VI.1. The C1s core-level spectrum of 

GO was fitted by three components centred at 284.8, 286.3 and 288.6 eV, being 

the first two more intense than the third one (Figure VI.2a, Table VI.1). These 

peaks are assigned to C-C bonds in aromatic networks, to C-O bonds in alcohols 

or epoxy groups and to COO- structures, respectively. In addition, the O1s core-

level spectrum shows two peaks at 531.4 and 533.6 eV (Figure VI.2b). The first 

one is assigned to oxygen in C=O groups while the later comes from C-O bonds 

and it is more intense than the first one. This observation indicates that the epoxy 

and hydroxyl groups are the major components, in agreement with results 

previously obtained.[419]  
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Figure VI.2. The C1s (a) and O1s (b) core-level spectra of graphite oxide (GO). 

The O/C ratio value calculated from XPS was 0.62. This value is higher 

than the values found in the literature comprised between 0.37 and 0.53.[165, 392, 405-

407] This fact confirms that the method used in this work allows us to obtain a 

more oxidized material (GO) than those reported by other oxidation procedures.        
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Table VI.1. Binding energies (eV) and O/C, N/C and S/C surface atomic ratios of graphitic 

samples. 

Sample C1s S2p N1s O/C N/C S/C 

GO 

284.8 (49 ± 2) 

286.9 (45 ± 2) 

288.6 (6 ± 0.5) 

- - 0.618 - - 

RGO 
Hydrazine 

284.8 (63 ± 2) 

286.3 (22 ± 2) 

287.7 (8 ± 1) 

289.3 (7 ± 0.5) 

- 400.0 0.119 0.039 - 

RGO 
Hydrazine 

(DDPS) 

284.8 (82 ± 1) 

286.3 (16 ± 0.5) 

289.0 (2 ± 0.5) 

167.8 
399.8 (60 ± 1) 

401.9 (40 ± 1)
0.190 0.004 0.002 

RGO 
Vitamin C 

284.8 (67 ± 1) 

286.4(29 ± 0.4 ) 

288.9 (4 ± 0.2) 

- - 0.339 - - 

RGO 
Vitamin C 
(DDPS) 

284.8 (77 ± 6) 

286.2 (20 ± 3) 

289.0 (3 ± 0.5) 

168.6 402.2 0.209 0.006 0.006 

DDPS 
284.8 (82) 

286.2 (18) 
167.5 402.3 0.183 0.056 0.056 

 

VI.1.2. Reduction of Graphite Oxide  

 As it was mentioned, the GO is an electrically insulating material due to its 

disrupted sp2 bonding network, thus, the next step is its reduction to partially 

restore the network and therefore its electrical conductivity. The reduction can be 

achieved through chemical, thermal or electrochemical reduction pathways. In our 

case, the reduction was carried out by chemical reaction of GO with hydrazine 

and Vitamin C. 

Chemical Reduction. There are several reducer agents proposed to carry out the 

chemical reduction of GO. However, the most common used is the hydrazine 
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monohydrate (N2H4).

[165] While most strong reducers have slight to very strong 

reactivity with water, hydrazine monohydrate does not, making it an attractive 

option for reducing aqueous dispersions of GO. Although the mechanism of this 

reaction remains unclear, several mechanistic routes have been proposed. In all 

these routes, the hydrazine mainly attacks the epoxide groups forming diazene 

and in some points introducing residual nitrogen functionality on the carbon 

network.[165, 420] The de-epoxidation occurs in three steps: in the first, hydrazine 

(N2H4) attacks the carbon of epoxide from the back side of the epoxide ring 

opening the ring. Second, the C-C bond of the intermediate 1 rotates to bring the 

hydrazine group (-H2NNH2) attached to the opposite side of the oxygen close to 

the oxygen. Then one H-atom transfers from the hydrazine group to the oxygen 

of epoxide, forming a hydrazino alcohol intermediate 2. Third, another H of 

intermediate 2 transfers from the hydrazino group (-HNNH2) to the hydroxyl 

group (-OH). This gives a water molecule (H2O), a cis-diazene (cis-N2H2), and the 

deoxygenated product. 
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Scheme VI.1. Proposed reduction mechanism of GO by hydrazine (Adapted from Gao, 2009[420]). 
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 Alternative reagents to hydrazine have been proposed, although the 

reduction degree achieved does not exceed the hydrazine results. An example is 

the use of borohydride, NaBH4, that is most effective at reducing C=O species, 

but has lower to moderate efficacy in the reduction of epoxides and carboxylic 

acids. Additional alcohols are the principal impurities that are generated during 

this reduction process as a result of the hydrolysis of the boronic ester.[421] Other 

reducers have been used for the chemical formation of graphene including 

hydroquinone,[421, 422] gaseous hydrogen (after thermal expansion),[423] sulfur-

containing compounds,[424] aluminum powder [425] and strongly alkaline solutions 

(NaOH, KOH or NH3) 
[426, 427]. Reduction by hydrogen proved to be effective, 

while hydroquinone and alkaline solutions tend to be inferior to stronger reducers, 

such as hydrazine and sodium borohydride, based on published results. Reduction 

in organic solvents have been also proposed as the reduction with 

trioctylphosphine (TOP) acting as a reducing agent and an aggregation-prevention 

surfactant, but achieving a reduction efficiency similar to hydrazine.[428] 

 An alternative route for an environmental friendly chemical reduction of 

GO, is the use of "green" reducing agents such as Vitamin C; reducing sugars 

such as glucose, fructose or sucrose;[429] hydrolyzable tannins;[430] tea 

polyphenols[431] or L-glutathione[432]. Among them, Vitamin C (L-ascorbic acid) has 

demonstrated reproducible results and a reduction efficiency equal to hydrazine. 

Mechanism proposed [433] for the chemical reduction of GO is speculated as two-

step SN2 nucleophilic reactions followed by one step of thermal elimination. The 

electron withdrawing five-member ring of L-ascorbic acid makes the hydroxyls 

more acidic, so L-ascorbic acid is ready to dissociate two protons, functioning as a 

nucleophile where the endiol structure (HO-A-OH) evolves to diketone 

(O=A=O) in the oxidize form. The GO contains mainly two types of reactive 

species, including epoxide and hydroxyl groups. In the case of epoxide, it could be 

opened by the oxygen anion of L-ascorbic acid (HOAO-) with a SN2 nucleophilic 

attack. The reduction may be followed by a back-side SN2 nucleophilic attack 
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with release of H2O, resulting in the formation of an intermediate. Finally, the 

intermediate may undergo a thermal elimination, leading to formation of RGO. 

The ascorbic acid is oxidized into dehydroascorbic acid (O=A=O). The reduction 

of hydroxyls is similar to the case of epoxide. The hydroxyls could be displaced by 

the oxygen anions of L-ascorbic acid (-OAO-) with a back-side SN2 nucleophilic 

attack twice, which are subsequently reduced further by thermal elimination. A 

similar mechanism is also applied in the polyphenol reducing agents, as an 

example the proposed mechanism for epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) is 

shown,[431] in which gallolyl-derived orthoquinone is formed as byproduct.  
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Scheme VI.2. Proposed reduction mechanism of GO by L-ascorbic acid (Adapted from Gao, 

2010[433]). 
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Scheme VI.3. Proposed reduction mechanism of GO by EGCG (Adapted from Liao, 2011[431]). 
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 Alternative approaches to chemical reduction are the thermal and the 

electrochemical reduction. The thermally-mediated reduction employs an 

annealing step where the oxide functionality from the surface is stripped by 

directly heating GO in a furnace at temperatures between 150-1100 ºC. This step 

can be performed with other reduction approaches as a last stage in order to 

improve the reduction efficiency and the quality of the RGO structure.[427] Several 

approaches combine high temperatures with an atmosphere of Ar/H2 
[420] or even 

with an acetylene-assisted reduction, using this compound as a supplemental 

carbon source to repair substantial defects within GO sheets [434]. The last method 

for the reduction of GO relies on the electrochemical removal of the oxygen 

functionalities. Firstly thin films of GO are deposited onto a substrate. After 

deposition on a variety of substrates such as glass, plastic, ITO, etc., electrodes 

were placed at opposite ends of the film and linear sweep voltammetry was run in 

a sodium phosphate buffer. Reduction began at -0.60 V and reached a maximum 

at -0.87 V. Rapid reduction was observed during the first 300 s, followed by a 

reduced rate of reduction up to 2000 s, and finally a decrease to background 

current levels up to 5000 s. A priori this method could avoid the use of dangerous 

reducers (e.g. hydrazine) and the need to dispose of the by-products.[435] 

 Focusing on the chemical reduction of the GO obtained, we perform two 

different routes: a chemical route and a chemical-colloidal route (Figure VI.3). In 

the first one, we use the following reducer agents: hydrazine and Vitamin C in 

aqueous solution. On the other, we add a surfactant, DDPS, in the GO reaction 

medium before the reduction step in order to improve the exfoliation stage. The 

reduction was carried out with the same reducer agents. 
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Figure VI.3. Photographs of aqueous dispersions of the starting material, GO, (1) and RGO 

obtained by reduction with: hydrazine (2); hydrazine with DDPS surfactant (3); Vitamin C (4) and 

Vitamin C with DDPS surfactant (5). 

VI.1.2.1. Chemical Reduction of GO with Hydrazine  

 The GO (1 mg mL-1, sonication 1 h) was reduced with hydrazine in water 

by the Stankovich’s method.[165] The hydrazine ratio was 0.02 mL per 1 mg GO 

and the reaction was maintained at 100ºC during 24 h. The reduced product was 

filtered and washed with water and methanol. It is important to note that the 

reduced dispersion is only stable a few weeks, after which, the RGO sheets 

precipitated.  

 For comparative purposes, the GO reduction was also carried out by 

exposure of GO LB deposited sheets to hydrazine vapour (0.1 mL) during 18 h at 

room temperature [76] in a closed homemade container. To deposit the GO sheets 

by LB method, we prepared the GO Langmuir monolayer by spreading the GO 

dispersion in MeOH:H2O (5:1 v/v, sonication 30 min) on the air-water 

interface.[76] The GO sheets were transferred by symmetric barrier compression 

(50 mm min-1) with the substrate into the trough by vertically dipping it up at 2 

mm min-1 and then it was reduced by hydrazine vapour and later rinsed with water 

and dried in an oven for 1 h (80ºC).  
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VI.1.2.2. Chemical Reduction of GO with Vitamin C  

 To reduce the GO with Vitamin C, the pH of the GO aqueous 

dispersions (0.1 mg mL-1, sonication time 1 h) was adjusted to 9-10 with an 

ammonia solution of 25% and then, the reducer agent, Vitamin C (2 mM) was 

added. The reactive solution was heated at 95ºC during 15 min.[405] The reduced 

dispersion was processed by filtration with a PVDF membrane (0.2 µm pore size) 

supplied by Filter-lab. 

 In this case, the reduction aqueous dispersion formed by the RGO 

samples obtained from GO reduced by Vitamin C was stable during several 

months.  

VI.1.2.3. Chemical Reduction of GO assisted by the Surfactant DDPS  

 The chemical reduction was carried out in the presence of the DDPS 

surfactant by using GO dispersed in surfactant solutions and the reduction 

procedures previously described. Thus, the concentration of the reducers, 

hydrazine and Vitamin C, and their respective reaction conditions (temperature 

and time) were kept.  

 To form the GO/surfactant dispersion, first we prepared a stable water 

dispersion of GO (0.5 mg mL-1) by ultrasonic treatment (1 h) exfoliating the GO. 

Next, the surfactant was added and the dispersion was mechanically stirred during 

2 h and finally again sonicated (1 h). In order to optimize the reduction of GO, 

the DDPS concentration was modified above and below the CMC (1.1 mg mL-1) 
[174]. Surfactant concentrations below the CMC did not give stable dispersions, in 

contrast surfactant solutions with concentrations above 2 mg mL-1 gave rise to 

small precipitates after a few days. Therefore, we keep the surfactant 

concentration in 1.7 mg mL-1 which is twice the CMC of DDPS and form stable 

and clear GO dispersions during a few weeks. This result indicates that the 

optimum surfactant concentration value required to stabilize the GO dispersion is 
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close to the CMC,  in good agreement with results observed for ionic 

surfactants.[385] 

After reduction, the RGO sample was filtered and then, washed with 

water and methanol, to remove free molecules of surfactant. Thus, the sample was 

washed until the disappearance of foam in the washing solvent. Finally the RGO 

was dried and stored in vacuum. 

It is important to note for the storage and processability of RGO aqueous 

dispersions, that these surfactant-RGO dispersions are stable during one year. A 

comparison of the different RGO-dispersions, stored after one year, are shown in 

Figure VI.4, where one can observe a clear RGO agglomeration in the case of 

hydrazine reduction and an initial destabilization for the Vitamin C. This fact 

indicates that the surfactant could be adsorbed onto the sheets, stabilizing them 

by both steric and electrical repulsions.  

 
Figure VI.4. Photographs of aqueous dispersions taken after one year of the RGO reactive media 

obtained by reduction with: hydrazine (1); hydrazine with DDPS surfactant (2); Vitamin C (3) and 

Vitamin C with DDPS surfactant (4). 

VI.2. RGO samples: Characterization and Langmuir-Blodgett 

Deposition 

VI.2.1. Characterization of RGO samples 

 In this section, we present the characterization of the different samples 

obtained by chemical reduction. Therefore, we analyze the quality of the RGO 

1 2 3 4
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flakes by means of UV-vis and XPS measurements previous to the RGO 

deposition. 

 We evaluate the efficiency of the reducer agents by analyzing the position 

of the maximum of the UV-vis absorption spectra of the different samples 

(Figure VI.5). The maximum position values of the UV-vis spectra are reported in 

Table VI.2. For GO, one can see that the position of the maximum is centred at 

230 nm, in agreement with the literature values.[75] After reduction, the absorption 

peak red shifts to 264 nm and 265 nm for reduction with hydrazine and Vitamin 

C, respectively. It is known that the GO reduction causes a red shift in the 

absorption maximum,[75] so that our observations indicate that both the Vitamin C 

and hydrazine are good reducer agents of GO and that reduction achieved is 

similar for the two reducer agents.   
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Figure VI.5. UV-vis absorption spectra of aqueous dispersions of the starting material, GO, and 

RGO obtained by reduction with: hydrazine (a); hydrazine with DDPS surfactant (b); Vitamin C 

(c) and Vitamin C with DDPS surfactant (d). 
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As the position of the maximum of the UV-vis spectra is a qualitative 

indicator, the X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was employed to analyze 

the reduction degree of the RGO samples in a quantitative way.  

Table VI.2. UV-vis absorption peak position for aqueous GO solutions and different RGO 

samples dissolved in chloroform. The concentration was kept constant in 0.1 mg mL-1. Percentage 

of C (sp2) and the Raman intensity ratio values found for different graphitic samples. Electric 

conductivity values of the different RGO paper-like films. 

 

Figure VI.6a displays the C1s core-level spectra of different samples. The 

asymmetric peak of the C1s was fitted to three or four components centred at 

284.8 eV (aromatic sp2), 286.9 eV (C-O), 287.7 eV (C=O) and 290 eV (O-C=O), 

respectively.[392] Results obtained for the different samples are summarized in 

Table VI.1. Each reported value is the average over at least three spectra, and the 

standard deviation of these measurements was considered the experimental error. 

From data reported in Table VI.1 and Figure VI.6a, it can be seen that the most 

significant change after the GO reduction is the increase of the sp2 component, 

indicating an increase of the proportion of reduced carbons upon the reduction. 

The value of the sp2 component found for RGO reduced by hydrazine is in good 

agreement with those obtained by other authors.[403, 433, 436] Our results also show 

similar sp2 component for samples reduced by hydrazine and Vitamin C, in good 

agreement with results in the literature.[405] Moreover, results in Table VI.2 indicate 

Sample λ max / nm % C (sp2) ID/IG Conductivity / S m-1 
Graphite Oxide 230 ± 2 49 ± 1 1.42 insulator 

RGO 
Hydrazine 

264 ± 2 63 ± 2 --- 241 ± 29 

RGO 
Hydrazine vapour 

--- --- 1.99 --- 

RGO 
Hydrazine 

(DDPS) 
268 ± 2 82 ± 1 1.45 484 ± 58 

RGO 
Vitamin C 

265 ± 2 67 ± 1 0.67 37 ± 4 

RGO  
Vitamin C 
(DDPS) 

266 ± 2 77 ± 6 0.92 580 ± 70 
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that the O/C atomic ratio of RGO sample reduced by Vitamin C is higher than 

for the sample reduced by hydrazine, Table VI.1. The increase of the O/C ratio 

can be due to the formation of hydrogen bonds between the oxidized product of 

Vitamin C and the residual oxygen on the RGO.[406]  

 
Figure VI.6. (a) The C1s core-level spectra of graphite oxide (GO), and RGO samples reduced 

with: hydrazine; hydrazine dissolved in DDPS; Vitamin C and Vitamin C dissolved in DDPS 

solutions. (b) The N1s core-level spectra of dodecyl dimethyl ammonium propane sulphonate 

(DDPS) and RGO samples reduced with: Vitamin C dissolved in DDPS solutions, hydrazine 

dissolved in DDPS solutions and hydrazine. 

We also recorded the N1s core-level spectra of different chemically 

reduced graphite samples. Figure VI.6b shows the spectra of these samples. It is 

interesting to note that the N1s for RGO reduced with hydrazine presents one 

peak centred at 400 eV while no N1s peak was detected for the RGO reduced by 

Vitamin C. It is well documented that the reduction of the epoxy groups at the 

edges of the GO network using hydrazine is blocked by the formation of the 

hydrazino alcohol,[433] so that the XPS peak at 400 eV can be ascribed to the 
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nitrogen atoms (R2N

-, amine nitrogen) attached to the RGO sheets,[437] as shown 

scheme VI.4.  
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Scheme VI.4. One of the possible steps in the reduction mechanism of GO with hydrazine that 

results in the attachment of nitrogen atoms to the RGO sheets. 

On the other hand, we also analyzed the efficiency of the reduction 

process for the two reducer agents dissolved in surfactant solutions by analyzing 

both, the UV-absorption spectrum and the C1s core-level spectra, Table VI.2 and 

Figure VI.6a, respectively. As can be seen, using these reducer agents the peak 

positions of the UV-vis absorption spectra are also red shifted respect to the 

spectrum of GO (Table VI.2) indicating that a good reduction is achieved in the 

presence of the surfactant. Moreover, by comparing with the spectra of RGO 

samples obtained without surfactant, the red shift is greater, indicating that the 

surfactant seems to improve the reduction efficiency. To confirm this picture the 

XPS spectra of these samples were recorded. The C1s core-level spectra, Figure 

VI.6a, are decomposed into three peaks centred at 284.8 eV (aromatic sp2), 286.9 

eV (C-O), and 290 eV (O-C=O), respectively.[392] When we compare the 

percentage of Csp2 for RGO samples reduced in the absence of surfactant with 

those obtained in the presence of surfactant molecules (Tables VI.1 and 2) we can 

conclude that the surfactant improves the reduction of the GO. This fact can be 

due to the exfoliation effect carried out by the surfactant molecules attached to 

the GO network.  
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 To corroborate the functionalization of the RGO flakes by the surfactant 

DDPS we recorded the XPS spectra of the different samples. Figure VI.6b 

presents the N1s core-level spectra of the samples. As can be seen in the Figure 

VI.6b the RGO samples prepared in surfactant solutions present two peaks 

centred at 402 eV and  168 eV. In order to assign these peaks we compare these 

spectra with the XPS spectrum of the surfactant DDPS. For comparison Figure 

VI.6b presents the surfactant DDPS spectrum among the RGO spectra. The N1s 

core-level spectrum of the  DDPS surfactant shows a symmetric peak centred at a 

binding energy of 402.3 eV which is similar to that recorded for RGO samples 

reduced in the presence of DDPS surfactant (see Figure VI.6b and Table VI.1). 

The XPS spectrum of the surfactant also presents the S2p core-level spectrum of 

the sulphonate group at the binding energy of 167.5 eV.[392] The small shift in the 

binding energy of S2p peak in RGO samples with respect to the surfactant one 

reflects the zwitterionic nature of the surfactant. From these results we can 

conclude that the synthesis proposed in this work allows obtaining RGO flakes 

with surfactant molecules attached to the graphitic network, i.e., functionalized 

RGO.  

 It is also interesting to note that when the reduction is carried out with 

hydrazine assisted by the surfactant DDPS, the N1s core-level spectrum consists 

of an asymmetric band that can be decomposed into two peaks centred at 399.8 

eV and 402.0 eV, respectively. As commented above, the peak centred at 402 eV 

was ascribed to the nitrogen atoms of the surfactant attached to the RGO 

sheets,[437] while the peak at 399.8 eV is due to the nitrogen atoms attached to the 

RGO reduced with hydrazine, and it appears in the spectrum of RGO samples 

reduced with hydrazine as was mentioned. From our results we can conclude that 

the surfactant cannot completely inhibit the defects introduced by nitrogen groups 

attached to the network, however, improves the quality of the RGO flakes 

decreasing the N/C atomic ratio from 0.039 for hydrazine to 0.004 for hydrazine 

dissolved in DDPS. 
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VI.2.2. Langmuir-Blodgett Films of Graphite Oxide 

 We carried out the study of the GO at the air-water interface. Thus, we 

prepared the GO Langmuir monolayer by spreading a GO dispersion (~ 0.5 mg 

mL-1) in MeOH:H2O (5:1 v/v, sonication 30 min) on the air-water interface. The 

surface pressure-area isotherm recorded by symmetric barrier compression (4 mm 

min-1) at 20ºC and Brewster angle microscopy images of GO at the air-water 

interface are shown in Figure VI.7. The morphology of the isotherm is similar to 

other authors.[76] By BAM, only the biggest GO sheets are visible due to the 

resolution of the objective is 2 µm and besides, it is not possible to discern if they 

are sheet aggregated or not.  

 
Figure VI.7. Surface pressure-area isotherm of GO at the air-water interface by symmetric barrier 

compression (4 mm min-1) at 20ºC. BAM images of several GO sheets at a surface pressure of 3 

mN m-1. 

 The next step was to transfer the GO sheets by the Langmuir-Blodgett 

technique onto silicon. Thus, the GO sheets were transferred by symmetric 

barrier compression (50 mm min-1) with the substrate into the trough by vertically 

dipping it up at 2 mm min-1. As the GO is soluble in water, we use a high speed 

for the compression to minimize the dissolution of the floating GO sheets during 
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the deposition process. In fact, during the formation of the monolayer, it is 

possible to observe how the water subphase slightly changes its colour to 

yellowish brown. Really, the monolayer situation is between a Langmuir (floating 

sheets) and a Gibbs (soluble sheets) film. Besides, we selected the surface pressure 

of 3 mN m-1 in order to obtain no overlapped sheets to a better individual later 

characterization of sheets by FE-SEM, AFM and Raman. Figure VI.8a shows the 

FE-SEM image of the GO sheets deposited on silicon. The AFM profiles of GO 

sheets show a height of ~ 1.7 nm compatible with a bilayer of graphite oxide 

(Figure VI.8b). 

 The Raman spectrum (Figure VI.8c) show the D and G bands at 1316 and 

1586 cm-1. The graphite oxidation leads to a carbon network with higher disorder 

that in graphite, i.e., the GO Raman spectrum shows a broader G band, as well as 

a broad D band of higher relative intensity compared to that of the G band. The 

D band position, 1316 cm-1, is due to the presence of epoxide and hydroxyl 

groups that yield a series of bands around 1300 cm-1. Besides, these groups also 

affect to the width and a red-shift of the G band with respect to pure graphite. 

Thus, when the GO to RGO transformation occurs several defects and residual 

oxidation remains but a blue shifts the D and G bands to graphite may be 

observed joined to an increase of the ID/IG ratio due to the increase of the 

number of Csp2 domains.[201] 
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Figure VI.8. FE-SEM (a) and AFM (b, c) images of a Langmuir monolayer of graphite oxide at 

3mN m-1 transferred onto silicon by the Langmuir-Blodgett methodology. The corresponding 

cross section profile is also shown. The Micro-Raman spectrum (d) of the GO is also shown. 

VI.2.3. Langmuir-Blodgett Films of RGO Samples 

 After RGO characterization, the different samples were deposited onto 

silicon by using the LB methodology. Previously, the surface properties of the 

Langmuir monolayers precursors were studied. To this aim we studied the stability 

of the spreading solutions employed to prepare the Langmuir monolayers and the 

different states of the RGO Langmuir monolayers by recording the surface-

pressure isotherms, Figure VI.9a. Then, we transfer Langmuir monolayers 

corresponding to different surface states onto silicon by LB by symmetric barrier 

compression at 50 mm min-1 and dipping up at 5 mm min-1. Our results show that 

the LB films built with the densest Langmuir monolayers (π ≥ 4 mN m-1) consist 

of flakes overlapped each other leading to multilayers with high AFM height 
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profile. An illustrative example is presented in FigureVI.9b for a LB film of RGO 

reduced with Vitamin C at the surface pressure of 4 mN m-1. Similar behaviour 

was observed for the rest of samples. Therefore, we prepared the LB films by 

transferring dilute RGO Langmuir monolayers (π ≤ 4 mN m-1) since we were 

interested in obtaining no overlapped sheets. 

 
Figure VI.9. (a) Surface pressure isotherms at 20ºC for monolayers of RGO reduced with:  

hydrazine dissolved in DDPS solutions, Vitamin C and Vitamin C dissolved in DDPS. (b) AFM 

image of the Langmuir-Blodgett film of RGO reduced with Vitamin C obtained by transferring a 

RGO Langmuir monolayer of surface pressure of  4 mN m-1 from the air-water interface onto 

silicon. Bellow the AFM image are two profiles obtained from AFM. 

The RGO Langmuir monolayers were prepared by spreading a solution of 

~ 0.1 mg mL-1 of RGO dispersed in chloroform. Since it is well established that 

sonication of RGO prevents the re-stacking of the graphene flakes, we prepared 

the spreading solutions by using this method with sonication times between 75 

and 150 min. The most stable solutions were achieved using sonication times 

ranging from 90 to 150 min, obtaining clear spreading solutions stable for a few 

weeks. The BAM pictures of the Langmuir monolayers do not show images of the 

RGO nanoplatelets. Because the graphene monolayers are almost optically 

transparent (pa 2.3%),[438] this fact suggests that the procedure used in this work 

provides good-quality RGO flakes.  
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The LB method was used for all samples except for the RGO obtained by 

reduction with hydrazine. In this case, it was no possible to prepare its Langmuir 

monolayers because the spreading solution became unstable and small amounts of 

precipitates were observed after 12 h (Figure VI.10a). In fact, we prepare a LB 

film using a fresh and transparent spreading solution, i.e., before the RGO 

precipitation occurs. Then, we spread this solution on the water subphase and 

visible aggregates are observed by BAM, Figure VI.10b. The aggregates were 

transferred onto silicon by the LB methodology and its morphology analyzed by 

AFM, Figure VI.10c. The film profiles obtained from AFM show aggregates of 

high height (>100 nm). This fact indicates that the LB technique is not a good 

procedure for deposition of RGO reduced by hydrazine.  

 
Figure VI.10. (a) Photographs showing the steps for the sonication-mediated dispersion of RGO 

reduced with hydrazine in chloroform. The last image shows how the spreading solution becomes 

unstable after several hours: a RGO deposit appears. (b) BAM image (600x800 µm) of the 

aggregates formed by RGO sheets reduced with hydrazine at the air-water interface. (c) AFM 

image of the LB film of RGO reduced with hydrazine obtained by transferring the RGO 

Langmuir monolayer at the surface pressure of 1 mN m-1 from the air-water interface onto silicon. 

The corresponding profile obtained from AFM is also shown. 
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Therefore, to solve this problem we opted to reduce in situ the GO 

deposited by the LB method on silicon by exposure to hydrazine vapour.[76] 

Figures VI.11a and c show a higher magnification AFM and FE-SEM images of a 

representative flake corresponding to the RGO obtained by in situ reduction of 

GO with hydrazine vapour. The height profile of the flake determined by AFM 

was ~ 1.5 nm (Figure VI.11b) compatible with a 1-3 graphene layers.[439] No good 

quality AFM images were recorded due to the hydrazine vapour reacted with the 

silicon oxide layer increasing its roughness and forming several holes.   

 

 
Figure VI.11. AFM (a) and FE-SEM (c) images of the Langmuir-Blodgett film of RGO reduced 

in situ with hydrazine. (b) Profile obtained from AFM (d) Micro-Raman spectrum of the RGO 

reduced in situ by hydrazine. 

To analyze the degree of defect repair after the reduction of GO by 

hydrazine we have recorded the Micro-Raman spectra of RGO sheets deposited 

on silicon by the LB methodology. Figure VI.11d shows the Raman spectrum of a 
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RGO flake obtained by reduction with hydrazine vapour. The spectrum presents 

three bands centred at 1587 cm-1 (G band), 1330 cm-1 (D band) and 1618 cm-1 (D’ 

band), respectively.  The D and D’ bands are identified as disorder bands and are 

originated from different mechanisms, intervalley (D) and intravalley (D’) 

resonant Raman scattering.[440, 441]  

The intensity of the D band depends on the degree and nature of the basal 

plane disorder because this band requires defects for its activation,[442, 443] while its 

position depends on the incident laser energy [443]. The D band is observed in 

chemical derived flakes because oxidation and reduction processes seriously alter 

the basal plane of graphene. The ID/IG ratio is a measure of the defects on the sp2 

bonding character. In Table VI.2 are the ID/IG values found for the different 

samples. We can note that the ID/IG ratio value for the RGO sample reduced in 

situ with hydrazine vapour is high indicating that the presence of non-reduced 

groups or disorder introduced by the functionalization of the graphene sheets 

with the nitrogen compounds due to the reduction process.  

In the case of RGO reduced by Vitamin C, Figures VI.12a and c show the 

FE-SEM and AFM images of different LB deposited sheets obtained by 

transferring onto silicon the Langmuir monolayers at the surface pressure of 1 

mN m-1. The images show that the LB films contain an elevate number of RGO 

nanoplatelets with a height profile of ~ 2 nm. The height profile value is similar to 

that obtained for RGO reduced with hydrazine. Figure VI.12b shows the 

magnification FE-SEM image of a RGO flake. Comparison between the size of 

flakes obtained by reduction with hydrazine and Vitamin C clearly indicates that 

Vitamin C provides larger flakes than hydrazine whereas the height is quite 

similar. This could be due to differences between the mechanisms involved in the 

reduction processes. Thus, cracking of the carbon network in the reduction 

process promoted by hydrazine may be rationalized taking into account the 

thermal instability of aziridines [165] leading to carbon nitrogen 1,3-dipoles [444] 
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which may be hydrolyzed under reaction conditions giving rise to complex

mixtures of substituted hydrazine and carbonyl compounds [445, 446].

Figure VI.12. FE-SEM (a, b) and AFM (c) images of the Langmuir-Blodgett film of RGO

reduced with Vitamin C. Below the AFM image is the profile obtained from AFM. (d) Micro-

Raman spectrum of a representative RGO flake. (d) Micro-Raman spectrum of a representative

RGO flake.

The Raman spectrum of flakes reduced with Vitamin C also displays the G

and D bands (Figure VI.12d). However, the ID/IG ratio is smaller than the value

found for the RGO samples obtained by reduction with hydrazine, see Table

VI.2. This fact suggests an increase of the size of the Csp2 domains in the RGO

samples reduced with Vitamin C. This can be an unexpected result if one takes

into account that the XPS spectra show a similar number of Csp2 domains for

both samples. This behaviour can be interpreted by considering that even though
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the number of Csp2 domains is similar, the reduction with Vitamin C provides 

larger Csp2 domains than the reduction with hydrazine increasing the ID/IG ratio 

value.[447, 448] The ID/IG ratio for RGO reduced by Vitamin C is smaller (0.67) than 

the value found previously in the literature for RGO samples reduced by Vitamin 

C (~1).[406, 407] This means that the size of the sp2 domains is larger in our sample. 

If one takes into account that our GO samples have higher oxidation degree than 

the samples used by other authors,[406, 407] the Raman results seem to indicate that a 

higher oxidation degree of starting GO renders larger sp2 domains when the 

reduction is carried out by Vitamin C, while no significant changes are observed 

when hydrazine is employed as reducer agent.       

VI.2.4. Langmuir-Blodgett deposited Sheets of RGO functionalized with 

the Surfactant DDPS  

 Figures VI.13a and b show the AFM and FE-SEM images of DDPS-

functionalized RGO sheets obtained by reduction of GO with hydrazine 

dissolved in surfactant solutions. The surface pressure of the Langmuir monolayer 

precursor of the LB film was 1 mN m-1. The images show significant differences 

between the morphology of sheets of RGO reduced with hydrazine vapour, 

Figure VI.11, and with hydrazine dissolved in surfactant solution. Thus, in the 

latter, chained nanoplatelets can be observed. The cross-sectional view of the 

AFM images indicates that the height profile values of sheets are of 4 nm. This 

height is 2.5 nm higher than the RGO sheets fabricated from hydrazine vapour. 

However, it is reasonable to assume that the surfactant attached on the network 

resulted in a thicker film.[449] Moreover, molecular simulations of the amphiphilic 

molecules self-assembly on graphene have shown that due to the graphene sheets 

finite dimension effect, these molecules can form different morphological 

hemimicelles on nanoscale graphene surfaces with an adsorption mechanism 

similar than on graphite. The aggregate morphology is dependent on the 

surfactant concentration and the size of graphene nanosheets.[450] In the case of 
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the DDPS, this surfactant forms spherical micelles on hydrophilic surfaces (solids) 

and hemimicelles on hydrophobic graphite at the water-graphite interface, Figure 

VI.14. Besides, the aggregate morphology does not depend on the surfactant 

concentration above the CMC.[451] Thus, taking into account that we work with a 

surfactant concentration above the CMC, the DDPS can be aggregate on the 

RGO sheets. Moreover, the hydrodynamic radius of the DDPS micelles in 

solution is ~1.7 nm.[174] Accordingly, the difference between the height profile 

determined by AFM and the radius of the DDPS micelle is ~2.3 nm, consistent 

with the height determined for non-functionalized RGO flakes, Figure VI.11b. 

This can be an additional argument to reinforce the idea of the formation of 

hemimicelles onto the RGO flakes, Figure VI.14. On the other hand, the 

formation of the chained sheets suggests attractive interactions between flakes, 

likely induced by the surfactant molecules attached to the RGO sheets. 

 
Figure VI.13. AFM (a) and FE-SEM (b) images of the Langmuir-Blodgett film of RGO reduced 

by hydrazine dissolved in DDPS surfactant solution. (c) Profile obtained from AFM and (d) 

Micro-Raman spectrum of a representative RGO flake. 
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We analyze the effect of the surfactant DDPS on the degree of defect 

repair after reduction by means of Micro-Raman spectroscopy. The Raman 

spectra of RGO functionalized with DDPS and reduced by hydrazine also 

presents the D and G bands, Figure VI.13d. When we compare this spectrum 

with that of RGO reduced with hydrazine vapour (Figure VI.11d) it is possible to 

see that the ID/IG ratio (Table VI.2) is smaller in the former. This fact, along with 

the higher percentage of Csp2 detected by XPS for samples functionalized with 

the surfactant, indicate that the surfactant DDPS improves not only the reduction 

efficiency but also the degree of defect repair. This fact is consistent with results 

obtained by other authors with ionic surfactants.[385, 392, 452]  

 
Figure VI.14. Scheme of surfactant molecules adsorbed on the graphene surfaces from bulk 

solution (Adapted from Wu, 2012 [450]).  

Figure VI.15a and b show the AFM and FE-SEM images of LB films of 

RGO reduced with Vitamin C functionalized with the surfactant DDPS. As it was 

observed for samples of functionalized RGO reduced by hydrazine, chained 

nanoplatelets can be observed. The height profile values of these flakes estimated 

from AFM are between 3 and 4 nm (Figure VI.15c). This height is similar to the 

value found for the DDPS-functionalized RGO flakes reduced with hydrazine 

and consistent with the presence of surfactant molecules attached to the carbon 

network.[449]  
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Figure VI.15. FE-SEM (a, c, d) and AFM (b) images of the Langmuir-Blodgett film of RGO 

reduced by Vitamin C dissolved in DDPS surfactant solution. Profile obtained from AFM and (e) 

Micro-Raman spectrum of a representative RGO flake.  

Figure VI.15d shows a representative Raman spectrum of the DDPS-

functionalized RGO reduced by Vitamin C and in the Table VI.2 is collected the 

ID/IG ratio found for this sample. As can be seen the spectrum also presents the 

D and G bands and the ID/IG ratio is slightly higher than that obtained by 

reducing GO with Vitamin C in the absence of surfactant. Our results indicate 

that the surfactant DDPS assists the reduction of GO by Vitamin C increasing the 

percentage of Csp2, while the size of the sp2 domains is smaller than those 

produced by reduction with Vitamin C in the absence of surfactant.     

VI.2.5. Electric Conductivity Measurements 

 The criterion that reflects both the reduction and the defect repair degrees 

more directly is the electric conductivity. However, experimental conditions, such 

as layer preparation or the magnitude of the selected area modify this value even 

for samples with the same reduction degree. In this work, we measured the 
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electric conductivity by a four-point probe setup with electrodes over  RGO 

paper-like films. This method was proposed by other authors and has been 

successfully used to carry out the comparative analysis of the quality of graphene 

samples.[209] The RGO paper-like films were fabricated by filtration using a PVDF 

membrane filter (0.2 µm pore size, Filter-lab), and washing with MilliQ® water and 

methanol in order to remove the excess of reducer agents and free-surfactant.[209, 

210] Three measurements were carried out for each sample to obtain an average 

value for the electric conductivity value performing by means of a Keithley 4200 

SCS Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer. The film thickness was measured in a 

workstation combining Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Focused Ion 

Beam (FIB) technique sample preparation.[211] The conductivity error was 

estimated from the error value of the film thickness measured by SEM. 

To determine the film thickness, some cross-sections of the samples in 

different regions of interest were made using a FEI Helios 450 dual beam 

FIB/SEM. To protect the sample surface two Pt layers were deposited on the 

graphene layer.[211] The first one is on direct contact with the RGO films and was 

deposited with electrons and the second, on the top of the sample, is a thicker Pt 

layer deposited with ions. Figure VI.16a and b illustrate the methodology 

employed and the results for a film of graphene reduced by Vitamin C, 

respectively. The film thickness of the samples is around 1 µm.  

 
Figure VI.16. (a) Cross-sectional SEM images of a RGO paper-like film. The RGO was obtained 

by reduction of GO with Vitamin C.  (b) The thickness values of this film are also indicated. 
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 The electric conductivity values of the different samples are collected in 

Table VI.2. The conductivity value of RGO sheets reduced by hydrazine agrees 

with values obtained previously by other authors.[165, 403] We cannot compare our 

values for sheets reduced by Vitamin C with values in the literature, because the 

values found correspond to samples reduced by Vitamin C with a subsequent 

thermal annealing step. This annealing step can remove the oxidized form of the 

Vitamin C attached to the network increasing the conductivity of sheets.[165] The 

conductivity values in Table VI.2 show that the RGO sample reduced by Vitamin 

C is less conductive than the one reduced by hydrazine. This is an unexpected 

result if one considers that the Csp2 percentages are similar in both samples while 

the ID/IG ratio is smaller for the RGO reduced by Vitamin C.  This picture can be 

explained if one considers that the residual O-containing groups in the case of 

samples reduced by Vitamin C, detected by the increase of the O/C ratio, destroy 

the graphene structure and promote a loss of conductivity.[403]  

From our results it is noteworthy that the functionalization with the 

zwitterionic surfactant DDPS increases the conductivity for samples reduced by 

both, hydrazine and Vitamin C. This is consistent with the high values of the 

percentage of Csp2 of functionalized RGO samples, see Table VI.2, and with the 

decrease of the N/C (hydrazine) and O/C (Vitamin C) ratios, Table VI.1 for the 

functionalized RGO samples. The surfactant adsorption on the GO sheets can be 

responsible for this behaviour. Thus, when the GO flakes are dispersed in the 

surfactant aqueous solution by sonication, the adsorbed surfactants molecules 

avoid the restacking by steric repulsion, favouring the reduction process.[453] 

Additionally, the surfactant adsorbed on the sheets also avoids the restacking of 

the RGO sheets obtained during the reduction process.   

 Finally, the high electric conductivity values of the functionalized sheets 

can be explained if one considers that the functionalization by DDPS via 
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hydrophobic interactions with the graphitic networks provides interconnected 

network of RGO with demonstrated high conductivity.[454] 

Moreover, the conductivity of our functionalized RGO samples is 

generally higher than values found in the literature for paper-like films of RGO 

functionalized with ionic surfactants.[385, 433, 455] This behaviour can be interpreted if 

one takes into account that the zwitterionic surfactants present higher adsorption 

on the hydrophobic surfaces than the ionic ones,[399, 400] providing better 

stabilization against the restacking process than that obtained by the ionic 

surfactants. Besides, the DDPS surfactant improves the conductivity value of 

RGO paper-like films functionalized with the zwitterionic surfactant CHAPS.[455] 

Structural differences between these surfactants can be responsible for this 

behaviour. Thus, our results suggest stronger interactions between the 

hydrophobic moiety of DDPS and RGO than between the hydrophobic part of 

CHAPS and the RGO carbon network. This fact can be due to the more 

hydrophilic character of the surfactant CHAPS.[402] 

VI.2.6. Electron Beam Lithography: RGO sheets Au-contacted 

 In order to carry out an electrical characterization of the RGO sheets, we 

decided to contact the LB deposited sheets with Ti/Au electrodes on silicon 

wafers by electron beam lithography (EBL) technique. The electrodes were 

designed with a 300-1000 nm separation in Van der Pauw and Hall-bar geometry, 

that allows performing electrical measurements at different geometries. 

 Thus, we selected three sheets as representative sampling of each kind of 

RGO samples: reduction with hydrazine functionalized with DDPS, Vitamin C 

and Vitamin C functionalized with DDPS (Figure VI.17). We did not select the 

RGO reduced in situ with hydrazine, because the silicon oxide layer is damaged 

during the reduction process, and it may generate problems with the metal 
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adhesion on the wafer and does not guarantee the complete isolation with the 

silicon for the electrical measurements. 

 To design the electrodes, the main limitation was the size of the flakes. We 

used an optical microscope to take the measurements for the "flake" outline over 

which we design the electrodes geometry. As the microscope has a resolution of 

micrometers, we can only select the flakes greater than 5 µm. All the samples 

prepared have several flakes with this size condition.        

 

 
Figure VI.17. Optic microscope and SEM images of different RGO sheets before and after the 

Au/Ti electrodes deposition: reduced with hydrazine in the presence of DDPS (a, b, c); Vitamin C 

(d, e, f) and Vitamin C in the presence of DDPS (g, h, i). The arrows are a visual guide to localize 

the RGO sheets due to the optical contrast of the images is not sufficient. 
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 The electrical measurements were carried out in a four probe station by 

the Van der Pauw method. However, we obtained high resistivity values out of 

the equipment range for the different samples not allowing the material 

characterization. This fact can be due to a bad contact between the Ti/Au 

electrodes and the RGO samples. Although, this contact has been successfully 

used for pristine graphene samples obtained by micromechanical exfoliation.[456, 457] 

However, our samples present oxygen, nitrogen or sulphur groups functionalizing 

the hexagonal network, therefore the contact is not good enough. In a future, it is 

necessary to investigate other metal contacts to improve the electrical 

measurements.[458] 
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VII. Conclusions 

In this chapter we summarized the main conclusions achieved from the 

experimental results of the following systems studied in this work: monolayers of 

anhydride maleic polymer derivatives, films of CdSe QDs and chemically derived 

graphene deposited onto solids by the Langmuir-Blodgett methodology.  

In the case of the polymers, Chapter IV, the study was focused on the 

self-assembly at the air-water interface and onto solids. In order to prepare films 

supported with potential applications in the construction of electronic devices, we 

were interested in studying the effect of electrolytes on the equilibrium and 

dynamic properties of Langmuir and Langmuir-Blodgett films of the polymer poly 

(styrene-co-maleic anhydride) partial 2 buthoxy ethyl ester cumene terminated, 

PS-MA-BEE. Results show that the Langmuir films deposited on saline solutions 

are more expanded and stable than the monolayer without salt in the subphase. 

These facts can be attributed to the formation of a complex between the divalent 

cation, Mg2+, and the carboxylic groups of the polymer molecule. Our results 

demonstrate that the polymer-Mg2+ complexes increase the viscoelastic behaviour 

of the monolayer.  

Results also demonstrate surface self-assembly processes for dense 

polymer monolayers. The aggregates transferred from the air-liquid interface onto 

silicon wafers present different morphologies depending on the methodology 

employed to build the LB film and the subphase composition. The thickness of 

the LB films obtained by ellipsometry agrees with the film height determined by 

AFM measurements. 

Moreover, in order to reinforce the complex formation between Mg2+ and 

polymer acid groups, we studied surface properties of other anhydride maleic 

derivative polymer without carboxylic acid groups. The copolymer chosen was 

poly (styrene-co-maleic anhydride) cumene terminated, PS-b-MA. Results show 
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the characteristic effect of electrolytes on the water-insoluble monolayers, i.e. the 

isotherms is shifted to smaller areas when the salt concentration in the subphase 

increases. This is a signature of no complexation. On the other hand, the 

morphology of the LB films depends on the polymer nature, stripes for PS-MA-

BEE and circular domains for PS-b-MA molecules.  

 In addition, the polymer PS-b-MA allows us to carry out the study of the 

2D glass transition temperature (Tg) by means of equilibrium and dynamics 

properties. The surface potential measurements indicate that the presence of 

electrolytes in the aqueous subphase does not strongly modify the 2D Tg. Finally, 

the phase transition in PS-b-MA monolayers was highlighted by dynamic 

measurements. Results show that the glass state presents higher elasticity modulus 

and viscosity values than the fluid state. 

 In the study of the QDs films, presented in Chapter V, our aim was to 

develop different approaches to prepare QDs films by means of the Langmuir-

Blodgett technique and to study the influence of the film morphology on the film 

photoluminescence properties. To assist the QDs self-assembly the polymer PS-

MA-BEE was used. Three different approaches were employed.  

 In the first one, referred to as co-spreading methodology, we study the 

assembly ability of QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed monolayers onto solids by AFM and 

TEM images. Results obtained demonstrate that the surface state of the block 

copolymer PS-MA-BEE plays a decisive role on the morphology of the QDs 

assemblies. Thus, when the Langmuir monolayer precursor of the LB films 

presents the smallest elasticity value, corresponding to the polymer brush 

conformation at the surface, the films are composed by hexagonal networks with 

QDs adsorbed on the rims. Conversely, monolayers with the highest elasticity 

values give LB films with QD/polymer domains. The different architectures were 

interpreted in terms of distinct dewetting processes, nucleation and growth of 

holes for the formation of hexagonal networks and spinodal dewetting, for 
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QD/polymer domains. Our results demonstrate that it is possible to modulate the 

morphology of the QDs LB films by modifying both, the surface composition 

and the elastic properties of the Langmuir monolayer precursors of the LB films. 

This strategy could be presented as a non-template reproducible technique for 

patterning at the nanoscale. 

In the second approach, the polymer LB film is used to modify the surface 

properties of the substrate. Results demonstrate that the LB film of the polymer 

PS-MA-BEE plays a decisive role in the increase of the surface density of QDs 

adsorbed on mica. Cohesive interactions between the polymer chains and the 

hydrocarbon moieties of the QDs stabilizer, TOPO, can be the origin of this fact. 

In all cases island-like QDs 2D aggregates were observed and the nanoparticle 3D 

agglomeration is avoided.  

Finally, we proposed to study the influence of the QDs ligand nature on 

the nanoparticles assembly by exchanging the QDs’ ligand by the polymer, PS-

MA-BEE. In this way, QD/PS-MA-BEE mixed films and bilayers PS-MA-

BEE//QDs were prepared. Results show that the replacement of the QDs 

stabilizer TOPO by the polymer PS-MA-BEE affects the morphology of the 

nanoparticles self-assemblies. In the case of mixed films, the high molecular 

weight of the film formed by QDP nanoparticles, favours the gravitational effects 

against the capillary wave effects. Therefore, the morphology of the self-

assemblies is driven by dewetting mechanism of nucleation and growth of holes. 

According to the results, it is possible to modulate the morphology of the QDs 

LB films by combining the modification of both the nanoparticle capping ligand 

and the surface composition of the Langmuir monolayer precursors of the LB 

films. In the case of bilayers, as the QDs’ ligand and the coating film exposed the 

same group, PS, favourable interactions lead to a better spreading of the QDs on 

polymer film. 
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Our results suggest that the monolayer compression develops transient 

metastable states that finally relax towards the minimum energy configuration of 

the domain. Therefore, to achieve the stable state we applied successive 

compression-expansion cycles and then the barriers were stopped. Using this 

approach more ordered nanoparticles monolayers were obtained.  Moreover, this 

methodology allows us to obtain information of the different relaxation processes 

produced after the compression-expansion cycles. Results show two relaxation 

processes for QDs and mixed QD/polymer films. The fastest one was ascribed to 

rafts movement, while the slowest one was related to movements inside rafts. 

Moreover, the time-scales of these processes are related to the film composition. 

Thus, slower relaxations correspond to systems with high polymer mole fraction. 

Finally, we suggest shearing as a driving force to direct the assembly of 

nanocomposite films according to the stress-direction orientation of the 

QD/polymer films observed. Moreover, in this work we have proposed the 

combination of two direction-controlling methods: a polymer matrix and a 

shearing external force to assemble the nanocomposite. 

Our results demonstrate that it is possible to modulate the QDs assembly 

by choosing the proper methodology.  

Finally, we analyzed the effect of the QDs domains morphology on the 

film photoluminescence properties by means of FLIM. The photoluminescence 

time-resolved study of the films has allowed us to highlight several QD 

photodynamic phenomena in the LB films. 

To interpret the results obtained for the different LB films we previously 

studied the dynamic photoluminescence emission of QDs dissolved in 

chloroform. Results demonstrate that the particles average lifetime in solution is 

independent of polymer concentration, thus, a static quenching process by charge-

transfer has been proposed. On the other hand, the PL decay curves for QDs are 

different in solution vs. in LB films. As it is expected, the solution offers a more 
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fluid environment minimizing the QDs interaction, while the LB films present a 

different dielectric environment that increases the radiative lifetime and a compact 

particle arrangement that allows for QD-QD dipole interaction. On the other 

hand, studies carried out by analyzing the effect of the excitation energy, the time 

exposure and the spectral emission region collected on the PL dynamics 

highlighted the existence of multi-excitonic processes, a quasi-reversible photo-

passivation of the particle surface and the surface-defects emission, respectively. 

The photoluminescence of QD/polymer mixed films was characterized 

for different conditions of film deposition: bilayer or co-spreading; QD-to-

polymer composition; and surface pressure at deposition. Results show that the 

photoluminescence dynamics of QD films are affected by energy transport and 

trapping processes occurring in the compact arrangement of QDs deposited. The 

efficiency of these processes essentially depends on inter-dot distance and on 

surface density of energy traps, which can be QDs with extensive surface defects 

or small aggregated clusters. Among the several conditions studied, the bilayer 

deposition yielded the surfaces with more emission intensity, i.e. more brightness. 

The simultaneous analysis of PL decays and TEM images allowed us to relate this 

behaviour to a lower amount of QD clustering in the bilayer film. The model used 

for decay analysis considers energy transport and trapping in the films and, 

although it is only an approximate model, it also allowed us to relate the 

photoluminescence dynamics to film morphology. Indeed, the concentration of 

traps retrieved from decay analysis for the bilayer film is about half of those in co-

spreading films. Finally, from our results it is possible to conclude that in order to 

improve the photoluminescence properties of QD films, it is paramount to obtain 

films with regular and compact morphology and to minimize QD clustering.  

 The last system studied was chemically derived graphene, Chapter VI. 

The aims were to develop a new synthetic route by using the zwitterionic 

surfactant dodecyl dimethyl ammonium propane sulphonate, DDPS, and to 
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deposit the material prepared in a controlled way in order to achieve good quality 

and few-layer RGO sheets. Therefore, we simultaneously analyzed the reduction 

degree, the defect repair degree and the electric conductivity of the RGO sheets 

obtained by reduction of GO by hydrazine and Vitamin C and functionalized by 

the surfactant DDPS. Our results demonstrate that the functionalization with the 

zwitterionic surfactant DDPS improves the reduction efficiency of hydrazine and 

Vitamin C measured by the percentage of Csp2; reduces the residual groups 

attached to the carbon network introduced by the reducer agents in both cases; 

and increases the conductivity of the RGO. Moreover, the electrical conductivity 

observed in our functionalized samples is generally higher than other surfactant-

functionalized RGO paper-like films. Accordingly, we propose the DDPS 

functionalization of RGO as a good non-covalent functionalization, which 

increases the electrical conductivity without altering the carbon network. 

Furthermore, the functionalization with a zwitterionic surfactant offers a residual 

charge that can bind the RGO sheets with other materials in order to prepare 

nanocomposites with multiple applications. In addition, results also show that 

the Langmuir-Blodgett technique allowed us to deposit a few-layer thick RGO 

flakes onto silicon wafers. 
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Nomenclature 
 

 
2D Two-dimensional

3D Three-dimensional

A Surface area 

a Capilar length of the top part of the meniscus formed by the Wilhelmy plate 

A12 Mean area per molecule

Aexc Excess area of mixing

AFM Atomic Force Microscopy

ai Pre-exponential factor in fluorescence lifetimes

Ai Molecular area of component i

Ai Amplitude of the ith decay component

ASF Atomic Sensitivity Factors method in XPS

BAM Brewster Angle Microscopy

BEI Backscattered Electron Image in FE-SEM

Bkgr.Dec Decay background

Bkgr.IRF IRF background

c Concentration 

c* Overlap concentration

[C] Concentration of the component C

ca. Circa 

CCD Charge-Coupled Device

CD Donor reduced concentration in QDs

CHAPS 3-[(3-Cholamidopropyl) dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate 

CMC Critical Micelle Concentration

Co-spr Co-spreading 

Cp Heat capacity 

Cs Isothermal compressibility

CT Trap reduced concentration in QDs
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C(t) Contribution from compact regions of immobilized QDs to the PL decay 

CVD Chemical Vapour Deposition

d Spatial dimensionality

d Distance between plates in the Kelvin Probe

d Distance between probes in conductivity measurements

D(t) Decay function

DDPS Dodecyl dimethyl ammonium propane sulphonate

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid

DSC Differential Scanning Calorimetry

EB Binding energy

EBL Electron Beam Lithography

EGCG Epigallocatechin gallate

Ek Kinetic energy 

ET Energy Transfer

F1, F2, F3, F4 Band-pass filters corresponding to 545±17.5 nm (F1), 575±15 nm (F2), 

645±45 nm (F3) and 695±27.5 nm (F4) 

FE-SEM Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy

fi Intensity fraction of the ith decay component

FIB Focused Ion Beam

FLIM Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy

FRET Förster Resonant Energy Transfer

FTIR Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy

FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum

G Gas phase 

GFIS Gas Field Ionization Sources

GO Graphene Oxide /Graphite Oxide

h Height of the top part of the meniscus formed by the Wilhelmy plate 

HO-A-OH Ascorbic acid or Vitamin C

hop Film thickness in ellipsometry
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HV High Vacuum

hν Photon energy 

I Intensity 

I Current 

ID Intensity of the D band in the Raman spectrum

IG Intensity of the G band in the Raman spectrum

IPA Isopropyl alcohol

IR Infra-Red 

IRF Instrument Response Function

ITO Indium Tin Oxide

kbe Kinetic coefficient related to the charge recombination to the excited state from 

charge trapped states in QDs 

kbg Kinetic coefficient related to the relaxation to the ground state from charge trapped 

states in QDs 

kct Kinetic coefficient related to the charge transfer into ligand-based orbitals in QDs

kdg Kinetic coefficient related to the relaxation to the ground state from surface defect 

states in QDs 

ked Kinetic coefficient related to the carrier trapping at QD surface defects 

La In-plane correlation length (Raman microscopy)

LB Langmuir-Blodgett

LC Liquid-Condensed phase

LE Liquid-Expanded phase

LED Light Emitting Device

LMIS Liquid Metal Ion Sources

LS Langmuir-Schaefer

MA Methacrylate 

MCS Intensity time trace analysis (Multi-Channel-Scalers)

MIBK Methyl isobutyl ketone

MM2 Molecular Mechanics
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Mn Number average molecular weight

N Number of monomers in a polymer chain

n Refractive index

N.A. Numerical Aperture

ni Refractive index of the "i" medium

NIPAM Poly (N-isopropylacrylamide)

NP Nanoparticle 

O=A=O Dehydroascorbic acid

P Pressure 

p Perimeter of the Wilhelmy plate

pa Percentage of absorption (opacity)

PAHs Polyacyclic hydrocarbons

PEO Poly(ethylene oxide)

PL Photoluminescence

PLA Polylactide 

PMAO Poly(maleic annhydride-alt-1-octadecene)

PMMA Poly methyl methacrylate

PS Polystyrene 

PS-b-MA Poly (styrene-co-maleic anhydride) cumene terminated

PS-MA-BEE Poly (styrene-co-maleic anhydride) partial 2-buthoxy ethyl ester cumene 

terminated 

PVDF Polyvinylidene difluoride

PVP Polyvinyl pyridine

Q Energy in the DSC thermogram

QD Quantum dot 

QDP PS-MA-BEE capped QDs

QDTOPO TOPO capped QDs

QWP Quarter-Wave Plate

R Ideal gas constant
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r Fresnel's reflection coefficient

R Total reflection coefficient

R(ti) Weighted residuals

RCA Radio Corporation of America

RDD Förster radius for donor-donor energy transfer

RDF Radial Distribution Function

RDT Förster radius for donor-trap energy transfer

Rg Radius of gyration / Flory's radius

RGO Reduced Graphene Oxide

RNA Ribonucleic acid

rpm Revolutions per minute

S Solid phase 

S Spreading coefficient

S(t) Contribution from sparse regions of immobilized QDs to the PL decay 

SEI Secondary Electron Image in FE-SEM

SEM Scanning Electronic Microscopy

ShiftIRF Time shift between IRF and decay

Si Sensitivity atomic factor of the component i

SMU Source Measure Unit in conductivity measurements

SWNT Single-Wall Carbon Nanotube

T Temperature 

T Transmittance

t Film thickness in conductivity measurements

t Time 

TCSPC Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting

TEM Transmission Electronic Microscopy

Tg Glass transition temperature

TOP Trioctylphosphine

TOPO Trioctylphosphine oxide
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TOPSe Trioctylphosphine selenide

TTTR Time-Tagged Time-Resolved mode

U Deformation amplitude (strain)

UV Ultraviolet 

UV-vis Ultraviolet-Visible

V Surface potential

V Voltage difference between the inner probes

V(z) Potential energy

W Weight 

w Film width in conductivity measurements

Xi Mole fraction of component i

XPS X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

Z Atomic number

z Distance between probe and sample in AFM measurements 

β Phase thickness of the film

Γ Surface concentration

Γ* Overlap surface concentration

γ Surface tension

γ0 Surface tension of the liquid subphase

γi/j Interfacial tension between the components i and j

Δ Relative phase change

δ Change of phase between the parallel and perpendicular components 

Δℓ Film thickness

ΔQ Derivate of energy in the DSC thermogram

ΔVF Surface potential final

Δ Surface pressure decrease during shearing

Δσk Amplitude of the k-order harmonics /Fourier coefficients

 Dynamic elasticity

 Electric permittivity of the medium
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|| Dilatational modulus

0 
Equilibrium surface elasticity

0 
Electric permittivity of air

i 
Electric permittivity of the medium "i" 

θ Contact angle between the subphase and the Wilhelmy plate 

θB Brewster angle

θi Incident angle 

θr Refracted angle

к Conductivity 

 Dilatational viscosity

λ Wavelength 

µ Blinking coefficient in QDs

µi Dipolar moment (component i)

µn Normal component of the dipole moment per adsorbed molecule (Kelvin Probe)

µα Dipole moment contribution in the air/film interface

µβ Dipole moment contribution in the film/water interface

ν Flory's scaling exponent

ξ Correlation length

Π Osmotic pressure

π Surface pressure

1 
Initial surface pressure in an oscillatory experiment

end 
Final surface pressure reached by monolayer relaxation after a shearing 

experiment 

f 
Final surface pressure reached by monolayer relaxation after a step-compression 

experiment  

s 
Final surface pressure in an oscillatory experiment

 Surface pressure measured perpendicular to the trough barriers 

// Surface pressure measured parallel to the trough barriers
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D 
Number density of donors

T 
Number density of traps

σ Relative contribution to the PL decay

σ Standard deviation

σ Surface density of charge in the Kelvin Probe

σ0 Amplitude of the stress response in oscillatory experiment

σ0 Relaxation amplitude

τ Relaxation time

τ0 Time resolution of the TCSPC

τAV Average lifetime

τD Donor lifetime in QDs

τi Lifetime of the ith decay component

τi Average of the relaxation times corresponding to the process "i" 

τI, τII,... Average lifetime after the first exposure (I), the second (II),... 

τi
j Average lifetime where i is the time range evaluated and j is the number of 

exposure 

τr Radiative relaxation (recombination) lifetime

 Material work function

i 
Angles of incidence and refraction in Fresnel equation

φ Phase lag angle

χ2 Reduced chi-squared function

Ψ Relative amplitude change

0 
Surface potential contribution of the double-layer electric formed below the interface

ω Angular velocity / frequency

 Reflectance 
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I. Introducción 

 En los últimos años, el desarrollo y el estudio de los nanomateriales ha 

centrado la atención de los científicos para utilizarlos a modo de piezas que 

conforman un material en busca de nuevas propiedades para aplicaciones 

tecnológicas y biológicas. El reducido tamaño de los materiales conduce a 

propiedades únicas que permiten la construcción de pequeños dispositivos que 

van desde nanómetros a unos pocos micrómetros (miniaturización). Dentro de 

este campo uno de los temas más importante es el control del tamaño y la forma 

de estas estructuras con el fin de poder utilizarlos. En este sentido, dos de los 

retos en estos momentos son el conocimiento y la comprensión de la formación 

de estructuras para modular la arquitectura del sistema formado por 

nanomateriales en busca de la modulación de sus propiedades. 

 En algunas aplicaciones, como la construcción de dispositivos opto-

electrónicos tales como sensores, dispositivos emisores de luz (LEDs) o células 

fotovoltaicas, los nanomateriales se depositan sobre sólidos. En estos casos es 

necesario el desarrollo de una metodología adecuada para lograr un buen 

recubrimiento, evitar la aglomeración en 3D del material y permitir la variación de 

la densidad, separación y disposición de los nanomateriales. Un método eficaz y 

ventajoso para diseñar sobre una superficie a escala nm-µm sin el uso de procesos 

litográficos, es el auto-ensamblaje. Se trata de una técnica de bajo coste, escalable 

a grandes áreas, que permite el procesamiento en disolución y no requiere de 

equipos sofisticados. En el auto-ensamblaje, el comportamiento del nanomaterial 

en la interfase, en la que se dispone, juega un papel importante. Así, para obtener 

una buena calidad o para optimizar la formación del ensamblado, es importante 

entender el mecanismo o fuerzas implicadas en el proceso de auto-ensamblado. 

Por lo tanto, el estudio del comportamiento de los nanomateriales en las 

interfases, mediante las propiedades de equilibrio y dinámicas, es el punto de 

partida para lograr la modulación del ensamblado. En este sentido, el objetivo 
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general de esta tesis es estudiar el proceso de auto-ensamblaje de tres 

nanomateriales diferentes en la interfase aire-agua y sobre sólidos. Los sistemas 

propuestos son polímeros, puntos cuánticos (QDs) de CdSe y grafeno obtenido 

químicamente. El aspecto común entre ellos es el uso de las técnicas Langmuir y 

Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) para evaluar el efecto de las propiedades de equilibrio y 

dinámicas en su proceso de auto-ensamblaje. Estas técnicas permiten llevar a cabo 

el proceso de auto-ensamblaje de los diferentes nanomateriales en la interfase aire-

agua bajo condiciones controladas y reproducibles. La técnica de LB fue elegida 

debido a que ha demostrado ser un método versátil e interesante para obtener 

películas delgadas permitiendo un control sobre la concentración superficial que 

puede ser fácilmente modificada mediante la compresión o expansión de la 

película utilizando las barreras. Además, algunos procesos de secado que se han 

observado en la preparación de las películas LB podrían ser utilizados para diseñar 

estructuras en la nanoescala.[1-3] 

II. Objetivos 

 La primera parte del trabajo se enfocó en el estudio de películas delgadas 

de polímeros. La investigación sobre películas delgadas de polímero ha revelado 

que varias propiedades físicas como inestabilidades inesperadas, conformaciones 

de cadena, procesos de secado o variaciones en la temperatura de transición vítrea, 

presentan características muy diferentes del comportamiento en 3D, con 

implicaciones importantes para la mayoría de aplicaciones tecnológicas basadas en 

películas de tamaño nanométrico.[4] A pesar del extenso trabajo de investigación 

existente, todavía no se ha alcanzado una comprensión clara de las propiedades de 

las películas delgadas de polímeros. Es por ello que, con el fin de preparar 

películas de buena calidad para que puedan utilizarse en la construcción de 

dispositivos, es necesario estudiar las propiedades de equilibrio y dinámicas de las 

monocapas precursoras de las películas LB. Así, el objetivo fue estudiar películas 

de polímeros derivados del estireno-anhídrido maleico ya que estos polímeros han 
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demostrado potenciales aplicaciones en la fabricación de guías ópticas de onda, 

películas resistentes a haces de electrones y fotodiodos.[5, 6] Los polímeros 

seleccionados fueron dos copolímeros de bloque estireno-b-anhídrido maleico-b-

ácido 4-etoxi-4-oxo-2-butenoico-cumeno, PS-MA-BEE, y estireno-b-anhídrido 

maleico-cumeno, PS-b-MA, que podrían utilizarse para la fabricación de 

dispositivos electrónicos moleculares. Además, debido a que las películas de 

polímero están expuestas a perturbaciones externas el estudio de la reología 

interfacial es importante. Las propiedades de estabilidad de las películas son 

relevantes en aplicaciones tales como los procesos de revestimiento o adhesión. 

 En este sentido, el objetivo fue estudiar el efecto de la adición de 

electrolitos inertes en la subfase acuosa, sobre las que se depositan las monocapas 

de polímero, y la temperatura sobre las propiedades de equilibrio y dinámicas de 

las monocapas de Langmuir de los dos polímeros seleccionados. Además, con el 

propósito de analizar la influencia de diferentes factores como la composición de 

la subfase, la temperatura y la naturaleza del polímero en la formación de la 

película se han caracterizado por diferentes técnicas películas LB preparadas a 

partir de monocapas de polímero sobre diferentes sustratos. 

 Las películas de puntos cuánticos hidrófobos de CdSe fue el siguiente 

sistema estudiado. Estas nanopartículas presentan atractivas aplicaciones ópticas 

en la fabricación de células solares o LEDs debido a su modulable banda 

prohibida de energía. Los QDs presentan propiedades opto-electrónicas 

dependientes del tamaño que permiten modular el solapamiento de la absorción 

con el espectro solar en dispositivos fotovoltaicos o mejorar el rendimiento de 

emisión produciendo luz blanca (o de color) en LEDs. Las ventajas ópticas más 

importantes son un espectro de absorción amplio y continuo (UV-IR lejano), un 

estrecho espectro de emisión cuya posición máxima depende del tamaño del QD, 

propiedades físico-químicas afectadas por la naturaleza del ligando y alta 

estabilidad a la luz. Sin embargo, las aplicaciones de dispositivos opto-electrónicos 
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basados en QDs a menudo requieren la deposición de un gran número de 

partículas en un ensamblado de arquitectura controlable para evitar el deterioro 

del rendimiento cuántico de la película formada. Es por ello que el control del 

espesor y la uniformidad en el procesado de las películas de QDs ensamblados 

son factores determinantes para la propiedades de emisión de las películas.[7-10] 

Algunos estudios teóricos sugieren que las interacciones entre las partículas y un 

material auto-ensamblado pueden producir estructuras ordenadas.[11] Por otro 

lado, se ha observado que los copolímeros de bloque auto-ensamblan 

espontáneamente formando estructuras del orden de decenas nanómetros de 

longitud, y que estas estructuras pueden ser transferidas a sustratos mediante 

métodos como LB o recubrimiento por inmersión en disolución.[12] Algunas 

investigaciones revelaron que la organización de las nanopartículas está dirigida 

por las interacciones moleculares entre los copolímeros de bloque y las 

nanopartículas que constituyen las monocapas mixtas en la interfase aire-agua.[13,14] 

A pesar de algunos resultados exitosos, es necesario dedicar más esfuerzos que 

permitan desarrollar estructuras nanométricas que puedan proporcionar nuevas 

propiedades asociadas con la reducción del tamaño de los materiales.[15] Así, el 

objetivo de este trabajo fue utilizar la capacidad de los copolímeros de auto-

ensamblar en la interfase aire-agua para modular la organización de QDs 

formando sistemas híbridos mediante la técnica de LB. Así, este trabajo se centra 

en el proceso de auto-ensamblaje de QDs de CdSe sobre sustratos sólidos asistido 

por el polímero PS-MA-BEE. Se exploraron diferentes estrategias que utilizan la 

metodología LB como técnica de deposición y el polímero PS-MA-BEE para 

asistir el auto-ensamblaje de los QDs sobre el sólido. Por un lado, la película LB 

de polímero fue empleada para modificar las propiedades superficiales del sustrato 

y por otro, el polímero asiste la formación la monocapa de Langmuir de los QDs. 

En esta última estrategia, el polímero se mezcló con las nanopartículas fabricando 

monocapas mixtas de Langmuir con diferentes composiciones. Para comprender 

la morfología de las películas se estudiaron las propiedades de equilibrio y 

dinámicas de estas monocapas mixtas de Langmuir de QD/polímero. De esta 
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manera, también se analizó la influencia de la concentración de polímero y la 

naturaleza del ligando de las nanopartículas en la morfología de las películas. El 

papel del ligando de los QDs se estudió mediante el intercambio del ligando 

procedente de la síntesis orgánica de los QDs, óxido de trioctilfosfina (TOPO), 

por el polímero PS-MA-BEE. 

 El estudio de las propiedades dinámicas es importante para asegurar un 

buen procesado y la fiabilidad de las películas mixtas QD/polímero para la 

construcción y el funcionamiento de dispositivos.[16] Además, en monocapas de 

nanopartículas preparadas por compresión llevan generalmente a la formación de 

estados metaestables. Una manera de evitar estos estados y promover la 

formación de películas más ordenadas y homogéneas es la aplicación de sucesivos 

ciclos de compresión y expansión.[17] En este sentido, la interface aire-agua 

(balanza de Langmuir) se ha propuesto como una buena plataforma para llevar a 

cabo el estudio de las propiedades dinámicas de películas delgadas. En este 

campo, aún quedan aspectos por estudiar con monocapas de nanopartículas, 

debido a la complejidad de la recogida e interpretación de los datos 

experimentales. Los estudios disponibles se centran principalmente en el estudio 

de las nanopartículas.[17-19] Por otra parte, hasta donde alcanza nuestro 

conocimiento, en sistemas mixtos sólo existen estudios experimentales realizados 

con tensioactivos y nanopartículas.[20] En el caso de sistemas de nanopartículas 

con polímeros existen algunos trabajos teóricos sobre la reorganización y la 

dinámica de  estos sistemas.[21-23] En este sentido, nuestro objetivo es estudiar la 

influencia de la cizalla sobre la morfología de la película de QD/PS-MA-BEE y 

los procesos dinámicos implicados en la reorganización de estas monocapas que 

se produce después del cizallamiento. 

 Por otra parte, como las propiedades ópticas de los QDs son relevantes 

para su aplicación,  se analizaron las propiedades fotofísicas de las películas LB de 

QD/polímero sobre sólidos por medio de la técnica de fluorescencia resuelta en 
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el tiempo (FLIM). El objetivo de este estudio fue evaluar el efecto de la 

disposición de los QDs en las películas y el papel del ligando en sus propiedades 

de fotoluminiscencia. La técnica FLIM fue seleccionada porque presenta una alta 

sensibilidad a cambios superficiales y ambientales.[24] 

 En último sistema objeto de estudio fue grafeno obtenido químicamente. 

El grafeno ha recibido una gran atención debido a sus extraordinarias propiedades 

mecánicas y eléctricas.[25] Estas propiedades notables hacen al grafeno y sus 

derivados candidatos prometedores para la fabricación de dispositivos 

electrónicos y como partículas de refuerzo en materiales compuestos con 

aplicaciones en medicina.[26] El éxito del grafeno en aplicaciones tecnológicas está 

condicionado por la disponibilidad de métodos de producción que permitan 

obtener grandes cantidades de material sintético a bajo coste. Se han propuesto 

varios métodos con un elevado coste, crecimiento epitaxial, exfoliación 

micromecánica, deposición química de vapor, que consiguen las mejores 

propiedades del material, pero hoy en día la expectativa se centra en el procesado 

químico en disolución que proporciona material a bajo coste. Este método está 

basado en la exfoliación del grafito mediante su oxidación química y posterior 

reducción para recuperar la estructura Csp2 del grafito. Además es necesaria la 

deposición sobre sólidos del material obtenido. Es por ello que los esfuerzos se 

están centrando en el desarrollo de procesos químicos y de deposición para 

conseguir láminas de buena calidad (grado de reducción alto y pocos defectos 

estructurales) y una adhesión controlable sobre sólidos. Sin embargo, la oxidación 

química altera la estructura electrónica del grafeno mediante la introducción de 

grupos que contienen oxígeno en la red, que no pueden ser completamente 

eliminados por reducción química. Además, la tendencia del óxido de grafito 

reducido (RGO) a aglomerarse hace su procesamiento más complicado. Con el fin 

de evitar esto, se ha propuesto la funcionalización del óxido de grafito con 

diferentes estabilizadores, tales como los tensioactivos iónicos.[27] Asimismo, 

debido a que las propiedades más importantes están asociadas al grafeno con 
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pocas capas (≤ 5 capas), es importante un control en el espesor de la película. En 

este escenario, el objetivo que se propone es desarrollar una ruta químico-coloidal 

donde la reducción química es asistida por un tensioactivo zwitteriónico, 11,3-

(dimetil-dodecilamonio)-propanosulfonato (DDPS), con el fin de mejorar el grado 

de reducción y la reparación de defectos alcanzado por los agentes reductores y, 

además, funcionalizar el RGO obtenido. Esta opción se basa en la mayor 

adsorción que presentan estos tensioactivos en las superficies de grafito frente a 

los iónicos. Además, esta funcionalización puede permitir unir cationes metálicos 

o polímeros para la construcción de nanocompuestos con posibles aplicaciones.[28, 

29] Por otro lado, el tensioactivo también puede modular el auto-ensamblaje de las 

láminas en la interfase aire-agua propuesta como una buena plataforma para 

estudiar los derivados de grafeno ya que presentan una alta superficie específica. 

Así, los objetivos de este trabajo son desarrollar y comprobar la nueva ruta 

sintética y el análisis de la calidad del material obtenido. Por medio de diferentes 

técnicas, tales como espectroscopia fotoelectrónica de rayos X, espectroscopia 

Raman, y medidas de conductividad se evaluó el efecto del tensioactivo sobre el 

grado de reducción y reparación de defectos para dos agentes de reducción 

diferentes: hidracina y vitamina C. Además, como la transferencia del material 

sobre sólidos de manera controlable también es importante para la caracterización 

del material y su aplicación, en este trabajo se ha propuesto la técnica de LB para 

llevar a cabo la deposición de este material sobre silicio multicristalino. De este 

modo, se estudió la influencia de las propiedades del material en el ensamblaje de 

las láminas depositadas sobre silicio mediante la técnica de LB.  

III. Métodos y Técnicas Experimentales 

En esta sección se exponen las características de los reactivos empleados, 

junto con la metodología, las condiciones experimentales y la instrumentación 

principal que han sido necesarias para el desarrollo del presente trabajo. 
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III.1. Materiales y Reactivos 

Los polímeros empleados son el copolímero de bloque estireno -b- 

anhídrido maleico -b- ácido 4-etoxi-4-oxo-2-butenoico- cumeno (Mr = 2.5 kDa; 

relación grupos ácido y éster 1:1), PS-MA-BEE, y el copolímero de bloque 

estireno-b-anhídrido maleico (M = 1.9 kDa, 75%w estireno), PS-b-MA, ambos 

suministrados por Sigma Aldrich®.  

Los puntos cuánticos (QDs) de CdSe fueron sintetizados partiendo de 

CdO (99.99%) y Se (99.99%) en polvo utilizando como estabilizante óxido de 

trioctilfosfina y octadeceno como disolvente de acuerdo a la síntesis propuesta por 

otros autores.[30] En el estudio de las monocapas de estas nanopartículas también 

fue utilizado el óxido de trioctilfosfina (TOPO, > 99%). Los reactivos fueron 

suministrados por Sigma Aldrich®. 

El óxido de grafito (GO) fue preparado a partir de láminas de grafito 

(Qingdao super grafito, LTD. 99.02C) siguiendo el método de Hummers 

empleando como oxidantes H2SO4, KMnO4 y H2O2,
[31] pero empleando un 

tiempo de oxidación mayor, aproximadamente 12 h. Para su extracción y 

purificación se llevó a cabo un proceso de centrifugación.[32] Otros compuestos 

empleados en la reducción química del GO fueron, la vitamina C (L-ácido 

ascórbico, purísimo), hidracina (80%w) y el tensioactivo zwitteriónico 11,3-

(dimetil-dodecilamonio)-propanosulfonato, DDPS, (Mm = 335.55) suministrados 

por Sigma Aldrich®. El tensioactivo fue purificado previo a su utilización por 

sucesivas recristalizaciones en propanol.[33] 

El cloroformo, empleado como disolvente para la preparación de las 

disoluciones, es de calidad PAI, filtrado y suministrado por la casa comercial 

Sigma Aldrich®. El agua utilizada como subfase en las monocapas, calidad 

reactiva, está desionizada a través del sistema Rios de Millipore® y posteriormente 

tratada con un sistema Milli-Q de la misma casa comercial y presenta una 

resistividad inferior a 18.2 μΩ cm-1. En el caso de las subfase iónica fue empleado 

nitrato de magnesio hexahidratado (Mg(NO3)2 6 H2O, 99%, Sigma Aldrich®).
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 Los substratos utilizados fueron escogidos atendiendo a la aplicación 

posterior, concretamente la técnica de medida: AFM, elipsometría, Raman, FLIM 

o TEM. De este modo se emplearon como substratos para la deposición de 

Langmuir-Blodgett: mica (grado V1, TedPella®), obleas de silicio (100) (SiO2 

nativo, Siltronix), obleas de silicio (SiO2 300nm térmicamente crecido y As-

dopado, Graphene Industries), discos de cuarzo (TedPella®) y rejillas de cobre 

recubiertas con Formvar®-carbón (Servicio de Microscopía). 

III.2. Técnicas Experimentales 

A continuación se exponen brevemente las principales técnicas utilizadas en la 

investigación, centrándonos en los equipos, el tipo de medidas realizadas y las 

condiciones de trabajo. 

Balanzas de Langmuir y Langmuir-Blodgett. Los equipos empleados para 

la realización de las isotermas presión superficial-concentración, los estudios 

dinámicos y la deposiciones sobre sólidos, fueron dos balanzas de teflón modelos 

Mini y Standard (KSV, Finlandia) colocadas sobre una mesa antivibraciones. Las 

disoluciones de los diferentes compuestos fueron depositadas sobre la subfase 

empleando una jeringa Hamilton (precisión ± 1 μL). El modo de preparación de 

las monocapas fue por adición y por compresión. En el primer caso, la 

modificación de la concentración superficial se realiza mediante la deposición de 

cantidades sucesivas del compuesto (área constante de balanza). La segunda 

consiste en cambiar el área disponible con el movimiento de las barreras tras la 

deposición de una cantidad de material determinada. Para la medida de la presión 

superficial se utiliza una placa Pt-Wilhelmy, colocada en la interfase aire-líquido, 

conectada a una electrobalanza. La regulación de la temperatura de la subfase se 

controla a través de una sonda, regulándose mediante un encamisado situado en la 

parte inferior conectado a un criostato Lauda Ecoline RE-106. Las deposiciones 

Langmuir-Blodgett fueron llevadas a cabo en la balanza Standard. La monocapa 

fue transferida por compresión, con el substrato previamente sumergido en la 
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subfase, levantando el substrato a una velocidad de 1-5 mm min-1. La velocidad de 

compresión oscila entre 5-50 mm min-1, dependiendo del tipo de material 

depositado.  

En los estudios dinámicos de monocapas insolubles se perturba el sistema en 

equilibrio. Una opción para perturbar la monocapa son los experimentos de 

relajación, que consisten en aplicar una deformación al sistema y analizar la 

respuesta de éste mediante el estudio de la relajación de las tensiones que actúan 

sobre el mismo registrando la variación de la presión superficial con el tiempo. 

Según el tipo de deformación aplicada se distinguen dos tipos de experimentos: 

los de deformación súbita y los de deformación sinusoidal (barreras oscilantes).[34] 

En los experimentos de deformación súbita las barreras se desplazan con un 

movimiento rápido de las barreras (tiempo < 2 s) modificando el área disponible 

en la monocapa hasta alcanzar una deformación de área determinada. Durante la 

compresión el sistema pierde la situación de equilibrio y se produce un aumento 

en la presión superficial. Una vez cesa la compresión comienza la relajación de 

tensiones en la monocapa disminuyendo la presión superficial hasta que se alcanza 

un valor constante. La curva de relajación es válida si el valor de presión 

superficial alcanzado en la relajación se corresponde con el valor de presión en 

equilibrio para el área final. Por otro lado, los experimentos de deformación 

sinusoidal consisten en la deformación sinusoidal en función del tiempo del área 

disponible en la monocapa. Para llevarlos a cabo se programan movimientos 

oscilatorios de las barreras, manteniendo la frecuencia constante. De modo que, 

mediante el análisis de la respuesta de la presión superficial a distintos cambios de 

área, puede determinarse además de las propiedades viscoelásticas de la 

monocapa, el margen de área en el cual la respuesta del sistema es lineal. 

Potencial superficial. Se trata de una magnitud que da información no solo 

de la estructura de la doble capa eléctrica, si la hubiera, del material adsorbido en 

la interfase sino también de la orientación de las moléculas en la interfase. El 
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método empleado en este trabajo para medir el potencial superficial es la sonda 

Kelvin (SPOT 1, KSV). Su funcionamiento está basado en la variación de la 

capacidad del condensador formado entre un electrodo metálico colocado a unos 

2 mm de la superficie y otro de referencia sumergido en la subfase. El potencial 

superficial de las monocapas es determinado en relación al potencial superficial de 

la subfase. El equipo empleado permite obtener valores de potencial superficial 

con una precisión de 20 mV. 

Microscopia de ángulo Brewster (BAM). Las monocapas de Langmuir 

fueron visualizadas con un microscopio de ángulo Brewster Optrel BAM 3000 

(KSV) equipado con un laser de He-Ne de 10 mW de potencia (632.8 nm) que 

incide sobre la interfase aire-agua con el ángulo Brewster del agua, 53.15º. El 

principio de funcionamiento se basa en el cambio en el índice de refracción, y por 

tanto, en el cambio en el ángulo Brewster que se origina cuando una sustancia se 

deposita en la interfase aire-agua para formar la monocapa y que produce la 

reflexión de la luz. El microscopio está equipado con una cámara digital (Kam 

Pro-02, (768 X 494 pixels), EHD). Las imágenes fueron tomadas con un objetivo 

5x (tamaño de imagen 800x600 µm) de la casa comercial Mitutoyo (Japón). 

Microscopia de fuerza atómica (AFM). Las imágenes de las películas 

Langmuir-Blodgett depositadas sobre substratos de mica o silicio fueron 

obtenidas en el modo de fuerza repulsiva constante. El equipo cuenta con una 

punta de silicio piramidal (radio < 20 nm) y un soporte rectangular de nitruro de 

silicio (constante de elasticidad 0.73 N m-1, Olympus OMCL-RC800PSA) de 

altura 100 μm. El rango de frecuencias de escaneo utilizado fue 0.5-2.0 Hz por 

línea. Las medidas fueron llevadas a cabo en condiciones ambientales. Las 

imágenes fueron obtenidas con el programa WSXM 5.0.[35] 

Microscopia electrónica de transmisión (TEM) y de barrido (SEM). Las 

imágenes de microscopia electrónica de transmisión (TEM) de las películas LB 

fueron tomadas con un microscopio ZEISS EM 902 utilizando un voltaje de 80 
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kV y rejillas de cobre como substrato. También se llevaron a cabo medidas de 

microscopia electrónica de barrido de emisión de campo (FE-SEM) con un 

microscopio Nova NanoSEM 230-FEI utilizando el detector de alta resolución en 

alto vacio con un voltaje de aceleración de 10 kV. 

Elipsometría. Esta técnica fue empleada para la determinación del índice de 

refracción y espesor de películas LB depositadas sobre obleas de silicio mediante 

medidas realizadas a distintos ángulos de incidencia. El equipo utilizado fue un 

elipsómetro de tipo anulación modelo EP3 (Nanofilm, Alemania). Para llevar a 

cabo las medidas, los substratos son colocados en el plato provisto de 

goniómetro, se hace incidir el haz laser de Nd-YAG (λ = 532 nm) sobre las 

películas LB y que posteriormente pasa por un analizador y un detector. A través 

de la técnica se determinan los valores de los ángulos elipsométricos Δ y Ψ que en 

un posterior análisis de datos se ajustan a un modelo de interfase concreto. En 

nuestro caso la interfase se interpreta con un modelo de tres capas (silicio, óxido 

de silicio y monocapa).[36] La precisión en la medida de los ángulos elipsométricos 

es ca. 0.0006. 

Microscopía Raman. Las medidas de dispersión Raman sobre películas LB 

depositadas en obleas de silicio fueron llevadas a cabo en condiciones ambientales 

con un espectrómetro micro-Raman (Horiba Jobin-Yvon Labram RH) empleando 

un objetivo 100x (foco laser  1m2), una resolución espectral  2 cm-1 y una 

longitud de onda de excitación del laser de 632.81 nm. La calibración del equipo 

se realizó comprobando la banda Rayleigh y la banda del silicio a 0 y 520.7 cm-1, 

respectivamente. La muestra fue escaneada con una resolución espacial de 

aproximadamente 0.5 m, con un tiempo de adquisición de unos pocos minutos 

en cada punto así como una energía de excitación por debajo de 1 mW para evitar 

el calentamiento de la zona. 

Espectroscopia fotoelectrónica de rayos X (XPS). El espectro de 

fotoelectrónico de rayos X de muestras en polvo fueron obtenidos en un 
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espectrómetro VG Escalab 200 R (Fisons Instruments) trabajando a una energía 

de paso en analizador de 20 eV. Este equipo cuenta con una fuente de MgK (hν 

= 1253.6 eV) y un analizador hemisférico de electrones. La presión residual en la 

cámara de análisis fue mantenida por debajo de 2·10-7 Pa durante la recogida de 

datos.  

Medidas de conductividad: Estación de puntas y Haz de iones 

focalizado (FIB)/ microscopia electrónica de barrido (SEM). Para realizar 

las medidas de conductividad de los óxidos reducidos de grafeno se prepararon 

películas finas sobre filtros de PVDF (0.2 µm tamaño de poro, Filter-lab) por 

filtración y posterior lavado con agua y metanol para eliminar el restos de agentes 

reductores y/o tensioactivo. Para realizar las medidas cuatro electrodos de oro 

fueron colocados sobre la superficie de la muestra y conectados en una mesa de 

puntas (Keithley 4200 SCS).[37] Para complementar las medidas de conductividad 

fue necesario determinar el espesor de las películas combinando FIB y SEM para 

cortar transversalmente la muestra y tomar una imagen de la misma.[38] 

Microscopia confocal de tiempos de vida de fluorescencia (FLIM). 

Medidas de fotoluminiscencia superficial fueron llevadas a cabo con un 

microscopio de fluorescencia resuelta en el tiempo (MicroTime 200, PicoQuant 

GmbH).[39] La fuente de excitación empleada fue un laser de diodo pulsado 

emitiendo a 482 nm con una frecuencia de repetición de 2.5 MHz. La iluminación 

y recogida de luz se realiza a través de un objetivo de inmersión de agua 60x y 

apertura numérica 1.2 (UPLSAPO 60XW, Olympus). Las muestras son 

escaneadas con una estación piezométrica xy. La emisión de fluorescencia es 

limpiada espectralmente a través de un espejo dicroico y un filtro de paso de 

banda con transmisión en el intervalo 550-690 nm. Para rechazar la luz fuera de 

foco se utiliza un pinhole (estenopo) de 30 μm. La luz emitida es detectada por un 

detector contador de fotones con diodo de avalancha (Perkin-Elmer) y 

digitalizada por un panel de control, TimeHarp 200 TC-SPC, conectado al 
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ordenador. La función de respuesta del instrumento tiene su máximo entorno a 1 

ns, y el intervalo de tiempo de muestreo es 150 ps/canal. 

Las medidas principalmente se han realizado sobre áreas (80x80 μm2) compuestas 

por (256x256) pixels. El tiempo de integración por pixel seleccionado fue de 1 ms 

y la energía de excitación, 108 W cm-2, para minimizar efectos derivados de la 

exposición de la muestra en la emisión.[40, 41] El decaimiento de luminiscencia 

integrado sobre el área muestreada se obtiene a partir del histograma de tiempo de 

llegada de todos los fotones detectados. El número total de fotones detectados 

por imagen supera el millón de cuentas asegurando curvas de decaimiento fiables.  

El análisis de los datos con una función multi-exponencial fue llevado a cabo con 

el programa SymPhoTime. La calidad de los ajustes fue evaluada con el parámetro 

χ2 y el peso de los residuales.    

Litografía por haz de electrones. En un intento de medir la 

conductividad de láminas aisladas de grafeno químicamente reducido depositado 

sobre obleas de silicio (300 nm de SiO2) se llevó a cabo un procesado de la 

muestra. En este procesado se diseña la geometría en barra Hall de los contactos 

de Ti/Au (50/500 Å) mediante litografía por haz de electrones sobre una película 

de PMMA. Tras el revelado de la misma con disolventes (metil isobutil cetona : 

isopropanol) se realiza en una cámara la deposición por evaporación con un haz 

de electrones de los contactos metálicos. Finalmente mediante un proceso de lift-

off con acetona se eliminan los residuos metálicos de la deposición.  

IV. Monocapas de Polímeros 

El trabajo con monocapas de polímeros se centró en el estudio del efecto 

de la adición de electrolitos en la subfase en las propiedades de equilibrio y 

dinámicas en la interfase aire-agua y en la morfología de los agregados formados 

en sólidos cuando las monocapas son depositadas por la técnica de Langmuir-

Blodgett. Los polímeros seleccionados fueron dos copolímeros de bloque del 

anhídrido maleico, PS-MA-BEE y PS-b-MA, poseyendo el primero un bloque 
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hidrófilo adicional con un grupo ácido, permitiendo observar la influencia de la 

estructura del polímero en las diferentes propiedades estudiadas. 

El electrolito seleccionado para el estudio fue nitrato de magnesio, debido 

a que los iones divalentes interaccionan más fuertemente que los monovalentes 

con los grupos ácidos[42] y concretamente el magnesio es de interés para 

aplicaciones biológicas[43]. 

IV.1. Monocapas del Polímero PS-MA-BEE 

 Se llevó a cabo el estudio de las propiedades de equilibrio mediante las 

isotermas de presión superficial, potencial superficial y elasticidad de equilibrio. 

Los resultados demostraron que las monocapas del polímero se vuelven más 

expandidas cuando la concentración de electrolito en la subfase aumenta y la 

formación de un complejo entre el catión Mg2+ y el grupo ácido de las moléculas 

de polímero. Asimismo, las propiedades dinámicas indicaron una mayor 

estabilidad de la monocapa con la presencia de electrolitos en la subfase.    

 Por otro lado, las monocapas preparadas por dos diferentes metodologías: 

adición y compresión, se transfirieron de la interfase aire-líquido a substratos 

mediante la técnica de LB. La morfología de las películas fue analizada por AFM. 

Los resultados mostraron que las distintas metodologías llevan a la formación de 

distintas estructuras, siendo las más reproducibles aquellas obtenidas por 

compresión. Además, la morfología de las películas se modifica con la adición de 

electrolitos en la subfase. Así, en el caso de la preparación por compresión, se 

observaron bandas de ~8 nm de espesor cuando la subfase es agua, y agregados 

circulares de ~5 nm de espesor para el caso de la presencia del Mg2+. Estos 

espesores fueron corroborados con medidas de elipsometria. 

IV.2. Monocapas del Polímero PS-b-MA 

  Las propiedades de equilibrio de las monocapas de este polímero en 
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subfase con nitrato de magnesio, mostraron que la monocapa se vuelve más 

comprimida con la adición de electrolitos. La observación de un comportamiento 

contrario al polímero PS-MA-BEE refuerza la idea de la formación del complejo 

entre Mg2+ y el grupo ácido de dicho polímero, ya que la estructura del PS-b-MA 

es análoga a éste a excepción del bloque que contiene el grupo ácido.[44]  

 Por otro lado, se llevó a cabo la preparación de películas LB del polímero 

PS-b-MA con monocapas en subfase acuosa y en presencia de electrolitos. Las 

imágenes de AFM mostraron la formación de agregados circulares de 3-4 nm de 

espesor en ambos casos. Por tanto, la morfología de las películas no se modifica 

con la presencia de electrolitos, indicando la no interacción con el Mg2+ de este 

polímero. Sin embargo, la morfología observada es diferente que en el caso del 

PS-MA-BEE comparando las películas preparadas empleando agua como subfase.  

 El estudio de la variación del potencial superficial con la temperatura, 

indicó que la presencia de electrolitos en la subfase no modifica significativamente 

la temperatura de transición vítrea en 2D, ~295K. Además, las propiedades 

dinámicas estudiadas por encima y por debajo de dicha temperatura, mostraron 

un aumento en el módulo de elasticidad y la viscosidad de la monocapa en el 

estado vítreo.[45, 46] 

V. Preparación y Propiedades de Películas de Puntos Cuánticos 

de CdSe 

 Los objetivos que se pretenden en el trabajo con puntos cuánticos de 

CdSe son: la preparación mediante tres metodologías diferentes basadas en la 

capacidad de ensamblaje del polímero PS-MA-BEE de películas mixtas 

depositadas por la técnica de LB de los QDs y el polímero; evaluar la influencia de 

la aplicación de una fuerza externa como el cizallado en la interfase aire-agua en la 

morfología de las películas; y el estudio del efecto de la morfología de las películas 

en las propiedades fotoluminiscentes de los QDs. 
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 La morfología de las películas fue analizada por AFM y TEM, mientras  

que el estudio de fotoluminiscencia fue llevado a cabo con la técnica de 

fluorescencia resuelta en el tiempo. 

V.1. Preparación de las Películas Langmuir-Blodgett de QD/PS-

MA-BEE   

 Las metodologías desarrolladas en este trabajo son: (i) la preparación de 

monocapas mixtas QD/polímero mediante la co-deposición en la interfase aire-

agua de una disolución en la que están mezclados ambos componentes; (ii) la 

preparación de bicapas, donde una película LB de polímero recubre el sólido 

modificando sus propiedades superficiales para mejorar el proceso de adhesión de 

la película LB de QDs; y (iii) se sustituye el estabilizante de los QDs, TOPO, por 

el polímero. 

 En el caso de la co-deposición QD/PS-MA-BEE el estudio se centró 

en la influencia de la composición y el estado superficial de las monocapas mixtas 

en la morfología de las películas. De este modo, se varió la fracción molar de 

polímero en la disolución de deposición, XP, y la presión superficial de deposición 

de las monocapas preparadas.   

 Para la elección de la presión superficial para la deposición LB, se realizó 

un estudio previo de las isotermas de presión superficial y elasticidad de equilibrio, 

donde se observó que para XP ≥ 0.95 las isotermas de π presentan un plateau a 

~30 mN m-1 que se corresponde con un mínimo en las isotermas de elasticidad. 

Este comportamiento también se observa en la monocapa del polímero por lo que 

se atribuye a la conformación en cepillo de las moléculas del polímero.[47]  Las 

presiones superficiales fueron seleccionadas de acuerdo a los datos de elasticidad 

de equilibrio a diferentes composiciones, de modo que se pudieran analizar dos 

estados diferentes de la monocapa. Las presiones superficiales escogidas fueron 14 

y 30 mN m-1, correspondientes al estado de máxima elasticidad del sistema y de 
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mínima elasticidad donde el polímero se encuentra en conformación de cepillo en 

monocapas XP  ≥ 0.95.  

 Previamente al estudio de las películas LB mixtas QD/PS-MA-BEE, se 

depositaron sobre el substrato, mica, las monocapas de los componentes puros. 

El análisis de las imágenes de AFM de las películas de QDs, mostró la formación 

de agregados e incluso de aglomerados en el caso de π = 30 mN m-1, indicando 

poca afinidad por el substrato empleado y una gran interacción entre las 

partículas. Por otro lado, en el caso del polímero, dos tipos de estructuras fueron 

observadas: bandas de ~8-10 nm de espesor (π = 14 mN m-1) y una película con 

algunos huecos de espesor ~2 nm (π = 30 mN m-1). Las estructuras formadas 

fueron interpretadas acorde a dos procesos de secado en la interfase aire-sólido: el 

mecanismo espinodal, donde predominan las ondas capilares, y la nucleación y 

ruptura con formación de agujeros en la película, donde predominan los efectos 

gravitatorios.[48] Así, para el caso de la formación de bandas, son los efectos de las 

ondas capilares los que dominan el proceso de secado en el sólido, ya que el 

coeficiente de amortiguación es máximo cuando la elasticidad es mínima y 

viceversa, disminuye cuando aumenta la elasticidad de la película.[49] Mientras que 

los efectos gravitatorios promueven el crecimiento de agujeros en la película 

depositada a π = 30 mN m-1.  

 En el caso de las monocapas mixtas QD/PS-MA-BEE, las imágenes de 

AFM mostraron que la adición del polímero incluso en pequeñas cantidades 

mejora la adhesión de los QDs en mica. Este comportamiento puede ser debido a 

la interacción entre el estabilizante y el poliestireno del polímero, de modo que el 

grupo hidrófilo del polímero favorece la adsorción en la mica.[50]  

 Analizando el efecto de la composición de la película en la morfología para 

cada una de las presiones superficiales seleccionadas dos tendencias fueron 

observadas. En el caso de las películas depositadas a π = 14 mN m-1, para una 

composición XP < 0.50, grandes dominios formando una película casi homogénea 
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son observados. Sin embargo, cuando la cantidad de polímero aumenta, XP ≥ 

0.50, se produce una ruptura de la película formándose dominios circulares cuyo 

tamaño disminuye al aumentar la concentración de polímero donde las 

nanopartículas se sitúan en el interior de los mismos, acorde con las imágenes de 

TEM. Por otro lado, para las películas depositadas a π = 30 mN m-1, el cambio en 

la morfología es observado a mayores concentraciones de polímero. Así, para XP 

< 0.95 la estructura de las películas es análoga a las anteriores a bajas 

concentraciones de polímero, con grandes dominios unidos formando la película. 

Por contra cuando XP ≥ 0.95, las monocapas presentan un mínimo en la 

elasticidad correspondiente a la conformación de cepillo del polímero. En este 

estado superficial, las imágenes de AFM de las películas LB mostraron la 

formación de redes hexagonales donde el material se acumula en los bordes 

formando huecos en el interior. En todos los casos los perfiles de AFM indicaron 

espesores de 3-4 nm compatibles con el tamaño de las partículas y por tanto, de la 

inhibición de aglomerados en 3D. 

Asimismo, cabe destacar que para ambas presiones superficiales y altas 

concentraciones de polímero XP > 0.95, la morfología de las películas es 

completamente diferente a la correspondiente del polímero, indicando que incluso 

una pequeña cantidad de QDs modifica las interacciones entre las moléculas de 

polímero.[51-53] 

 Teniendo en cuenta que el estado de la monocapa es de máxima 

elasticidad cuando (π = 14 mN m-1) y  (π = 30 mN m-1 y XP < 0.95), la formación 

de estructuras observadas está promovida por el mecanismo espinodal. Por contra 

cuando π = 30 mN m-1 y XP ≥ 0.95, las monocapas están en el mínimo de 

elasticidad donde las ondas capilares están amortiguadas y por tanto son los 

efectos gravitatorios los que predominan en el proceso de secado. 

 La siguiente metodología empleada fue la modificación de las propiedades 

superficiales de la mica mediante la deposición LB de una película de polímero a 
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presión superficial de 14 mN m-1, donde forma bandas que se extienden a lo largo 

del substrato. Posteriormente, sobre la película LB de polímero se deposita la 

película de QDs, formándose así una bicapa. Para comprobar el efecto de la 

concentración de QDs se seleccionaron dos presiones superficiales de deposición, 

9 y 30 mN m-1, correspondiendo la primera al máximo en la isoterma de 

elasticidad. Las morfologías observadas mediante AFM y TEM, indicaron que las 

nanopartículas depositadas sobre el polímero forman agregados aislados e 

irregulares en tamaño en ambos casos, cuya población aumenta con la presión 

superficial de deposición. Además, al igual que ocurría en la co-deposición, se 

evita la formación de aglomerados en 3D de QDs sobre mica. Para interpretar 

estos resultados es necesario evaluar las fuerzas implicadas en el proceso de 

formación de la película de QDs sobre el polímero. El recubrimiento del sólido 

produce un aumento de su energía superficial minimizando los procesos de 

secado,[54, 55] de modo que el proceso de ensamblado de los QDs se relaciona con 

las interacciones entre las capas en contacto [56] y por tanto, la capacidad de 

mojado de la película que recubre el substrato. Es por ello, que decidimos analizar 

el proceso mediante la determinación aproximada del coeficiente de mojado (S). 

Este coeficiente ha sido empleado por otros autores para evaluar la estabilidad [57] 

y la formación de nanoestructuras [58] en películas LB. El valor del coeficiente S 

determinado para el sistema PS-MA-BEE//QD es negativo, indicando 

interacciones débiles entre la parte hidrófoba del polímero expuesta a las 

partículas, PS, y el estabilizante de las mismas, TOPO, respecto a las interacciones 

QD-QD, de ahí, la formación de agregados.   

 La tercera metodología de preparación se basa en el intercambio del 

estabilizante de los QDs, TOPO, por el polímero, PS-MA-BEE, aprovechando 

la presencia del grupo -COOH en el polímero y la interacción de éste con la 

superficie metálica de la partícula, concretamente con Cd2+, durante el proceso de 

intercambio.[8] Una vez obtenidos los QDs recubiertos con el polímero, QDP, la 

sistemática de trabajo fue análoga a las anteriores, estudiando la morfología de las 
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películas preparadas por co-deposición con el polímero y como bicapas. En el 

primer caso, y a modo comparativo se prepararon películas LB de monocapas 

mixtas de QDP y PS-MA-BEE variando la composición de las mismas y a la 

presión superficial de 14 mN m-1, correspondiente al máximo de elasticidad. La 

morfología de las películas observada por AFM y TEM,  mostró la formación de 

redes hexagonales y un espesor de 2-3 nm, compatible con la formación de 

monocapas. En este caso, dado que el polímero posee una masa molecular casi 

siete veces mayor que el TOPO, los efectos gravitatorios son más importantes.  

Por tanto, pese a encontrarse en un estado de máxima elasticidad, el mecanismo 

que predomina es la nucleación y crecimiento de huecos en las películas 

promovido por efectos gravitatorios. 

 Por otro lado, el estudio de las bicapas formadas por PS-MA-BEE// QDP  

mostró que el esparcimiento logrado es mucho mayor que en el anterior caso, ya 

que esta favorecido por la interacción PS//PS y por tanto tiene asociado un 

coeficiente de mojado próximo a cero. 

V.2. Propiedades Dinámicas de las Monocapas mixtas QD/PS-

MA-BEE 

 En las metodologías planteadas, la deposición se realizó por compresión 

de la monocapa tras la adición del material en la interfase aire-agua. Sin embargo, 

este modo de preparación lleva a la deposición de sistemas metaestables.[1, 42, 59] 

Algunos autores han sugerido el empleo de sucesivos ciclos de compresión y 

expansión para inducir orden a largo y corto alcance en la reorganización de 

nanopartículas.[17] Así, siguiendo esta línea de investigación decidimos estudiar la 

morfología de las películas depositadas después de realizar 50 ciclos de cizalla con 

las barreras de la balanza de Langmuir. Los resultados de las imágenes de AFM y 

TEM indicaron que el aumento de la deformación del área durante la cizalla 

reduce el tamaño de los dominios formados y produce un mayor 
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empaquetamiento. 

 Por otro lado, se llevó a cabo el estudio de los procesos de reorganización 

involucrados en la relajación de la monocapa después de cizallarla con 50 ciclos de 

compresión-expansión. El análisis multi-exponencial de las curvas de relajación 

mostró que se trata de una dinámica compleja en la que están involucrados tres 

tiempos de relajación: la inercia de las barreras al parar (τ1); el movimiento de los 

bloques formados por los QDs o los QDs y el polímero (τ2); y la reorganización 

en el interior de estos bloques de sus componentes (τ3). En el caso de las 

monocapas de polímero solo existen dos procesos: la inercia de las barreras (τ1) y 

la reorganización de las moléculas de polímero (τ). Los datos obtenidos para los 

tiempos τ2 y τ3 con la variación de la composición de las monocapas, indicaron 

que para altas concentraciones de polímero, XP > 0.80, los procesos de relajación 

se vuelven más lentos, siendo el efecto más acusado en el caso de la 

reorganización interna dentro de los bloques (τ3). Este comportamiento puede 

estar relacionado con impedimentos debido a la presencia de la matriz polimérica. 

Estos impedimentos están basados en la reducción de la movilidad del polímero 

cuando está próximo a la nanopartícula que promueve una reorganización más 

estructurada de los componentes y que está acentuado cuando el tamaño de los 

componentes es similar.[21, 22, 60, 61] Este comportamiento también se reflejaría en el 

aumento del tiempo de relajación (τ3) en las monocapas mixtas con alta 

concentración de polímero, respecto del tiempo de relajación de la monocapa de 

polímero. 

V.3. Propiedades Fotoluminiscentes de las Películas LB de 

QD/PS-MA-BEE 

 Finalmente, tras la preparación de las películas LB con las nanopartículas, 

se llevo a cabo su caracterización mediante el estudio de las propiedades 

fotoluminiscentes. El estudio se centró principalmente sobre las películas 
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preparadas con QDs estabilizados con TOPO y en la evaluación del efecto de la 

metodología de preparación, bicapas y co-deposición; la composición de las 

películas y la concentración de QDs en las propiedades fotoluminiscentes de las 

mismas mediante la técnica de fluorescencia resuelta en el tiempo (FLIM). 

 Las condiciones de trabajo, longitud de onda y energía de excitación y 

rango de longitudes de onda de recogida de la emisión, se seleccionaron, a partir 

de estudios preliminares, de modo que únicamente las nanopartículas fueran 

excitadas, se minimizaran los procesos multi-excitónicos y de exposición y se 

recogiera la emisión procedente de la recombinación en el interior del QD. Una 

vez establecidas, el estudio se enfocó en el análisis de las imágenes y las curvas de 

decaimiento obtenidas por FLIM para las diferentes muestras. Para interpretar las 

curvas de decaimiento se propuso un modelo aproximado de ajuste construido en 

base al análisis de las imágenes de TEM. De este modo la función de decaimiento, 

, está compuesta por dos términos,  y , correspondientes a regiones 

dispersas y compactas (clústeres) de nanopartículas, respectivamente, 

 	 	 1       [VIII.1] 

El término  fue interpretado con el modelo propuesto por Tachiya-

Mozumder [62, 63] mientras que el término  fue adaptado del método teórico de 

la expansión diagramática de la función de Green desarrollada por Fayer et al. [64, 65]  

 A partir de los resultados del ajuste de las curvas de decaimiento con este 

modelo, concretamente de los valores de los parámetros σ y la concentración 

reducida de trampas superficiales, CT, y el análisis de las imágenes de TEM y 

FLIM, se pone de manifiesto que el sistema en bicapa proporciona una mayor 

intensidad de emisión, una estructura más regular y con menos clústeres de QDs y 

una menor concentración de trampas superficiales que las películas preparadas por 

co-deposición.  
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VI. Grafeno obtenido químicamente 

 En esta parte del trabajo uno de los objetivos planteados era desarrollar 

una nueva ruta de síntesis de óxido de grafeno reducido (RGO) partiendo de 

óxido de grafeno (GO) empleando tensioactivos que permitan mejorar la calidad 

del material obtenido e incluso funcionalizarlo. De este modo, desarrollamos una 

síntesis químico-coloidal empleando un tensioactivo zwitteriónico, concretamente 

el DDPS. La ventaja que ofrece esta estrategia es aprovechar la mayor adsorción 

en superficies hidrófobas como el grafito que presentan los tensioactivos 

zwitteriónicos frente a los iónicos,[66, 67] por lo que en principio deberían proveer 

una mejor funcionalización de las láminas de RGO. Además este tipo de 

tensioactivos presentan una mayor tolerancia a pH extremos, electrolitos fuertes y 

agentes oxidantes y reductores que los tensioactivos iónicos,[66] permitiendo 

trabajar en condiciones extremas. Por otro lado, las moléculas de DDPS unidas a 

las láminas de RGO pueden interaccionar con cationes metálicos[28] o polímeros[68] 

permitiendo la formación de nanocompuestos con potenciales aplicaciones en 

dispositivos fotovoltaicos[28] o sensores[29]. 

 Para evaluar la calidad del material obtenido, RGO, utilizamos el criterio 

propuesto por Luo et al.[69] Este criterio se basa en el análisis del grado de 

reducción, el grado de reparación de defectos tras el proceso de reducción y la 

conductividad eléctrica del material grafítico obtenido mediante las técnicas de 

AFM, XPS, espectroscopia UV-vis, espectroscopia Raman y medidas de 

conductividad eléctrica. 

 Para estudiar el efecto de la presencia del tensioactivo en la reducción del 

GO, seleccionamos dos agentes reductores con demostrada capacidad de 

reducción de GO: hidracina y vitamina C.[69-72] En el caso de la hidracina se trata 

de un reductor muy utilizado en la reducción de GO y con buenos resultados,[70-74] 

mientras que la vitamina C se presenta como una alternativa ecológica que además 

permite obtener láminas con menos defectos estructurales que con hidracina[73, 74]. 
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  Por otro lado, otro de los objetivos planteados era la deposición 

controlada y reproducible del RGO evitando el apilamiento de las láminas 

observado con otras técnicas como el spin-coating [75] o el drop-casting [76]. Para ello, 

utilizamos la técnica de Langmuir-Blodgett que recientemente ha mostrado un 

gran control para la deposición de GO [32] y multicapas de RGO [77]. La morfología 

y la calidad de las láminas depositadas por LB en obleas de silicio fueron 

estudiadas con las técnicas de AFM, FE-SEM y espectroscopia micro-Raman. 

VI.1. Obtención y Deposición de RGO 

 En primer lugar, la investigación se centró en la síntesis del RGO. Para 

ello el material de partida empleado fue GO obtenido por oxidación de láminas de 

grafito llevando a cabo una pequeña modificación en el método propuesto por 

Hummers[31]. Con esta modificación se pretendía obtener un material más oxidado 

ya que, tal y como confirmaron nuestros resultados, una mayor oxidación produce 

también una mayor exfoliación del material. A partir del GO, el siguiente paso fue 

reducir el GO empleando únicamente los agentes reductores: hidracina y vitamina 

C de acuerdo al procedimiento descrito por otros autores.[70, 78] Antes de llevar a 

cabo la reducción del GO en presencia de tensioactivo, fue necesario establecer la 

concentración de tensioactivo adecuada. De este modo, las dispersiones de GO 

preparadas con una concentración de DDPS inferior a la CMC (1.1 mg mL-1)[67] no 

eran estables, mientras que aquellas con concentraciones de DDPS superiores a 2 

mg mL-1 daban lugar en unos días a la aparición de precipitados. Finalmente se 

seleccionó una concentración de tensioactivo de 1.7 mg mL-1, próxima a la CMC y 

que producía dispersiones claras y estables de GO durante semanas. Este 

resultado indica que la concentración de tensioactivo necesaria está próxima a la 

CMC y concuerda con resultados previos obtenidos con tensioactivos iónicos.[79]   

 Con el material obtenido de las síntesis, GO y RGO, se lleva a cabo un 

análisis del grado de reducción alcanzado mediante las diversas rutas planteadas 

utilizando espectroscopia UV-vis y XPS. En el caso de los espectros de absorción, 
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comparando los espectros para el GO y los RGOs, se observa un desplazamiento 

a longitudes de onda mayores de la banda de 230 nm correspondiente al GO 

cuando se produce su reducción con cualquiera de las metodologías propuestas. 

Sin embargo, el desplazamiento de la banda es mayor cuando la reducción se lleva 

a cabo en presencia de tensioactivo, de 264-265 nm hasta 266-268 nm, indicando 

que se ha alcanzado un mayor grado de reducción. Estos datos fueron 

corroborados con los resultados de XPS, donde los espectros C1s mostraron que 

el porcentaje de Csp2 obtenido en presencia de tensioactivo es mayor. Además el 

análisis de los espectros N1s y S2p permitió obtener más información del material 

obtenido. En el caso de los RGO reducidos con hidracina la presencia de una 

banda a ~400 eV en el espectro N1s indicó la existencia de grupos funcionales R-

NH2 en las láminas de RGO.[80] Mientras que en el caso de los RGO reducidos en 

presencia de DDPS, los espectros N1s y S2p presentaban bandas adicionales en 

~402 y ~168 eV. Comparando estas posiciones con los espectros N1s y S2p del 

tensioactivo esas energías corresponden a los grupos R-NH4
+ y SO3

2-, por lo que 

la presencia de estas bandas demuestra que la metodología empleada en esta 

investigación produce la funcionalización del RGO con el DDPS. Por otro lado el 

análisis de los ratios O/C y N/C permitió observar que las muestras reducidas 

con vitamina C presentan una relación O/C mayor que las muestras reducidas con 

hidracina; por otra parte, la presencia del tensioactivo en la síntesis con hidracina 

reduce la relación N/C observada respecto a las muestras reducidas con hidracina 

sin el tensioactivo DDPS. Estos resultados sugieren la formación de enlaces de 

hidrógeno entre el producto oxidado de la vitamina C y el oxígeno residual en el 

RGO,[71] y por otro lado, que la presencia del tensioactivo en la síntesis con 

hidracina disminuye los defectos introducidos reduciendo la presencia de grupos 

nitrogenados producidos durante la reducción del GO con la hidracina[80]. 

 El siguiente paso fue la deposición mediante la técnica de Langmuir-

Blodgett de láminas de RGO sobre obleas de silicio. Las dispersiones utilizadas 

para depositar el material sobre la interfase aire-agua se prepararon por sonicación 
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de RGO en cloroformo. Los mejores resultados en estabilidad y dispersión se 

obtuvieron utilizando tiempos de sonicación entre 90-150 min. Además, las 

películas depositadas a presiones superficiales superiores a 4 mN m-1 demostraron 

la formación de multicapas de láminas. Es por ello que para tener un control en el 

espesor, se seleccionó una presión superficial inferior para trabajar, concretamente 

1 mN m-1. Por otro lado, cabe destacar que para el caso del RGO obtenido con 

hidracina (sin DDPS) se forman agregados en la dispersión a los pocos minutos y 

aunque se intentó realizar la deposición, las medidas de BAM y de AFM 

mostraron la formación de agregados tanto en la interfase aire-agua como en el 

substrato. La alternativa fue depositar GO sobre la oblea de silicio y 

posteriormente reducir con vapor de hidracina.[32] De este modo fue posible 

realizar medidas de AFM, FE-SEM y espectroscopia de micro-Raman. 

 La altura de los perfiles de las plaquetas determinada mediante AFM  

mostró que el espesor de las láminas obtenidas para el caso de la reducción con 

hidracina y vitamina C, eran muy similares y se encontraban entre 1.5-2 nm. Estos 

valores son compatibles con plaquetas formadas por 1 a 3 capas de grafeno Sin 

embargo, en el caso de las láminas funcionalizadas con DDPS el espesor aumentó 

hasta unos 4 nm, es decir, 2.5 nm más que cuando la reducción se lleva a cabo 

únicamente con los agentes reductores. Esto puede ser debido a la presencia del 

tensioactivo unido a las láminas.[81] Por otro lado, las imágenes de AFM y FE-

SEM muestran láminas encadenadas de RGO para el caso de la reducción 

hidracina/DDPS, que indicarían interacciones atractivas entre las láminas 

probablemente promovidas por la presencia del tensioactivo. 

Respecto a los datos de espectroscopia Raman, el estudio se centró en la 

evaluación del cociente de intensidades, ID/IG, de las bandas D y G del espectro 

que se relaciona con el grado de defectos que presenta la estructura.[82] Así, un 

elevado valor ID/IG indica la presencia de grupos no reducidos o desorden en la 

estructura Csp2. Comparando entre los agentes reductores, la hidracina presenta 
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un valor de 1.99, lo que indica un elevado número de defectos, que son 

probablemente debidos a la funcionalización con los grupos nitrogenados, 

mientras que la vitamina C con un valor de 0.67 presenta una estructura con 

mayores dominios Csp2. Incluso el valor obtenido para la muestra reducida con 

vitamina C es inferior a los datos de la bibliografía, ID/IG = 1, [71, 72] indicando que 

partir de un GO más oxidado se alcanza un mayor tamaño de dominios Csp2. Por 

otro lado, la incorporación del tensioactivo en el proceso de reducción permite 

disminuir esta relación, y por tanto los defectos en la estructura, para el caso de la 

hidracina hasta un valor ID/IG = 1.45, mientras que se eleva a 0.92 para el caso de 

la reducción con vitamina C. 

 Por último, se realizaron medidas de conductividad eléctrica sobre 

películas preparadas por filtración,[37] debido a que las medidas con los 

nanocontactos preparados por litografía no ofrecieron resultados fiables al 

encontrarse fuera del rango del equipo de medida. Estas medidas permiten 

observar de una forma más directa el grado de reducción y de defectos del 

material obtenido. Así, acorde con los resultados obtenidos mediante las técnicas 

de XPS y micro-Raman, que indicaban el porcentaje de Csp2 y el  grado de 

defectos, respectivamente, las muestran que presentaron mayor valor de 

conductividad fueron las funcionalizadas con tensioactivo. Mientras que la de 

menor conductividad fue la obtenida por reducción con vitamina C (sin DDPS), 

debido probablemente a la presencia de la forma oxidada de la vitamina C unida a 

las láminas.[71] 

VII. Conclusiones 

 En este capítulo se resumen las principales conclusiones obtenidas a partir 

de los resultados experimentales de los diferentes sistemas estudiados en este 

trabajo: monocapas de polímeros derivados del anhídrido maleico, películas de 

puntos cuánticos de CdSe y grafeno obtenido químicamente depositados sobre 

sólidos mediante la metodología de Langmuir-Blodgett. 
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 En el caso de los polímeros, Capítulo IV, el trabajo se enfocó en el 

estudio del auto-ensamblaje en la interfase aire-agua y en los sólidos. Con el fin de 

preparar películas compatibles con aplicaciones potenciales en la construcción de 

dispositivos electrónicos, nuestro interés se centró en estudiar el efecto de los 

electrolitos en las propiedades de equilibrio y dinámicas de las películas de 

Langmuir y Langmuir-Blodgett del copolímero de bloque estireno-b-anhídrido 

maleico-b-ácido 4-etoxi-4-oxo-2-butenoico-cumeno, PS-MA-BEE. Los resultados 

muestran que las monocapas de Langmuir depositadas sobre subfases salinas son 

más expandidas y estables que las monocapas preparadas sobre subfase acuosa sin 

electrolitos. Estos hechos pueden ser atribuidos a la formación de un complejo 

entre el catión divalente, Mg2+, y los grupos carboxílicos de la molécula de 

polímero. Nuestros resultados demuestran que los complejos de polímero-Mg2+ 

aumentan el comportamiento viscoelástico de la monocapa. 

 Los resultados también mostraron procesos de auto-ensamblaje superficial 

en las monocapas de polímero más densas. Los agregados transferidos desde la 

interfase aire-líquido a obleas de silicio presentan morfologías diferentes 

dependiendo de la metodología empleada para construir la película LB y de la 

composición de la subfase. El espesor de las películas LB obtenido por 

elipsometría concuerda con la altura de la película determinada con medidas de 

AFM. 

 Además, con el fin de reforzar la formación de complejos entre el catión 

Mg2+ y los grupos ácido del polímero, estudiamos las propiedades superficiales de 

otro polímero derivado del anhídrido maleico que no posee grupos de ácido 

carboxílico. El copolímero elegido fue poli-(estireno-co-anhídrido maleico)-

cumeno, PS-b-MA. Los resultados mostraron el efecto característico de 

electrolitos en las monocapas insolubles en agua, es decir, las isotermas se 

desplazan a menores áreas cuando la concentración de sal en la subfase aumenta. 

Este comportamiento es indicativo de la ausencia de formación de complejos. Por 
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otro lado, la morfología de las películas LB depende de la naturaleza del polímero, 

observándose agregados en forma de bandas para PS-MA-BEE y dominios 

circulares para PS-b-MA. 

 Además, el polímero PS-b-MA nos permite llevar a cabo el estudio de la 

temperatura de transición vítrea en 2D por medio de  las propiedades de 

equilibrio y dinámicas. Las medidas de potencial superficial indicaron que la 

presencia de electrolitos en la subfase acuosa no modifica significativamente la Tg 

en 2D. Por último, la transición de fase en monocapas de PS-b-MA se puso de 

manifiesto mediante medidas dinámicas. Los resultados muestran que el estado  

vítreo presenta mayores módulos de elasticidad y  viscosidad que el estado fluido. 

 En el estudio de las películas de puntos cuánticos (QDs) de CdSe, 

presentados en el Capítulo V, nuestro objetivo era desarrollar metodologías 

diferentes para preparar películas de QDs mediante la técnica de Langmuir-

Blodgett y estudiar la influencia de la morfología de la película en sus propiedades 

fotoluminiscentes. Para modular el auto-ensamblaje de los QDs  se utilizó el 

polímero PS-MA-BEE proponiéndose tres sistemáticas diferentes. 

 En la primera de ellas, referida como co-deposición, estudiamos la 

capacidad de ensamblaje de monocapas mixtas de QD/PS-MA-BEE en sólidos 

mediante imágenes de AFM y TEM. Los resultados obtenidos demostraron que el 

estado superficial del copolímero de bloques PS-MA-BEE juega un papel decisivo 

en la morfología de los ensamblados de nanopartículas. Por lo tanto, cuando la 

monocapa de Langmuir precursora de las películas LB presenta el valor más bajo 

de elasticidad, que corresponde a la conformación cepillo del polímero en la 

superficie, las películas están compuestas por redes hexagonales donde los QDs 

están adsorbidos en los bordes. Por el contrario, las monocapas con los valores 

más altos de elasticidad dan lugar a películas LB con dominios de QD/polímero. 

Las diferentes estructuras fueron interpretadas en términos de distintos procesos 

de secado, nucleación y crecimiento de agujeros en la formación de redes 
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hexagonales y mecanismo espinodal, en el caso de los dominios de QD/polímero. 

Nuestros resultados demostraron que es posible modular la morfología de las 

películas LB de QDs modificando tanto, la composición superficial como las 

propiedades elásticas de las monocapas de Langmuir precursoras de las películas 

LB. Esta estrategia podría ser presentada como una técnica reproducible 

alternativa a la litografía para diseñar en la nanoescala. 

 En la segunda metodología, la película LB de polímero se utiliza para 

modificar las propiedades superficiales del sustrato. Los resultados demuestran 

que la película LB del polímero PS-MA-BEE juega un papel importante en el 

aumento de la densidad superficial de QDs adsorbidos sobre mica. Interacciones 

cohesivas entre las cadenas de polímero y las cadenas hidrocarbonadas del 

estabilizador de los QDs, TOPO, puede ser el origen de este hecho. En todos los 

casos se observaron agregados en 2D en forma de islas y se evita la aglomeración 

en 3D de las nanopartículas. 

 Por último, se propuso estudiar la influencia de la naturaleza del ligando 

en el ensamblaje de las nanopartículas mediante el intercambio del ligando de los 

QDs por el polímero, PS-MA-BEE. En este sentido, se prepararon películas 

mixtas de QD/PS-MA-BEE y bicapas de PS-MA-BEE//QDs. Los resultados 

muestran que la sustitución del estabilizador TOPO de los QDs por el polímero 

PS-MA-BEE afecta a la morfología de los ensamblados de nanopartículas. En el 

caso de películas mixtas, el elevado peso molecular de la película formada por 

nanopartículas QDP, favorece los efectos gravitatorios frente a los efectos de las 

ondas capilares. Por lo tanto, la morfología de los auto-ensamblados es 

promovida por el mecanismo de secado de nucleación y crecimiento de agujeros. 

Según los resultados, es posible modular la morfología de las películas LB de QDs 

mediante la combinación de la modificación del ligando de las nanopartículas y la 

composición superficial de las monocapas de Langmuir precursoras de las 

películas LB. En el caso de las bicapas, como el ligando de los QDs y la película 
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que recubre el substrato exponen el mismo grupo, PS, las interacciones favorables 

conducen a una mejor distribución de los QDs sobre la película de polímero. 

 Nuestros resultados sugirieron que la compresión de la monocapa 

desarrolla estados metaestables transitorios que finalmente relajan hacia la 

configuración de mínima energía del dominio. Por lo tanto, para alcanzar el estado 

estable, se aplican sucesivos ciclos de compresión-expansión y posteriormente se 

detienen las barreras. Esta estrategia conduce  a la obtención de monocapas de 

nanopartículas más ordenadas. Por otra parte, esta metodología nos permite 

obtener información de los diferentes procesos de relajación que se producen 

después de aplicar los ciclos de compresión-expansión. Los resultados mostraron 

la existencia de dos procesos de relajación en películas de QDs y QD/polímero. 

El proceso más rápido fue atribuido al movimiento de los bloques, mientras que 

el más lento se relacionó con movimientos dentro de los bloques. Además, el 

valor de los tiempos de estos procesos depende de la composición de la película. 

Así, las relajaciones más lentas corresponden a sistemas con alta concentración de 

polímero. Finalmente, se sugiere la cizalla como una fuerza externa para dirigir el 

ensamblaje de las películas de nanocompuestos ya que se observó una orientación 

en la dirección de los esfuerzos aplicados de las películas QD/polímero. Además, 

en este trabajo se ha propuesto la combinación de dos métodos para controlar el 

ensamblaje del nanocompuesto: una matriz de polímero y una fuerza de externa 

de cizalla. Nuestros resultados demuestran que escogiendo una metodología 

apropiada es posible modular el ensamblaje de los QDs. 

 Finalmente, analizamos el efecto de la morfología de los dominios de QDs 

en las propiedades de fotoluminiscencia de la película utilizando la técnica de 

FLIM. El estudio de fotoluminiscencia resuelta en el tiempo de las películas nos 

ha permitido poner de manifiesto varios fenómenos de la fotodinámica de los 

QDs en las películas LB. 
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 Para interpretar los resultados obtenidos para las diferentes películas LB 

previamente estudiamos la emisión de fotoluminiscencia dinámica de los QDs 

disueltos en cloroformo. Los resultados demostraron que la vida media de las 

partículas en disolución es independiente de la concentración de polímero, 

sugiriendo la existencia de un proceso de quenching estático por transferencia de 

carga entre los QDs y el polímero. Por otra parte, las curvas de decaimiento de 

fotoluminiscencia para los QDs son diferentes en disolución y en películas LB. En 

principio, la disolución ofrece un entorno más fluido minimizando la interacción 

entre los QDs, mientras que las películas LB presentan un entorno dieléctrico 

diferente que aumenta el tiempo de vida medio radiativo y proporciona una 

disposición compacta de partículas que permite interacciones dipolares QD-QD. 

Por otra parte, los estudios llevados a cabo analizando el efecto de la energía de 

excitación, el tiempo de exposición y el margen de longitudes de onda de emisión 

del espectro recogido en la dinámica de fotoluminiscencia puso de manifiesto la 

existencia de procesos multi-excitónicos, una foto-pasivación cuasi-reversible de la 

superficie de la partícula y la emisión de los estados correspondiente a los defectos 

de superficie, respectivamente. 

 La fotoluminiscencia de las películas mixtas de QD/polímero se 

caracterizó para distintas condiciones de deposición de la película: bicapa o co-

deposición; composición de la mezcla, y la presión superficial de deposición. Los 

resultados muestran que la dinámica de fotoluminiscencia de las películas de QDs 

está afectada por el transporte de energía y los procesos de captura que se 

producen en las zonas compactas de QDs depositados. La eficacia de estos 

procesos depende esencialmente de la distancia entre partículas y la densidad 

superficial de trampas de energía, que pueden ser QDs con muchos defectos 

superficiales o agrupaciones de clústeres. Entre las diferentes condiciones 

estudiadas, la deposición en bicapa mostró las superficies con mayor intensidad de 

emisión, es decir, más brillo en las imágenes. El análisis simultáneo de los 

decaimientos de fotoluminiscencia y las imágenes de TEM nos permitió relacionar 
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este comportamiento a una menor cantidad de agregación en clústeres de los QDs 

en la disposición en bicapa. El modelo utilizado para el análisis de las curvas de 

decaimiento considera el transporte de energía y procesos de captura en las 

películas y, aunque es sólo un modelo aproximado, nos ha permitido relacionar la 

dinámica de fotoluminiscencia con la morfología de la película. De hecho, la 

concentración de trampas obtenida a partir del análisis de las curvas de 

decaimiento de la bicapa es aproximadamente la mitad de la que se observa en las 

películas preparadas por co-deposición. Finalmente, a partir de los resultados, es 

posible concluir que con el fin de mejorar las propiedades de fotoluminiscencia de 

películas de QDs, es importante obtener películas con una morfología regular y 

compacta para reducir al mínimo la agregación en clústeres de los QDs. 

 El último sistema estudiado fue grafeno obtenido químicamente, Capítulo 

VI. Los objetivos fueron desarrollar una nueva ruta sintética mediante el uso del 

tensioactivo zwitteriónico 11,3-(dimetil-dodecilamonio)-propanosulfonato, 

DDPS, y la deposición controlada del material preparado con el fin de conseguir 

una buena calidad y láminas de RGO de bajo espesor. De este modo, analizamos 

el grado de reducción, el grado de reparación de defectos y la conductividad 

eléctrica de las láminas de RGO obtenidos por reducción de GO con hidracina y 

la vitamina C y funcionalizado mediante el tensioactivo DDPS. Los resultados 

demuestran que la funcionalización con el tensioactivo zwitteriónico DDPS 

mejora la eficiencia en la reducción de la hidracina y de la vitamina C, medida por 

el porcentaje de Csp2; reduce los grupos residuales unidos a la red de carbono 

introducidos por los agentes reductores en ambos casos, y aumenta la 

conductividad del RGO. Además, la conductividad eléctrica observada en 

nuestras muestras funcionalizadas es generalmente mayor que la mostrada por 

películas soportadas sobre papel de RGO funcionalizados con otros tensioactivos. 

En consecuencia, se propone la funcionalización de RGO con DDPS como una 

buena funcionalización no covalente, que aumenta la conductividad eléctrica sin 

alterar la red de carbono. Además, la funcionalización con un tensioactivo 
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zwitteriónico ofrece una carga residual que puede unir las láminas de RGO con 

otros materiales con el fin de preparar nanocompuestos con múltiples 

aplicaciones. Los resultados también mostraron que la técnica de Langmuir-

Blodgett permitió depositar láminas finas de RGO en obleas de silicio para poder 

llevar a cabo la caracterización del material.  
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